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1 I

is study investigates the question whether people can use the text of the
Gospel of Mark as a script for speaking to maers of import in local group-
ings. I first examine the Græco-Roman seing1 and ask how in that seing
early Christian groupings might have used Mark as such a text–script. Parallel
to this, I investigate a similar use of Mark by Lovangai 2 church members. In the
field of Bible translation source and target texts have typically been understood
as the places to look for meaning and to test meaning transfer. At the same
time, both original and receptor audiences have been generalized. is study, in
contrast, is about the social phenomena revolving around text use rather than
about meaning as contained in a source text and transferred to a target text. e
purpose is neither to make claims about Biblical source texts in general nor to
generalize about Lovangai reception. e study investigates the question of how
Mark with its particular themes and topics might have been used in early Chris-
tian groupings for persuasive speech purposes and it examines persuasive use
of Mark in the local environments of particular groupings of Lovangai church
members.

I undertake this study as a researcher with practical experience in the mission–
motivated Bible translation movement. At the same time, I situate myself as
a researcher–participant in groupings of Lovangai church members who read
and interpret Mark with me.3 e Lovangai church is made up of diverse yet
networked groupings of Christians who understand themselves to be participat-
ing more or less meaningfully in church meetings, events and / or governance.

1I use the termGræco-Roman throughout this study. SinceMark is wrien in Greek, we can safely
assume that it was intended to be heard by people in the Greek–speaking realm of the world.
It should be understood that I do not use ‘Græco–Roman’ in contrast to ‘Jewish.’ I assume that
Jewish people in the early Jesus movement who were to hear Mark were Greek–speaking people
and that they were as aware of Roman and Greek influences in society as were people of other
ethnic backgrounds.

2e Lovangai area lies in north–east Papua New Guinea (PNG), comprising Lovangai Island and
its outlying islands (see maps in Appendix A).

3I have been working for an extended period with one of the organizations of the missionary Bible
translation movement in close connection with Lovangai church members in Bible translation
work.



2 Introduction

e church members in focus in this study live in three home places 4 along the
south–west coast of Lovangai Island: in Baungung, Umbukul and Angat (see
map in Appendix A).5

ese research participants are members of congregations that were formed in
the early decades of the twentieth century. Lovangai elders point to the be-
ginning of church in the south–west Lovangai area with the sending of a del-
egation to a Methodist mission meeting some hundred kilometres to the east.
ey went to request a resident pastor–teacher to be assigned to them. is
took place around 1920.6 Some lile time earlier evangelists had visited the
area. ese evangelists, Melanesian like the Lovangai, were invited from main-
land New Ireland and New Britain. ey spoke in Kuanua and Tigak7 as they
themselves had learned through their own participation in mission training pro-
grams. e evangelists were most likely interpreted by multilingual Tigak and
Lovangai. When the pastor–teacher was sent the church took form and as it be-
came established the speaking of narrative episodes and Jesus’ persuasive voice
were repeatedly enacted by pastor–teachers, the earliest of whom were Kuanua
and Tigak and subsequently Lovangai.

It seems unlikely that new church members were at first taught to distinguish
sharply between Markan and other Gospel episodes. e speech practices re-
volving around Gospel episodes has a history that surely goes back to the first
enactments by the evangelists and was solidified through the speech practice
of pastor–teachers, and eventually local Lovangai lay preachers and teachers.
Formal textual translations of the Gospel texts into Lovangai came much later
(1970s–90s).8 Prior to any Lovangai biblical text, the text as an entity in its

4e expression ‘home place’ is my rendering of the Lovangai term rina. Rina is where we dwell,
where we come from.

5In anthropological and linguistic studies it has been customary to introduce the ‘subjects of
inquiry’ with a set of features in order to define and classify them. I am aware of the temptation
to isolate and classify ‘subjects of study’ and to compare them with other ‘traditional systems.’
However, in agreement with Ingold (1993), I see the danger of thus positioning myself and my
scholarship above ‘culture’ and ‘traditional’ peoples as though I am not situated in the same
physical environment of the world as they are. e perceptive reader of this dissertation will be
introduced to Lovangai men and women with whom I have worked by listening to them speak
in the extensive examples I present in translation.

6is history is based on conversations I have had with various senior and middle–aged Lovangai
church members (notably Passingan–Mat and Passingan–Tapak), from a public speech and pam-
phlet by one of these elders (Passingan-Tapak, 1999), and from Neville relfall’s (1975) history
of the Methodist mission in the islands region.

7e Kuanua are a people of New Britain whose language was chosen in the late nineteenth
century by the Methodist mission as medium for training, church administration and Bible and
hymnology translation. e Tigak area lies to the east of the Lovangai area, including part of
mainland New Ireland.

8Mark in Lovangai was published in 1989 (Summer Institute of Linguistics, 1989) and the whole
New Testament (with revised Mark) in 1998 (Bible Society of Papua New Guinea, 1998).
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Kuanua form, and later in Tok Pisin and English,9 was recognized at very early
stages of the church as a vital element in the speaking; to the average church
member and lay church worker it became clear very soon that this text was the
source or the script from which the speaking was done.

1.1 Framework

ere are two areas of investigation that I pursue which form the main frame-
work of this study: i) the design and function of Mark in the Græco–Roman
seingwhere it was conceived; ii) the potential function ofMark in Lovangai so-
cial groupings. A third area of investigation, supporting the first two, is (iii) the
question of how Mark has been understood in the missionary Bible translation
movement as well as in scholarship more generally and what assumptions have
been held about how it was to communicate as a text. I briefly introduce these
three areas here.

i) To be sure, the environment within whichMark first came to be and was expe-
rienced as a text is not available for direct observation. erefore I lean heavily
upon certain existing studies in order to put forward a model of the character-
istics of the early Christian movement in which Mark might have functioned as
a text–script for persuasive speech. I make my own analysis of the text based
on that model, giving what I think is a plausible account of its intended func-
tion. In this endeavour I begin from the basic position that texts in that era and
environment were expected to be integrated with speaking that had as goal to
persuade people.

ii) I carried out concentrated research with Lovangai church members about
speech practice in social groupings. We studied the way people speak to so-
cial groupings with the intent to persuade others. en we tried to see how
women and men - responsible, caring persons who know how to speak well -
interpret episodes of Mark as speech that in turn gives them ways to speak per-
suasively.

I draw these two areas of investigation together by using the criterion of coher-
ence, taking the function of the text as the point of coherence. If the intention
for Mark in its earliest seing was that it be used as a tool for persuasive speak-
ing about maers of import, then a Lovangai Mark would be coherent with its
early counterpart if it had a similar function. At another level, inasmuch as Lo-
vangai speak to persuade others about important maers, their use of Mark as
a tool for speaking persuasively would be coherent with such known speech
practice.
9Tok Pisin, a Melanesian creole, and English are two of the official languages of Papua New
Guinea. e Bible in Tok Pisin (Bible Society of Papua New Guinea, 1989) is much more widely-
used in the region than English translations.
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iii) I set the results of the two areas of investigation over against certain impor-
tant assumptions and analyses that I encounter in literature of the missionary
Bible translation movement. I interact primarily with that pedagogy and theory,
though my survey includes certain related trends in Markan studies.

Firstly, there is a general assumption that Mark was originally intended as an
account of historical events and that to read Mark correctly is to gain compre-
hension of those events; readers are expected to process information about the
life and ministry of Jesus and the environment within which he moved. e
source text is seen as a representation of the real world, by which readers are
meant to get at what actually happened.

Secondly, and more recently, it is assumed that Mark was composed as a dra-
matic story that was to be acted out with the purpose of producing an aes-
thetic and moving effect upon auditors and / or spectators. e source text is
seen foremost as a story–script for creating and carrying out dramatic perfor-
mances.

Further, it has been typically assumed that Biblical source texts represent a direct
communication event; a clear message given by a particular writer to a known,
particular audience who grasp that message well. In this view the target text is
like the source insofar as it makes possible a similar communication experience
for the receptor audience, albeit at a distance, as if listening in.

e ‘original audience’ is held to consist of individual readers or homogeneous
groupswho comprehended themessagewith ease because theywere in the same
‘world’ as the author. Exegesis of Mark, therefore, oen focuses on historical
events, and not on the text’s function in seings quite removed in time and space
from the events, people and places depicted in its narrative.

I will investigate these assumptions about audience and communication and
point out how they are in tension with a view of Mark that sees it as an integral
part of speech practice in the local environments of groupings scaered over the
Greek–speaking region and internally heterogeneous in constitution. Inasmuch
as the text was to function as a tool to achieve (change o) practice in such group-
ings I understand ‘meaning’ to occur in local enactment when reader–speaker
and group participate together. e goal of such communication is not so much
transfer of information or comprehension as it is the effecting of practice. A
text–script is a tool and the locus of work–to–be–done is persuasive speaking
in a group.

In the missionary Bible translation movement linguistic research has had the
aim of isolating and identifying features of language systems and applying these
to formulations of target texts. Some anthropological work has been carried out
with the aim of isolating culture–specific information so it can be appropriately
supplied for receptor readers of target texts. Perhaps the most effort has been
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expended in geing target audiences to comprehend informative intent. I am
not aware of any studies that connect the topics and issues of Mark directly to
maers of import and persuasive speaking in receptor audience groupings. e
present study investigates this lacuna.

Mark as text-script: persuasive speaking in Græco-Roman environments

I will propose in the course of this study (especially in Chapter 3) that Mark
can be read fruitfully as a tool for speaking persuasively to groupings of people.
Trained and qualified reader–speakers were to use the text to address maers of
import within earliest groupings of Christians. e text, then, was not intended
for personal use where every individual makes sense of an informative intent
of an author concerning events in history; rather, trained and qualified persons
were to use it to speak persuasively to groupings of people concerning maers
in their local environments. ese reader–speakers were to influence, persuade
and convince people as a group about the maers to which the text pointed their
aention. A reader–speaker thus defined is not an actor; the text–script as I am
defining it is not for acting out the story of the text. Rather, as reader–speakers
learn about maers of import they perceive in the text and about real maers of
concern in the life of any given group they interpretively speak from the script
in addressing maers of import in the group. Such a reader–speaker can not be
disengaged - as an actor might be - from the maers themselves nor from the
people to whom these maers make a real difference.

e text of Mark, rather than simply an informative narrative, is actually a
provocative text. It points aention to the failure of the key figures in their
call to follow Jesus. It also points aention rather forcefully to the difference
between a group of elite big–men on the one hand and suppliants or low–status
people on the other. e episodes in this text are, therefore, to be interpreted
as pointing the aention of the reader–speaker to maers that need address-
ing in any audience grouping struggling with tensions regarding power differ-
entials, leadership stance and single–hearted devotion to Jesus. e episodes,
however, point aention covertly, not saying directly what the maers of any
given audience grouping are. e reader–speaker thus has not only the maers
predicted by the text but also is shown a style of speaking – covertly, in a fig-
ured way – that enables sensitive persuasive efforts in such stratified audience
groupings.

is study seeks to relate such a persuasive function of Mark to a ‘target’ set-
ting. e environment of Lovangai church congregations serves well for making
this link. Lovangai people act and speak continually in the environments of so-
cial groupings. Maers of import that do exist are regularly debated; speakers
address groups of all sizes, aempting to influence, guide and persuade group
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members towards right living. e question to ask Lovangai reader–speakers
about Mark, then, is whether they are willing and able to interpret the figured
text–script so as to speak persuasively in a way coherent with a function of
Mark as suggested above. I will go so far in this study as to claim that Lova-
ngai reader–speakers are within the scope of such an original intention. As an
open and figured text, Mark in this view is to be used as tool by any reader–
speaker who is convinced that the maers to which it points are pertinent for
the groupings of which he or she is a member.

Persuasive speaking in Lovangai social groupings

In order to explore the plausibility of Mark functioning as a text–script in Lo-
vangai groupings of people, I begin by investigating persuasive speaking that is
aimed at effecting (change o) practice in others. I let Lovangai church members
themselves say and demonstrate how they aempt to do this. It is central to ask
what maers Lovangai deem to be of import, in what sorts of groupings peo-
ple speak to important maers and who is respected and competent to speak.
Tim Ingold (2001) helps us to see learning as practising what is shown by elders.
People gain knowledge as elders and peers draw aention to practice by acting
it and showing it, guiding novices towards enactment along with them. I think
it reasonable that in a similar way, people are persuaded by having others point
their aention to desired practice. In such a framework, people enact speaking
in order to get others to aend to desired practice and choose to act along with
that aention.

I investigate actual, current maers of import in Lovangai social groupings and
actual, current practices of speaking intended to influence group members to-
wards change of practice. emaers studied here are not so–called ‘cultural’ or
‘traditional’ categories. e maer of geing young children to aend Sunday
school is interesting for this study as is the maer of using special terminology
for mortuary ceremonies. Likewise, the failure of a business project started by
an extended family is a maer deemed to be of import. ere are many maers,
of course, about which Lovangai care, and that require their aention and per-
suasive speaking from day to day. e examples of speaking I have collected will
show what some of these are and will demonstrate how the speakers aempt
to effect practice in groupings of people. In leing Lovangai men and women
speak about these maers, my aim is to take seriously the maers themselves
and to understand what their own estimations are of such speaking. e meth-
ods used to investigate such Lovangai speech practice are introduced in Chap-
ter 2 and further discussed in Chapter 4 where extensive examples of speaking
are presented.
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Markan episodes as tool for Lovangai reader–speakers

To investigate whether Markan episodes could function as figured text to be in-
terpreted by Lovangai speakers in their speaking to social groupings, I invited
Lovangai church members to read episodes of Mark and to treat them as text–
script. ey interpreted them with a particular social grouping in mind and
prepared speech with intent of enacting it. ey then applied the maers they
perceived in the episode to the chosen social grouping and upon that basis com-
posed and enacted persuasive speech. We did this together in seminars in the
home places of the research participants.

Viewed as such enactment of speaking, the translation is not a target text per se.
e text is the script for speaking that, at its most essential level, is not giving
information or aimed to affect audiences aesthetically. Rather, the text–script
supports enactment of speaking aimed at effecting (change o) practice regard-
ing maers of import. us a ‘target text’ is made for reader–speakers who use
it as tool. I argue in the course of this study that the practice of speaking per-
suasively from the Lovangai Markan text–script in this manner is coherent with
the earliest intended function of Mark.

1.2 Definition of terms

It will be helpful here to briefly name and define several important terms on
which I rely heavily in this study.

eB within Christianmissions began in themid–
twentieth century and is motivated to translate (parts o) the Bible in close con-
junction with evangelism and church growth among minority ethnic groups of
the world. A major goal is the production of target texts that are to be read-
ily understood by people not very familiar with the Bible.10 Historically, this
movement has forged strong links with practical and theoretical linguistics and
communication theory (e.g. Nida, 1964; Longacre, 1989; Gu, 1991).

I coin the phrase     to refer to action done in relation
to other people in a given group with the intent of drawing hearers’ aention
to desired practice, thus aempting to influence them towards adopting that
practice.

I use the designation – to refer both to Greek–speaking envoys
and orators as well as to Lovangai church members competent in speaking in
groupings of people. In the earliest environments ofMark reader–speakers were
educated in Greek and knew something about interpreting texts for persuasive,
10I recognize that Bible translation is carried out from other motivations and for other functions.
Such projects are not within the focus of this study.
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public speaking. Lovangai reader–speakers are people who care about maers
of import having to do with the well–being of groups. ey are ‘readers’ in the
sense that they are competent in interpreting others’ speaking /writing.
With the term   I refer to the speaking done by Lova-
ngai reader–speakers in relation to chosen episodes in Mark. In a set of semi-
nars, these reader–speakers engaged with a Markan episode, interpreting it for
speaking that would address the maer of import to which the episode pointed
them. e interpretation and persuasive goal was enacted as speaking aimed at
a chosen grouping of people.
I choose to talk about  in the plural because I wish to make the
point that language practice is local. Rather than assuming one unified set-
ting of Markan reception, I understand every enactment of Mark to be a unique
speaking event in an environment of actors, places and relationships. e terms
‘original audience’ and ‘original reader(s)’ are therefore unhelpful for the pur-
poses of understanding Mark as text–script inasmuch as they imply a particular,
one–time communication event.
I use the term    to stress that I do not assume one
monolithic ‘original audience.’ Rather, projected early receptors were situated
in various and diverse groupings in the Græco-Roman realm and these group-
ings were socially heterogeneous and stratified as to power and status. us
there is no one original communication event that I am analysing, or to which I
appeal.
I borrow the terms  and  from work done by functional
translation theorists (Reiß and Vermeer, 1984; Nord, 1997). I think of function as
what someone does with a tool. e text of Mark, I suggest, can be understood
as a tool by which a reader–speaker can know what to say and how to say
it and thereby fulfil the function of effecting (change o) practice in hearers.
If it is reasonable to assume that this function can be the same for Lovangai
reception as for early enactments, there is coherence between source and target.
At the same time, if Lovangai reader–speakers use Markan episodes as a tool
for aempting to persuade people, such speaking is similar to speaking they
do about other important maers. e text’s function then coheres with the
receptor seing.

1.3 Summary

As a departure from the assumptions I have named, I propose in this study to
investigate Mark as intended to work by means of speaking practised in groups
of people. I understand the text, therefore, as a script for speaking in regards
to important maers rather than as a representation of a communication event
or as a script for acting out a moving story. Mark as text–script does not give
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readers / hearers / spectators access to information or a moving story acted out
before them as much as it gives reader–speakers guidance on speaking to issues
predicted by the text and on relating those issues to maers of importance for
local audience groupings.

I link such a basic persuasive purpose with translational activity that entails
script–plus–speaking to effect practice in Lovangai groupings. e link is that of
function; in both the earlier Græco–Roman environments as well as in the later
Lovangai environments, reader–speakers can use the text as a tool for speaking.
As Mark was to serve reader–speakers in the early Christian era to address im-
portant maers, so a translation in Lovangai can be a script which functions in a
similar way for Lovangai reader–speakers who are concerned about important
maers in their environment, and who could discern desired practice predicted
by the text and aempt to effect such practice in groups of people.

I propose that the shape of Mark predicts a persuasive speaking function, and
that the goal of such speech practice has to do with maers of leadership stance
and right devotion to Jesus. A translation project that seeks to take seriously
such a function will ask whether this is also plausible in realizations of target
text as speech practice with similar persuasive goals. I sum up by listing three
general claims:

• Mark in early enactments was to function for reader–speakers as script to
speak in social groupings of people regarding maers of import;

• Lovangai church members can interpret the speaking and acting they en-
counter in the Markan episodes and enact speaking in resonance (coher-
ently) with ways of speaking they know from experience, so aempting
to effect practice;

• treatingMark in Lovangai social group environments as script–plus–speak-
ing is both coherent with its authorial design and coherent with expecta-
tions of Lovangai reader–speakers and hearers in social groupings.

is study is about people convincing, influencing and persuading others about
maers that are important to them. e making of a text–script is less in focus
than its use as a tool. is study is more interested in what people accomplish by
speaking than about how a text is (to be) formulated. Creating the text–script is
one activity within the whole gamut of translational activity of which the most
crucial part is the speaking. Reader–speakers, through their interpretation of
the text–script and a social grouping’s maers of import, are prepared to enact
persuasive speaking that points aention to desired practice in relation to the
maers to which the text–script points their aention. To make a Lovangai
Markan text–script and use it in an integrated way with speaking to issues in
groupings of people is to translate in coherence with Mark’s design. It is this
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thesis that I will be examining and supporting in the succeeding chapters of this
study.

1.4 Organization of the study

e study is organized in four parts. First, I consider the concepts and theo-
retical framework of this study and give a brief outline of the methods used
for the investigation of Markan and Lovangai speech practice (Chapter 2). It is
here that I point aention to and elaborate on assumptions about communica-
tion, original audience, and reception. en, in Chapter 3, I discuss Mark in its
Græco–Roman environments. I address questions about the practice of persua-
sive speaking, the expectations of text, and the idea of figuration for purposes of
speaking safely in audience groupings. From a survey of the Markan episodes,
I provide an analysis of the text in terms of the maers of import these predict
and how they offer a style for speaking to the reader–speaker. In Chapter 4 I
present examples from a variety of speaking by Lovangai in a range of social
groupings and in regards to various maers deemed to be of import. ese ex-
amples illustrate both what people do and what they believe ought to be done in
aempting to effect practice in social groupings. e speaking that generated
these examples formed part of the ‘training’ that research participants got in
preparation for their interpretation and enactment of Markan episodes. Finally,
in Chapter 5), I present and discuss seven interpretive enactments that research
participants made of chosen Markan episodes in seminar seings. ese exam-
ples of persuasive speaking emerge directly from their study of an episode, as
they interpret it for addressing a chosen social grouping and a maer of import.
e enactments show both what maers the reader–speakers perceive in the
episodes and what ways they deem to be appropriate to address groupings of
people where relationships of power and influence maer. I conclude the study
in Chapter 6) by recalling the central thesis and the main points of my argument
and offer some further reflections on these areas of investigation. In Appendix E
I suggest some possible areas for further consideration.
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In this study of Bible translation the link between source and target is not pri-
marily a textual one. My purpose is not to determine how to render a source text
so that it will mean the same thing to all readers of the translation as the source
text allegedly did to an ‘original’ audience. Rather, I make a link between speech
practices in social groupings. e link lies in the phenomenon of using others’
words as a script in order to speak persuasively to groupings of people.
us in this study I do not consider the question of the author of Mark as a
historical person. Nor do I ask about a particular historical audience of Mark, as
though the text were addressed to a particular community or church (see 2.1.3).
In my investigation of speech practice, three entities or phenomena are in focus:
the reader–speaker as a trained person who is the embodiment required for
reception to occur; the text–script, both what it says and the style in which it is
composed; and, the practice of interpretively enacting text as speech in audience
groupings. ese were entities and phenomena in Græco–Roman environments
in which Mark was first to be used. Similar entities and phenomena occur in
social groupings of Lovangai church congregations.
I make only tentative claims about environments and speech practice in the
Græco–Roman seing; that is, I present argumentation that suggests plausibil-
ity. Regarding Lovangai environments, although I have experience of partici-
pation in Lovangai social groupings, I restrict my suggestions for a translation
strategy to the particularities of the Lovangai researchers and practitioners of
this study.
In Chapter 1 above I introduced the aim of this study, that is, to argue for the
plausibility of Mark functioning as a text–script and to show how such an un-
derstanding of the source text coheres with a translation strategy in Lovangai
church congregations that integrates in a similar way a text–script and persua-
sive speaking. In later chapters of this study I work that out in three parts:
first, I present evidence and argumentation for such an understanding of the
source text in its earliest environments (Chapter 3); second, I present and assess
evidence of persuasive speaking practice in Lovangai social groupings (Chap-
ter 4); and finally, I present the chosen strategy for translational activity and
give evidence of its potential outworking in groupings within several church
congregations in the west Lovangai area (Chapter 5).
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In this present chapter I discuss the theoretical considerations which lead to
the following research question: how can the characteristics of Græco–Roman
persuasive speaking and the implied Markan audience on the one hand and the
phenomenon of speaking to effect practice in Lovangai groupings of people on
the other hand be understood as coherent and able to inform a translation that
is to be realized as an enactment of the Markan text. My study seeks to link
source and target in regards to speech practice in local environments. I first ex-
amine several assumptions and analyses in mission-motivated Bible translation
theory and literature that are in tension with my proposal for a translation strat-
egy (2.1). is is followed by an introduction of the model that is constituted by
several crucial facets of speech practice which guide my investigation (2.2). In
a third part of this chapter I introduce and explain the methods used for inves-
tigating Græco–Roman and Lovangai environments and speech practice (2.3).

2.1 Assumptions about Mark: areas of tension

I have already briefly introduced the notion of Mark functioning as a text-script
(page 5). is model will be introduced and discussed later in this chapter (2.2)
and in Chapter 3. Here, at a more general level, I bring to light certain assump-
tions and analyses that I detect in the literature of missionary Bible translation
studies and Markan studies more generally, thereby seing a point of departure
for the proposed model.

2.1.1 Missiological and theological assumptions

Mark as a missionary document representing historical events and words

It has been commonly assumed in the missionary Bible translation movement
that Mark is a text that succinctly gives an account of Jesus’ work and teaching
and as such is ideal for introducing uninitiated people to the words and work of
the historical Jesus. Such a view has been formed in part through the influence
of commentators and Bible teachers. Rienecker’s (1967) statement about Mark
serves as a fair example:

Indem der Verfasser dem eigenen lebendigen Empfinden Ausdruck gibt,
hat er nur ein Verlangen: es denen mitzuteilen, die nicht wie er das Glück
gehabt haben, Zeugen der erzählten Ereignisse zu sein (21).

e assumption revealed here is that viaMark’s text people are being introduced
to the historical figure of Jesus in the same way as were the first auditors and
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spectators of Jesus’s words and deeds. e text of Mark is thus taken to be a
representation of events and words in history.1

From the perspective of Christian mission, Mark has been understood as an
authoritative account about Jesus. It is thus that Mark has been chosen from
the early stages of the Bible translation movement as the book to be translated
first in mission endeavours and translation projects. A missionary–translator
in New Guinea, for example, wrote words in the 1950s, the gist of which, in
various forms and contexts, has been repeated through the decades: “An early
milestone has been reached in the translation of the Scriptures in the languages
of the interior ofWestern NewGuinea, with the recent publication of the Gospel
of Mark in Kapauku” (Doble, 1956, 83). e earliest notes on biblical books for
translators were onMark (e.g., Kilpatrick, 1956). e first in what eventually be-
came a long series of Translators’ Handbooks was the volume onMark (Bratcher
and Nida, 1961). A Bible dictionary esteemed by missionary translator theorists
and praticitioners (Douglas et al., 1982) understands Mark as a short and simple
record of Jesus’s ministry, “blunt and clipped,” and “[bearing] more clearly than
any other Gospel, the marks of being … a summary of facts, with all save what
was deemed significant ruthlessly pruned” (Cole, 1982). Mark in this view is
seen as the quickest way to give the nuts and bolts of the story about Jesus to
a receptor audience that is regarded as deficient in the knowledge of the basic
historical facts needed for understanding and embracing the gospel.

e biblical text as a clear message from God to every reader

Biblical theologians and commentators, as well as theorists and pedagogues in
the missionary Bible translation movement tend to strongly hold the assump-
tion that the biblical authors communicated successfully to original readers. e
theologian Peter Enns (2005), for example, in discussing the tricky question of
whether Mahew’s author was “respecting the historical context of Hosea’s
words” when he writes out of Egypt I have called my son (Hosea 11:1), holds that
“Mahew’s use of Hosea most definitely had an internal logic that was mean-
ingful to his readers. [We must] try to understand Mahew as he would have

1To be clear, I am not intending to claim that the text of Mark has no relation to historical people
and events. I want to distinguish clearly, however, between the view that Mark came about
when a particular person set out to make a representation and the view - which I take - that the
author (or group of authors/editors) intended the text to make certain important points, directed
at hearers’ practice and not so much at what they were to comprehend about events in the past.
In other words, whoever formulated the (eventual) text of Mark did not do so with the primary
purpose of representing the real world, a set of events in time and space now locked into textual
form. In this view, the text was composed not as the story representing Jesus but as a story
of Jesus, one that was supposed to work to show Christ groups - especially their (would–be)
leaders - something about their own lives, their relationships in their group and their devotion
to Jesus.
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been understood by his original audience” (133–134, italics added). In their desire
to clarify texts, interpreters appeal to the assumption that a first communication
event was highly successful.

Underlying such confidence is the belief that biblical texts are comprehensible
because God communicates clearly to any and all whowant to knowGod’s ‘mes-
sage’. Fee and Strauss (2007), Protestant, North American, evangelical scholars
by their own description, write:

[We]… believe in the doctrine of the ‘perspicuity of Scripture.’ ismeans
that God has revealed himself clearly through his Word and it is under-
standable to those who are willing to take the time to read and study it
carefully with their hearts and their minds (31).

is belief in the perspicuity of Scripture is reflected in pedagogical material.
e introduction to an early, much–used Bible translation textbook, aimed at
training western/northern practitioners as well as emerging ‘mother–tongue
translators’ makes this statement: “e Bible is a … book with a message that
is meant to be understood. When it was first wrien, it was wrien in the ev-
eryday language that people of that time spoke” (Barnwell, 1975, 10). is is
the rationale for making translations “clear” as well as “accurate and natural.” If
God made sure the first texts were clear, translators have the mandate to do the
same for the benefit of subsequent readers.

e same underlying assumption and philosophy motivates more recent theo-
retical work in which the emphasis is placed on understanding “in the cognitive
sense: [it is held that] readers of a Bible translation should be able to infer the
right information from the text” (de Vries, 2009, 146, italics added). Claims are
regularly made to this effect. In earlier decades the source text was daringly
modified in order to provide information that naive readers could not get from
the text alone (for example, Deibler, 1993). e translation study by Harriet Hill
(2006) is a more recent, extended illustration of this. Hill is confident that it is
possible to identify precisely that information which will effectively get readers
of the target text to comprehend the same information that the original audience
comprehended.2 is desire to indentify and communicate particular chunks of
information is assumed to be supporting the transfer of a clear message from
God to readers of ‘His Word.’ Missionaries hope that the ‘Word’ will change

2Hill and Hill (2008), in a section entitled ‘Identifying needed background information’ write that
“[since] the background information isn’t in the text, how do we know what it is? We can
use the same method we use in ordinary conversation. Since speakers and authors want to be
understood, they make it as easy as possible for their audience to understand them, so audiences
can take the first background information that comes to mind as the information the author
intended. We need to identify what that was for the first audience of Scripture and then see if our
audience shares it” (92, italics added). See all of their Chapter 10, pages 87–100.
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people’s lives.3 To the extent, however, that comprehension of a message as
information is held to be of key significance, the social phenomenon of a read-
er–speaker addressing a group within a unique, local environment to get them
to change their practice tends to be disregarded or relegated to ‘teaching’ or ‘ap-
plication’ aer the message is properly comprehended. is is in tension with
a model where text–script, speaking and local group environment are seen as
integrated.

e gulf between worlds

e Présentation of La Bible en français courant states what is a very common
assumption:

[l’obstacle] du langage n’est pas le seul que le lecteur de la Bible trouve sur
son chemin. Il faut aussi tenir compte du large fossé culturel qui sépare
le monde moderne du monde biblique (Société biblique canadienne, 1988,
xxi).

Fee and Stuart (1993), in their book,How to Read the Bible for All Its Worth, reveal
this assumption when they write about the need for interpretation:

God’s Word was expressed in the vocabulary and [thought] paerns of
… persons [in an ancient period of 1500 years] and conditioned by the
culture of those times and circumstances. … God’s Word to us was first
of all his Word to them. If they were going to hear it, it could only have
come through events and in language they could have understood. Our
problem is that we are so far removed from them in time, and sometimes
in thought. is is the major reason one needs to … interpret the Bible.
If God’s Word is to speak to us … we first need to know what it said to it
original hearers (18–19, italics original).

e biblical scholar Walter Bodine (2000) expresses similar concerns when he
writes that

Bible translations [must] express as accurately as possible the intended
meaning of the original text. is involves, first of all, research that ex-
plores the Bible in pursuit of meanings that have been lost because of the
vast distance in time and culture between ourselves and the peoples of the
biblical world. It means approaching the Bible in its own seing, that of
the ancient Near East (43, italics added).

What I wish to underline here is that the authors of these statements assume
that ‘the original audience’ of biblical texts, in contrast to modern–day readers,
3Creson (2013) recently put it like this: “Translated and understood, God’s Word has incredible
power to change lives and communities. It transforms the way people relate to God and the way
they relate to others.”
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were as though face to face with the authors. e idea of a gulf separating two
‘cultures’ or ‘worlds’ implies that the original audience was not hindered in its
understanding. In other words, the first audience is assumed to have been fully
competent to read and understand without need for explanation or interpreta-
tion.

I hope to show how these assumptions are in tension with a model of Mark
as text-script and the social phenomenon where every local speaking–hearing
event is unique, where such audience groupings were not uniformly competent
in their knowledge of references in the text. In other words, the continuity
assumed between author and readers in an ‘original communication event’ is
not congruent with diversely spread audience groupings that are heterogeneous
and stratified in their constitution. e ‘gul’ between such groupings and the
‘world’ which the narrative portrays could be considerable.

e ‘original reader’ as inter-textually competent

It is also typically assumed in certain kinds of exegetical studies that the ‘original
reader’ had the whole Bible – or at least the New Testament – as a single book
available to work out meanings of important words. is can be seen in some
semantic studies of biblical terminology. Rick Brown (2000), for example, studies
the term basileia in all its NT occurrences. He presents the “complex concept”
of the kingdom “preached by Jesus” in thirteen sociological categories (19–21),
and concludes that

[by] seeing the word basileia “kingdom” in [those] many different con-
texts, the original reader was reminded of the relationship between the
particular aspect [of basileia] in focus and the larger kingdom complex (21,
italics added).

e term “original reader” (note the singular reader) in this analysis seems to be
a name for a composite of all readers–scholars who have gathered information
from a study of the use of the word basileia in all Gospels and, it would seem,
from the preaching of the historical Jesus. Mark’s actual first readers/hearers,
however, living several decades aer Jesus and in various parts of the Græco–
Roman region, would not have had access to Jesus’s historical preaching and
most likely not to the “many different contexts” of other earlier Christian texts.
Earliest reader–speakers and their hearers, with nothing but the text to tell them
about basileia, as Jesus and the narrator briefly and cryptically employ the term
in Mark, would have been greatly challenged to work out the kind of under-
standing that is being claimed for an ‘original reader’.
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2.1.2 Communication: transfer of information?

e assumptions briefly discussed thus far are not unrelated to the ways in
which communication has been conceptualized in more scientific ways by some
Bible translation theorists. Linguistic science, upon which Bible translation has
leaned heavily, typically talks as though communication takes place between
disembodied minds. e influence of the linguistics of the 1950–70s on early
Bible translation theory is perhaps best seen in the way the notion of informa-
tion transfer permeates somuch of the discussion and in the ways in which com-
munication is tightly linked to the semantic, propositional content of texts (Nida,
1964; Nida and Taber, 1969; Deibler, 1968; Callow, 1998).4 In this view, the lin-
guistic form of the source text in its own right containsmeaning in its underlying
propositions which must be linguistically re–shaped in translation.
In laer years this same essentialization of cognition is evident in the way Sper-
ber’s notion of the transfer of mental representations – and Relevanceeory in
general – (Sperber, 1985; Sperber and Wilson, 1986) has been embraced within
the missionary Bible translation movement. Such theoretical work on commu-
nication does not typically explore the integration of our physical world and
our sensory–motor practices with our writing, speaking and hearing and read-
ing. Communication is thought to be cognitive at its core. Gu (2005) writes
that

communication necessarily involves two focal elements: the stimulus,
which is the perceptible element, and the interpretation, the body of thoughts
which the communicator intends to share with others. … Assuming that
successful communication is high on the agenda of most translation work
it would seem essential for translators to understand what translation can
and cannot achieve, purely on the basis of the way the human mind works
(Gu, 2005, 32, italics added).

ough Gu admits that the “socio–political dimension [of translation] is im-
portant,” he maintains that “as an act of human communication, all translation is
eventually processed by the same agency, the human mind” (26, italics added). It
is difficult to account for the integration of mind, body and world to understand
speaking or writing as effecting practice with a model that places such weight
on cognitive processing. If communication is essentially a maer of transferring
thoughts then influencing others towards change of practice seems to not be part
of communication proper. With the essentialization of cognition, humans are
like information–processing devices, and communication is essentially a process
that happens between two bodiless minds, much like a computer electronically
processes ‘information’.5

4See the brief discussion about Nida’s appropriation of Chomskian ideas in Munday (2008), 38-41.
5Linguistics and cognitive linguistics was emerging in a time when computer processing was
being developed and the similarities of thought between the fields is not coincidental. Harris
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Cognitive–inferential communication might be described as follows: a commu-
nicator has a (body o) thought (technical term: “mental representation”) and
communicates this by way of signals in the form of uerances/text which the
hearer/reader then processes mentally. is processing combines the informa-
tion received with other information already held in the mind, and the commu-
nication result is that the hearer/reader gets roughly (to a relevant extent) the
same mental representation in his/her mind as that with which the communi-
cator began. For Bible translation, it is assumed that the target text is the signal
for cognitive processes to take place in the mind of the reader to get the same
information which the “original audience” got by way of cognitive processes.
Since in a secondary communication event the new reader reading the transla-
tion does not possess the same (correct) information, she or he will by default
not able to work out the same cognitive processes for the communication to be
successful. Hence the need to strategically supply information.

I formulate these assumptions and theories here in words that are non–specialist
and over–simplified, but my point is to suggest that a model of information
transfer –whether in a text–meaningmodel or in a cognitive–inferentialmodel –
does not account for persuasive communication generally. In persuasive com-
munication factors like power, influence and personal appeal are highly signif-
icant and not easily analysed in terms of informational content. e persua-
sive aempts I have encountered in local environments within Lovangai social
groupings – as elsewhere in my experience – are not most helpfully understood
as information transfer.

Testing individual readers

Assumptions about original audience and how communication works can be
seen in the ways that Bible translations have typically been tested with receptor
readers/hearers. e method of testing individuals on whether they compre-
hend what the translation expert/exegete has determined to be the “meaning”
reveals an assumption that the original audience received the text in a similar
way, that is, as individual readers comprehending information (Rountree, 1984
and see further bibliography there).

A translation principle has been that dras of target texts be tested for compre-
hension with individual informants. Jacob Loewen (1986), for example, assumes
such a method when he identifies the monolingual mother mother with young
children as the informant best suited for testing. Larson (1991) likewise assumes

(2010) recalls that “ ‘cognitive science’ ([so baptised] by its practitioners) was based on treating
the digital computer as a model of the mind. inking in all its forms, linguistic and non–
linguistic, was alleged to rely on ‘programs’ analogous to those by which a computer engages
in ‘information processing.’ ”
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the individual when she stresses that testing is crucial: “SIL puts a great deal
of emphasis … on … comprehensive checks, … village testing. … [It] needs to
be underlined that SIL considers this an important part of the translation pro-
cess (31). With the term “village testing” Larson is not imagining groupings of
people; rather this is a series of tests with individuals one at a time in villages.6
“Accuracy and naturalness … can only be checked by testing with persons not a
part of the [translation] team” (31, italics added). ese “persons” are individ-
ual informants whose responses to comprehension of information are meant to
give the translation objective credibility. It seems likely to me that these indi-
vidual readers were typically projected back to an imagined original reader who
comprehended just as the author intended.7

I have already mentioned the work of Hill (2006) (p. 14). Hill’s fieldwork draws
connections between original comprehension of ‘cultural’ information on the
one hand and the (lack o) comprehension of her Adioukrou informants on the
other. In the testing she carries out, one set of respondents are provided with
strategically–added information for aid in drawing right inferences. ese are
compared with another set who did not have access to that information. e
comprehension she measures is tabulated in terms of percentage of individuals.
is way of testing reveals the assumption, however, that receptor readers at
best process texts as individual minds. Influence from other people in a group
speaking/hearing event might even be deemed suspect.

Such an emphasis on individual comprehension in recent work seems to bemod-
elled in part on the analyses of uerances in Relevance eory literature (espe-
cially Sperber and Wilson, 1986 and Gu, 1991, 1992) in which individual per-
sons work out logical inferences from simple uerances heard in face–to–face
exchanges.8 e “principle” that a receptor audiencemust comprehend the same
information as “the original audience” comprehended suggests an underlying
assumption that the imagined “original reader” was an individual, information–
processingmind. ere is a common assumption that to translate is to communi-
cate in such a particular way. us Hoyle (2006), for example, writes that “[the]

6e term “village testing” may imply a connection between a belief that the original audience of
the Bible were rural people, simple and naive (like some of the characters depicted in Mark) and
a belief that target audiences of missionary Bible translation are similarly simple and naive.

7Rountree’s (2001) discussion of group testing (her Chapter 8) assumes comprehension as an indi-
vidual phenomenon; a single reader/hearer must get his or her “conceptual text” rightly matched
with what the translation expert has determined to be the author’s “conceptual text”. As far as
her group is concerned, she understands it to be a set of representative individuals who, as a
group, must agree on a “conceptual text” that matches the translation expert’s exegesis. e
actual work of testing, however, will be essentially the same as that carried out with individuals.

8 In certain pedagogical and theoretical writings since the appearance of Gu’s (1988) introduc-
tion of Relevanceeory to (Bible) translation, such comparison of original audiencewith typical
uerance–producing and interpreting pairs from that literature has become common (e.g., Gu,
1991, 1992, 2005, 2006; Farrell and Hoyle, 1995; Hoyle, 2006; Hill, 2006; Floyd et al., 2011).
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translation team has the task of communicating to their audience the content of
a previous communication between a biblical author and his audience” (14, ital-
ics added). e notion of a highly particular “original communication situation”
is typically assumed – though not argued or investigated – to be the historical
reality for all biblical texts.

e testing of individual readers which has been widely practised in mission-
ary translation work reveals an assumption that ‘original readers’ were, in fact,
individuals who comprehended informational content. is assumption is in
tension with a view that Mark was to be heard primarily if not only in group
seings. We might think that a reader–speaker individually interpreting the
text is like the individual reader of the translation making meaning on his or
her own. However, Græco–Roman reader–speakers did not consider the text
as an end in itself for their own comprehension; rather, the text served as a
tool for speaking and interpretation was aimed towards the ultimate purpose
of speaking in groupings. It was in that locus that ‘meaning’ was made and
it took place as group members were together hearing the speaker. e char-
acteristics already mentioned of earliest audience groupings contrast with the
assumed image of individuals processing meaning from a wrien text.

Confusion between narrative addressees and Markan audience

A common assumption in exegesis of Markan text units is that communica-
tion analysis should focus on the exchanges between Jesus and his addressees.
Analysis such as this for translation studies assumes that readers of translations
should understand the text in the same way as the depicted addressees “would
have” understood Jesus’s speaking. is is to confuse a Markan audience receiv-
ing the text with the communication depicted in the narrative construct. Mark
was plausibly wrien some decades aer the depicted events and projected to
audience groupings of that later time who were located in substantially different
environments than the seings depicted in the narrative construct.

Some reconstructions of the Markan audience in Gospel studies have tended to
privilege a Galilean seing for the particular audience–community to which the
text was aimed. Rohrbaugh (1993), for example, thought of such an audience as
being “like the profile of an ancient village” (382). Urban groupings in the west-
ern areas of the empire are not reflected in the text and thus deemed to be less
likely candidates for the “Markan community” audience. is is something like
saying that Alistair MacLeod (1999) projected his novel, No great mischief to an
audience restricted to readers in Nova Scotia, Northern Ontario and downtown
Toronto - that is, people of the profile of the characters in his story - while read-
ers in places like Los Angeles, New Delhi, Christ Church, or Port Moresby -
not reflected in the story - do not fall within the projected audience. For many
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early urban Greek–speaking Christians the geography, the social and religious
practices and the Aramaic terms referred to and used in the text of Mark were
far from their own experiences and might even have seemed somewhat ex-
otic.

I look now at how Gu (2006) and Hill (2006) treat passages in the Gospels and
what their assumptions are about the ‘original audience’. Both of these works
make claims about translation based on a premise that what the original au-
dience would have known has to be made known to the receptor audience for
them to comprehend the same information as did the original. us the cate-
gory of original audience is critical to the conclusions they draw. Gu (2006)
calls for “an explicit and detailed meaning analysis of [source] texts” (4). e
aim of such analysis is to identify the “background knowledge needed for the
successful comprehension [of a biblical passage]. … [e] task [is to] system-
atically [identify] mismatches in background knowledge between original and
receptor audience” (1, 10–12). e goal of the analytical study of original and re-
ceptor contexts is to reach “a fairly explicit understanding of the mismatches in
background information needed for the successful comprehension of the trans-
lated texts” (12). e precision which is here envisioned enormously strains the
category ‘original audience’ since strong claims need to be made about what the
original audience did and did not know. e translation strategy and commu-
nicative goal that Gu and Hill are working towards therefore needs a closer
examination. I look at their treatment of two Gospel passages.

Gu’s discussion of Luke 10:13-14

Gu (2006)works through the logical argumentation of a passage in Luke (10:13–
14) to illustrate what the author envisioned as the cognitive context for the orig-
inal readers of the Gospel that allowed them to comprehend the point that Jesus
was making. In this essay Gu’s aim is to “show how recent developments in
pragmatics can help to identify systematically and with considerable explicit-
ness what information is needed for adequate ‘cultural literacy’ with regard to
specific biblical texts” (2).

Gu’s assumption seems to be that a study of what information the “original
audience” possessed can be done relatively easily. is confidence is traceable,
I suggest, to an uncritical conceptualization of the “original audience” as mono-
lithic in its possession of information and as being a closed cultural system; that
is, every individual in that ‘culture’, it is assumed, shares the same ‘cultural’
information.
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Gu says about one of the towns in the passage that

[the] word Chorazin in the text would access the concept  in
the reader’s mind. is concept would have an encyclopaedic entry con-
taining everything that a person would know about the place. … [is]
information would include the knowledge that this town was situated in
Galilee and predominantly inhabited by Jews [and that] the Jews were
unique in the world as ‘God’s chosen nation,’ that they therefore oen
considered themselves superior to all other nations (5).

Gu knows that “Luke was writing for a wider audience” and claims that there-
fore “he would rely only on information likely to be shared across that audience,
rather than idiosyncratic bits and pieces, like perhaps that Rabbi So-and-so had
an aunt living in Chorazin” (6). Gu is here uncritically – in an odd way – as-
suming Luke’s readers to be Jewish people contemporary to Jesus. Gu main-
tains that “Luke’s declared main purpose was to increase the certainty of what
eophilus (and other readers) already knew. Hence Luke may well have had
readers in mind who knew that the people of Chorazin and Bethsaida had failed
to repent at Jesus’s preaching” (7–8). Gu is here not interested in the temporal
seing, geographic location or socio–religious characteristics of Luke’s wider
audience. It seems, rather, that he assumes Luke’s readers to have been very
much like the people depicted in the narrative, i.e., Jesus’s addressees. From
his detailed analysis of Jesus’s logical argumentation about the towns and their
inhabitants (4–10) in which he argues that Jesus negated “cherished belief[s] of
his Jewish contemporaries” (9), Gu concludes that since “[their ] contextual
assumptions were not just marginal but central to Jewish society at the time,
Jesus’s statements would have come across as revolutionary” (10). e passage
is thus seen as amessage directed at Jews, contemporarywith Jesuswho thought
of themselves as “unique in the world as ‘God’s chosen nation’ [and] … therefore
oen considered themselves superior to all other nations” (5).

If we take the readers of Luke, rather, to be widely diverse, heterogeneously
constituted social groupings in the Græco–Roman region, and if we ask what
they hear in an enactment of this episode and Jesus’s dire pronouncement upon
Chorazin and Bethsaida, it is reasonable to assume they would not be moved
by what is depicted here for the historical inhabitants of these towns. at is,
it seems more likely that as people devoted to Jesus they would be expecting
something from Jesus’s pronouncement of doom that is relevant to them. For
non-Jews - peoplewho did not think “[their] chosen status [made] them feel sure
of God’s approval on Judgement Day” - Jesus’s argument (according to Gu’s
reading) would hardly be taken as relevant for them. Many of these actual read-
ers/hearers could not have known as much about Chorazin and its inhabitants
as Gu insists the original reader must have known in order to comprehend
Jesus’s words, given their geographical and temporal distance and their various
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religious motivations. It seems unlikely that Luke would have had a good idea of
the “information likely to be shared across [his wider] audience,” (6). If, as cer-
tain scholars have been arguing is plausible and as Gu himself hints at, Luke
was projecting his text to diverse groupings of multi–ethnic Greek–speaking
Christians of the Græco–Roman region, he could, for example, expect actual
readers/hearers among them who had no “encyclopaedic entry” - nor any other
kind of entry - for the concept  in their ‘knowledge bank’. It seems
to me that Gu’s real question is: “[What] meaning would [Jesus’s historical
words] have been intended to communicate [to his historical addressees]?” (5).
If that is the “communication situation” Gu is interested in, it is very different
than what we can reasonably assume for actual readers/hearers of Luke’s text.

Hill: e Bible at cultural crossroads, Mk 5:1–20

Similar to Gu’s work, Harriet Hill’s (2006) recent work, e Bible at cultural
crossroads: from translation to communication, reveals imprecise assumptions
about original audience. e work is a concerted effort - along the lines rec-
ommended by Gu (p. 21) - to compare a particular receptor culture and the
source text culture for the purposes of identifying mismatches between the two
in terms of the information these two groups had and have in their minds. A
crucial claim of Hill’s is that she has “identified the intended contextual infor-
mation most likely evoked by the text for the first audience” (62). Her project
is to test whether chosen (individual) readers/hearers are able to draw the same
inferences as “the first audience” did. In order to test the comprehension of her
informants she provides them with the information that she gleans from her
study. My interest here is in her assumptions and analyses of what she labels
as “first audience”. I look briefly at some of the points in her discussion of her
chosen passage from Mark, the episode of the healing of a man in the Gerasene
region (Mk 5:1–20, see 218–236).

e way Hill finds the crucial information which her receptor–culture infor-
mants must possess is through a study of the beliefs of “first-century Jews.” Hill
is thus labelling the original audience and also following Gu in the assumption
that Jesus’s addressees in the story world of Mark are the “original audience” of
the text under analysis. Such a label, however, does not fit well with the no-
tion of a geographically and socio–religiously and ethnically diverse network
of groupings as first actual hearers of the enacted text. e label also seems in-
adequate given the fact that common scholarly and traditional views hold that
Mark was intended for Gentiles of Rome.

Hill aptly notes that “cultures are dynamic and change in response to circum-
stances and outside influences. It is not possible to study a ‘pure’ culture: it
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doesn’t exist. Nor is it possible to study ‘the biblical culture’. ere wasn’t just
one; there were many, and each changed over time” (98). Yet, Hill’s study of
“first–century Jews” – wide and dynamic as that ‘culture’ is – does not, against
her own warnings, do justice to the diversity of audience grouping possibili-
ties in the Græco–Roman region. If such groupings of hearers included people
from several ethnic groups, then simply from that premise an analysis of a much
wider ‘culture’ would be needed for the purpose of her study. In other words, –
still from the perspective of Hill’s model of communication – for actual early
hearers of Mark, ‘Jewish beliefs’ would not be the only source from which they
would draw to build up a ‘bank of information’ and from which to draw infer-
ences. Furthermore, ‘Jewish beliefs’ themselves were vastly divergent.

In her consideration of the man’s residence among tombs she notes his unclean
state and claims the following about the original audience:

Jews did not consider Gentiles to be within the scope of salvation … ey
believed only Jews [or proselytes] would be in the Kingdom of God. e
first audience would have been shocked by the fact that Jesus was associ-
ating with those they considered unclean (218, italics added).9

ForHill the “first audience” appears to be the auditors/spectators of the historical
event. In a similar vein, in a discussion of the demons and pigs, Hill states that
“[since] Jews considered the pigs and the spirits unclean” (221) they would have
responded positively to such a judgement of them. Hill connects these “Jews”
with “the reader” of Mark when she states in the concluding sentence of the
same paragraph that “[the] presence of the pigs in the story reminds the reader
that this is happening in a Gentile area” (221). Hill is thus imagining the reader
of Mark as a first–century Jewish person familiar with the geographical location
of Gentiles in Palestine.

Many Greek–speaking reader–speakers and Greek–speaking members of pro-
jected audience groupings, however, would not consider Gentiles as such un-
clean, since they themselves were not Jews. Audience groupings such as these
wouldmore likely have been divided in their opinions about Jesus’s contact with
Gentiles; hearing the episode within heterogeneously multi–ethnic and socio–
religious environmentsmightwell have caused conflict on just that count.
9e categorical claims of both Gu and Hill about Jewish beliefs are too simplistic. ere is no
evidence that there was a general belief that non–Jews could not be saved. As for the kingdom of
God, if a Jewish belief about God’s rule was in line with Psalm 36, for example, it would sooner
be universal than particularistic regarding salvation. Regarding the Markan episode in question
here and Jesus’s interactionwith an unclean person, Gilbert (2010)writes that Jews in theGræco–
Roman period regularly “[mixed] with Gentiles in daily life” in a variety of social seings (671).
Furthermore, people regularly became unclean and were again cleansed by appropriate ritual.
Jesus’s actions here would hardly evoke shock. ere was a range of views among Jews of
that era regarding interaction with Gentiles (see Donaldson, 2007 and Sanders, 1992, 72–76 for
discussions of the mixed evidence on views of Gentile impurity).
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What is missing in Hill’s analysis of original audience (as in Gu’s) is a crit-
ical recognition of the Greekness of Mark’s text and the Greekness of readers
and hearers of that text. Hill’s conception of “first audience” does not appear to
allow for heterogeneous groupings made up of people who to varying degrees
are in tension with ideas, beliefs and practices of the wider hellenistic society.
One gets the impression that Hill is really analyzing the spectators of Jesus’s
encounter with the man in the Gerasene region. She seems to be establishing
a simple set of reactions for an audience that is somehow partly first–century
Jewish and partly story–world spectator. is simplification may be motivated
by the fact that defining the Markan audience is really not her main purpose.
However, given the strong claims about being able to identify crucial informa-
tion needed to help her informants adjust their comprehension, the category of
original audience is crucial in her quantitative project. e project is open to the
charge of constructing a monolithic ‘audience’ or an ideal ‘reader’ that fits an
exegesis of a particular text. Identifying information known by the kind of pro-
jected audience I have been suggesting, one that is diverse and heterogeneous in
constitution, an audience, in fact, that is unique at every local enactment, is not
really what her study is about, since that would surely be an impossible task.

e confusion of historical first readers of Mark with story–world addressees or
spectators is common also in Markan studies generally, where very much aen-
tion has traditionally been focused on the historicity of Gospel narratives, the
authenticity of Jesus’s sayings and the sources from which they are taken. Fur-
thermore, with the interest in Markan communities (see 2.1.3 and 3.1.2), much
energy has been expended on analysing the historical situation of such a hy-
pothetical community. ese interests lead naturally to confusion as to which
‘audience’ is under investigation.

If Mark’s earliest audience groupings were Greek–speaking and of multi–ethnic
constitution, scaered and removed geographically and temporally from the
scenes depicted in the episodes, their reading of a narrative in which their god,
Jesus, is doing and saying things needs to be understood from the perspective of
such audience groupings and their environments. Both Gu’s and Hill’s anal-
yses of the audience leaves lile room for the concept of an audience made up
of hearers who assume different things as a group hearing the same enactment.
e studies I have briefly discussed steam roll over some fairly mundane as-
pects of first–century Græco–Roman social realities. e focus of these studies
is how to identify information and then to provide it for naive readers of transla-
tions. However, the information they glean is a construction, based in turn upon
the construction of a monolithic, homogeneous, narrative–world audience. e
study of original audience needs to be clearer about how Mark’s text was expe-
rienced in post–Easter, local environments in the Græco–Roman region.
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In summary, for Hill and Gu, as for less sophisticated studies, the original au-
dience of Mark seems to consist in the characters portrayed in the narrative
episodes themselves, the historical spectators and auditors of Jesus during his
lifetime in the Roman province of IVDAEA. If, however, we consider the pro-
jected audience of Mark as variously located hearers of local public speaking,
we will need to abandon the assumption that their “biblical literacy” was as
straightforward and monolithic as assumed by these studies that are wanting
to apply a cognitive–inferential model of communication to both original and
receptor audiences.

2.1.3 Mark’s audience as a particular church

Having treated several topics in the preceding parts of this section with a focus
on assumptions and analyses in the missionary translation movement, I turn
now to two further maers which are more pertinent to Markan and Gospel
studies generally. I introduce these only very briefly here and treat them at
some more length in Chapter 3. e first of these is the notion that Mark as
author wrote his text as an act of communication to a particular community or
home church.

Howard Kee (1977) lamented that scholars in his time had not yet been able to
“[reconstruct] the communities which [lie] behind” each Gospel (8). His study
set out to define a particular community and to show that “the Jesus tradition
was appropriated [inMark] in such amanner as to bear directly on the needs, re-
sponsibilities, self–understanding, anxieties, conflicts andweaknesses that char-
acterized [it]” (176). Ernst Best’s (1986) reference to a particular community
reveals the easy assumption held by most Markan scholarship of his time: “In
this paper we propose to examine the significance of Mark 10:13–16 for Mark
and the community to which he was writing” (80, italics added). e general
view taken since early redaction critical approaches to Mark is that the Gospel
writer’s “motives were connected with particular circumstances and needs of
his local church” (Nineham, 1968, 30, italics added). Scholars of later decades
continue to work with this assumption as they apply their study of social and
rhetorical phenomena of first–century Palestine to Gospel studies. Typically
these studies look for sociological reasons for a “community” to maintain its
own identity (e.g., Mack, 1988; Robbins, 1996; Horsley, 2001). What needs to
be considered, however, is that thinkers, writers and orators – of that era as of
any other – can reasonably be expected to aempt to create an audience. Such
an audience is not one particular community, but people anywhere in a net-
worked, regional movement - or even beyond - willing to listen to persuasive
discourse about themes they consider to be of import (see further discussion in
3.1.2).
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e redaction–critical argument for particular Gospel communities has most
likely had an influence on the work of Bible translation insofar as such views
have been espoused in commentaries used as guides for exegesis. e goal of
clear, particular communication which missionary Bible translation typically
upholds is compatible with the idea of a Gospel author wishing to communicate
a particular theological or Christological message to a particular community or
church.

2.1.4 Story and performance

e efforts to make good translations of Mark have typically included the at-
tempt to model formal characteristics of indigenous narratives performed by
storytellers. e Greek source text of Mark is seen as a well–formed narrative
and should therefore sound in translation like a story well told. Within Markan
studies, Mark too has been analysed as a good story, and certain studies since
the 1970s have read this story not as an historical account, but as a literary
narrative that has an effect in its own right. e story can have its effect as
readers align themselves with the implied reader of the text and identify with
the characters, plot, tensions and resolutions. Robert Tannehill’s 1977 article
was ground-breaking in the narrative-critical study of the Gospels. He analysed
the text of Mark along the lines of how literary critics generally would look
at a literary work. For Tannehill, the reader of Mark is any or every “Chris-
tian reader” (391) and he assumes that all readers are to be affected equally by
the literary construct, in similar ways as individual readers and critics are af-
fected by a modern novel (see especially pages 387-388). Tannehill states that
Mark’s “author assumes … essential similarities between the disciples and his
anticipated readers” (405). Readers like Tannehill see themselves as “Christian
readers” who are “disciples” and, by identification with the narrative characters,
will be challenged or moved to reflect on their life of being a “disciple.” Tannehill
thus maintains that it is crucial that through the whole narrative of Mark the
relationship of the disciples to Jesus changes from “concord to … conflict” (405).
With this he means desertion, failing to bear the cross with Jesus to death. Since
the “story … continues into the time of the reader, … the author anticipates that
each reader will decide how it comes out for himsel” (404). is could mean, for
example, that any and every reader can experience an effect in relation to her
or his willingness to “remain with” Jesus in a life of devotion to Jesus.

I wish to point here to how this approach to Mark as story is in tension with
a model of local enactments in which a reader–speaker is engaging with ac-
tual groupings of people. Tannehill sees only a relationship between an implied
author and reader, and does not conceive of a life of the text within actual, lo-
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cal groupings.10 People in such groupings will likely not all hear their reader–
speaker in the same way. Heterogeneous and stratified groupings might hear
the reader–speaker addressing both low–status people and leaders. e disci-
ples and suppliants are significantly contrasted and in a group of real people
such a contrast is a sensitive maer, seen differently from two different social
positions. ough Tannehill focuses on the disciples and their relationship to
Jesus, he does mention the minor figures briefly. He sees these, however, simply
as serving as a literary construct in contrast to the disciples. “[If these minor
characters] do what the disciples should but do not, the contrast increases our
sense of the disciples’ failure” (391). As such they may be the ideal “disciple” for
the reader to emulate. Tannehill (and later narrative critical and other studies)
assumes that all readers should be equally affected as they are persuaded by the
arguments for following Jesus. In contrast to such a view, I read the episodes
of Mark as provocatively differentiating between characters in the narrative in
order to persuade audience members in different ways. e episode of the poor
widow (Mk 12:41–44), on that reading, is directing the aention of a reader–
speaker to the fact that Jesus is commending the widow to the disciples. us
the reader–speaker could use it to urge that low–status people and leaders in
a given, local audience grouping look at each other and evaluate their power–
differentiated relationship.

Certain scholars more recently have taken a special interest in the performance
of biblical texts and have mostly focused on the Gospel of Mark as a story to
be performed as drama (Rhoads, 2004, 2010b; Shiner, 2003; Maxey, 2009c). Like
narrative critics, they see Mark primarily as a well–craed story that affects
each auditor and/or spectator of a dramatic performance in the same way. e
focus of these studies is usually on aesthetically pleasing effects on audiences.
ey assume or try to show that Mark would historically have been performed
to auditors and spectators in public venues, much like other Greek theatrical or
oratorical performances. us, they say, a study of such performances will help
us to understand Mark. ese scholars tend, however, to focus more heavily for
their interpretation of Mark on contemporary dramatic performance of Mark as
a story and are not decisive in their historical studies.

In 3.2.2 I will be looking at two areas of neglect in performance approaches
generally: 1) ancient performance of Mark is thought to be similar to artistic
performance for a general public and thus the question of the internal nature of
Christian groupings, their problems and tensions as well as how they related to
society at large, is le out of the discussion; and 2) in their project of perform-
ing an emotive, aesthetically pleasing story these approaches tend to overlook
10e “story … is … communication between author and reader” (Tannehill, 1977, 389–390). See
his brief discussion, pp. 389-90. Another early article focusing on the disciples in the Markan
Erzählung is that of Klauck (1982) who explains in detail the several levels of communication
relevant to interpreters reading an ancient narrative text, and applies these to Mark.
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the signs in the text that point to maers that would be controversial and thus
potentially causing tension within audience groupings.11

2.1.5 Areas of tension with a text-script model: summary

e intervention within a local grouping by a reader–speaker is the basic social
phenomenon assumed in the text–script model. What guides the reader–speak-
er in how to speak and in what to address is the tool; that is, the text of Mark,
studied and interpreted with persuasive speaking as goal. e local audience
grouping in such a model does not expect a message to be relayed to them from
a particular person; rather, people in the grouping expect their reader–speaker
to aempt to persuade them about something of import in their local environ-
ment.
Such a text–script model of Mark is in tension with narrative and performance
criticism in their idea that Mark is to be understood as a story, and that the
story as such achieves effect through a process in which the reader, hearer or
spectator is moved through an identification with the characters, tensions and
plot of that story. ough it is assumed in performance critical studies of Mark
that the text will be performed for groups, it is still the individuals in groups who
are assumed to be affected by the elements of the story in an undifferentiated
way.
ere is a tension between the view of communication that has individuals com-
prehending a message solely via the cognitive processing of a text and a model
in which speaking as social practice is foregrounded and text interpretation is
what a reader–speaker does in preparation for the main event of speaking, in-
tervening in a real group. e typical assumption that a biblical text itself bears
a message from God to individuals does not properly account for multiple, var-
ied and always local encounters between speaker(s) and audience grouping(s).
Similarly, the view of text as pointing to a past time, serving primarily as a
representation of events in history is in tension with a model where the larger
narrative and episodes are to be interpreted by speakers as really being about
maers of import in local, time–specific groupings (see 3.2.5).
As Lourens de Vries (2009) points out, the meaning and message hermeneutic
cannot well serve translation users who place a high value on interpretation and
celebration of the translation in community (146–147). at same hermeneutic
prefers that a text’s message first be comprehended before application is made.
A model of reader–speaker and text–script, on the other hand, does not have
two steps. e only way a grouping of people get anything from a text is via its
embodiment by a reader–speaker.
11Performance of biblical text (especially Mark) has recently been taken up as an area of research
from a Bible translation perspective (Maxey and Wendland, 2012).
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e focus on individual comprehension of information neglects the idea of text
as part of a field of practice. A text does not have or contain a message or
meaning in an abstract sense; rather, it yields communication in various and
diverse environments as reader–speakers enact it. It is the reader–speaker –
not the individual message–receiver – who learns and interprets the text. e
learning and interpreting is essentially preparation for enactment in a group.
Missionary Bible translation theory with its goal of making sure that individ-
ual translation receptors can get the right information from the text, seems to
understand Bible translation to be the transferring of a message (from God) to
indivual readers/hearers who are not specialist interpreters.

ough theorists and pedagogues would not deny that readings/hearings of bib-
lical texts in antiquity took place in groupings of people (although see the discus-
sion on Philemon in 3.2.7) and could do so in contemporary seings, it seems
more convenient to conceptualize communication as a one–to–one exchange.
Groups situated in the real world are notoriously difficult in that the individuals
who make up such groups typically disagree with one another, hold diverging
assumptions and are prone to compete and not to comprehend in a homoge-
neous fashion. When the notion of audience is conceptualized as group – al-
though it is remarkable how oen the original audience is designated as ‘reader’
in the singular – it is conceptualized as monolithic, as homogeneous in its ‘cul-
ture’ and homogeneous in its access to the same information.

My purpose in this section has been to examine some of the notions and concepts
as assumed within the Bible translation movement and in Markan studies. Inso-
far as my discussion has identified and clarified these assumptions and analyses,
it informs the following section (2.2) in which I introduce the social phenomena I
understand to be underlying a model of Mark as text–script for speaking to mat-
ters of import in local environments. is presentation of a text–script model
will form the basis from which to work out my study in subsequent chapters
of Mark in its Græco–Roman environments and in its environments of social
groupings in Lovangai church congregations.

2.2 Mark as a text-script

One of the goals of this study is to propose a reading of Mark which takes it as a
text–script and to show how that makes it viable as a way of doing translational
activity for groupings of people in Lovangai church congregations. My intent is
not, therefore, to draw generalizations in order to predict or account for the way
Lovangai interpret Mark or the way they work with this strategy. Rather, my
intent is, together with Lovangai research partners, to beer understand Mark
and its reception among groupings of people. I hope thereby to show a link
between source and target environments.
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I take into consideration the following facets of speech practice.

• Humans learn and know by way of bodily involvement with the envi-
ronment; there is not a clear distinction between cognition and environ-
ment – environment entails physiological, cerebral activity, physically
speaking / hearing, other bodily activities, as well as the rest of the tangi-
ble ‘world.’

• Actions that aempt to persuade can be understood as pointing aention
to desired practice and being persuaded is like accompanying the initia-
tor – whether a peer or an elder – in that practice.

• Groupings of people are affected by each other as they hear persuasive
speaking, and the existence of strata of status and power are significant
for the way persuasive speaking is enacted and received.

• Language is practised locally, each environment of enacting speech is
unique in the way it affects that environment.

ese points about speech practice are not intended strictly as a theory of per-
suasive speaking; rather, these facets serve in the investigating of persuasive
speaking that Lovangai church members practice, and in the search to under-
stand howMark in early environments could have been understood and used. It
is in the context of such a general understanding of persuasive communication
that I put forward the proposal of text–script. is proposal sees the text–script
as a tool - both for first–century Græco–Roman Christian groupings as well as
for Lovangai church congregations - functioning to guide speakers in their inter-
vention in groupings regarding maers of import. e focus of this study is that
social phenomenon, namely, speaking in local environments to effect change of
practice.

In this section I present the main facets that underlie this model. It should be
noted that the model has no ‘original audience’ as a particular entity; it consists
of willing listeners not only in early audience groupingswho understoodGreek -
whom we cannot know empirically - but also in any and every locality and time
beyond those early environments and via bilingual communication or other–
than–Greek (translated) enactments. Lovangai enactments are within the range
of these extensions.

2.2.1 Speaking as embodied practice in a local environment within a set of
relationships

I define the notion of practice as the skilled activities that people perform in the
course of living. Lovangai living in their environments are engaged in practice
with their sensory–motor skills in a great variety of ways to accomplish what
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they have to do to live.12 e skilled practices in which Lovangai engage as they
dwell in their coastal–island home places are, of course, widely varied. I name
a few, some quite simple and some more complex, to give an indication of what
I have observed and participated in to some extent: handling and working with
household, gardening, and fishing tools; finding the way along a forest route or
to a home place or another residence; felling a tree; training a young child to
eat solid foods; propelling and navigating a small water vessel; weaving a mat;
constructing a house; singing a hymn in a church/home place choir; carrying a
pot of hot food fromone residence to another; preparing and enacting amarriage
ceremony; clearing, planting, tending and harvesting a taro garden plot. is
last set of practices - called ngal - can take up to a year, and indeed continues
cyclically through the seasons. Among a great host of other practices, from
simple to highly complex, these are practices done regularly by Lovangai in
daily and seasonal life.

Language functions within these practices not as a separate, self–contained sys-
tem; rather we can think of it as being practice itself, the practice of “languag-
ing,”13 developing skills along currents of life lived in the real world. Speaking is
thoroughly integrated as practice within the environment, including the people
with whom contact is made and maintained. Words, sentences and discourses
have no meaning apart from this enactment in the environment (Harris, 1998;
Ingold, 2001).

If we ask how Lovangai (as all of us humans) come to know how to do these
things and how we are (sometimes) successful in persuading others, Ingold
(2001) helps us to look at this question in his discussion of learning and know-
ing. Learning comes by having one’s aention pointed to practices by elders
and peers and continually imitating and trying the practice. e demonstrating
is done in language as well as in non–language ways in an integrated fashion.
Aempting to persuade, then, is pointing the aention of novices and peers to
desired (change o) practice. Speaking helps others to follow along in their imag-
ination with the practice that the speaking is highlighting. Speaking connects
with other practice inasmuch as hearers have already gained bodily experience
that is something like that to which the speaking points their aention.

Knowledge is (recursively) grounded in the environment, in the physical world.
Knowledge is not detached, as though it takes place essentially in the sphere of

12It is common in anthropological and missionary parlance to define “language communities”
or “cultures” as though these are clearly demarcated units of existence with an intrinsic and
particular identity. I take the view that to the extent that Lovangai in their seing - a world
continuously changing/modulating - navigate along paths of life that aremore or less similar, we
might think of these practices - including speaking/writing - as being large–scale stabilizations
of ‘Lovangai’ practices. I thank Hans Fast for seing me to think along these lines.

13Pennycook (2010) challenges the “notion of language as a system … in favour of a view of
language as doing” (2, italics added).
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thoughts or via the transfer of “mental representations” (Sperber, 1985; Sperber
and Wilson, 1986). For example, if a Lovangai household head gives instruc-
tions to his family as to what particular tasks to do in a certain garden plot, his
speaking guides the hearers to their experience of that piece of the garden plot
and their experience of doing tasks there. Mentally following the instructions
is connected physiologically to experience and to the tangible environment. To
adapt a formulation by Tim Ingold, the family head and the family members
look around for guidance on where and how to do their garden plot tasks: they
consult the world, not a picture in their heads in order to know how to do the
tasks (see Ingold, 2001, 142). How the complex sets of interrelated tasks actually
get carried out by the group is not an outworking of the thoughts in the family
head’s mind, but the activities are uniquely done en route as the group navigates
along the path of doing the activities.

Models that view communication as being essentially about transfer of infor-
mation are in tension with this integrated way of seeing language as a practice.
Speaking to effect practice is not so much an uerance from which information
is goen as it is pointing aention to practice; when people respond to such
speaking, the ‘meaning’ is worked out in practice. e practice that is effected,
furthermore, is not brand new but is closely related to experience already gained
in the course of life. I provide here an example of very simple persuasive com-
munication in everyday life in a Lovangai home place, taking as my guide In-
gold’s (2001) critique of the notion that performance (practice) is “the discharge
of representations in the mind” (135, see Ingold, 2001 pages 134 ).

Las tells her eight year old son Nu to get a saucepan from the residence of her
sister that is located in the same home place at a distance of about 300 metres.
Las gives him the directive: Luk le na saucepan si ri nana Tiu! (Get Aunty Tiu’s
saucepan!). Nu begins a set of activities we could call fetching a saucepan. In the
particular environment of their home place, Nu has a choice of two main paths
to take. Neither the propositional content nor any logical ‘implicatures’ of his
mother’s directive entailed which path to choose. Nor did it entail all the many
interrelated navigational procedures which Nu has to accomplish. Having cho-
sen one of the routes, he passes by three residences along the way. At the third
of these, an adult relative addresses him, finds out what his errand is, informs
him that Tiu is not home and offers her saucepan instead. Nu here changes the
route he was negotiating in an ongoing way, takes a different saucepan than
he or his mother had envisioned, cuts across the woman’s residence to join up
again with the main route back home, not even having reached Tiu’s residence.
On his way back, a tree has just been felled while he was collecting the saucepan
and he has to circumvent it. If we aempt to include all these activities as being
‘meant’ or ‘implied’ by Las’ directive, we come to an impasse. We see, rather,
that Nu is planning and acting as he goes along, relying very heavily in all phases
of the set of activities on his experiential knowledge of the environment and on
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what he meets along the way. e directive uered is not best understood as
containing the meaning or being a mental representation that is comprehended
by the hearer. e directive sets him off on a series of activities which he only
knows what they will be as he does them. Nu could not be inferring all these
actions from the directive uered nor from its underlying propositional content.
Rather, Nu departs from his residence having had his aention pointed towards
a set of activities which ‘mean’ something to him only insofar as he can imag-
ine – from past experience – tasks that were something like the one he now
plans. As he carries out the whole set of tasks of ‘fetching a saucepan’ he is
continually navigating his way along in that task. At every step – including the
completely unplanned bypass of a recently felled tree, about which Las could
not have had any information – he is taking actions afresh on how to proceed.
Nu consults neither a template in his head of what fetching a saucepan ‘means’
nor does he transfer a mental representation from his mother’s mind/brain into
his own and follow that.

Inasmuch as humans are social beings, environments very typically include peo-
ple and group relationships. Environments are fluid and continually moving and
changing, as we saw in the simple example of fetching the saucepan. To the ex-
tent that communication is affecting environment, therefore, people learn, know
and are persuaded in relation to social groupings. is means, too, that the no-
tion of individual minds processing information is not helpful for understanding
persuasive communication in real environments. In the example above of the
garden plot working project it is unrealistic to analyse ‘meaning’ in terms of
individual minds making inferences since the project is a group activity. at
is equally the case in the saucepan example and is very much the case in or-
atory where group members hear speech and respond in the environment of
other group members and their responses. e extended examples I provide in
Chapter 4 will serve to bring this to light.

In this study of the reception of Mark in earliest environments and in Lovangai
social groupings I understand speaking (and/or writing) - whether didactic, in-
struction or argument - not as being essentially cognitive with perhaps an extra
emotive periphery of effect. Speaking, hearing and doing are interwoven prac-
tices, affecting the whole person and/or group in the environment. Persuasive
speaking is the same as any other kind of speaking in the way it affects the
whole person in the environment. Of course, though persuasive speaking de-
sires (change o) practice, responding – or not responding – in the desired way
rests in the court of the hearer(s); we are capable of choosing – or not choos-
ing – paths of practice that harmonize with that to which our aention has been
pointed.
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2.2.2 Heterogeneous and stratified audience groupings

I describe local audience groupings as heterogeneous, referring thereby to how
group members are unique in the ways they (have) experience(d) their envi-
ronment. In early Christian groupings, members likely differed as to economic,
social, ethnic and religious experience. A well–known example is that of slaves
and their owners participating – at least to some extent – in the same ekklēsia.
Similarly, children, women and men each had experiences that differed from the
others. Paul makes a point of the differences of circumcised and not circumcised,
though ethnic differences among uncircumcised people would also have been
significant (1 Cor. 7–8). e term heterogeneous also describes the early Christ–
group movement as a whole in that groups were soon spread out and located
in many urban centres in the Græco–Roman region. Geographical placement
is part of what makes up daily experience and helps to shape knowledge. e
persuasiveness of the Græco–Roman text of Mark was to be effective by any and
all of such diversely located and internally heterogeneous groupings.

Heterogeneity as described above is not unrelated, of course, to distinction along
lines of prestige, power and authority. I use the term stratification for this group
phenomenon. Groupings invariably have at least some internal distinctions
along such lines and leaders or would–be leaders tend to have to negotiate in
order to get or maintain positions. I am not so much thinking of the narrowly
defined social classes as of a more general phenomenon in which, for example,
even a parent–child relationship is stratified to a degree, though the two would
be in the same social class. For early Christ groups hearing reader–speakers
enacting Mark such stratification is significant in that leaders and low–status
people hear the enactment together, they hear veiled argumentation regarding
themselves and do so in the presence of group members on the other side of a
power divide line.

at Lovangai groupings are heterogeneous is very clear from observation and
from hearing group members describe their relationships. ough Melanesian
societies are viewed by anthropologists as relatively egalitarian,14 differences in
rank, power and influence in Lovangai groupings are felt by all members in daily
life, in extended families and in larger groupings and public gatherings. Recog-
nition of such heterogeneity and stratification is important for an understanding
of reception of Mark through the interpreting and speaking by Lovangai read-
er–speakers. Discussions of reception typically take lile or no account of this
social phenomenon.

14Dickson-Waiko (2003) illustrates a significant counter–example (see below, page 112).
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2.2.3 A figured text for addressing sensitive maers

For groups that are both heterogeneous and stratified, almost any maer of im-
port will potentially be sensitive. Speakers in such groupings who have the
competence and the right to address issues of this nature usually know about
such sensitivities and may take care to speak appropriately while still trying to
argue an important point.
e text of Mark is shaped as an episodic narrative but it can be used to draw
aention to maers of import about which (change o) practice is desired. e
notion that the text is a script and thus related very closely to a reader–speak-
er’s use of it in real environments helps us in considering the plausibility of its
function as a text for deliberative rhetoric, talking people into something.
Græco–Roman teachers and practitioners of public debate knew about this very
well and have le writings that show this. e term “schematised speech”
(Greek: logos eschēmatismenos) was used to refer to the ways in which speakers
argue their point not directly but in hidden ways. In this way, if a maer is
sensitive, the speaker will not have to own the point that is made; rather the
members of the audience make the point themselves but at the same time need
not own up to it since it is hidden. is way of speaking is useful for saving face
or for speaking safely.15 A schematised text, thus, is one from which the read-
er–speaker can both interpret the maer that is of import as well as learn a way
to address the maer safely. In the case of Mark, the text is heavily schematised
in that the point regarding sensitive maers is found not in overt argumentation
but in narrative episode. Mark has not typically been read in this way. e epis-
tle material, which argues more overtly, is considered the persuasive or horta-
tory text–type par excellence and Mark has routinely been classed as a narrative
text–type without consideration of rhetorical purpose and potential.
One example of how scholars make the narrative–hortatory distinction along
lines of formal literary features and thus have not seen Mark as schematised is
an article by Claude Cox (1998) about leers in the early church. Cox illustrates
the assumption that the literary narrative form is always coupled with an in-
formative purpose. Cox concludes rightly not only that these leers were read
out loud to households - in local environments - but that they were tools by
which “pastoral concerns were dealt with much as [anyone might] write a let-
ter … to a household to address various issues” (90). Regarding the Gospel texts,
however, Cox understands these to have been wrien a few generations later
to “[replace] oral recitation of the acts of Jesus” (91). We may, however, draw
a tighter connection than Cox does between leer–texts and the text of Mark.
Cox would think of Mark’s purpose as telling about Jesus; I am saying that Mark
15Whitlark (2012) has recently discussed the interesting case of Hebrews 13:14, aempting to
show that the reference to ‘lasting city’ (menousan polin) “is a figured reference to Rome and
thus a figured critique of the imperial propaganda that touted an eternal city and rule” (162).
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was ‘read’ or enacted much like Cox describes the purpose of early leers; that
is, both kinds of texts - leers and episodic narrative - were conceived as scripts
for their enactors (anaginōskōn) to deal with maers of import.

2.2.4 Function: inter- and intra-textual coherence

Skopostheorie (Reiß and Vermeer, 1984; Nord, 1997) has proposed that the most
basic guiding criterion of translational activity is the function that a target text
is intended or commissioned to fulfil in a receptor context. Translation under-
stood from this perspective is not so much interested in equivalence of meaning
between a set of two texts as in making a translation that will serve the function
that the customer wants. e terminology and notions of functional transla-
tion theory provide ways of looking at relationships between an original and a
translation in terms of what people do with a text; the focus is on the function
of the commissioned target.16 A commissioned function for a biblical target text
might be, for example, the gloss of an interlinear scholars’ edition to function
for exegetes as a tool to see the formal characteristics of the source text.

In contrast to a focus on function of target text, much translational activity has
been undertaken - perhaps more so with biblical texts than with other types of
texts - with the assumption that a target text will have an abstract existence with
a meaning aached to it that is not affected by the actors of the target environ-
ment. e analysis of Robinson (2009) is helpful. He writes that translation has
been understood as

a linguistic activity performed on texts. e significant factors control-
ling translation [are seen to be] abstract structures of equivalence, defined
syntactically and semantically, not the social network of people, authors,
translation commissioners, terminology experts, readers and others (160).

at is to say, translational activity has oen been carried out as though local
environments do not count.17 Seeing translation activity as language practice
that is locally performed helps us to understand just how crucial the actors and
their environments are in any reception of a target text.

de Vries (2008) takes the book of Ruth as a case study and illustrates “how spe-
cific religious functions or skopoi, the things religious communities want to do
with the Bible, determine translation decisions” (129). He applies the notion of
skopos to an analysis of “the way three Dutch versions of Ruth [represent] the
sociocentric ethnography of speaking of the Hebrew text of Ruth” (138). e

16“is downplaying (or ‘dethroning’ as Vermeer terms it) of the status of the [source text] … has
caused much controversy” (Munday, 2008, 80).

17e project of TimothyWilt (2003) et al. moves helpfully in the direction of considering a range
of phenomena that impinge upon translation work.
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Hebrew text has a concentration of kinship terminology and a focus on Ruth’s
ethnic origin (from Moab) whereas in the Dutch target text this socio-centric
way of relating people to one another is under-translated due to its awkward-
ness for Dutch readers in their egocentric conceptualization of personhood. e
Dutch Groot Nieuws Bijbel, for example, has the intended function of serving as
an aractive easy–to–read Bible for readers with a low to average competence
in Dutch literacy. is function led the translators to explicitly “[shi] from
sociocentrism to egocentrism and the text reflects Dutch rather than Hebrew
linguistic and cultural practices related to personhood” (138).

Looking at Mark from the perspective of functional translation theory, wemight
say that the intended function of the source text was that it serve as a tool for
reader–speakers who were commissioned or self–motivated to speak from it
in Christ groups and to address certain maers of concern. What has actually
been done with the text of Mark through history oen has not matched such a
function; it has acquired various other, local functions. For my purposes in this
study, however, I am proposing a link between such a source text, intended func-
tion and a similar, proposed function for Lovangai reader–speakers and social
(church) groupings. e argument rests upon the plausibility of such a source
text, intended function and upon whether actual Lovangai reader–speakers are
willing and competent to use Mark for such a function.

My approach, thus, is less of a ‘dethroning’ of the source text than may be sup-
posed. I am aiming for a coherence between source and target. at coherence,
however, lies not in meaning as much as in social phenomena, namely speech
practice in social groupings. From Skopostheorie I can usefully use two concepts:
inter–textual and intra–textual coherence. For Skopostheorie these criteria are
lower in the hierarchy than the overall skopos. at is, though they are sub-
servient to striving for the target’s commissioned function they serve to keep a
translator from producing something that is too different from the source or too
unfamiliar to the target text users. A text can hardly be considered a translation
if there is lile or no discernible connection with a source. A text can hardly be
functional if it is simply confusing to users. To cite Nord (1997),

the ‘coherence rule’ specifies that a translation should be acceptable in
a sense that it is coherent with the receivers’ situation (intra–textual co-
herence). However, … a translation must bear some kind of relationship
with the corresponding source text. … [is] relationship … is called ‘in-
tertextual coherence’ or ‘fidelity’ (32).

With the focus on target (end) users of text, however, the function of the source
text tends to be neglected. If the function I propose for Mark in its earliest envi-
ronments (multiple, local speaking enactments) is plausible, I argue in this study
that such a function can fruitfully be related to intended or commissioned func-
tion in the environment of Lovangai social groupings in church congregations.
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us I use the idea of coherence as defined by functional translation theory to
highlight a potential relationship between source environments and Lovangai
environments. I call it potential becauseMark’s various empirical functionsmay
have been different than the intended function and because making a certain
function a reality in Lovangai church congregations is a maer of education
and practice. Biblical texts, including Mark, have been used for various pur-
poses within Lovangai church groupings for several generations. At various
times and occasions and by various Lovangai speakers biblical texts have un-
doubtedly functioned as scripts for speaking persuasively to maers of import.
I am focusing in this study on Mark in particular with its predicted maers
of import and on actual evidence of Lovangai reader–speakers aempting to
analyse their own social groupings and linking these to Markan episodes (see
Chapter 5).

e distinction between the two kinds of coherence helps to focus on the rela-
tionship between the environments. Coherence will be addressed in the course
of this study (Chapters 4–5) in two ways. Firstly, the extent to which Lova-
ngai reader–speakers recognize in Markan episodes a text–script for persuasive
speaking and the extent to which they are able to use the text in that way shows
them assigning a function to the text that is coherent with the model of Græco–
Roman Mark intended for a similar function. is is a relationship of inter–
textual coherence. e relationship is not about renderings of texts or linguistic
structures but rather about speech practice, what earliest reader–speakers did
and what Lovangai reader–speakers do with the Markan text.

Secondly, the extent towhich Lovangai reader–speakers recognize in theMarkan
episodes ways of speaking–for–persuasion that give them ways of identifying
and speaking to maers in their social groupings shows them assigning a func-
tion to the target text that is similar to ways of speaking persuasively withwhich
they are familiar in their own practices of speaking to and within their social
groupings. is is a relationship of intra–textual coherence; indigenous Lo-
vangai “texts” (writing and speaking practice in society) are coherent with a
Lovangai text–script of Markan episodes. I think my evidence shows that the
Lovangai research participants found this coherence more significant in their
interpretive enactments of the text than what is typically seen as a deterring
factor for text use; namely, the “fossé culturel” between the ‘world of the Bible’
and the ‘receptor culture.’

2.2.5 Text-script as figured tool: summary

In this study I depart from the typical view common in missionary Bible trans-
lation theory that the text is a representation of a message or of a meaning
that is communicating to a secondary audience what a first audience under-
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stood without any effort or need for interpretation. Rather, I consider the text
ofMark as being part of the environment of persuasive speaking activity, both in
first–century Græco–Roman Christ groups as well as in groupings of Lovangai
church members. To interpret a text as such a tool is to recognize that it is not
essentially an information–bearing entity. Rather, text serves a reader–speaker
in the practice of speaking to other people. A script is read/studied not in the
first place to comprehend information but to find out how to enact persuasive
speaking in a local environment.

In this section (2.2) I have discussed four concepts that make up the model of
Markan reception that I propose. By way of summary I apply these concepts
to help me describe a potential enactment of Markan text. We can imagine –
following the model – a Markan episode enacted by a reader–speaker within a
grouping of Lovangai church members. First of all (2.2.1), the enactment takes
place in a local, unique environment that is constituted by the group members,
their physical seing and their relationships to one another. e reader–speak-
er is the embodiment of the text–script. Second (2.2.2), the local grouping is
heterogeneous at least to some extent and is stratified along lines of power or
influence. Even in a grouping of peers which seems egalitarian certain group
members will defer to others or appoint themselves to take leadership. In a
local Lovangai grouping of church members people have kinship relationships,
age differences, etc., and these realities affect the group members, the reader–
speaker and the lines of relationship within the grouping. ird (2.2.3), an issue
that maers to the group members will likely be sensitive if the grouping is
more markedly stratified. e group members will most likely be affected in
different ways by how the maer is handled. Wise and careful reader–speak-
ers will sense this and seek to modulate their way of speaking so as to let more
powerful group members save their respect. For example, a young woman as
reader–speaker, if she addresses a sensitive maer at all, will most likely speak
in indirect ways so as to maintain her respectful position in the face of elders,
especially male elders. Lastly (2.2.4), the reader–speaker interprets the episode
keeping two perspectives in balance. e enactment in the grouping should
sound like her speaking in home place affairs of the residence or the extended
family or a home place business meeting. e episode enactment is ideally one
of a kind with those enactments, they are intra–textually related. At the same
time, the speaker seeks to be faithful to the text of the episode, noting especially
the maer of import that is being addressed and how it is a model for ways to
speak. e speaker is thus interpreting inter-textually between two texts: the
episode which is her starting point for interpretation; and, her own enactment
which is an outworking of her interpretation.

Having tentatively shown the model as related to a potential interpretive en-
actment in a Lovangai grouping of church members, it remains to be said that
I take it as reasonable - taking the text as a script for addressing maers of im-
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port as plausible - to think that these four facets of persuasive speech practice
would have been significant in local enactments in first–century Græco–Roman
Christ groups in similarways as outlined above for Lovangai environments. is
presents challenges in a number of ways regarding assumptions and analyses of
Markan audience: the author of Mark did not have a particular ‘original audi-
ence’ but the text was to be embodied in a variety of local groupings; the text of
Mark is understood not as aimed at individual, information–processing ‘read-
ers’ - as is oen assumed - but as suitable for a reader–speaker to study and
interpret for speech enactment. In such a reading of Mark, the text is not a rep-
resentation of a historical reality but is formulated as an episodic narrative to
focus aention in a covert way on maers that are of import for heterogeneous
and stratified groupings.

2.3 Method

I now turn to an explanation of the methods used to investigate speech practice
in relation to Markan reception both in early Græco–Roman region audience
groupings and in Lovangai groupings of church members. I have already intro-
duced certain areas of Markan and Bible translation theory that leave lile room
for a reading of Mark as being a text–script for speaking to maers of import in
local environments. Given that the goal of this study is to point aention to a
coherent link between such a function in earliest Græco–Roman environments
and a similar potential function in Lovangai environments, my purpose here is
to explain how I get evidence to support the claim for such a link. e evidence
itself is presented and discussed in later chapters.

With my focus on source and target as text–script closely related to the so-
cial phenomenon of public speaking, I do not in this study investigate meaning
transfer between two texts as is common in Bible translation studies. What is
required, rather, is an investigation of early Græco–Roman as well as Lovangai
environments in terms of maers of import and speech practice. I intend to
show that it is reasonable to read Mark as a text–script for speaking persua-
sively about leadership and devotion to Jesus in heterogeneous and stratified
groupings. I shall argue further that implementing a delivery and reception
strategy coherent with such a function is a viable project within Lovangai en-
vironments. Reader–speakers and audience groupings exist in Lovangai home
places and regional seings within the church congregations, and maers of
import are continually affecting their life in many kinds of social groupings.
Lovangai church members who are competent reader–speakers can experiment
with Mark as text–script, aending to actual social groupings and to actual mat-
ters that they consider to be of import. My methods, therefore, are explained in
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relation to the environments of Græco–Roman Mark (2.3.1) and to the environ-
ments of Lovangai Mark (2.3.2).

2.3.1 Method for investigating Græco–Roman Mark

It is not too obvious to mention in this context that to interview and observe
people in first–century Christ groups is impossible. Much of what we seek to
know about Mark, the author’s intent and the text’s actual use in early seings
is beyond verification. It is easy to read too much into the text. My method
for gaining understanding of earliest Markan reception is one of considering
plausibility in relation to investigations by Markan scholarship. In what fol-
lows, therefore, I am very brief in my description of method regarding this as-
pect of the study. e method amounts to weighing selected scholarship, taking
what is relevant as my starting point for my own argument. My resources for
examining Græco–Roman Markan environments are two–fold. First, I appeal
to the recent challenge of the long–held redaction–critical notion of particu-
lar Gospel communities (Bauckham, 1998a,b; Klink, 2010) and investigate from
there how a model of heterogeneous, diversified audience groupings of Mark
in the first–century Græco–Roman region can be related to reception of local
enactments.

I appeal secondly to certain recent scholarly work that gives me room for further
investigation of Mark as a text–script integrated into the social phenomenon of
persuasive speaking in groups. Mymain argument at a general level is thatMark
was to be used for persuasive speaking to audience groupings. is I contrast
with the common assumption that because it is cast as a narrative, Mark should
be understood as an account, as a representation of what happened. In contrast,
I draw aention to the possibility that an episodic narrative can be intended as
a rhetorical tool. e narrative form is a covert way of arguing the persuasive
points; making a point by casting it in story form is to make that point in a
figured, indirect way.

e general claim that a story like Mark should be read as persuasive rather
than as a representative (historical) account underlies narrative criticism, for
example, in that readers are to be affected by way of their identification with
story characters towards a personal following of Jesus. Performance criticism
of Mark is based on this claim, advocating as it does that the story of Mark
should be performed with the goal of creating an effect as a dramatized story on
audiences. Both of these approaches to Mark are treated in Chapter 3.

A more particular version of the wider claim that Mark should be understood
as a rhetorical tool or script is the recent work of Ian Henderson. Henderson
(2000, 2009) argues specifically that the main persuasive goal of Mark was, his-
torically, that it influence leaders in the Christian movement towards a way of
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being leaders. Further, he shows that the text can be read as pointing aention
to two strata in such groupings; though mainly leaders were to be persuaded,
the text–script could also enable reader–speakers to affirm low–status people
in their single–hearted devotion to Jesus. Henderson’s work is important for
me in that it names maers of import: faulty leadership stance and devotion to
Jesus. is aspect of his analysis is fruitful as I turn to Lovangai social groupings
where I observe oratory regarding issues that maer to group wellbeing. An un-
derstanding of Mark that includes both the general notion that it was to serve
as a persuasive text as well as that it speaks to actual topics of concern – how-
ever obliquely – informs my investigation of the reception of Mark in Lovangai
congregations.

us I rely most upon Henderson’s work for the aspect of taking very seriously
real audience groupings and real issues of concern. I am also persuaded by
his more particular argument regarding what those concerns are to which the
text points. Secondly, and closely related, his reading of Mark as a figured text
that is intended for stratified audience groups provides for me a helpful starting
point for investigating the phenomenon of covert persuasive speaking and for
identifying how strata in social groupings can be significant for the way read-
er–speakers formulate their persuasive aempts. is leads me to an aempt at
doing my own reading of Markan episodes as figured text for persuasive enact-
ment in local groupings.

I do this reading by aending to the episodes of Mark as units of text–script with
persuasive aims and assume they were craed to provide a reader–speaker with
ways in which to address audience groupings. I also consider the broad lines of
the narrative of Mark as a whole and maintain that the punch of the episodes
are intended to fit into those lines rather than that the narrative as a story be the
main guiding line for understanding Mark’s intended effect. at is, the story
of Mark as a whole tells the reader–speaker–interpreter the same thing about
persuasive goals as what is provided in a variety of ways in the episodes.

At the same time, mymethod includes a critique of the problematic assumptions
and analyses which I introduced in Section 2.1. In the course of Chapter 3 this
will become clear in the argumentation that I present there. e literature with
which I engage will in that chapter be introduced as needed.

2.3.2 Working with Lovangai research participants: speech practice and inter-
pretive enactments of Markan episodes

As a resident in a Lovangai home place and as a participant in the life of its con-
gregation, it has been possible for me to observe, to talk about and to participate
in Markan reception in Lovangai groupings. e purpose of this current section
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(2.3.2) is to introduce how I did this.18 is introduction anticipates further ex-
planation in relevant parts of succeeding chapters.

Describing how I work with Lovangai church members – or research partici-
pants – requires some detail since some of the methods I use are unique to this
study. e following list names these methods:

• participating and observing speech practice;

• collecting and analyzing examples of wrien and spoken speech practice;

• formal interviews;

• participatory research seminars;

• discussion and analysis of examples of speech practice.

Extended periods of participation in Lovangai home places

In order to learn about Lovangai speech practices I observed, asked and partic-
ipated. e voice of the Lovangai practitioner needs to be taken seriously. at
is, I can learn about speech practice by listening to the practitioners themselves
telling me about it as much as by observing and drawing my own conclusions. It
is, aer all, the specialists themselves (the Lovangai speech practitioners) who
are the best source for learning about their practice. In my strong appeal to
Lovangai specialists I am informed in part by an ethnomethodological study
carried out by Brown and Laurier (2005) in which they investigate how people
go about finding their way and how maps are integrated into that practice. e
study how how ‘normal actors’ - as opposed to scientists–theorists - find their
way and talk about it in non–spectacular environments.19

During extended periods of living with Lovangai church members over a period
of a decade, I observed and participated in a great number and wide range of
group speaking events, from very small groups to large gatherings of several
hundred people. ese events were related to and took place in a variety of
groupings: families, extended families, groups of young men, groups of women,
children, church gatherings of varying sizes, business meetings of the home
18I do this briefly and without discussing and weighing theories of ethnographic work. ough
such theories are not unimportant, engaging with them at any length would fall outside the
bounds of this study.

19e following observation by Brown and Laurier underlines what I maintain is a current
dilemma for common views of Bible reception: “In the classics of the cognitive literature the
map and the process of wayfinding are so prioritised that at some points a casual observer could
be forgiven for thinking that they occur in a vacuum or that persons drop all other activities to
follow the map. e workplace, situation–specific and contextualising nature of map use has
been ignored as the focus has remained on the paired–down, context–free and indirectly acces-
sible mental comprehension of a lone map reader” (Brown and Laurier, 2005, 3, italics added).
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place level and meetings at the congregation and inter–congregational levels. I
aendedmany clan–based gatherings, observing speaking integratedwith other
practices at mortuary ceremonies and meals, land exchanges, reconciliation cer-
emonies and marriage rituals. I have had countless, extended personal conver-
sations about many and varied topics with young and old, men and women.
is extended and varied first–hand observation and participation provides, for
the purposes of this study, a base of experience which aids me in recognizing
general topics as well as finer details in encounters I have with people. My pro-
ficiency in understanding and speaking Lovangai helps me to ask about topics
where my experience is lacking.

Maers of import: unsolicited enactments of speaking

Over a period of several years I collected a variety of speaking enactments which
I did not initiate. I call these examples unsolicited. e examples presented later
in this study (4.3) are a selection. Some of these were first enacted as wrien
texts and others were spoken. e laer I recorded in audio format and tran-
scribed. I present them in simple format in my translation and annotate them
to the extent I think is necessary for the reader to gain a clear picture of the
context in which they were to effect (change o) practice.

e rationale for presenting these unsolicited enactments is to situate firmly
the speech enactments discussed in later sections and chapters firmly within
the practice that Lovangai continually engage in while they live the course of
their lives in social groupings of various kinds. e examples are chosen with
an eye for variety in length, speaker / writer, social groupings and topics ad-
dressed.

ese speeches/texts are not intended as control against which to measure other
data in the typical sense of scientific analysis, as though these aremore authentic
than speech elicited in interviews or in seminars. Neither is the aim for these
data to be compared point by point with a target text dra in order to find and
reproduce a “genuine” persuasive technique as used in non–skewed or natural
speech. Rather, the aim is to illustrate modestly a variety of practice and thus
to show some snapshots of what people do. I focus on maers of import that
arise in these data and the characteristics of the social groupings within which
the speaking is enacted. By carefully reading the examples and taking note
of my commentary, an impression will be gained of how and to what issues
the Lovangai church members of this study speak in local environments. e
considerable quantities of other speech data presented in 4.4, 4.5 and 5.2 will be
beer comprehensible as a result.
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Interviews with individual women and men

Over the course of a one–month period of fieldwork, I invited ten people, some
from each of three congregations at Baungung, Umbukul and Angat, to tell me
about their life and about their views of persuasion and influence. My aimwas to
hear from them, firstly, about other people who have been an influence on them
and, secondly, in their opinion, how and to whom they themselves have been
influential. I gave them directives along those two broad lines but invited them
to deviate or embellish if theywished, trying tomaintain a conversation thatwas
free in character. e interviews were one hour in length on average.

ey told me about speaking practice during their childhood, youth and in later
years, and about the people that were influential and close to them. I let them
choose events and people that struck them now as being memorable in this re-
gard. Further, they told me about other people whom they saw as being in need
of their speaking and influence. In both of these areas they reported to me actual
speeches they had heard or spoken. Some participants spoke more than others,
but they all were very willing to recall events, people and speeches.

All the interviews were audio–recorded and transcribed for later analysis. From
these interviews I heard about particular Lovangai social groupings and learned
about actual maers of import and about social stratification within groups.
From the many concrete examples that these church members provided in the
interviews, I drew up the sketches presented in 4.4.

Series of seminars: enacting persuasive speaking regardingmaers of import

I chose to approach reception of Markan episodes by way of working together
with church members of three home places. I developed a method of a semi-
nar seing in which I led seminars but depended heavily upon participant re-
searchers’ engagement in speaking activities.

Organization and participants

I began with an initial, invited group of four research participants whom I asked
to fully participate in all seminar activities, but also to play a joint leading role
in facilitating the activities. We ran through one ‘practice’ seminar, following
the time frame and activities as planned for the three congregations. In this
way we solidified the plan for the seminars. e facilitators were of invluable
assistance to me because of their intimate knowledge of people and groupings in
their home places and of the organizational workings of church congregations.
ey were members of these same three congregations, one from Baungung,
two from Umbukul and one from Angat. ey were middle–aged, two men and
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two women, whom I knew well and who have worked with me previously in
translation work and/or in other church or home place projects.

Each seminar took place over a period of one evening and the following two
full days. e seminars were set up in three main sessions: Session A was held
the first aernoon/evening and was introductory; Session B took place during
the second day (all day) and focused on social groupings and maers of import;
Session C took place during the third day (all day) and focused on episodes of
Mark and maers of import in social groupings. e seminars with their three
sessions were carried out in the same way in each of the three home places in
venues provided by the respective congregations.

Previous to a period of intense fieldwork (interviews and seminars), the facil-
itators had received instructions from me to select appropriate research par-
ticipants from the three congregations. ey were to select and invite people
with an eye for the following: there should be some from each of three age
groups, young adult, middle aged and senior; there should be some men and
some women; they should be confident and competent speakers; they should be
people regarded in the home place as faithful church members and responsible,
caring citizens; they should be people who take the Bible seriously. In later parts
of this study, I introduce some of these research participants further as relevant
to my presentation of their speech enactments.20

e genre of the seminar

e seminar was akin to a genre of group meeting familiar in church and home–
place; namely, the akalkalit (a showing/teaching session). e activities of akal-
kalitmeetings are sometimes called ang–akalkalit–ai (a showing/teaching–one–
another session). is term was also used in the seminars by the participants as
descriptive of what we were doing together. By comparison, church congrega-
tions hold services called lotu. ese are gatherings that formally follow or have
developed from what the Methodist mission set up as formal church services.21

20In a leer to the small group of research assistants whom I approached to help me prepare for
the seminars (Fast, 2008), I asked that they “[select] people who will be good to help me with
my research questions and work” and suggested several criteria they should use to select and
invite people: the participants “must not be hesitant to speak in front of other people; … must
be able to speak clearly and loudly, not afraid of speaking into a microphone; … must be able
to think well and make good judgements about how people are affected to do good or to stop
doing wrong.” See Appendix B for the names of the seminar participants, their home places and
age groups. e facilitators’ names are italicized.

21ere are several other church denominations in the Lovangai area. During the colonial era,
Methodist mission work was concentrated on one half of the island, and Roman Catholic on the
other. More recently, Seventh Day Adventists and several small neo–protestant groups have
formed. All denominations maintain connections with their denominational counterparts in
other areas of PNG and - to a lesser extent - overseas.
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A service includes singing, prayers, notices, offering, sermon and extemporane-
ous testimonies. Services are mostly held in church buildings. If held outdoors
or at a residence or pastor’s residence the formal organization is clearly that
of lotu. Akalkalit may be carried out in church buildings, but also in schools,
at residences or at other meeting places. ese sessions may include singing
and prayers but need not if they are sponsored by the school or an NGO or the
government. ese kinds of seminars are clearly demarcated from lotu as a gath-
ering, but may be linked to the Christian life of the congregation, depending on
the maers taught and/or discussed.

To be sure, in the seminars some of the activities and style of working were
new to the participants. However, the topics and issues were from the begin-
ning clearly their own. ey generated a host of cases taken from their own
experiences. Moreover, the four assistants led the way in situating these semi-
nars into the known genre of akalkalit. ey participated extensively with me
in inviting discussion, providing examples of how the activities were to be car-
ried out, and making summary statements of sessions. In this way the seminar
from the beginning took on the quality of a locally–initiated akalkalit. ey
helped to mould the seminar event into this familiar genre by their speaking
and explaining, their formal openings and closings of the sessions, and by the
way they carried out all the arrangements of venues, tea breaks, meals, and any
other organizational maers.

Treatment of speech data and rationale

My purpose was not to compare or contrast samples of the participants’ speak-
ing, neither did I communicate to the participants such a purpose. e speech
practice generated in the seminar sessions did not represent what Lovangai in
general do or can be predicted to do. ough the participants varied in terms of
life experience, age, gender and speaking skill they did not represent for me ‘the
average Lovangai;’ rather, each enactment gave me a glimpse of a person engag-
ing in speech practice in a local environment. I welcome the fact that in other
environments, at other times, other churchmembers would speak creatively and
uniquely there.

e underlying rationale for holding the seminars and for inviting people to
participate was the following: people who regularly enact speech with the in-
tent of influencing others towards (change o) practice are the best people to
teach me about it. On the one hand I initiated the seminars and I invited the
facilitators to help me and to participate. I explicitly told them and the other
participants that I wished to learn from them and invited them to tell me and
show me about social groupings, maers of import and about ways of speaking
and to provide examples of actual speaking. On the other hand the participants
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toldme that theywere happy for the things they learned throughmy encourage-
ment to consider social groupings, influence, topics and discourses and ways of
persuading. In the course of the seminar activities, the participants were not so
much addressing the maer of my ‘enquiry’ as speaking to one another about
their own social groupings and maers of import. I am confident that all the
participants thought of the seminar as angakalkalitai (teaching/showing–each–
other) in which we were learning about persuasive speaking in their context as
much as they were helping me with my research project.

Description of seminar activities

It is worthwhile here to briefly describe each of the three seminar sessions. Ses-
sion A was an evening session on the first of three days, about two hours in
length. It was aended by invited research participants and was open to the
whole congregation. e purpose and procedure of the seminar sessions of the
next two days was introduced in general terms. Some examples were given
of persuasive speaking and people were reminded of how this phenomenon is
common in many social groupings. It was made clear that the seminars were for
learning about the book of Mark, for learning about how we talk persuasively
to one another and also for giving assistance to my research project which had
as its purpose to serve Bible translation in Papua New Guinea or elsewhere.
Examples were given and discussion led by both me and the facilitators.

Session B was held on day two, morning and aernoon, aended by invited
participants. e morning was devoted to talking together about maers of im-
port and social groupings, and to an explanation of how the enactments would
be prepared and carried out. In the aernoon session, participants worked in-
dividually. ey each chose their own maer of import and social grouping,
then planned a speech that would address the maer and the grouping in an
appropriate and effective way. is was followed by enactments in the seminar
group of the persuasive speeches they had prepared. eir enactments were
audio–recorded. A selection of these is presented and discussed in 4.5.

Session C was held on day three, morning and aernoon, aended by invited
participants. is session followed a similar paern as Session B. e morning
was spent talking about voices in biblical texts and especially Jesus’s voice as
we know it from these texts. e participants had opportunity to engage with
a very short episode in Mark (Mk 8:11–12) in group discussion. ere was also
guided discussion inwhich thework of Session Bwas reviewed and the speaking
of Jesus in episodes was compared to our own everyday aempts at persuading
people. e procedure was explained and then each participant received a text–
script as an aural experience, they listened carefully as one of the facilitators
orally presented the episode from a printed text. ey then spent about ninety
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minutes individually reflecting on their text–script and linking it to a known
social grouping and maer of import to which they believed the text–script was
relevant. During this time they also planned a speech, preparing themselves to
clarify the grouping and the maer of import and to deliver the speech before
the seminar group. e laer part of the aernoon was devoted to these enact-
ments and their recording. A selection of these is presented and discussed in 5.2.

Explicitly linking the seminars

It was my aim that participants make a strong connection between Sessions B
and C; that is, I explicitly invited them to think back over Session B as we were
engaged in the activities of Session C. e main points of connection can be
formulated as my voice in introduction to Session C:

Yesterday we focused on social groupings and maers of import as we
regularly experience them in our home places and in our area and we
prepared and delivered speaking enactments accordingly. Today we will
be doing similar preparation and delivery and we shall likewise be focus-
ing on social groupings and maers of import. e difference now is that
we are going to a particular source to guide us, namely an episode inMark
in which Jesus’s speaking and actions point our aention to a maer of
import.

2.3.3 Methods: summary

In my discussion of how I go about investigating Græco–Roman Mark as a
source text (2.3.1) I explained briefly that the text of Mark, though cast in the
form of a literary, episodic narrative, can be understood as primarily being
an operative text. is has been noticed, especially, by studies that urge for
dramatic performances by which audiences are emotionally affected by Mark’s
story rather than being simply informed about what it reports. I also explained
that Mark’s intended effect could have been more particularly aimed at certain
weightymaers regarding leadership and devotion to Jesus and could have been
aimed at audience group members in a differentiated way. My method for in-
vestigating this is by illuminating these strands of Markan studies and appealing
to certain ones for my investigation of Markan episodes. I want to make clear
that I am not arguing for a certain position regarding the source text; rather, I
aempt to show the plausibility of an operative function of Mark’s episodic nar-
rative in the Græco–Roman seing and from that framework investigate how
coherent such a function is with the way Lovangai church members speak to
maers in their social groupings.
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Regarding methods for investigating Lovangai speaking practice I briefly intro-
duced a combination of several methods (2.3.2) used to collect and examine a
variety of persuasive speech enactments and to situate them within local social
groupings, considering carefully the maers of import which they address. I
do this via the unsolicited speeches and wrien texts and the interviews. e
major method used is that of learning and showing each other (angakalkalitai)
about social groupings and their maers of import and about speaking to effect
practice in such groupings.

Session B of the seminar is designed to provide opportunity for research partic-
ipants to tell about maers of import and to give examples of experimentation
with ways of speaking appropriately to people in trying to convince them to
accept something or change something. My investigation about the source text
Mark, Lovangai speech practice and reception of Mark culminates in Session C.
Most crucial to the understanding of the interpretive enactments of Markan
episodes delivered in that session are the activities and insights that people gain
and/or confirm for themselves from Session B and how they incorporate these
into interpretive enactments of Markan episodes.

is method is not designed to test receptors and measure solicited persuasive
speaking against ‘typical’ or ‘average’ use of language. Session B is meant to be
part of a learning experience for the participants as well as for me, where we
investigate constitution of social groupings, maers that are important to group
members and ways of talking people into changing practice. e connection
which I invite them to make between their practices of persuading others on
the one hand and their role as reader–speaker interpreting Markan episodes on
the other hand may well be interesting and possibly novel for them. e aim
of the method is that a Bible translation researcher like me as well as Lovangai
practitioners–researchers see a potential link between a Markan potential for
speech enactment on the one hand and Lovangai speaking in social groupings
on the other hand.

2.4 Conclusion

In this chapter I have introduced certain assumptions held and analyses made
in Markan studies and – more germane to this study – in theoretical and peda-
gogical works within the mission-motivated translation movement. I examined
and gave examples of how these are in tension with an understanding of source
and target text as relating to each other in regards to speaking intended to effect
(change o) practice rather than, as is more typical, in regards to a meaning to be
comprehended in the abstract in the mind of a reader. I see a neglect in studies
generally of addressing questions that have to do with influence and persuasion.
Lip service is paid to how texts affect people, but the essentialization of infor-
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mation transfer practically leaves the study of effect in the realm of thoughts,
where ‘thought’ or ‘mental representation’ is bodiless. I will aempt to show
in the following chapters that this neglect lies chiefly in an inadequate consid-
eration of the fact that bodily practice in local environments is how texts are
received. Within the mission-motivated translation literature the idea of a per-
son ‘doing’ the text is typically reserved for a performance in which the actor
is on stage and the receptors are auditors or spectators of a story. In contrast, a
reader–speaker – as I am positing in this study – is implicated in a social group-
ing with its issues and with its members divided along lines of authority and
influence.

Insofar as the source text has been understood to be a representation of past
events (Jesus and others doing and saying things in the Roman province of
IVDAEA in the early part of the first century C.E.) the communicative purpose
of the text has been taken to be that individual (silent) readers should compre-
hend what happened. A typical missiological assumption has been that Mark as
such an account is ideal for informing naive unbelievers about those events and
words. From that basis, then, preaching and teaching is seen to be a mission
effort distinct from translational activity. e text itself is not the tool by which
speaking is to be enacted.

I have reviewed the very basic assumption that the Bible is a message from God
and that it therefore is clear and understandable. is assumption is coupled
with the assumption that there was an original audience which comprehended
this message easily since - it is assumed - the biblical authors were in the same
‘world’ as their readers and they all shared and drew upon the same informa-
tion source. e very influential redaction–critical argument that each Gospel
had a particular community in its sights whose characteristics could be goen
from the text has likely been influential for Bible translation work in that it sup-
ports a view of Gospel authors communicating clearly and directly to particular
audiences.

It is typically held that receptor audiences of Bible translations are far from the
‘world of the biblical culture’ and they need to be filled in on information so they
can draw the same, correct inferences as the original audience supposedly did.
is puts very much weight upon the notion of communication being a cogni-
tive process. I provided some examples which show how this tends to conflate
the Gospel audiences with the auditors and spectators of Jesus as depicted nar-
ratively and how it neglects the probability of audience groupings being diverse,
heterogeneous and having members who hear and perceive things from quite
different – even opposing – positions. I argue that the local groupings of Chris-
tians who were projected earliest receptors of Mark were, in fact, quite removed
from the events to which the narrative refers. It is interesting to think that much
later Lovangai receptors are similar in significant ways to those groupings in
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terms of what they do or do not know about the historical events, geographical
details and people depicted in Mark.

I have drawn aention briefly in this chapter to certain streams of Gospel studies
which are in tension with the aspects of a text–script model of Mark. Narrative
critics are interested in the effects of a story in its own right that will affect any
and every individual reader in the same way. Disciples are not differentiated
from other characters in the narrative and therefore the idea of Mark as a text–
script for speaking to groupings stratified along lines of influence and power is
not entertained. Performance criticism typically follows this same emphasis on
the effect of the Markan story as a story. e emphasis on performance as being
a way of strengthening receptor communities and as giving them ways of ex-
pressing themselves other than literarily is significant. It has thus far, however,
clouded the rhetorical goal of effecting change of practice in regards to maers
of import.

In this chapter, too, I have presented a model of Mark as a text–script. It will be
the purpose of the following chapters to fill out this model. In brief, I propose
a reading of Mark that takes it as a text for use by reader–speakers to speak
to maers of import, directing their persuasive efforts to diversely located, in-
ternally heterogeneous and stratified groupings. Each enactment of the text is
unique and locally worked out. e reader–speaker is thus implicated in the
maers at hand in any given environment of enactment. I introduced briefly
the way that the text of Mark in its episodes portrays a specially–chosen group
of elites in Jesus’s entourage, the disciples, alongside many and varied suppli-
ants and low–status people whom Jesus affirms in strong terms. is can be
seen as a covert way of pointing to leadership tensions within groupings. e
text, I argue, is thus a tool that can guide the reader–speaker both in knowing
what maers to address and in how to speak in a covert style in local groupings
so as to remain safe. is model of Mark might be described as follows: Mark
was writen as a figured text–script to be employed by competent and caring
reader–speakers for speaking in covert and thus safe ways to maers of import
regarding leadership tensions in local environments.

In the section above on method, I concluded that the seminar session devoted
to enactments of Markan episodes in Lovangai social groupings is the climax
of this whole study. e two main seminar sessions (B and C) are closely and
purposely linked, so that the first one is training/preparation for the second
one. I explicitly directed this process and invited participants to make their
own connections. Session C, therefore, links via speech practice the Markan
episodes with actual Lovangai social groupings and maers of import, and lets
us see actual aempts at interpretively enacting the episodes.
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In this chapter I explain Mark as a source text as part of my proposal for trans-
lational activity in Lovangai environments. I will aempt to show that Mark
in its earliest Græco–Roman environments can reasonably be understood as a
script for reader–speakers who were to point aention to and persuade peo-
ple regarding maers of import. In this view the script is a tool. By using the
tool reader–speakers could identify what maers they were to address and they
could interpretively find ways to speak effectively yet safely in stratified audi-
ence groupings. In Chapter 5 I take up the question of how such a script might
work in a similar (coherent) way for Lovangai church members in their social
groupings.

I shall investigate this notion of text-script as tool under three headings, with
the awareness that these intersect in significant ways. Here I provide a brief
statement of what each of these main parts of the chapter entails.

1. Environments of enactment (treated in 3.1)

Environment is that within which a grouping of people are being addressed by
a reader–speaker. Environments include people, physical place, existing dis-
courses and topics. e text-script itself is also part of the environment. En-
actment is speaking that has been composed through interpretation of the text-
script in accord with the maers of import which that text predicts. At the
same time, the reader–speaker who enacts the text is engaged in and commit-
ted to the environment. Environments and enactments are local rather than
universal.

2. Figured communication to address sensitive maers (treated in 3.2)

emaers predicted in the text-script ofMark are shown to the reader–speaker
in indirect ways, not by naming actual people or issues in audience groupings.
At a narrative-episodic level of the literary constructMark portrays events in the
world of a story while the persuasive purpose is to point aention to maers
within local groupings. As the maers are sensitive in groupings which are
stratified along lines of influence and status, the episodes provide oblique ways
of addressing them.
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3. Maers of import predicted in the text-script (treated in 3.3)

As a figured text, the script implies that reader–speakers can make unique, local
connections between the episodes and the local grouping. Especially the disci-
ples and suppliants can point aention in such a figuredway to leaders and low–
status people respectively in projected audience groupings. emaers inMark
have to dowith reception of low–status people, competence in helping low–stat-
us people, competence in interpreting legal maers and important scriptures,
servant stance in leadership and preparedness for self–sacrifice.

Text as tool and local practice

One part of the environment of enactment is the text-script itself, used as tool.
In any local audience grouping the text-script has a unique enactment potential.
e reader–speaker uses the text in relation to the whole field of activities that
constitutes the environment. A tool has effect only in relation to the environ-
ment within which it functions:

No object considered purely in and of itself, in terms of its intrinsic at-
tributes alone, can be a tool. To describe a thing as a tool is to place it
in relation to other things within a field of activity in which it can exert
a certain effect. Indeed, we tend to name our tools by the activities in
which they are characteristically or normatively engaged, or by the effect
they have in them. us to call an object a saw is to position it within [an
environment] such as [the environment] of cuing a plank (Ingold, 2011,
56, adapted).1

As a woodworker takes a handsaw from the tool chest in order to engage in the
field of activity called cuing a plank so the reader–speaker following Græco–
Roman expectations was to take and learn the text-script and with it speak per-
suasively in a given grouping. To understand Mark as text-script and as tool
is to position it within an environment that is constituted by the activity of
the reader–speaker and the hearers. rough the reader–speaker’s implemen-
tation, the tool becomes part of a field of activity, within which it guides the
speaking. e effect of the tool emerges from the continuous working together
of the text-script, the reader–speaker and the local audience grouping. In this
view the source text of Mark is not in its essence a representation of a particular
message, nor an informative narrative of places and events a generation earlier,
nor again a script for dramatic performance. Rather, Mark as text-script made
it possible that aimed yet obliquely formulated, persuasive speaking be enacted
in local environments.
1I am using the term “environment” rather than Ingold’s term “story” in order to match the ter-
minology I am using in this study. Ingold wrote: “ …within a story such as that of cuing a
plank.”
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It has been a challenge for missionary Bible translation theorists to integrate
speech practice and local environments. Influential linguistic studies have had
a strong tendency to use data of particular local environments - as data always
are - in order to posit general theories. In this approach, isolated samples (data)
of speaking in local environments - called ‘natural’ speech - are used primarily
to posit a ‘language’ system.2 In contradistinction to such a project, I find it
helpful here to take the approach that speaking is integrated with practice and
environment and is ever emergent and ever very local. us Mark as text-script,
within the expectations of Græco–Roman text and speech practice, served read-
er–speakers in doing things in local seings, speaking and acting within group-
ings of people.

3.1 Environments of enactment

Only very general things can be said about the broad environment of the Græco–
Roman region in the era of Mark’s earliest enactments. Living standards in
urban centres were likely beer than in towns and villages, though sickness
and high infant mortality rates were the norm everywhere. According to Bolt’s
(2003) findings from historical studies, “[illness] was a part of the fabric of ordi-
nary life. …[It] regularly brought the thought of death to the home” (29). Illness
and oppression from “evil spirits” were common and people turned regularly
to magic and spells for help. “To the early flesh–and–blood readers of Mark,
[the suppliants depicted in the text] would be recognized immediately as people
from the real world to which they themselves belonged” (25).3

Still at a general level, social status in society was continually a maer to be
negotiated in everyday life. Slaves were at the boom of the ladder, though
rural serfs might have been worse off than slaves in urban households of status.
Urban society was oen transient, and in such seings heterogeneity was more
obvious due to various class, status and economic differences being apparent in
close proximity.4

3.1.1 e environments of social groupings of the early Jesus movement

It has now long been held by historians of the early Jesus movement that groups
met in urban centres (Meeks, 1983; Harland, 2002, 387) and were not made up,
as was argued earlier, of lower–class people or peasants as the Gospel accounts
2I aempted this at a small scale in Fast (1997) when I theorized how the ‘Lovangai language’
formulates discourses for communication by the way it (the ‘language’) orders clause elements.

3See the primary sources and historical studies that Bolt (2003) cites (26–43).
4See MacMullen (1974) for an earlier overview, Laes (2011) for a study with a focus on the life
of children, and Peachin (2011) for a recent set of articles on a variety of social institutions,
organizations and relationships in Roman society.
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depict first followers of Jesus.5 Members of the early Jesus movment, rather,
formed groupings inwhich people of varying social status came together.6

New Testament and other early writings regularly name urban centres as places
where groupings lived and met, naming or implying people who were of eco-
nomic means as patrons of groupings. Examples of this are the several greetings
in Rom 16, the several Pauline epistles that name cities and key persons at whose
households groups gathered and the local, urban identities of the churches in
Revelation (Bauckham, 1993, 12–17, Harland, 2002, 391–399).

Paul regularly uses the term church (ekklēsia) in his leers to address indi-
vidual communities of believers (Rom. 16.1; 1 Cor. 1.2; 2 Cor. 1.1; 1ess. 1.1;
2ess. 1.1), and he uses the plural form to speak in general about groups
such as “the churches of God in Christ Jesus that are in Judea” (1ess 2.14)
and “all the churches of the saints” (1 Cor. 14.33) (Metzger and Coogan,
2004).

If Mark is understood as a text-script to be enacted within these early audi-
ence groupings, the social studies of the early Jesus movement are relevant for
helping to understand what environments might have been like where such en-
actments took place. Harland (2000), supported by a number of scholars, writes
that “[to] an outsider, a …Christian group could initially appear to be just an-
other association, thiasos or collegium within the polis (city)” (100). Whereas
the earliest church groups have typically been thought by scholars to have lived
quite separated lives from society around them there is evidence (both from
early texts of the Jesus movement and other sources) that

while particular groups (or individual members or leaders) might firmly
reject certain aspects of the values, conventions and institutions of sur-
rounding culture and society, they might also maintain, accept or adapt
others, without necessarily undermining their own identity as a group or
community (Harland, 2000, 107).

us we should imagine Christ groups meeting in urban households, under the
care or patronage of a household head, locally oriented but also with ties to
other urban groupings. e term “community” is misleading if we mean by that
tight–knit social units that function independently for their physical and social
needs. It is much more likely that group members had (many) lines of connec-

5“Until recent decades, it was quite common for scholars to speak of early Christianity as, in the
words of Adolf Deissmann, ‘a movement of the lower classes’ [and such a notion is still held
by some recent studies. Other studies, however,] emphasize that although we lack sufficient
information to provide detailed profiles of the social level of Christians, the indications we do
get suggest that many groups reflect amixture of socioeconomic levels representing a ‘fair cross–
section of urban society’ ” (Harland, 2002, 393, citing Deißmann, 1927 and Meeks, 1983).

6See, for examples, the following works: eißen (1974), Malherbe (1977), Harland (2002), Still
and Horrell (2009).
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tion with general civic society in the urban centres where they lived. is is im-
plied, for example, in the way Paul addresses Græco–Roman cultic practices (see
1 Cor 10) and the warnings about idolatry in Revelation (for example, Rev 2:20).
It would seem that (some) group members were also intersecting significantly
with social groupings in which such practices were obligatory or expected of
them (Harland, 2000). Some members had artisan occupations and so would
have been socially connected with guilds or associations (Ascough, 2000). As-
sumptions and expectations for associations were such that meals were shared,
social needs were cared for (e.g., burial) and always that some forms of cultic
practices were integrated in their gatherings (Malherbe, 1977, 60–91, Harland,
2000, 2003)

Heterogeneous groups

We should imagine the constitution of empirical, early audience groupings of
Markan enactments to be internally heterogeneous in regards to ethnicity, lan-
guage use and social status; that is, they had the general characteristics of urban
people from various life–seings and social strata. We should also imagine such
projected hearers of Mark as groupings that were geographically spread in the
Græco–Roman region, though linked in various ways. is is not explicit in the
text of Mark but is a general characteristic of people who join a movement at
different times and places and form groupings in their local seings.7

We cannot be confident that a text like Mark could have been freely enacted
in truly public spheres in Græco–Roman cities. e text presents a convicted
and executed criminal in one of the Roman provinces as its hero and calls him
kurios, enough to be considered contentious material. e meetings of Christ
groups were not truly public if they met in households of patrons. At the same
time, the borders of such groupings were porous if social ties were maintained
with, for example, guilds by some of its members. A porous boundary suggests
that any actual grouping could have people that were would–be devotees, that
is, only somewhat interested or commied group members.

3.1.2 e audience of Mark

Marxsen (1969) considered Mark to have been a sermon, addressed to a partic-
ular Markan community. He wrote that “by its very origin and intent, [Mark’s
Gospel] is most intimately related to the concrete situation of its author and his
community” (148, italics added). Weeden (1971) assumed a particular commu-

7Seeompson (1998) for a discussion of communication between early groups of the Jesus move-
ment. Bauckham (1993) (12–13) says the seven churches of Revelation are named in the geo-
graphical order of a logical visitation trip.
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nity similar to a Pauline church: “Had [Mark] been Paul [with an equal author-
ity], he might have addressed his community much the same as Paul [addressed
his]” (162, italics added). Redaction criticism’s purpose is to show something of
the text’s purpose and something about the community addressed by the way
the redactor modifies or adds to the sources used for the composition. A recent
example of redaction criticism applied toMark is Roskam’s (2004) study inwhich
a strong claim is made for a particular Markan community. One of Roskam’s
supporting claims is her analysis of redactional activity she discerns in the text,
which she thinks is best explained by an author’s purpose of addressing a con-
crete situation of persecution faced by ‘the community’ (27–74).8

Another recent discussion of the audience of Mark (Boring, 2006) illustrates how
influential the idea of a particular Markan community has been in Gospel stud-
ies of the past decades. Boring maintains that though “readers of [Mark] in the
twenty–first century recognize that it has a message that transcends its original
situation, [they] will hear [that] message beer if they are aware of the partic-
ularity of its original context.” Like Roskam, Boring is confident that “a good
bit about [these particular original readers] can be inferred [from the text]” (16,
italics added). Boring seems to privilege a particular audience for Mark so that
modern readers can experience a more coherent reading of the book.

Other scholars argue that the text was created with the purpose of maintaining
a particular group’s identity and existence. Robbins (1984) maintains that the
function of Mark was to empower a community in their need for an identity in
the midst of the dominant social reality around them:

e sayings and stories [in Mark] perpetuated the established norms of a
recently founded group within the eastern Mediterranean society … , si-
multaneously providing the means for the group to break away from Jew-
ish society and to establish its own identity in the sphere of the Mediter-
ranean society (8).9

Mark is then seen

as [an] intentional [and] normative expression of the distinctive theo-
logical and ideological commitments of an almost confessionally self–
conscious community. Mark’s Gospel would thus have been wrien as
the manifesto of a Markan Community …designed to codify a socially
pre–existing audience (Henderson, 2009, 6).

It is well-known in Gospel studies that the assumptions about and analyses of
Gospel audiences in classical redaction criticism have been challenged in the
8“Mark’s aim in writing his Gospel is to confirm its readers in their faithfulness to the Christian
message, so that they will be strong enough to resist the pressure caused by possible persecu-
tions” (Roskam, 2004, 217).

9See also: Robbins (1984), 209–213; Mack (1988); Mack and Robbins (1989); Robbins (1996).
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work spearheaded by Richard Bauckham (1998a,b). Klink (2010) explains this as
follows:

In the last few decades elaborate reconstructions of the four Gospel com-
munities have been proposed, using technical reading techniques that at-
tempt to get ‘behind the text’ of each Gospel. e quest for the historical
Jesus in the nineteenth century largely gave way [in the twentieth] to the
quest for the early church. … Richard Bauckham’s thesis challenges the
current consensus in Gospels scholarship which assumes that the Gospels
were wrien for a specific church or group of churches, and proposes that
it is more probable that the Gospels were wrien for general circulation
around the churches with a general Christian audience in view (Klink,
2010, 2–3).

Mark’s author would have been part of a particular group and there is evidence
that Græco–Roman groups did write texts in order to sustain their identity or
to pass on their traditions (Last, 2012). Notwithstanding, Mark does not have
to be read as a text aimed at or composed by a particular group to make sense
of it socially and historically. Mark’s author could also have been loyal to more
than one group and thus have diverse affiliations and relationships. e author
could also very conceivably wish for his persuasive purposes to be achieved in
groups he had only heard about. Moreover, texts can be conceived for purposes
of challenging existing groups and their behaviour. AsAbrahamMalherbe noted
well, we

must not see …early Christian literature [merely] as a community product
or as reflecting the actual circumstances of the communities with which
the writings are associated. We too frequently read of communities that
virtually produced one or another of the Gospels or for which they were
produced. It is at least possible that [texts were preserved] not because
they represented …the viewpoints of communities, but precisely because
they challenged them (Malherbe, 1977, 13).

We can fruitfully compare Malherbe’s astute analysis with an example of a
twentieth–century thinker and writer. John Howard Yoder, who was widely
known to be amember of theMennonite community, did not wish to be seen as a
Mennonite thinker per se. He considered what he was arguing neither simply as
reflecting that movement nor as aimed at that movement in particular (Nation,
1999, 1–2).

[Everyone] knew he was a Mennonite. …[Yet, he] sought to provide a
compelling voice for a catholic, radically reforming way of understanding
the Christian faith that he hoped would, in its main outlines, be embraced
by all Christians (Nation, 1999, 2, italics added).
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e persuasive purpose of Mark can be understood as being worked out in
aempts to influence people in any grouping who were willing to listen. In
this way “Mark’s Gospel was wrien to create such an audience” (Henderson,
2000, 65). Taking seriously the reader–speaker’s place within the life of a text-
script helps us to see how a non–particular, open text like Mark can serve to
embody interventions in a variety of groupings. Yet, each local intervention is
particular; as an actual reader–speaker enacts the text-script uniquely the speak-
ing is particularly addressed to those auditors. is is in contradistinction to an
idea that the text of Mark has an abstract meaning.10

Jesus’ historical entourage and later audience groupings

Wemay assume that the prominence of the group of official disciples in the text-
script was seen by reader–speakers of the mid to late first century as coherent
in some way with the historical first group of close associates of Jesus. Such
a view of the relationship between text and ‘world’ does not mean, however,
that we should assume the purpose of the text was in the first place to represent
that group of associates. Rather, the text narrates these characters, making it
possible for a reader–speaker to make a point about current maers of import.
erefore I make a distinction between the historical–critical project of recon-
structing the ‘world of the Bible’ and my purpose in this current project which
is to understand how the text was used and received where the aim of speaking
activity was to influence, to exert pressure to change, to persuade.

Appeal is commonly made to historical–critical reconstructions in order to sup-
port an assumption of unanimity - a full sharing of knowledge - between the
so–called original audience and the author of a text. In this project I am not
concerned to determine socio–cultural ‘facts’ or ‘information’ about Jesus’ life
and ministry and the people and situations the narrative portrays in order to
determine what information receptor audiences would have to process in order
to understand the ‘original audience’ and its ‘ancient world.’

My historical interests - besides the main concerns about the assumptions and
practices revolving around Græco–Roman text-scripts - are in the relationships
that there would have been between groupings of the Jesus movement of the
mid to late first century C.E. and the group of people travelling around with
Jesus several decades earlier in an eastern part of the empire. How much did
the later audience groupings know about the earlier group of first associates?
10It is analogous, for example, to the reception of a theology book in a modern university seminar.
e author projects an audience of academic theologians, anywhere in any faculty and hopefully
in all. However, the actual reception of the book takes place in local environments; lectures,
conversations, seminar sessions or essays wrien about the book in any particular seminar /
course are local and unique interventions and receptions. Pennycook (2010) discusses a range
of texts and environments, showing this basic idea of language practice being local.
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Was the tradition of Peter, for example, widespread and known well enough for
most hearers of Mark to have drawn connections? Given that the text espe-
cially draws aention to Peter’s disloyalty, were reader–speakers and audience
groupings expected to know that he died honourably in Rome?11 In any case,
knowledge about earlier events would have been greatly diverse in later group-
ings.

It is relevant here to refer to Reiß’s (1976) classification of text types. She un-
derstands texts to serve one of three predominant functions - informative, ex-
pressive or operative - though these functions may coincide to a degree in any
given text. By suggesting that Mark was intended primarily as an operative text
(deliberative argumentation, though oblique) I do not mean that Mark could not
very soon (or immediately) have served for actual people as a source of informa-
tion regarding events and people about which they had heard only lile or not
at all. ough texts may be wrien with an intended function in mind, people
tend to appropriate texts for functions they deem useful.12

3.1.3 Persuasive speaking and texts

I have already mentioned orality and oral performance of texts. Studies of Mark
- whether self–consciously rhetorical critical studies or otherwise - have for
some time been stressing the fact that in the Græco–Roman era texts were not
read silently but were voiced (Alexander, 1990). Some studies have sought for
clues in Biblical source texts that suggest oral performance.13

Beavis (1989), for example, emphasizes this when she writes that in Mark’s ear-
liest environment

[reading] was primarily reading aloud (anagnōsis), closely associated with
oratory. … ‘e reader’ (ho anaginōskōn; lector) is … the intermediary
between the wrien and the spoken word, text and audience (19).

We should not imagine that Mark was wrien by an apostle who then sent it to
a community where a reader was to deliver the text’s contents orally, as though
the text were simply a “surrogate for oral communication” (Robbins, 2012).14
Rather, the physical, painstaking work of writing a text was intimately con-
nected with the voicing of that text; it was the same people who did the writing,
who had gained the skills in their rhetorical training, who also enacted it in audi-
11ere is an early tradition that Peter was martyred under Nero in Rome. See a discussion of
evidence in Bauckham (1992).

12e case of the Dutch Bible which appropriates the modern Het Boek version as ‘targum’ for the
seventeenth-century Statenvertaling in a ‘diglot’ publication is one recent example of that (In-
ternational Bible Society, 1995).

13See, for examples, Wendland (1993) and Nässelqvist (2012).
14is is Robbins’ (2012) analysis of Witherington (2009).
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ence groupings of the movement. In the model that Beavis (1989) puts forward,
Mark’s author is a scribe who writes and enacts the text himself and teaches
other novice scribe-orators to do the same.

Fewer studies have asked questions about the relationships between the issues
raised by Mark and how these would have to be addressed by actual people in
real groupings of people. Early audience groupings would have assumed simi-
lar things about the effectiveness of texts as was generally taught to students of
oratory. e proof of a good orator in Græco–Roman sensibility lay in whether
or not an audience was actually persuaded. Teachers of rhetoric had this prac-
tical skill in view as they taught novices (Heath, 1995, 11-13). Heath explains
that

[rhetoric] dealswithmaers that are contingent and occasion–dependent;
the answer to a rhetorical problem will vary according to the circum-
stances. … e rhetorical theorist is concerned with general principles,
but the speaker is always concerned in the last analysis with what is ap-
propriate in the particular situation (Heath, 1995, 4, italics added).15

What Heath calls “particular situation” is what I am calling “local environment.”
e trained reader–speaker implied by the text of Mark - once explicitly referred
to as ho anaginōskōn (Mk 13:17) - possessing a level of rhetorical training, was
expected to be able to enact the text uniquely and appropriately in any local
audience grouping.

3.1.4 Mark and Pauline groups: reader–speakers and texts in the ekklēsia

Scholars have long imagined Paul as working with a group of co–workers and
we can ask how these people were involved in authoring and delivering his
leers.

[e] fact that [Paul] oen names others as co–senderswith himself (1 Cor
1:1; 2 Cor 1.1; Phil 1:1; Col 1:1; 1ess 1:1; 2ess 1:1; Phlm 1) suggests
that the … authorship of some Pauline leers may be more complex that
is oen assumed (Gamble, 1992, 172).

e leers were most likely composed by a group - albeit with Paul’s input most
significant (Last, 2012, 194–195). We can imagine co–workers of Paul to have
served as emissaries but also as trained and commissioned reader–speakers. In
such a view the leers were not read merely as an oral rendition of a representa-
tion of a message from Paul to the group; rather, the reader–speaker embodied

15Heath (1995), 1-18, provides a brief introduction to rhetoric, describing the primary curriculum
as well as the preliminary and advanced exercises of rhetoric proper. See also Kennedy (1983)
and Russell (1983).
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the persuasive designs of Paul and actually enacted those purposes (Robbins,
2012).

Such a reader–speaker would need to be technically–rhetorically competent;
that is, able to write a text, read and study it with Paul and able to prepare an
enactment of it. He would also have to be received by the group as bearing
Paul’s authority to speak. We can imagine Paul commissioning an emissary:
“You have the education and experience needed to be technically–rhetorically
competent to enact this script. You have my word and authority to enact it.
Go and enact our persuasive purposes, using this script which we (you, I and
these other co–workers) have created.” e reader–speaker, rather than being a
conduit of an informational transfer, was implicated in the encounter between
the text-script and the audience grouping, risking real opposition in their midst
if his speaking did not persuade them.

e Gospel of Mark, though more open as to its addressees than Pauline texts,
can be understood as predicting enactment in similar environments. We may
plausibly imagine a variety of groupings in the Græco–Roman region who were
the projected audience of Mark’s persuasive intent. at is to say, we can imag-
ine an author - or an author group - designing Mark in an integrated way with
the commissioning of emissaries who were reader–speakers with the task of en-
acting the text in groupings that were networked by links of relationships and
authority ties.

We can take Mark as a text comparable to an early–epistle in terms of social
function. On their own and taken with Mark these writings vary as to the di-
rectness of address. What they have in common is that they all required read-
er–speakers to enact them in actual groupings of people. It has not been consid-
ered generally that Mark too can be understood as aimed at effecting practice
regarding moral, ethical, aitudinal and power–differential maers that were
very much alive in early groupings. Epistles with their particular, explicit ad-
dressees aremore easily understood as addressing suchmaers, since they come
closest to naming maers and people or groupings within the projected audi-
ence. Yet Mark is similar at a basic level, if it is understood that both the epistles
and Mark employ schematized speaking to address stratified audiences.

3.2 Figured speaking and stratified audience

I use “schematized speaking” as a rhetorical term (Greek: logos eschēmatismenos)
to make clear the distinction from what is typically in Bible translation studies
called ’figures of speech.’ Here, rather, figured or schematized speaking is in-
vestigated as an oratorical phenomenon that takes place as a speaker is actively
engaged in persuading. e speaker adjusts the directness of address and refer-
ence and speaks in covert or oblique terms to make a point.
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With the term “stratified audience” I am referring to how members of a social
grouping relate to each other across lines of power, prestige, status or other
criteria that set people off in social levels. ough this is a social reality in all
societies, the degree and the sharpness of demarcation varies greatly. Græco–
Roman society is usually seen as quite sharply demarcated with slaves at one
end of the scale and the emperor at the other. Lovangai social groupings would
stereotypically be labelled as egalitarian but, as will be shown in later chapters,
strata are known and experienced by group members.

I discuss the notions of schematised speaking and stratified audience in the con-
text of assumptions and analyses of Mark which mainly have not taken note
of them. Some explanation and exemplification of certain emphases in Markan
studies will therefore be useful. My discussion and critique of narrative and per-
formance studies will serve as a background for the alternative proposal to see
the text of Mark not primarily as a story (literary or narrative history), nor as
a script for acting out a drama, but rather in the first place as a text-script to
facilitate persuasive speaking, a text that predicts and challenges maers about
leadership tensions in early audience groupings.16

I turn first to a discussion of how Mark is understood as narrative genre to be
read primarily as either an historical account or as a literary narrative (3.2.1).
en, in 3.2.2, I look at the ways Mark has been understood as script for act-
ing out a lively story. In 3.2.3 I draw some conclusions about these two inter-
related and influential streams within Markan studies and mission–motivated
Bible translation studies.

Following this discussion I clear the ground further co–Romby addressing the
maer of ‘rhetoric’ as it seems to be understood in Bible translation literature
and clarify how I use the term (3.2.4). Finally, in 3.2.5, 3.2.6 and 3.2.7 I explain
and exemplify the two notions of schematised speaking and stratified audience,
relating these to Mark and making a comparison with a Pauline text.

3.2.1 Reading Mark as a story

Exegesis of the source text in Bible translation studies has typically classified
the text of Mark as narrative, distinct from epistolary, poetical or legal mate-
rial among the Biblical source texts. Studies have focused on features like the
coherence and naturalness of the prose, the narrator’s introduction of and ref-

16Narrative critical works in Biblical studies are numerous. See the early articles on Mark by
Tannehill (1977); Rhoads and Michie (1982); Malbon (1983). Some mission–motivated Bible
translation scholars were interested in narrative critical analysis of Mark as this approach was
emerging in Gospel studies (Buth, 1976). A good, brief introduction to narrative criticism with
application to Mark can be found in Malbon (1992). For studies on the performance of Mark see
Shiner (2003); Maxey (2009a,b,c); Rhoads (2010a,b).
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erence to participants, the relative prominence given to narrated events and the
organization of event and non-event information.17

Hermeneutically and missiologically in the Bible translation movement the nar-
rative of Mark has typically been understood as historically grounded rather
than as a literary creation. Because of the commitment to Mark as history, much
effort is expended in trying to ensure that receptor audiences make cognitive
links between references in the text and seings, events and people in history.
In much of communication theory the text is treated as a representation of a
story communicated by a particular person to a particular, original audience,
thus understanding translation as “secondary communication.” 18

In certain Gospel studies of the 1970s the study ofMark turned away fromhistor-
ical and Christological topics and began treating the text as a literary narrative.
Narrative critical studies are interested above all in the story and its effect as
such on readers.19 Malbon (1992) called this a paradigm shi in the interpre-
tation of Mark. Narrative critics, she explains, read Mark not for its historical
seing, but as a text that has “an author with control over the story he narrates.”
In this way of reading, Jesus and other figures are not so much “historical per-
sonage(s)” as they are “lively character(s), Galilee and Jerusalem are no longer
simply geographical references but seings for dramatic action, [the suffering
and death of Jesus] is no longer the source of theological doctrine but the cul-
mination of a dramatic and engaging plot” (24). Daniel Marguerat (2003), for
example, explains the plot of Mark as a succession of developments that typi-
cally do not reach their expected end. He notices that “[d’un] bord à l’autre de
l’évangile, le Jésus de Marc s’ingénie à être ailleurs que là ou on le cherche” (26),
a paern that reaches its climax when the women in 16:6-7 do not find Jesus in
the expected place for the dead. “Jusqu’au-dela de la tombe, le Jésus de Marc
échappe aux personnages du récit” (26). e story refuses theological closure
or a sense of completion. e effect of such a story, Marguerat thinks, is that

17Examples of studies on narrative features are numerous, from early efforts to analyse event
sequences (Arichea, 1980) to extensive analyses of longer units of text (Longacre, 1986, 1989) to
theorizing about rules of discourse in Biblical source languages (Wendland (1984); Levinsohn
(1992)).

18Gu, 2005 uses the terms “new audience,” “second audience” and “receptors.” See also the ci-
tation from Hoyle (2006), page 19. A recent Bible translation textbook (Bible Translation Basics)
puts it this way: “Primary communication is addressed to an audience directly. In secondary
communication, a second audience is trying to understand a communication designed for an-
other audience” (Floyd et al., 2011, 43).

19Marguerat and Bourquin (1999), in their introduction to an extended treatment of the main
features of narrative criticism, state their view on the relationship between historical veracity
and narrative as follows: “[e] notion of story lies on a literary and not a historical level. Story
has nothing to do with history [and] …is not to be confused with the ‘bare facts’, i.e. the events
as they really happened. …Verification of a historical kind requires docomentation external to
the narrative, on which narrative criticism cannot pronounce” (20, italics orginal).
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it leaves the reader “déstabilisé dans ses prétentions de savoir, inlassablement
interrogé sur la question ‘comment connaître Dieu?’ ” (27).

Narrative critics study the text from the perspective of implied author and im-
plied reader. One of the focal points is characterization.20 In an earlier arti-
cle Malbon (1983) asks how “Markan characters [who act and relate] to Jesus
present to the readers an image of followership” (32). She maintains that read-
ers are led to reflect on their followership by the multi–faceted characters, espe-
cially the disciples: “the ups and downs of the disciples …suggest the demands
of discipleship. Following is not easy” (30). Other characters also invite readers
to reflect on their own followership. Malbon discusses the followership of four
women. e haemorrhaging woman (Mk 5:25–34) gives the reader of the nar-
rative an image of someone who takes initiative to seek out Jesus for help; her
“bold faith …is a criterion of followership” (36). e Syrophonecian womanwith
a demonised daughter (Mk 7:25–30) is likewise bold; she “achieves her goal …not
because of her faith alone …but because of her speaking up, …because of her ac-
tion” (37). Both the poor widow (Mk 12:42–44) and the woman who anoints
Jesus (Mk 14:3–9) “embody the self–denial of followership” (40). For narrative
studies the communicative goal of the Markan literary work is that readers /
hearers, whoever they may be and where and whenever they read or hear the
story, be led by the effect of the story to make comparisons with their own life
and from that reflection gain something about their own “followership.” e
characters, events, seings and plot help to form the image for readers’ reflec-
tion.

To sum up, firstly, since Bible translation theory has classified Mark as a nar-
rative account and typically is interested in characteristics of narrative genre,
making a good translation means to produce a target text that is recognized
by receptors as a well–formed narrative account of persons, events and places
in history. e source text audience is oen assumed to be equivalent to the
historical figures of the narrative; that is, the people who heard and saw the
historical Jesus. Secondly, narrative criticism of Mark has treated literary top-
ics and de-emphasized connections between the text and historical events. Plot
and characterization have been analysed and, as with literary works generally,
the assumption is that readers and interpreters of any place and time, through
reading the text aentively as a good story, will gain an understanding of what
it means to be a disciple. Such studies do not appear interested in the text’s
differentiation between disciples as a small, elite group of men called to physi-
cally follow Jesus and the lower–status characters who appeal to or interact with
Jesus. irdly, very lile aention is paid to the notion that episodic narrative

20See the discussion in 2.1.4 of the important early work by Tannehill (1977) in which he analyses
Mark’s characterization of the disciples.
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literary genre need not by default be intended primarily to be informative or
literary–aesthetic.

3.2.2 Performing the story of Mark as drama

Aention has been given by a number of Marcan scholars in recent years
…to questions of orality and textuality in relation to the Gospel, to its oral
heritage, to the oral techniques and devices that might have influenced
its composition, and to its oral performance and aural reception (Telford,
2007, 633).

ese performance studies have urged that the text be taken into the realm of
audience and performer rather than be understood as wrien by an author and
read by (individual) literate recipients. e assumption about the source text in
all these studies is that it was a script to be performed dramatically as a story.
A recent summary statement by Rhoads (2004) exemplifies performance critics’
understanding of Mark: “e Gospel of Mark is an amazing story full of action
and drama. It was wrien to be recounted aloud to an audience in a lively and
powerful way” (176). A recent book Bringing the Word to life: Engaging the
New Testament through performing it (Ward and Trobisch, 2013), in a similar
vein as Shiner (2003), explains that performance for aesthetic and emotional
effect in spectators was known to New Testament authors and audiences and
therefore is an appropriate mode of interpretation for effective reception for
readers today (see Ward and Trobisch, 2013, 3–45).

e term “performance” is used in these studies to denote out–loud, public ren-
ditions of the text and a sub–discipline has been dubbed “performance criti-
cism” (see Maxey, 2009a,b, 2012 and the literature discussed there). My use of
the term “enacting a text-script” (see page 54) is intended to indicate a nuanced
difference. In contrast to the use of “performance” I use the term “enact” to em-
phasize the reality that practically a text could be received by a group only as
it was embodied in a real person, the reader–speaker. Further, I wish to draw
aention to such a speaker’s implication and involvement in a social grouping
and to the fact that maers of real import are at stake. is is different from
the way ‘performance’ is used in Markan performance criticism to refer to the
staging of something that is like artistic or theatre performance.

Performance criticism ofMark follows earlier narrative criticism’s lead of analys-
ing a story for its aesthetic and emotive effect,21 appealing to a variety of earlier
work on performance in literary and ethnographic studies as well as to oratori-
cal practice generally as gleaned from ancient Greek literature. A few theorists
21ere is a progression, for example, from Shiner’s (1995) narrative critical study ofMark focused
on discipleship to his more recent (2003) work on performing Mark. Compare also Rhoads and
Michie (1982) with more recent work by Rhoads (2010a; 2010b).
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have urged that insights from these disciplines can show the way towards un-
derstanding Mark as a text to be performed for groups22 and that translation,
therefore, is not simply an exercise where words, sentences and discourse are
transferred via textuality and literacy (Wendland, 2008b; Maxey, 2009c).

As in the earlier narrative studies, the envisioned effect of the text for these
performance studies is one in which any given individual auditor / spectator is
affected like any and every other member of the audience. Indeed, audiences
are assumed generally to be willing listeners and to consist of people who are
like-minded. e effect is achieved to the extent that an auditor identifies with
the hero and other characters and recognizes the relationships and connections
within the plot of the story.23 e main addition brought to narrative analysis
by performance critics, then, is to say that a performed story will mean a more
vivid encounter for an audience than a story that is read as a literary text, in
itself a helpful corrective to the notion of reception by silent reading.

Rhoads’ (2010b) imagination for Markan performance begins with the assump-
tion that “the NT writings are examples of ‘performance literature,’ …meant for
performance - likemusic or theater or ancient poetry” (169). is shows how the
focus is on aesthetics, and that exciting, theatrical events are imagined for earli-
est reception of Mark. In a similar way Shiner (2003) claims that emotional im-
pact was very important in early performances generally and would have been
so with Mark. He appeals to descriptions of and references to performances he
has gathered from a variety of ancient writings about performances in Græco–
Roman society.24 From this he concludes that performances of Mark would also
have had such characteristics.25 Focusing on emotive aspects, his main conclu-
sion is that, given emotive and lively performances in earliest Markan presen-
tations, authentic interpretation of Mark today means performances as speak-
ing drama. Accordingly, he devotes much space in his book to his own perfor-
mances of Mark to contemporary (American) audiences. A recent study within
the Bible translation movement is Maxey’s (2009c) book which follows the lead
of the aforementioned performance studies, working that out in performances of
certain healing episodes of Mark in a church environment in Cameroon.

Other scholars have aempted to show that Mark was composed orally in a
process of telling and retelling Mark’s story (Dewey, 2004; Wire, 2011). Dewey
(2004) thinks that “the Gospel of Mark survived because it was a good story,
easily learned from hearing it and easily performed, thus easily transmied
22See the recent overview and critical questions in de Regt (2013).
23Boomershine (2013) maintains that “in its original context [Mark was experienced] as an epic
story that was performed for audiences in one evening” (2) and that it was to be performed“as
stories told by heart to audiences” (3).

24I do not specify the era more precisely given Telford’s (2007) concern that Shiner’s sources are
not all from the NT period and that some are taken from elite strata of Græco–Roman society.

25Shiell (2004) argues in a similar vein with a focus on the text of Acts.
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orally” (495–496). According to this view the text available to us - the one even-
tually preserved - is a snapshot of one version ofmany varied performances.

Performance criticism has so far mainly been applied to New Testament texts,
primarily to the Gospels, but especially to Mark.26 e tendency is to give nar-
rative and story pride of place. In a recent article, Rhoads (2010b), ostensibly
writing about NT texts generally, frequently takes Mark as the text example to
talk about lively performance. His interest is in the effect of Mark’s story in its
own right, so he treats it consistently as a story and emphasizes that it is told
by a storyteller and that it was meant to produce the communicative effects of a
story.27 Whenever he briefly mentions teaching or argumentation, he connects
that firmly with the NT epistles. is division of epistle and Gospel, argumenta-
tion and narrative is not new. However, in light of the considerable amount of
persuasive speaking and teaching that Jesus does in Mark it is not an accurate
division.28 e assumption underlying Rhoads’ discussion is that liveliness of
performance is key to effectiveness. is effectiveness is firmly connected with
the belief in Mark as story.

3.2.3 Narrative and performance studies: discussion

In their assumptions that Mark is in essence a narrative account or a story to be
dramatized, narrative and performance analyses of Mark divert aention from
the very real possibility of Mark being a text-script that points in the first place
to sensitive or difficult maers, to be enacted in semi–private, heterogeneous
groupings. In a critical analysis that understands all narrative characters as
working together to invite any and all readers equally to be affected regard-
ing discipleship there is not an adequate recognition that Mark prominently
narrates disciples as an officially–installed, special group and markedly differ-
entiates them from the many single–episode characters (see 3.2.6).

e helpful contribution of the paradigmatic shi which argued that a literary
work’s function is more than the retelling of events in a historical seing or
the reflection of Christological beliefs needs to be augmented with questions
of rhetorical practice. Since rhetorical practice involves speakers interacting
with groupings of people, care should be taken to account for the text used as
tool to speak in actual audience groupings. It should then also be noted that any
grouping will havemaers and relationships of import that are at stake, and that
speakers would typically not be detached from these issues and relationships.
26See the preponderance of articles dealing with the Gospels and / or Mark in a recent volume
about orality, literacy and performance (Weissenrieder and Coote, 2010).

27Ward and Trobisch (2013) similarly privilege the components and performance of the ‘story’
form over other genres (see pages 76–90).

28Telford (2007), in a review of Shiner (2003), notes well that “[the] amount of didactic material
in the Gospel of Mark is not as inconsiderable as Shiner claims” (637).
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Notwithstanding narrative criticism’s purposely distancing its interpretations
from historical, earliest seings, this point is worth noting for translation since
the source text cannot so easily be detached from its historical seing.

For narrative criticism

Markan rhetoric is narrative rhetoric. By the way the story is told, the
implied author persuades the implied reader first to understand, and then
to share and extend the story’s levels of meaning. Markan rhetoric [i.e.,
arrangement of parts] is one of juxtaposition - placing scene over against
scene in order to elicit comparison, contrast, insight (Malbon, 1992, 34).

I find it significant that Mark narrates scene aer scene in which persuasive
speaking is salient. For rhetorical practice in a real audience grouping, this
speaking suggests issues and topics to be explored in interpretation and for per-
formance that could consist in the style of persuasion of the kind Jesus appears
to be practising in the narrative.

Narrative and performance criticism have both been helpful in taking the text
of Mark away from a purely silent reading context. Whereas narrative criti-
cism has stayed away from making comparisons with original seings, perfor-
mance criticism has been enthusiastic in its claims that Mark was performed
in a certain way in its earliest times and not taken seriously enough specific
seings of early Jesus groups. Shiner’s (2003) study of ancient performance
practices assumes too easily that their reading and performance practice would
have closely matched that of Græco - Roman elite society. As Telford (2007)
says, “[our] knowledge of reading practice within the first–century Christian
church is largely unknown” (637).

Both of these sub–disciplines of Markan studies have overplayed the narrative
features of the text. Performance critics, especially, in their joy at making new,
exciting performances have given pride of place to aesthetics and action which
has tended to undermine the significance of speaking and argumentation. Mark
does not require only a good storyteller; a trained reader–speaker preparing
Mark for enactment needs to be competent in a variety of rhetorical genres in-
cluding prophetic oracular speech, legal argumentation, telling parables, giv-
ing warnings and uering short pithy sayings. Even more important, a trained
reader–speaker, interpretively prepared to argue about maers predicted in the
text and bearing authority while cognisant of the local environment will not
essentially be engaged in storytelling nor in providing a lively, dramatic perfor-
mance.

Performance studies of Mark have privileged episodes that are especially suited
for dramatic performance.29 What could be more closely examined in regards
to earliest enactments of Mark is that in groupings where people know each
29See Maxey’s (2009c) and Shiner’s (2003) choice of episodes.
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other and are in relationships of more or less power, hearing as a group can
be uncomfortable rather than aesthetically pleasing or emotionally thrilling.
e more lively, for example, the episode of the parents and children coming
to Jesus (Mk 10:13–16), the more sharp the rebuke to the specially–called men
around Jesus. is episode might well have been designed to be experienced as
uncomfortable by some segments of actual audience groupings.

Performance criticism has by now clearly made its point that Mark, by virtue
of being a Græco–Roman text, should not be understood as having had an orig-
inal function of transmiing fixed information by means of individual people
reading it silently. Notwithstanding the significance of such a general argu-
ment based upon Græco–Roman performance practices, it needs also to be kept
clearly in mind that Mark’s heavy themes and maers of import predict not
liveliness of performance or aiming for the effect of a story, but rather that im-
portant issues of real people are at stake. Mark’s argumentation was intended to
be re–iterated out–loud in local seings of real audience groupings. is laer
understanding of Markan enactment must draw upon the themes, arguments
and persuasive purposes that are predicted in the episodes of the text. At the
same time, it must also grasp that audience groupings were not monolithic in
constitution, were likely mixed in the social status of their members and more
likely than not were only partially willing listeners.

Maxey’s From Orality to Orality: discussion and critique

e accents in narrative and performance studies on Mark as story and as script
for aesthetically pleasing events for auditors and spectators is appealing to the-
orists and practitioners. e communicative goal of some recent Bible trans-
lation strategy sees oral renditions of Biblical text as a good way for engaging
everyday, Christian and non–Christian groupings of people with the ‘message
of Scripture.’30 is has been seen in the last few decades as recognition has been
granted to people who prefer to hear stories rather than to read them.31

I have already mentioned the work of James Maxey (page 69) whose recent
(2009c) study has innovatively linked the generalmove towards presenting Scrip-
ture by means of oral performances to the dominance of literacy in the colonial
enterprise - empire and church - in West Africa. Given the intended audience of
Maxey’s work - similar as mine, theorists, pedagogues and practitioners in the
30Ward and Trobisch (2013) report: “We have seen it happen and heard participants [in perfor-
mance workshops] express [the] thought over and over again [that when] we internalize and
perform Scripture, the word comes to life and ‘becomes flesh’ in our existence” (101).

31is is certainly not only so in seings where literacy levels are relatively low. See, for example,
the apparently effective efforts of Boomershine’s “Biblical Storytelling” for American audiences
(www.tomboomershine.org; Boomershine, 2013) or the work of Peter te Nuyl in the project “De
Bijbel Tapes” (Kleinjan, 2011).

www.tomboomershine.org
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missionary Bible translation movement - and recognizing that it is the most ex-
tended example of theorizing about performance of Biblical texts in that context,
a brief examination of his study is in order.

Maxey is indebted to and informed by performance criticism of Mark (Maxey,
2009a,b, 2012). His project is about valorising oral dimensions of communi-
cation linked to Bible translation. He makes a contribution towards this end
by advocating and illustrating the dramatized performance of translated Bib-
lical texts in the Vuté church context of Cameroon. His book is intended to
urge Euro-American Bible translation consultants towards an oral translation
methodology and practise by presenting missiological, sociological and perfor-
mance criticism bases of such a paradigm. He makes a strong claim that such
performance is contextualization for Vuté hearers.

Maxey appeals to the centrality of orality in African societies and to the use of
literacy historically as a means of the subjugation of African peoples. He draws
upon his own observations of orality and literacy in the Vuté church, noting
with other missiologists and African theologians that literacy, most relevantly
in mission–motivated Bible translation work, has typically been given an un-
warranted status over orality. ough African Christians have engaged in oral
ways of doing theology, colonial powers and colonial mission programs have
consistently undermined such orality and dominated African peoples by impos-
ing a literacy–biased translation methodology. His point is that the dominance
of this literacy paradigm can be broken by advocating and enabling oral expres-
sion of Biblical texts. us a major point that Maxey wishes to stress is that
dramatized performance of Scripture - specifically certain Markan episodes in
this case - is liberating. In a prominent concluding statement of his book he
writes:

Aer all the Vuté performances were completed on the final day …[there]
was an air of liberation, a liberation from an externally imposed literacy
bias. [e Vuté people] see …the value of hearing these biblical com-
positions and of experiencing a performance event. As the community
comes together in performance, their identity is reinforced. …Community
performances of biblical translations present the opportunity for libera-
tion and identity–building as an expression of contextualization (Maxey,
2009c, 191).

ough I am sympathetic to Maxey’s project of identifying and challenging as-
sumptions that literacy is a default, preferable way to receive Biblical texts, there
are some aspects of Maxey’s book that need to be examined more carefully.
ere is, I believe, the possibility of more fruitful engagement both with the
text of Mark itself as well as audience groupings of Vuté Christians. I raise two
points.
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First, I would venture to say that the Vuté church has other, internal and regional
maers that concern them besides the oppression of a literacy agenda. If the
main concern is to liberate from a colonial literacy agenda, the oral presentation
of Biblical text is not uniquely able to help with this since other kinds of texts
could serve that function. What, then, is it that Mark particularly has to say to
Vuté church groups? To be sure, this question falls outside Maxey’s research
question. However, it seems fair to ask, Why choose Mark in particular as a text
for “transformation” and “liberation”?

Further research, both from the African theologians whom Maxey cites as well
as from Vuté church members themselves, would likely yield topics of concern
that people experience as internal to their own environment, history and social
groupings. I wonder whether the Vuté “community” is challenged by Maxey’s
performance paradigm to consider whether Mark has something to say about
things that need change in their society or their churches or their smaller social
groupings. Perhaps Vuté church members live in tension not only with hav-
ing been or being dominated by colonial (mission) powers, but also with issues
that relate to their inner constituency, faulty leadership, unfaithful kin relations,
power struggles or maltreatment of weaker members.

Leaving this area of social reality of the Vuté (Christian) community out of
the research question makes less convincing the thesis that performances of
Mark are best understood as contextualization in the Vuté community. e
paradigm provides neither a social and rhetorical grid against which we might
see Vuté hearers and performances make meaning of Mark’s persuasive goals,
nor a picture of what issues in Vuté society might be addressed by the perfor-
mances.

Secondly, the African orality that Maxey himself cites names oral genres and
practices other than dramatic performance. What Maxey hears the African the-
ologians say is that African Christians are engaged in doing theology in oral
ways and appeals to this in order to strengthen his claim that translation as per-
formance can valorise African orality. He appeals to Mbiti (1986) and Sanneh
(1989), for example, when they describe how African Christians “demonstrate
agency by appropriating the Bible and its messages as they work out their lo-
cal theologies in their specific contexts” (73). In Maxey’s own analysis, “[the]
majority of Christian Africans today engages and expresses their faith in oral
forms” (69). He names “sermons, prayers and songs” as examples of oral forms
and cites Mbiti (1986) as follows:

‘[Oral] theology is produced in the fields by the masses, …through song,
sermon, teaching, prayer, conversation and the like. It is theology in
the open air, …oen heard only by small groups and audiences’ (Maxey,
2009c, 69–70, citing Mbiti (1986), page 47).
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While Maxey is appealing to these theologians to support his basic argument
of valorizing African orality, he is missing a clue from the point they are mak-
ing. ey mention several indigenous forms of oral performance which have
been developed in the face of literacy–biased domination and appear to have
remained strong. Maxey passes these by and chooses dramatization.
is seems to me to be due to the influence of the way Markan performance
studies privilege narrative and vivid dramatic performance. us, the primary
interest in the text as story to be dramatized leaves aside indigenous oral ways
of talking people into things as viable ways of contextualization in relation to
translation. In other words, African Christians have been and are currently us-
ing a variety of forms of public speaking which could be valid forms in which
to perform Biblical texts. Some of these oratorical practices are not aestheti-
cally pleasing or lively; they may be more centred on influence and persuasion
in regards to pressing maers. However, they might well be more suited to the
persuasive goals of Mark’s text.
Maxey’s project may be open to the charge of uncritically taking over the drama-
tization of Mark that is advocated by Maxey’s mentors in North America and
not researching carefully enough with Vuté oral practitioners and African the-
ologians, preachers and orators what are the topics that need addressing and
what are the oral practices that are most suited to do such speaking. It should
prove instructive to explore with Vuté orators their use of narrative forms for
persuasive purposes. A speech that has as aim to effect change of practice in
a social grouping may well use narrative units to make a point. It seems most
likely that audience groupings would recognize these as not being “story” at the
basic level, but would take them as story that makes a point about the maer of
concern at hand. Narrative forms could thus be understood as being embedded
in oratory that is not an acted-out story but speaking aimed at actual, current
people and issues. Such oratory, though possibly relying on narrative units,
would most likely be enacted and heard in a different way than the acting out
of a story for its own sake.

Actor and reader–speaker

I am not saying that an actor performing a story for the story’s sake cannot, to
some extent, be commied to the environment of an audience grouping. e
tendency, however, is for an actor to be heard by the group as part of the story
world. e actor performingMark, even if she or he is a well–knownmember of
the audience grouping, will most likely be treated as the narrator character. As
Shiner (2003) and Maxey (2009c) and other performance scholars rightly point
out, audience members of a drama will want to demonstrate audibly their ap-
proval or disapproval of characters or plot developments. But it is not the actor
as person who receives such treatment; it is the particular character in the story.
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Praise or critique of an actor is about whether she or he did justice to the story,
not about what the story (characters, narrator) says or does. Actors as persons
who are socially part of the audience grouping may receive sharp criticisms for
poor performances but, as performers of a drama, will not in the first place be
seen as personally trying to persuade people about something. In contrast, a
reader–speaker engaging in genuine, persuasive speaking within a local envi-
ronment will not be exempt from praise or critique as a person in relation to the
maers he or she addresses. A reader–speaker as distinct from an actor is very
conscious of her or his own status and influence within any given grouping.32
e arguments of the text-script are owned by the reader–speaker and both the
reader–speaker and the audience grouping are implicated in the maers of im-
port addressed.

3.2.4 e notion of ‘rhetoric’ in theory and pedagogy

eoretical and pedagogical literature uses terminology like “rhetorical impact,
rhetorical structure” or “rhetorical design.” I have already argued for making a
distinction between the practice of schematised speaking and the textual units
typically identified as figures of speech. It will be helpful now to investigate
how Bible translation theorists think about ‘rhetoric’ and at the same time to
clarify how these assumptions relate to my focus on the social phenomenon of
speaking persuasively in groupings of people.

Work on figurative language in source text analysis has focused mainly on iso-
latable textual features, oen called figures of speech, like rhetorical questions,
parallelism or chiasm. ese terms are used in similar ways as in Biblical studies
generally (see the example of Moore, 1983).33 e textual features are seen as
functioning to enhance a basic propositional meaning. is can be seen in the
standard way these textual forms get ‘reduced’ to their informational content in
order to render them as communicative in a target text. In pedagogy for Bible
translation these textual forms have typically been identified for novices and
practitioners with recommendations for renderings in target texts.34

Such work on structural features of source texts, however, has mostly neglected
to consider how the social phenomenon of speaking and hearing in real environ-
ments is integral to Græco–Roman expectations of texts and persuasion. I ex-
amine very briefly two works by Nida (1982; 2001) who uses the term “rhetoric”
to refer to formal textual features of language. Nida (1982) assumes that fea-
tures relate to “impact” in some way, but in explaining Greek rhetoric his main
32Chapters 4 and 5 treat this maer with the help of extensive examples.
33For two examples of many studies that analyse Biblical texts according to classical rhetorical
arrangement and formal textual features see Betz (1979) and Black (1991).

34McKerras (1991); Hollenbach andWaers (1998), section on “Figures of speech and other rhetor-
ical devices” (27–30); Floyd et al. (2011), 193–200.
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concern is the “laws and principles [formulated by the ancient Greeks] to gov-
ern the ways in which people should write prose and poetry. ey described
and analysed scores of devices [in texts]” (324). e hugely prominent aspect of
Greek rhetoric that was the training for and performing of actual oratory in real
debates about important maers is not treated. Nida’s (1982) definition of what
he calls the “rhetorical level of language” (324) is about

[arranging] the order of the parts, …[placing] special emphasis upon cer-
tain features, …[making] a discourse aesthetically aractive [and sug-
gesting] additional meanings …to excite the imagination and stimulate
thoughtful involvement …of a receptor (324).

Consequently, Nida predicts that “rhetorical effect” will be lost if the textual
features unique to the source text are not matched by features present in the
receptor language system (Nida, 1982, 328). e crucial social aspects of effect-
ing practice in hearers are not treated. e practice of speaking in groupings of
people is not considered as a way of affecting auditors; rather, effect appears to
lie in the mental or emotional response to a textual construct. In a more recent
discussion of “rhetorical features of a text” Nida (2001) writes that languages
employ “formal and semantic features [to] enhance the impact and appeal of
a text” (78). us for Nida rhetoric of source texts is about language systems
having measurable features, not about the thoroughly social phenomenon of
people writing and / or speaking in actual environments of audiences and how
effecting practice is a goal. For my purposes it is sufficient to cite only these
brief examples of Nida. My point applies to most work on source text analysis
of what is called “rhetoric(al)” and the similar assumptions held about meaning,
texts and structural features to the neglect of the social dimension.35

us the notion of rhetoric, though usually related to persuasion in a superficial
sense, is assumed to be about structural features of texts, and the main focus has
oen been to identify and to render the features (Wendland, 2008a, 156-160) or to
reduce figures to their core meaning. In other words, there tends to be confusion
between special effects of literary forms and communicative strategy as activity
in society, the laer being le mainly untouched. For my investigation of Mark I

35According to Mounin (1979), for example, the function of rhetoric is that it “[builds] up the
meaning of the text” (339) and in his view, like syntactical and morphological forms, rhetorical
structures are unique to language systems (e.g., “Hebraic rhetoric” and “Greco–Latin rhetoric”).
is seems to lead, for Mounin, to the assumption that rhetoric is essentially a text–surface
phenomenon. Lunn’s (2009) use of the term “rhetorical,” referring to “paerned arrangement
of material” (161), is representative of much of exegetical work on source texts. In his analysis
of the “rhetorical structure” of a passage (Lk 15) he finds coherence at a semantic level that
matches the arrangement paerns and does not treat relationships between that structure and
social dimensions of the text’s performance or reception.
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choose to work with a definition of rhetoric that is at base a social phenomenon,
not one of textual literary features or the organization of a text.36

Although it is true that composition is part of the whole field of activities that
makes up oratory and that compositional features are not unimportant for guid-
ing a reader–speaker’s interpretation of a text for enactment, these textual de-
vices or features are secondary. Botha’s (1988) advice about analysing textual
features in the source text is worth citing, here in thewords of Floor (1990):

[rhetoric] includes style, but it also entails the ‘interactional element’ in
discourse. “e purpose of the writing, the premises for the argumenta-
tion, social codes, the ideology of the participants in the communication
and the world in which they lived” need to be addressed “before the de-
vices and techniques which the author uses to meet the rhetorical situa-
tion are considered” (Floor, 1990, 8, citing Botha, 1988, 9).37

I am interested in what a speaker seeks to accomplish in the midst of a real group
of people with regard to real maers of import in local environments. Hence I
use terminology like “rhetorical activity, language practice” and “aempting to
persuade.” Central to this social phenomenon are the actual people and actual
maers of import which are at stake. is is language activity practised locally
that involves real maers of import perceived as such both by the speaker and
the hearers. e compositional arrangement and textual forms of the text-script
serve a speaker toward that ultimate end. It is also problematic, therefore, to lock
forms (oen called “rhetorical structure”) into systems of language since real–
world speakers typically experiment with and borrow new styles and formal
features.

As we have seen, recent performance studies of Mark (see 3.2.2) appeal some-
what superficially to Græco–Roman rhetorical practices, restricting themselves
to the literature that stresses lively speaker–audience interaction. us, it is gen-
erally assumed (and argued in a few cases, like Shiner, 2003) that Mark’s impact
was to be in the effect of the story. In a dramatic performance, the lively story /
narrative was to do its work on its own of drawing any and every audience
member towards being affected by it. However, if we consider Mark as being a

36In that view, rhetoric is not about creating special effects to aesthetically enhance a primarily
logical or informative message.Wendland (2002) seems to think that it is when he writes that
“[rhetoric] deals largely with maers of literary form and function, but the more fundamental
factor of conceptual, notably theological, content also needs to be considered” (191, italics added).
He thinks that the maer of “[content] …is …where our major …interpretive problems arise - in
terms of total cognitive environment of the original text” (191). Such a “communication gap” can
be “bridged,” he urges, with appropriate ways of providing receptors with that information, and
so “provide a reliable vehicle for transporting today’s receptor conceptually back to the life – and
thought–world of the Scriptures” (191, italics added).

37What Botha terms “rhetorical situation” and “the world in which [people] live” I am calling the
environment of enactment (see page 56).
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script for reader–speakers to address real maers of import, the text is not likely
to strike audience groupings first as being aesthetically pleasing.

e kind of performance expected for Græco–Roman Mark is one that could be
of a directive - even manipulative - nature or forceful in an aempt to influence
people. Because we find in Mark the basic, driving narrative of crucifixion and
the many episodes in which big people and low–status people are pointed out
as being in tension, we should be imagining reader–speakers interpreting the
text towards enactments of the laer kind. Without a recognition of the text as
embodied by the reader–speaker and in a group with its aendant maers of
import, we miss an essential piece in our understanding of Mark.

Mark, …in the Græco - Roman world, was historically intended as a per-
suasive device consciously aimed at a potentially real audience. …An au-
dience is a social grouping characterized by a relatively specific and lim-
ited willingness to listen to a discourse. …Writers and performers of texts
thought seriously about intended and projected audiences although they
were aware that their control over actual, eventual audiences was limited
(Henderson, 2009, 10).

ese hard social realities of (un) “willingness to listen” and (lack o) “control
over actual, eventual audiences” tend to be overlooked, especially when success-
ful communication is uncritically assumed to have been the case in ‘the original
communication situation.’ If we treat Mark as the Græco - Roman text that it
is, we need to understand rhetoric at the level of a speaker doing something in
and with groupings of people, so that every enactment of the text intervenes
in a real, local audience and its real issues. Texts were tools for achieving that
end.

e maer of leadership behaviour, competence, aitude and posture is thickly
present in the text. e rather vague purpose(s) of Mark’s text that are at times
proposed need to be evaluated critically in light of its relation to actual audience
groupings and the maers of import predicted in the text. France (2002), for
example, thinks that

Mark’s aim was [simply] to write about Jesus, drawing on the informa-
tion available to him, and …in the process a number of his personal con-
cerns and the circumstances of the church within which he wrote will
have guided his writing, without any of them being so dominant as to be
(consciously or unconsciously) the purpose of the book (23).

e assertion that the author of Mark was inspired simply “to write about Jesus”
is less than convincing in that the text draws aention repeatedly to the duality
of the challenges levelled at an elite, select entourage and the praise given to
low–status figures.
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3.2.5 Schematised speaking (Greek: logos eschēmatismenos)

As I stated briefly earlier (p. 54) the narrative genre of Mark need not be under-
stood as necessarily correlated to an informative text purpose, or a story to be
read or dramatized for the sake of its effect as story per se. I choose to depart
from such a very common interpretation of function and rather begin with the
hypothesis that Mark could have been designed to function as covert argumen-
tation. On this view, the text is shaped as a narrative but its function is pri-
marily to draw aention to maers of import about which (change o) practice
is desired. e notion that the text is a script and thus related very closely to a
reader–speaker’s use of it in real social environments helps us to see it as having
the function of deliberative rhetoric, a script for talking people into something.
In what follows in this subsection I discuss how such persuasive speaking can
be related to the episodic narrative of Mark. I shall explain briefly and exemplify
the oratorical practice of schematised speaking (Greek: logos eschēmatismenos)
and then apply it to a way of understanding Mark.

Græco–Roman rhetoricians, following theorists of a few centuries earlier, used
the term “schematised speaking” to talk about a way or a style of speaking. us
this term needs to be understood as distinct from the identifiable textual units -
classical ‘figures of speech’ - to which appeal is oen made. Schematised speech
is oratory that seeks to persuade by making an argument by indirectly suggest-
ing, leaving the audience to work out the persuasive point. At the same time,
covert argumentation allows a speaker to make a point without being pinned
down to anything. is is critical when an audience is not necessarily friendly,
when it is divided or when the maers at stake are sensitive in nature.

We all know by experience that oen outright, direct expression is not
only more dangerous than ‘indirect’ or simulated speech, but usually less
effective. Ancient rhetoricians were so aware of this aspect of the reality
of language that in the 4th century B.C. they elaborated a specific theory
on it (Ascani, 2006, website abstract).

e first definition of logos eschēmatismenos is aributed to Zoilus of Am-
phipolis [4th century BCE]: figured speech (schēma) is speech ‘that pre-
tends to say something and actually says something else.’ In its origi-
nal phase, …[the] theory recognises the phenomenon as a ‘covert criti-
cal speech’ within contexts where freedom of expression is prohibited,
[when] prudence and tact [are required]. [is kind of speaking was]
to be used when the speaker [wanted] to criticize someone in a context
where a direct censurewould not be safe or respectful (Ascani, 2006, 255).38

38e Roman rhetorical theorist and teacher intilian discusses this oratorical practice in his
Institutio Oratoria (IX.ii.65–80), using the Latin term figuratæ controversiæ.
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In an article entitled ‘e art of safe criticism in Greece and Rome,’ Frederick
Ahl (1984) points to the neglect in scholarly analyses of Greek and Latin literary
works of this way of speaking persuasively. He maintains that aention is too
oen focused on decorative or aesthetic features of the text and so scholars miss
the ways in which speakers covertly make a point. In a discussion of one ancient
Greek tragedy Ahl notes:

e watchman in Aeschylus’ Agamennon (37–38) … alerts the audience
that all is not well in Argos. But he declines to be specific: ‘A huge ox
has walked and now stands on my tongue. If the house could take voice
it would speak clearly’ (Ahl, 1984, 180).

is is not merely embellishment or saying something in a poetic way; the por-
trayal of this speaker has him talking about the current situation that is poten-
tially sensitive to the playwright’s audience.

Aeschylus’ watchman and his Cassandra …are reminders that fear does
not suppress communication. Rather, it limits and redefines communica-
tion. …Blunt speech gives way to oblique speech in situations where the
speaker is (or feels) threatened or unsure of his audience. Many ancient
poets, and all ancient rhetorical theorists, livedwhen overt criticism of the
ruling powers was dangerous. ey sensed the need for obliqueness. But
they also sensed the greater persuasiveness of oblique suggestion (184).

Ahl notes with the Græco–Roman Demetrius’ On Style that “ ‘figured speech is
used under two conditions: (1) when it is not in good taste to speak forthrightly;
and (2)when it is not safe to do so’ ” and continues: “intilian adds a third
one: it may be employed ‘only for pleasurable effect, [to delight] the audience
by its novelty and variations more than direct expression would’ (189). Ahl
argues that scholars of the classics have latched on to this third one whereas
the Greek and Roman rhetoricians were primarily concerned with the former
two (see pp. 189 ).39 On the question of addressing powerful figures in society,
like emperors, Ahl writes:

Rhetorical theorists wanted to train students not in how to achieve mar-
tyrdom, which requires no special education, but in how to deal success-
fully with the powerful and even shape and direct their power (Ahl, 1984, 203,
italics added).

39Whitmarsh (2005) writes: “Rhetorical handbooks concentrate generally upon the use of [rhetor-
ical devices] simply as an adornment of one’s work, but it is possible occasionally to glimpse
another tradition. …[Figured speaking allows a speaker] to preserve the ‘ambiguity’ or ‘both–
sidedness’ (to epamphoteron) of the theme. …Presumably the superficial argument for a given
proposal was in fact undermined by an implicit commendation of the exact opposite course” (57–
58).
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3.2.6 Stratified audience

In the above discussion of schematised speaking (logos eschēmatismenos) it has
become clear that safe speaking is characteristically connected with environ-
ments of enactment in which power, influence and class difference are strongly
evident and a maer of consideration and planning for the speaker. To cite As-
cani (2006) once more, “[this kind of speaking was] to be used when the speaker
[wanted] to criticize someone in a context where a direct censure would not be
safe or respectful” (255). Not only is this evident between speaker and individual
addressee, but between speaker and audience grouping, as well as among group
members themselves.

Græco–Roman and Melanesian oratory: three examples

An episode in the Græco - Roman text Lives of the Sophists (Philostratus, VS
56–1) depicts a case where logos eschēmatismenos is not employed in addressing
a powerful person and might have led to disastrous results. Henderson (2009)
explains that

within Græco–Roman rhetorical performance practice and theory, it is
conventional for a speaker or a text to address an audience simultane-
ously at two levels of competence and status, especially when the subject
maer is likely to occasion conflict, risk or embarrassment within the
more competent audience segment (10).

Henderson’s (2009) description of the example (followingWhitmarsh, 2005, 57–
60) and analysis are worth quoting here at length:

In his Lives of the Sophists Philostratus …tells a remarkable story about
the appearance of the sophist Herodes Aicus on a serious charge of po-
litical conspiracy before the court of the emperor. Herodes, driven mad
by private misfortune, discards all rhetorical professionalism and directly
speaks against the emperor. A highmember of the emperor’s court recog-
nizes that Herodes is trying to get himself executed. e emperor, how-
ever, is the noble Marcus Aurelius: he therefore demonstrates the deco-
rum and self-control which the sophist ought to have shown and spares
Herodes from punishment essentially by acting as though Herodes had
not in fact spoken offensively.

As a deliberately constructed extreme case of emotional collapse leading
to rhetorical failure corrected in turn by imperial wisdom and magnanim-
ity, the story is paradigmatic for much in Græco–Roman social, political and
rhetorical theory. …e scandal is notmerely that the speaker dares to crit-
icize the emperor publicly and in the emperor’s presence. Rather the …au-
thoritative critical [narrator’s] voice tells us that in verbally aacking the
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emperor Herodes did not even bother to ‘schematize’ his speech. e nar-
rator as expert rhetorician is shocked by this failure precisely because, as a
gymnasium–trained gentleman, let alone as world–class sophist, Herodes
had been trained in how to handle such sensitive rhetorical challenges.
Philostratus and his readers [know] that any literate speaker should have
been trained in how …to convey criticism of the most powerful person(s)
in the room without publicly forcing the majority of the audience to take
explicit notice of insult, conflict or embarrassment among the elite (Hen-
derson, 2009, 11–12, italics added).

I present two further examples of oratory enacted in social groupings, this time
in Melanesia. e first example is a speech by a village elder addressing the
maer of lethargy towards working diligently in gardens to produce food. His
addressees are the residents of his home place. Standing in a central space, the
elder points to a pool of tidal water drying up and shouts again and again, “Suffo-
cating! Suffocating! e fish in this pool are suffocating!” is is a deliberately
planned yet covert way of speaking. Implicitly it points the members of the so-
cial grouping to their ongoing, general apathy towards the duty of gardening for
the provision of the needs of everyone (Personal communication with E. Lisam,
June 2004). Spoken in a place where people know their own lethargy is a maer
of tension, this stylization is speech integrated with the environment, people’s
practices and what they expect from competent speakers. It is thus analogous to
the ‘Græco - Roman political and rhetorical theory’ that Henderson mentions.
e elder deemed it more appropriate to speak by way of parable about fish dy-
ing than to speak directly to the maer of lack of good food for the group. His
audience, having their aention pointed to an existence like the suffocating fish,
already beginning to gasp their last breaths from starvation, were to recognize
and take seriously the consequences of continued apathy, to resolve to change
their ways, and begin to garden diligently. If we know the stratified constitu-
tion of the social grouping, it is clear that the elder is not directly addressing his
peers - other senior and younger, adult men - nor naming the wrong explicitly;
the speaker is avoiding potential confrontation or a perception of disrespect.
As in most rural Melanesian seings, it is likely that some of the hearers sense
this to be addressed more directly to them than to others. Heads of households
are to lead their family groupings in diligent gardening practice while women,
younger people and children sense that it is more likely these leaders among
them who are to act in accordance with the speaker’s persuasive intent. e
audience grouping is stratified. is schematised speech thus can function to
save the status and prestige of household heads. ey are not directly shown up
in front of lower–stratum group members.

A further example is that of a middle–aged Lovangai man who spoke in a group
addressing younger men about the maer of establishing households indepen-
dent of elders’ residences and jurisdiction. e group consisted of older and
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younger men, and older and younger women. e speaker stylized his speaking
to sound like he was speaking to very much younger men, a style that employs
brusque questions, calls to aention and blunt, directive statements. Speaking
in this style is an act of deference to the older men present. e speaker is
obliquely leing it be known that these elders are not being aimed at regard-
ing the desired change in practice. At the same time, the elders may take his
persuasive points as relevant to them and even feel that they are not living up
to the speaker’s exhortations if they have not, in fact, exerted their influence
and made their juniors establish their own residences. If this is the case, they
can save face because of the way the speaker schematizes his speaking to sound
like he is only addressing much younger men. (I present and discuss this speech
enactment in 4.5.7).40

Competent speakers who address maers of import in stratified groupings of
people and who are aware of potentially sensitive maers will likely know how
to schematize their speaking. I have shown examples here of stratified audi-
ence groupings and the (lack o) awareness of the importance of speaking in a
figured way to address an audience grouping simultaneously at two levels of
competence and status and in order to avoid embarrassment or feelings of not
being respected. I have shown examples from both Græco–Roman literature
and Melanesian practice in order to suggest a link between Mark and Lovangai
social groupings.

Schematised speech and the Gospel of Mark

Mark cannot neatly be classed as an open text without any explicit addressees.
e text-script does make reference in two important exceptions to extra–nar-
rative persons, both in Jesus’ last and long speech to four elite disciples (Mk 13).
At a crucial point (13:14) the reader–speaker is warned to be careful how to in-
terpret the passage (ho anaginōskōhn noeitō) and in Jesus’ climactic last call to
watchfulness (ho de humin legō pasin legō, grēgoreite (13:37) the text-script im-
plies not Jesus’ addressees in the narrative episode (nor other narrative figures)
but addressees in any actual local grouping hearing a reader–speaker. ese
references are not to particular persons (a particular reader–speaker or, for ex-
ample, a Markan ekklēsia), but they imply any willing, early audience group-
ing.

Mark is, of course, an open text in that it does not explicate particular maers
of a particular grouping or ekklēsia. e link between the narrative episodes of
Mark and actual maers of import in local grouping is thus an interpretive one.

40Strathern (1975) provides another good example in his extended description and discussion of
meetings in which Melanesian adult men are continually negotiating maers of import in the
face of strata differences in the grouping.
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For this text to be effectively used as a tool for persuasive speaking a reader–
speaker needs to interpret the episodes as figured communication in the sense
that I have argued above. at is, an assessment has to be made of any given au-
dience grouping and the particular maers of import with which they are grap-
pling. From that point, a reader–speaker decides to what degree the schematised
text-script is to be explicitly enacted as aimed at existing maers.

ough the text includes what are typically labelled “rhetorical devices” I am
talking here about the text providing episodes for the reader–speaker’s use that
point aention to differentiated narrative characters. e figuration that I have
in mind is that the episodes themselves have to be understood as in some signif-
icant waymapping onto the real world of any particular audience grouping. It is
at that level that Mark’s episodes are figures. Audience members are supposed
to hear their reader–speaker and recognize that they themselves and / or other
members of the grouping are being aimed at.

[Authors], readers, and auditors of …texts [in the Græco - Roman era]
were …competent to recognize logos eschēmatismenos, speech which is
thickly ‘figured’ not on aesthetic grounds but in order safely to expose
tensions within an audience (Henderson, 2009, 21).

e Gospel of Mark is in one important sense a narrative, a story about Jesus
being arrested, tried and executed. at story is introduced and expanded pri-
marily with episodes of encounter. In these episodes aention is repeatedly
drawn to the disciples - the few, specially chosen followers of Jesus - and many
suppliants and / or other low–status people. e narrative and Jesus’ speaking
create this focus. At the same time, the content or the arguments of Jesus’ speak-
ing, though stylized as aempts to persuade, is oen not unambiguous in that
intent. Interpreted and heard in this way, the text as a whole can reasonably be
understood as arguing about maers of import in an oblique way.

We can assume the author of Mark to have been trained in Greek rhetoric to
a point where logos eschēmatismenos had been taught and we can assume that
reader–speakers - trained and capable of reading and interpreting the text of
Mark for enactment - had a similar competence in recognizing and carrying out
logos eschēmatismenos. Given such an account of Mark’s composition and of
its intended use, it seems reasonable to try to understand the highly episodic
narrative of Mark as a text requiring oratory that is “covert critical speech.” If
Mark is taken at the basic level not as an informative account nor as a (dramati-
cally performed) story with lessons equally applicable for all readers or hearers
but rather as an extended piece of logos eschēmatismenos then it is reasonable
to think that Græco–Roman reader–speakers might see the text as one that is
to be performed in environments where the maers predicted in the text are
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potentially sensitive and where care must be taken to enact the text safely, not
making too obvious what persuasive points are being aimed at whom.

3.2.7 Philemon: stratified audience and sensitive maers

I would like to ask the question now particularly of the Pauline text Philemon
whether it predicts maers of import and areas of tension within the social en-
vironment of the projected enactment. If so, Paul’s reader–speaker would have
had the task of addressing those maers and speaking in appropriate ways in
the presence of the strata of Philemon’s social grouping. Writers and reader–
speakers of Græco–Roman texts enacted in a social grouping had to take into
account that any given issue and its arguments would most likely be seen from
more than one angle.41

Scholarship has oen imagined Philemon to have silently and privately read
the leer and then pondered how he would respond to Paul’s ‘message.’ Even
scholars who think in terms of an out loud reading to a “house church” see no
reason to think that there might have been any uneasiness or awkwardness in
an enactment of the text in Philemon’s social grouping (e.g., Fitzmyer, 2000, 35,
and citing Donfried and Marshall, 1993). Hooker (2003) calls Philemon simply
a “personal leer to an individual” (1447). She does notice the plural forms of
address in v. 22 but only in connection with “the prayers of the whole com-
munity” (1449). Other scholars argue that the members of the ekklēsia, even
those mentioned by name, do not have any effect on a conversation that is un-
derstood as essentially private (Bratcher and Nida, 1977). Bratcher and Nida’s
(1977) translation advice, in fact, suggests that the text was meant to be heard
in Philemon’s hearing only, or privately read by Philemon (115). For O’Brien
(1982) “the inclusion of other Christians’ names [in the leer] is due to Paul’s
courtesy. e body of the leer is addressed to an individual” (268). at the
leer was to be read publicly before the group to pressure Philemon “is impos-
sible” (267–268). Taking the view that the text is simply personal leaves other
members of Philemon’s social grouping off the stage and has Paul and Philemon
communicating alone.

If we take the view, rather, that the reader–speaker was to enact the text before
the “house church” - probably even including members of civil society besides
the Christ followers associated with Philemon’s house - we have a very different
environment. Scholars who take such a reading–speaking and hearing environ-
ment into consideration see that the topic of the text-script calls for care in how
it is enacted. Cousar (2009) understands “Paul’s appeal on behalf of Onesimus

41Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca (1969) give the example of how an argument for civil peace
might, from the perspective of rebels, be interpreted as an argument for creating distur-
bance (20).
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[to be] subtle and sensitive” (98). Bartchy (1992) calls Philemon a “personal but
not private leer” (305). For Bartchy the main maer of import is the status of
the relationships between Paul, Philemon and Onesimus but he also notes that
Paul “seems to put in question …Philemon’s future relationship to the Christians
who met in his house …and to ‘all God’s people’ (vv 5, 7)” (305). Paul was “os-
tensibly restraining himself from pressuring Philemon, who thus retained the
freedom to respond honourably on his own” (307). Philemon faced a “pressing
decision: would he …[act] …with the prerogatives of an angry slave owner, or
would he …[do] everything in his power as Onesimus’s patron to make him his
‘beloved brother. …His house–church was watching’ (Bartchy, 1992, 310, italics
added).

Ellio (2011) places the social group members’ involvement in the “conversa-
tion” even more centrally; he understands the text to be part of “a dual conver-
sation, which Paul is having simultaneously with Philemon, on the one hand,
and with the assembly at his house, on the other” (53). It is not only the rela-
tionship between Paul and Philemon that is in question; rather, Paul’s honour
and authority among the group is highly relevant. In Henderson’s (2009) words,
the task that the reader–speaker has is to

project Paul’s authority …over Philemon in Philemon’s own Christian
community and civil household. …e leer is designed to persuade Phile-
mon to do something he might not otherwise do. e persuasion is de-
signed to succeed, however, by …addressing …lower status Christian ad-
herents [who are] effectively invited to witness Philemon’s compliance
or non-compliance (14).

is means for Philemon that his honour, too, is at stake in the presence of oth-
ers, both lower–status as well as relatively high–status people.42 at included
the explicit addressees in the text, Paul’s group (vv. 23–24) who could be known
in Philemon’s group too, and other groupings networked with this one (pantas
tous hagious, v. 5).

3.2.8 Schematised speaking and stratified audience: conclusions

We need to consider Mark as a text more like Philemon than has been typically
thought. Epistle material has usually been separated categorically from Mark
with the former classified as hortatory, logical argumentation and the laer as
narrative. I have tried here to show that Mark, with its densely episodic compo-
sition and potential for oblique deliberative argumentation, could have served
in a similar way as Philemon, the laer used by a Pauline emissary to speak to
42While we do not know which members of his household would be present at an enactment of
the text, we can assume that the issues at stake and the force of the enactment would be(come)
known to slaves, women, young people, and so on.
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a particular group of churches and a particular leader and Mark used by read-
er–speakers in any and every local audience grouping.

If the notions of a homogeneous and particular audience for Mark are replaced
with the notion of projected groupings that are networked, heterogeneous and
socially stratified, thenMark and Philemon havemore in common than has been
thought. Philemon is different from Mark in that it addresses explicitly a par-
ticular maer and particular addressees. But this does not mean that the two
texts are not similar in terms of how they are to be used in actual groupings for
addressing real issues. Mark can be understood as a ‘circular’ text by which a
stratum of people - (would–be) leaders - in the wider movement is being aimed
at obliquely, with each local enactment addressing particular people and issues.
With an open text like Mark particular people and maers are addressed while
at the same time the text can be used in a variety of environments, both ge-
ographically and in groups constitutionally diverse internally. We see in the
text of Philemon the persuasive purpose of urging a particular man to receive
another particular man in the presence of a particular, local grouping. In a sim-
ilar way, we can imagine Mark being used by reader–speakers, for example, to
urge particular leaders to receive children and other low–status people in their
particular groupings.

As conclusion to this section about text-script enactment, stratified audience
and maers of import, I make the following summary statements:

• the early Jesus movement consisted of geographically diverse groupings
that were heterogeneous in ethno–religious background among whom
Mark was to be enacted in any and every local environment;

• Mark is a rhetorical text and in the Græco–Roman era such texts were
tools by which trained and competent reader–speakers were to convince
audiences about maers of import;

• the text predicts a stratified audience where groupings of people are as-
sumed to be divided along lines of elite leader–types and low–status peo-
ple;

• the text is heavily loaded with speaking and showing, especially pointing
the aention of the disciples to desired practice and, in a complimentary
way, affirming true devotion of low–status people;

• Græco–Roman orators considered carefully the challenges of addressing
sensitive maers aimed at higher–status audience members in the pres-
ence of the rest of the audience, and a known oratorical practice was to
speak to sensitive maers in covert ways with schematised speech (logos
eschēmatismenos) and thus indirectly making a point;
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• e narrative episodes of Mark can be understood as text-script material
which a reader–speaker is to interpret as making arguments in such a
schematised way about change of practice.

e question that this leads to is how the text might actually guide the Græco–
Roman reader–speaker in aempting persuasion using the episodes as model
for schematised speaking. I look, therefore, in the next section at the text of
Mark and suggest how the episodes could have functioned as logos eschēmatis-
menos.
As my starting point for examining the episodes I take the following hypothe-
sis:

[Mark was] deliberately composed to persuade a non–local, but stratified
audience divided between ordinary Jesus–devotees and actual or aspiring
leaderswithin an emergingChristian sub–culture. On this readingMark’s
narrative is underlain by a primary argument in favour of sacrificial lead-
ership (addressed to group elites) and a secondary argument in favour
of personal devotion to Jesus (addressed to “lile people”) (Henderson,
2009, 9).

3.3 Matters of import: a survey of Markan episodes

Notwithstanding the critique of narrative and story in preceding sections I do
not, of course, deny the narrative form of the text as a whole nor the narrative
features of episodes. As we see the overall purpose of Mark, however, to be
about maers of import in projected audience groupings the question, we are
led to ask how a narrative can be rhetorically a deliberative text, a text to be used
to effect (change o) practice in local groupings of hearers about actual issues.
Here, therefore, I explain in very brief outline how I understand the narrative
construct of Mark as serving to situate and accentuate the maers of import that
its episodes predict.

• Persuasive speaking from this narrative as text-script can be aimed at ad-
herents of the Jesus movement, networked groupings of people more or
less devoted to Jesus.

• e narrative is about Jesus tried and executed, risen and to be expected /
watched for.

• Mk 13 is climactic. It warns elite disciples to watch. It most clearly in the
narrative signals Jesus speaking to a projected audience outside the nar-
rative construct (Mk 13:37) and it includes explicit reference to the read-
er–speaker (Mk 13:14).

• In the large narrative, Jesus three times tells his elite group of disciples
about his pending arrest, execution and rising (Mk 8:31; 9:31, 10:34) and
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each time the narrative points aention to their not understanding. Af-
ter the first passion prediction Jesus scolds the most prominent of the
elite group, Peter, especially sternly. He then warns the disciples and the
crowds - here widening the circle of potential followers - that accompa-
nying him will mean execution with him.

• Related to that warning to be ready to die, the narrative makes promi-
nent Jesus’ warnings against wanting to be greatest (9:33-37) and that it
is critical for the elite to receive lile ones (9:38-50).

us the narrative on a large scale makes very prominent the arrest and exe-
cution of Jesus. is prominent feature of the ‘plot’ is linked very closely with
the fact that the special men are warned about what it means to accompany
Jesus. at they fail in grasping this is shown in the large narrative by their
not understanding Jesus and by their desertion of Jesus at the crucial time, with
Peter’s denial being most prominent. At the same time, and also linked to that
sacrifice / death element in the plot, is the prominent call for the elite to deny
themselves and to receive lile ones.

is larger narrative of suffering, self-denial, accepting martyrdom and receiv-
ing lile ones does not direct itself to all who encounter Jesus; it is the elite ones
called to follow Jesus, namely the official disciples. us it is reasonable to in-
terpret the other episodes in Mark also against that ‘plot.’ It is in this way that
I understand Mark as text-script to be pointing the aention of the trained and
perceptive reader–speaker to maers of import in actual groupings of the Jesus
movement that have to do with big people, their own preparedness for self–
denial and their stance towards lower–status people. As text-script for speak-
ing to maers of import in audience groupings this suggests that the episodes
are figured in the sense discussed above as schematised speaking; they together
tell a story and individually many lile stories that covertly make (a) persuasive
point(s).

I take the idea of “a primary argument in favour of sacrificial leadership” (Hen-
derson, 2009) as starting point for a reading of Markan episodes as text-script for
persuasive speaking in local environments with the intent of talking people into
sacrificial leadership. at is, the text-script lends itself to being used by read-
er–speakers to aempt to effect (change o) practice in leaders of any and every
audience grouping. In more general terms, the episodes could be interpreted by
Græco–Roman reader–speakers with rhetorical–technical competence for the
purpose of pointing the aention of people in audience groupings to maers
of import predicted in the text. rough a survey of episodes, I illustrate how
the episodes can be understood as predicting stratified audience groupings and
certain maers pertinent for a stratum of leaders in the Græco–Roman Jesus
movement.
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Mark’s Gospel expects there to be a division between ‘lile believers’ and
‘big men’ in its audience, not essentially because there is such a division
in some ‘Marcan community,’ but because there is such a division in all
Græco–Roman social groupings. Moreover, Mark’s Gospel expects that
division to be a problem in its extended audience not essentially because
the author’s home church has such problems, but because the content of
Jesus’ story and teachings as Mark describes them is a schematised, but
still surprisingly direct challenge to the legitimacy of such divisions (Hen-
derson, 2009, 18).

Working from that basic premise, I read the episodes with several inter–related
questions as guide. How might the reader–speaker interpreting the text-script
for enactment discern in it a model of how to speak? Do the demonstrative ways
of speaking and acting in the text give the reader–speaker guidance or stimu-
lus as to how to prepare for speaking? Might the episodes themselves, pointing
aention to disciples and to low–status people, be a model for speaking in fig-
ured ways to audience groupings? To what maers of import do the episodes
guide the reader–speaker and how might these be perceived in potential au-
dience groupings? Do these features - the ways of speaking and the pointing
of aention to maers of import - give us reason to assume a text-script func-
tion?

e reader–speaker in the local audience grouping, has to interpret the com-
plex text of Mark as addressing actual, local maers. He begins, thus, with a
text-script that points to a theme of leaders and ordinary group members, via
a narrative that points to elites who are taught by Jesus how (not) to lead and
low–status people who are perceptive regarding Jesus and who are devoted to
him. Aer thus learning the text and interpreting the given audience group-
ing, the reader–speaker is challenged to use this text-script to actually speak to
issues that are current and local.

3.3.1 Jesus’ way of acting and speaking as model for the reader–speaker

Mary Ann Beavis (1989) is one Markan scholar who treats seriously the per-
former of Mark in earliest seings. In her study she presents a model of what
kind of person the performer might have been, suggesting that the author him-
self intended to perform the text (probably with accompanying novices). Her
study needs to be mentioned here for how it understands the Markan portrayal
of Jesus as “teacher” (Greek: didaskalos) and for her proposal that the text itself
was craed as a model for imitation of this role.

us Beavis notes that Jesus is called “teacher” by the narrator and by the fig-
ures in the text. He is also narrated as engaged in the activity of teaching (Greek:
didaskein). Beavis’ argument is that this forms the basic model for missionary–
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teachers. In this view, Jesus’ ministry of teaching was a precedent for the au-
thor / performer.43 Relying on other scholarship on teaching in the early Jesus
movement Beavis points out that the term “teaching” in is not only employed
to talk about passing on of codes and precepts; the term is also used to refer to
speaking that is more persuasive in character (Beavis, 1989, 50–66).

I wish to argue, with Beavis, that the text-script can be seen as a model but I
do not take the label didaskalos as particularly appropriate for Jesus’ speaking
practice as portrayed in the episodes of Mark. e text of Mark does label Jesus
as “didaskalos”44 but, as John Donahue noted long ago, “Mark …in places de-
scribes Jesus as teaching, but gives no specific teaching. e major blocks of
teaching are not clear didachē, but are in the parabolic teaching of chapter 4 and
the enigmatic discourse of chapter 13” (Donahue, 1978, 373).45 e text uses this
terminology of teaching almost exclusively for what Jesus does to crowds and
other generic groups (in the synagogue, temple). Only twice is this terminology
used for having Jesus speak to the disciples.46 So, although Jesus is labelled as
“teacher” and narratively he ‘teaches,’ this activity is not firmly linked to the
characters who are clearly central in relation to Jesus, the disciples and suppli-
ants.

If it is remarkable that Jesus is hardly ever narrated as teaching the disciples
but rather generic groups, this is complimented by the way he points the at-
tention of the disciples to practice as being faulty (their own) or commendable
(that of low–status people). If the disciples are the primary recipients of Jesus’
persuasive speaking and demonstrative actions and they are shown their defi-
ciencies and incompetence - notwithstanding their being sent out to preach and
teach (Mk 6:7–13, 30) - it seems to me to be more helpful to ask how the speak-
ing and acting of Jesus aimed at these addressees could have been interpreted
by a reader–speaker as a model for addressing audience groupings.

e text-script shows the reader–speaker a Jesus who is covert and difficult to
comprehend, what we would not intuitively assume to be ways for a teacher to
speak and act; that is, not “clear didachē.” e textual ambiguities and figuration
43Beavis (1989) sees the text as originating within the author’s community, reflecting its make–
up and problems and she imagines people from that community taking the text in missionary /
teaching ministry - here she agrees with Kee, 1977 - reading it aloud as an aid in that ministry.
She hypothesizes the “evangelist …as a Christian scholar and missionary, possibly of Jewish
extraction, with some training in Greek. e scribe in the Marcan community was probably
both a tradent and a teacher, who transmied Jesus tradition, ethical teaching, and so on to
missionaries, and perhaps also to potential converts. e Gospel of Mark formed part of the
teaching material of the didaskalos of the community (see her discussion of “evangelist” (167–
170).

44Jesus is also addressed as rabbi or rabbouni, perhaps for the effect of an ‘original’ sound.
45In several places the text reports teaching but gives no content: 2:13; 6:6; 6:35; 12:38; 14:49.
46Jesus ‘teaches’ (didaskein) the disciples “that the Son of man must suffer” (8:31) and that “[the]
Son of man will be delivered into the hands of … ” (9:31).
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point a reader–speaker not so much to imitate ‘teaching’ as to imitate a way of
speaking that leaves hearers working out or even wondering what the persua-
sive point might be. Jesus’ activity in Mark could be given the descriptive label:
pointing aention to maers in provocative ways.

e following examples of episodes illustrate how Jesus’ speaking is not most
appropriately labelled as “teaching,” if we make the intuitive assumption that
teaching is “clear didachē.” In 4:35–41 the disciples in the boat address Jesus as
“teacher” and cry for help. Yet, if this is an opportunity to teach about (lack o)
faith, the text rather has Jesus do a powerful, demonstrative act and then speak
very briefly, pointedly asking two sharply provocative questions, “Why are you
afraid? Have you no faith?” (v. 40). e disciples are shown to be both incompe-
tent to help themselves and not willing or able to trust Jesus. In 10:35–40 two of
the elite set of three / four disciples address Jesus as “teacher” and ask him for
privileges. Jesus’ response, a figured warning about upcoming death, seems to
be a challenge to their estimation of competence (“You do not know what you
are asking!” and “Are you able⁈”, v. 38) more than a coherent piece of teach-
ing from which they are to learn lessons. In 10:46–52 a blind beggar repeatedly
addresses Jesus with the title “Son of David,” and cries out to be healed. e rep-
etition of the title seems in this episode to beg for explanation; this would be an
expected point where Jesus would explain - in clear didachē - who he is in rela-
tion to expectations of kingly rule. Jesus, however, responds to the beggar only,
and in a dismissive way, “hupage!” (v. 52). In terms of Jesus’ identity, the episode
remains provocatively difficult to comprehend. In 13:1–37 one of the disciples
addresses Jesus as “teacher” and asks about the temple. Jesus replies cryptically.
en, privately, the special four, in a very rational manner, ask him to explain,
“Tell us … ” (v. 4). Jesus responds rather like a prophet speaking in apocalyptic
terms with warnings about how they will be mistreated and he repeatedly calls
them to “Watch!”

It may not be very important whether we label Jesus’ activity in Mark as di-
daskein or not; the crucial question in considering Mark as a tool for persuasive
speaking is whether the ways in which Jesus acts and speaks were to educate the
aention of hearers towards desired practice and whether that way of speaking
is imitable for a competent and authoritative reader–speaker. In Jesus’ speaking-
showing, details and explanation expected from didactic activity are typically
not given. e purpose of the text-script is to guide the reader–speaker not so
much to relay propositions as to make people feel uneasy about maers and to
be thus challenged and persuaded to recognize a need to change. In this way,
a reader–speaker in preparation for enacting Mark can interpret it as material
which can be imitated in live seings of audience groupings.
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3.3.2 Text-script as source for discerning maers of import

e Markan narrative is densely packed with episodes that point aention to
the elite disciples and to low-status suppliants. is emphasis has not remained
unobserved amongMarkan scholars but, as already mentioned in the discussion
of narrative criticism, there has typically been a merger made between disciples
and others. All narrative characters in Mark are usually seen in an undifferen-
tiated way as giving the (individual) reader / interpreter material for reflection
on discipleship or on following (see 3.2.1). A careful reading of Mark, however,
shows, as Trebilco (2012) notes, that “Mark …limits ‘the disciples’ to those who
are called by Jesus and travel with him” (241). A number of narrative characters
are forbidden to follow him. e disciples in Mark are also clearly singled out
by Jesus as receiving special aention and there is also a prominent elite group,
Peter, James and John (and sometimes Andrew) of whom Peter is most promi-
nent. It is not at all obvious that projected audience groupings are to understand
themselves indiscriminately as all being addressed when Jesus addresses these
elite disciples. is becomes more apparent when a notion of stratified audience
and figured speaking is taken into account.47

In the episodic interaction between Jesus and the disciples and between Jesus
andminor figures (suppliants and others) this dual nature of an implied audience
comes to the fore. And it is there also that a reader–speaker can see in the
text how aention is drawn to certain maers of import. What these maers
might be is perceived more clearly if the episodes are taken as figuration. As
the relationship between the characters in the episodes on the one hand and
audience groupings in their local environments on the other hand are taken
into account, it becomes clearer that the episodes can be interpreted as pointing
aention to potential issues of tension and struggle that could well need to be
discerned and addressed by the reader–speaker. I illustrate now from several
episodes how narratively the disciples are set off against suppliants.

e first suppliant to approach Jesus in the text is the leper (1:40–45). e first
four disciples have earlier been called to follow and told they will be “fishers
of men” (1:17–20). If this leads to the expectation that they will be proclaiming
(kērussein) with Jesus in the towns (1:38–39) they in fact do not do that. It is
the leper who, aer Jesus heals him and tells him to be quiet about it, begins to
proclaim widely (ērxato kērussein polla, v. 45). is set of episodes works in the
47See my recent discussion in Fast, 2010, 5–6 of the parable of the servants and the doorkeeper
in Mk 13:34 which pointedly differentiates between those with special tasks and responsibility
(gatekeeper) on the one hand and ordinary workers (servants) on the other. “In the long, final
speech of Jesus, he addresses four special disciples in private, thus …alerting Christian leaders
in Markan audience groups. e parable near the end of the speech demarcates two figures:
the servants who each have their tasks; and the doorkeeper, who is given special responsibility.
…Commentaries and translation handbooks on Mark do not read this parable as making any
significant distinction between the figures” (5). See the discussion and bibliography cited.
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text to point aention to the disciples as being contrasted with the suppliant; the
one group is special with Jesus and does not proclaim; the other is low–status
(known to be permanently non-functioning in society) and receives no such a
calling but does proclaim.
Other episodes are more obvious in the way they point aention to and dif-
ferentiate between disciples and suppliants. e episode about parents coming
to Jesus with children (10:13–16) is one example. e narrator uses an emo-
tive term to refer to Jesus’ response, Jesus speaks sharply to the disciples and
he makes bodily movements and gestures (v. 16) that show his approval of the
lile ones who come to him.
An episode usually not seen as contrasting elite and low–status people is 12:28–
34where a scribe is cast as a suppliant and the disciples are there as observers. In
that narrative role, they are obliged to see Jesus commending suppliants. In this
episode, the suppliant is cast contrastively to those who challenge Jesus (chief
priests, scribes, elders, Pharisees, Herodians and Sadduccees, 11:27–12:27). is
single scribe is cast as a suppliant; he gets from Jesus the same kind of com-
mendation as the four companions of the paralytic whose faith caught his at-
tention (2:5). is scribe is not obviously in physical need like other suppliants,
but he demonstrates a recognition of Jesus and a desire for help with a question
about an important graphē. Jesus engages with the suppliant and commends
his good insight. In the hearing of the disciples, Jesus pronounces him “not far
from the kingdom” (v. 34). He is thus counted by Jesus as being one of those who
are on the inside, since “for those outside everything is in parables” (4:11); this
suppliant has perceived well the maers of the kingdom and gets the clearest
teaching about it from Jesus. is is in marked contrast to the way the disciples
several times in the text have been shown to be deficient in their understand-
ing.
I draw aention to these few episodes as illustrative of a more sustained em-
phasis in Mark. e text-script in its broad scope is not encouraging or chal-
lenging any and all adherents to the Jesus movement to be good disciples or
followers; rather, by contrasting suppliants and disciples in the ways I have il-
lustrated above the text-script is pointing to maers that might be of import
in any given, actual audience grouping, maers having to do with low–status
people and leadership.
In summary, I make three statements about text-script as model for the reader–
speaker.

• Jesus’ speaking and activity in Mark is demonstrative. An intuitive un-
derstanding of didactic speaking does not suggest “teacher” as the best
label for how the episodes present Jesus, notwithstanding that Jesus is
labelled as “teacher” and that he teaches generic groups. If we have to
label it, I suggest “speaking–showing” as a more apt term. We can under-
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stand the episodes as figured with a persuasive purpose. ey point in an
oblique way to hearers of enactments in real audience groupings. us,
the episodes were to be interpreted by reader–speakers not as stories or
accounts of historical events but as parables in which local maers of im-
port could be recognized and Jesus’ speaking–showing might be heard as
addressing those maers in the here and now.

• e text to a significant degree points the aention of reader–speakers
to the specially chosen group of disciples, showing them up against the
suppliants as in need of seeing and recognizing them and their devotion.
As figured language this also points to faulty stance in leaders; actual big
people in audience groupings could be challenged to consider low–status
people in their grouping as knowing intuitively what devotion to Jesus is
and thus be warned of their lack of just that in their leader roles.

• I do not claim this to be a water–tight model of Mark. e presence of
these features, however, forms a considerable swath through the text and,
as such, can be understood as pointing the aention of the reader–speaker
in a sustainedway towhat is significant for interpretation and preparation
for speaking with intent to persuade.

is should allow me now to proceed to an examination of Markan episodes in
a more comprehensive way and point out the several maers of import that I
propose are predicted by the text-script.

3.3.3 Analysis of episodes: introduction

I examine the episodes from the perspective of an imagined reader–speaker who
is to speak in audience groupings. e episodes are logos eschēmatismenos in that
the reader–speaker is to do something persuasive with the text-script in local
enactments that the text does not overtly narrate. I suggest that four maers of
import might have been discerned by reader–speakers learning the figured text-
script of Mark. ese are covertly in the episodes and interpretively the reader–
speaker can see aention placed upon four maers: i) scripture interpretation
and law; ii) relations and aitudes towards low–status people; iii) the desire for
being first; and iv) death as a consequence of association with Jesus. For the
reader–speaker, the task in learning and interpreting the text-script is to decide
how to point the aention of leaders in local groupings to the maers discerned
in the text-script and to connect these with specific people and maers in the
grouping. I list the maers discernible in the text-script in the form of issue
statements as follows: the challenge to leaders is whether they

i) are exemplifying servant leadership by not competing for prestige;

ii) are prepared to face sacrificial death.
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iii) understand and can handle legal maers and scripture interpretation in
favour of low–status people;

iv) have an aitude of reception towards low–status people and are compe-
tent to aid them;

I discuss some paradigmatic episodes, and list and summarize further episodes
that could similarly be used as material for speaking to these same maers of
import.

3.3.4 Servant-hood, not competition for prestige

ere are only a few episodes in Mark that have Jesus explicitly address the
question of seeking prestige. What they lack in number they make up for in
forcefulness.

emost salient and pressing episode concerning this issue is Mk 9:33–50 where
Jesus, in the house at Capernaum in a semi–private seing with the disciples,
speaks very strongly to them regarding their treatment of a person whom they
do not want as part of their group. e disciples “had discussedwith one another
whowas the greatest” (v. 34) and so Jesus “sat down and called the twelve to him”
and spoke to them: “If any one would be first he must be last of all and servant
of all” (v. 36). He takes an actual child and tells them strongly that they are
to receive children. en John puts a maer before Jesus regarding the person
whom they excluded from their group. is leads Jesus to reply with one of
his few long speeches in Mark, using very strong language of self mutilation
to warn the disciples of the seriousness of not receiving lile ones. Jesus ends,
though, with an exhortation not to be at odds with each other. is seems to
refer to the disciples amongst themselves.

Jesus again exhorts the disciples to desist from seeking prestige along the road
up to Jerusalem (10:32). He takes the twelve aside and tells them of his im-
pending arrest and execution. en, still alone with Jesus, two of the elite dis-
ciples, James and John, ask to be first in the coming glory (10:35). Jesus warns
them that they too will have to be prepared to face death. When the other ten
- predictably - become angry, Jesus “called them to him” and talks to them about
prestige and power, “lording it over” and “exercising authority over” others, and
the contrast to that, giving oneself for others:

Whoever would be great among you must be your servant and whoever
would be first among you must be slave of all. For the Son of man also
came not to be served but to serve and to give his life as a ransom for
many (10:43–45).

e fact that Jesus identifies and supports low–status people is a covert critique
of seeking prestige. e disciples observe Jesus with the low–status people in
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Levi’s house (2:15–17) and they are challenged by the scribes of the Pharisees
about Jesus’ practice. In defending the sinners and tax collectors in the presence
of the disciples, Jesus is showing that his practice is exemplary for them. At this
early point in the narrative the disciples have not expressed any self–seeking
sentiment, so this episode is like a foreshadowing of how they will later rebuke
and be irritated by low–status people.

When the disciples all proclaim to Jesus that they will not deny or forsake him
(14:30-31), especially Peter, whose denial is dramatically extended, they are puff-
ing themselves up above what they really are. In this sense their failure to stay
with Jesus until death is evidence to them that they were thinking of their pres-
tige more than their service to Jesus.

Discussion of servant-hood episodes

In these episodes the disciples are saliently warned by Jesus against seeking
prestige. rough the narrative’s focus on the disciples who repeatedly hear
special and forceful words from Jesus, the reader–speaker can discern that the
call to desist from seeking prestige is aimed at elite group members, not at any
and all group members. e question of a servant–style leadership is related to
reception of low–status people by the elite group leaders. Inasmuch as leaders
are to receive them, low–status people serve as example against seeking prestige
by (would–be) leaders. Mark’s text repeatedly compares the disciples negatively
against the single–episode characters. In the episode 9:33–50 an actual child
forms the connection between self–sacrifice (“last of all and servant of all,” 9:35)
and receiving low–status people like the children and parents who wished to
come to Jesus (10:13–16).

e lengthy, gruesome speech of Jesus in 9:39–50 is like a curse that seems to be
designed to intimidate group members from thinking they want to be leaders,
and surely to warn them in the strongest terms that leadership is sacrificial to a
very great extent.48

3.3.5 Sacrificial death

Besides the narrative’s prominent occupation with the arrest and execution of
Jesus, in a number of episodes Jesus’s speech points aention to his death and to
the disciples in relation to his death or their own death. As already mentioned,
the larger narrative of arrest and execution is relevant to the question of Mark
being a text-script, but I deem the speaking of Jesus to and in relation to the
disciples to be most crucial.

48See Henderson’s (2000) study of this episode.
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ree times in Mark Jesus speaks in private to the disciples and tells them in
some detail about his suffering and death (8:31–33; 9:30–32; 10:32–34). e first
time Peter rebukes Jesus about it and Jesus tells him his thinking is not of God.
At the second prediction, “they did not understand the saying and they were
afraid to ask him” (9:32). e third prediction ironically leads in the narrative to
a request for honoured positions in Jesus’ glory, as though the thought of im-
pending death is not that distasteful. A fourth, extended and figurative passion
prediction is Jesus’ speech in Mk 12:1–11 in which he tells a story and cites a
graphē to predict his vindication.49

Near the beginning of Mark Jesus speaks figuratively about his upcoming death
and absence: “e days will come when the bridegroom is taken away from
them … ” (2:20). In a similar self-referential way, though more overtly, Jesus
says of the woman who pours ointment on his head, “she has anointed my body
beforehand for burying” (14:8). Both of these speeches, alluding to his upcoming
death, are made in the hearing of the disciples, the first one in reference to the
disciples.
When Jesus asks two of the elite disciples, James and John, if they are “able to
drink the cup that I drink or to be baptised with the baptism with which I am
baptised” (10:38) the reference is very clear because just prior to that he has
predicted his suffering and death (10:32–34). at challenge is similar to the one
later on when Jesus predicts that the disciples will all fall away and that Peter
will deny him (14:27–31).
e most direct and urgent challenge about death as a consequence of following
Jesus is the statement, “If anymanwould come aerme let him deny himself and
take up his cross and follow me” (8:34). Peter has just been rebuked for acting
like an adversary (satan) of Jesus and his suffering and death. is is the only
time that the narrative has Jesus speak about death equally to the multitude and
his disciples. In several encounters in the narrative people follow Jesus, but they
have not been called to do so like the disciples. A few people are actually told to
do something else than accompany him (5:18–19; 10:52). Here in the challenge
Jesus gives he is not actually inviting crowd members but warning them of the
danger of doing so. To be sure, he tells of the reward, but it is only at a great
cost.

Discussion of sacrificial death episodes

e fact that the salient topic of his suffering and death is presented repeatedly
by Jesus to the disciples in intimate seings is a cue for the reader–speaker
to interpret these episodes as aimed at leaders in audience groupings and is
material for addressing the maer of sacrificial servant leadership. In small,
49Fast (2005).
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sub–culture groupings in the empire, it seems plausible that leaders would be the
first ones to be harassed and arrested. e general point is for both nonchalant
leaders and aspiring leaders. e tone of the episodes is cautionary; Jesus warns
the disciples not to think they are able to follow. e episodes provides material
for challenging them to consider carefully if they are thinking they want to be
leaders or if they think that their leadership would lead to prestige. It is the
giving of life that Jesus’ voice is urging.

e episode in which Jesus addresses both the disciples and the crowd is salient
in this regard, in that it includes explicitly such people as want to take on leader-
ship or who want to gain and exercise more power in groupings. e text-script
generally holds up the disciples as exceptional in their having been made dis-
ciples by Jesus, but here the call of Jesus is extended to anyone out there who
has aspirations. ese might be people in the Jesus movement who are hoping
for similar prestige as the original disciples had and thus wish for analogous
positions.

e extended, dramatic account of Peter’s declaration that he will not deny,
and his subsequent denial aer all helps in the whole narrative to make him
the central elite pillar. Even at the very end he is named: “go tell his disciples
and Peter that he is going before you to Galilee” (16:7). Peter in Mark is the
leader–figure par excellence. For a reader–speaker, this provides strong support
for interpreting the sacrifice rhetoric of Jesus as aimed at (aspiring) leaders of
audience groupings.

3.3.6 Legal maers and scripture interpretation

A number of the Markan episodes show Jesus engaging with a legal maer and
drawing upon scripture to make an argument concerning that maer. Two of
these, 7:1–23 and 10:1–12, are paradigmatic in that Jesus treats the disciples in a
special, focused manner. He speaks to them privately regarding the question at
hand, again calling into question their competency and suggesting that much is
required of these special associates of Jesus.

In 7:1–23 the disciples are criticized about legal maers regarding ritual purity
and they hear how Jesus understands and interprets these. Jesus refutes the
critics with appeal to the Mosaic law at some length, aer which he explains to
the people in terms they can understand. Aer this, dramatically, Jesus leaves
the people, enters the house and in private the disciples “asked him about the
parable” (v. 17). It is in this private seing that Jesus scolds the disciples for
being “without understanding” and ‘’not seeing” (v. 18). For the disciples’ ben-
efit Jesus then lists the vices in the plainest terms and repeats what he has said
earlier. It would appear that the text-script is making a point about the disci-
ples’ understanding, in line with the strong words of Jesus earlier in 4:13: “Do
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you not understand this parable? How then will you understand all the para-
bles?”50

e episode about the maer of divorce in 10:1–12 narrates the exchange be-
tween Jesus and the disciples in a maer of fact way. In this case Jesus calls
the Pharisees hard of heart (v. 5) and explains to the disciples in private in plain
terms the definition of divorce (vv. 10–12).

Other episodes treat various legal questions with the disciples observing and lis-
tening. e legal questions of fasting and of plucking grain on the Sabbath are
placed in an episode (2:18–28) without low–status people. e disciples them-
selves are experiencing what it is to be treated like a low-status person by the
criticism of those more expert than they, since they apparently do not know
the legal requirements. Jesus defends the disciples here with irrefutable and
somewhat covert argumentation drawing upon folk material (vv. 19–22) and
upon scriptural tradition (vv. 25–26) and focusing upon himself as crucial. e
disciples here are experiencing what it is like to be treated by others who are
expert.51

e issue at stake in 3:19b–30 is that of demon possession. e question whether
Jesus is demon–possessed is voiced by legal experts, but Jesus responds by speak-
ing about blasphemy. His addressees seem to be the twelve who have just been
introduced in full (3:14–19a) and Jesus’ family and the crowds (vv. 20–21). Per-
haps v. 22 is a break in the episode, the beginning of the ‘sandwich’ within the
family theme, in which case the narrative phrase “he called them to him and said
to them in parables” (v. 23) sounds more like the disciples on their own who are
being aimed at.

In 11:15–19 Jesus speaks in and about the temple, making his point with a pithy
quotation from scripture. Narratively this episode is framed tightly by refer-
ences to the disciples in the company of Jesus. is leaves the impression that
what is happening at the temple, especially Jesus’ speaking, is to be heard and
noted by them.

e episode in 12:13–37 is an extended narrative portrayal of Jesus’ skill in ar-
guing persuasively regarding several issues. In vv. 13–17 he is tested in regards
to taxes payable to Caesar and in vv. 18–27 a conundrum about resurrection
50Roskam (2004), in her eagerness to find a persecution theme in the redactional evidence in
Mk 4 (pages 28–35), overlooks the literary prominence of 4:11-13. She calls these verses an
“interruption” to the coherence of the parable and explanation, labelling them as “general the-
ory about Jesus’ teaching in parables” (31). It seems to me that just here Jesus is provocatively
ambiguous about who is inside and outside. e criticism of the disciples’ lack of understand-
ing (v. 13) makes ambiguous their status as insiders (see my discussion in Fast, 2002, 33–56).
Roskam, oddly, does not cite Beavis’ (1989) major work on this passage.

51For narrative criticism, the difficulty of characterizing the disciples in Mark is, in part, that they
are both positive and negative. ere is not a blanket criticism of the disciples. In these episodes
they have the appearance of low–status people in that they are being defended.
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of the dead is put to him. In these two cases it is the Pharisees and Herodi-
ans (v. 13) who address him. It is these groups of whom Jesus has warned his
disciples to beware (8:15). Jesus illustrates masterfully for the disciples how to
refute these same people. In the following episode (12:28–34) a scribe is praised
for his knowledge of the greatest commandment and then given opportunity
by the narrator to repeat Jesus’ important words in full, covertly referring to
(scriptural) Israel tradition. In 12:35–37 Jesus corrects the faulty understanding
of the scribes about the anointed one, again appealing to scripture.

Discussion of episodes about legal maers and scripture

e point I wish to make about these episodes is that a reader–speaker can take
these as material to be used to challenge leaders regarding their competence.
Henderson’s (2009) study has shown how degrees of competence reflected in the
narrative regarding Jewish memory and writings indicate that Mark’s text as-
sumes “a distinction [between strata in audience groupings] of qualitatively dif-
ferent expertise and social authority, …typical of Græco–Roman audiences” (23).
I suggest here that the issue at stake which a reader–speaker might discern is
whether leaders, in the same way as Jesus the refuter, are competent in helping
low–status people by taking on criticism and by being able to effectively explain
legal maers that are more troublesome for such people than they are for more
competent people (compare Paul’s argumentation in 1 Cor 8:8–13). e episode
about fasting and plucking grain on the Sabbath (2:18–28) is an ironic example
of this in that a reader–speaker can use this to challenge leaders whether they
can identify with low–status people as well as whether they are competent in
handling scripture like Jesus and arewilling and able to defend low–status group
members who are being criticized by more competent people.

As Jesus’ argumentation oen points out to the disciples, themost crucial maer
is not simply the solving of a legal question, but the question of how audience
group members relate to Jesus. e question of the anointed one in Mark as
a whole is noteworthy. It is Peter, the elite one of the disciples, who is most
strongly told he does not understand (8:29–33). It would seem from this that the
episode about the scribes’ understanding of the anointed one (12:35–37) would
be material for a reader–speaker in challenging leaders - would–be Peters - in
audience groupings, whether they can interpret and teach in the way Jesus does
and, crucially, whether like Jesus they understand what the deepest issues are,
and thus support others in their grouping who are not as competent as they
are.

Mark is not a didactic text in the sense that it spells out what content is to be
taught. e stylization of Jesus as expert in interpreting the temple, legal is-
sues about food, marriage and taxes, about the greatest commandment or about
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anointing is not so much a template for teachers as it is a challenge to com-
petence. e covert, ambiguous and incomplete argumentation gives the read-
er–speaker material for schematised speaking to challenge competence among
group leaders and the depth of their understanding of devotion to Jesus.

3.3.7 Reception of low-status people

In numerous episodes Jesus shows his priority for aiding low–status people
who are in distress (Bolt, 2003). e disciples are present, observe the acts and
speech and are expected to know how to do the same. at this expectation
is upon them because of their special status of close associates of Jesus is seen
especially in the episode of the boy tormented by a demon and his distressed
father (9:14–29). is episode points aention to the incompetence of the dis-
ciples in helping the son and father. e episode opens with the disciples in
argument with the scribes. By implication from their usual lack of competence
they are struggling to handle the scribes’ criticism. Jesus expresses exasperation
with the disciples because they are without faith (v. 19), in a similar way as he
did in an earlier rebuke on the boat (4:40). Aer Jesus aids the suppliant, he tells
the disciples in private in the plainest terms that “this kind can only be driven
out with prayer” (v. 29), communicating to them that they are incompetent be-
cause they do not know how to pray. e fact that this occurs - as typically
- in private, points again to the disciples as a special group, of whom much is
expected.52 Because they are singled out and addressed explicitly both in public
and in private, their incompetence in helping low–status people in distress is
made salient.
Likewise, a lack of competence is implied in the episode of the woman with a
flow of blood (5:24–34), where the disciples express irritation and a lack of com-
passion towards the suppliant (v. 31). Jesus does not scold them in this episode.
He does take the three special disciples and lets them observe how he raises the
child. In the episode where parents bring children to Jesus (10:13-16), Jesus does
explicitly rebuke the disciples for their sin of not receiving low–status people,
children. e explicit rebuke and the emotional force of this rebuke informs
other episodes; that is, the lack of compassion in the other episode deserves the
same rebuke.
e episode in Mk 12:38–44 has typically not been seen as a unit.53 e word
“widow” can be interpreted as continuity between the two units in terms of
the persuasive intent. In vv. 38–40 Jesus points aention to high–status peo-
ple - scribes are those who are literate and are thus more expert - and strongly
52Compare this to the implication of incompetence in 4:10–13 and 4:24–25.
53e word “widow” has been noticed as common to both episodes. Hooker (1991), for exam-
ple, explains that this link has led scholars to think that the units were kept together in oral
tradition (296).
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condemns their treatment of low–status people, widows. He then holds up as
an example for the disciples a particular, poor widow. He calls the disciples to-
gether and sharply points them (amēn legō humin) to her devotion and intuitive
competence.

In the episode about the woman who anoints Jesus (14:3–9) the disciples are
not explicitly named but the word “tines” surely implies them. e narrative
has established firmly that the disciples by default are present where Jesus is.
More importantly, the irritation expressed, Jesus’ quasi–rebuke and the salient
amēn legō humin which in Mark is usually pointed at the disciples make the
implication quite strong. e disciples here, in the presence of others and of the
woman herself, are shown by Jesus how to interpret the actions of the woman
and they are informed of how significant it is.

e blind beggar Bartimaeus (10:46–52) is another suppliant who recognizes
Jesus and intuitively follows (though Jesus actually sends him away). He also
seems to know beer than the disciples the significance of Jesus’ being anointed.
At the same time the beggar’s faith is highlighted in contrast to those who try
to prevent him from coming to Jesus. eir prevention in other episodes implies
here that the disciples took part in the effort to silence the beggar (v. 48).

Discussion of reception episodes

In the paradigmatic episodes about reception, a reader–speaker has material to
speak to leaders in audience groupings regarding their aitude of reception to-
wards low–status people and their competence in helping them in distress. Any
episode where the disciples are narratively present, observing and interacting
with Jesus in regards to a low–status person, is potential material for this maer
of import to be addressed by a reader–speaker.

e episodes in which Jesus explicitly tells the disciples things (e.g., the rebuke
about blocking the children) seem the most obvious as such figured material.
e logos eschēmatismos consists in that there still needs to be a link made by
the hearers (i.e., leaders in audience groupings) between Jesus’ rebuke of the
disciples and their own aitudes and ways of receiving and aiding low–status
people.

In the episode of the widow (12:38-44) a reader–speaker can challenge leaders
to consider whether they might be like the scribes of the negative example just
given. Scribes in society generally aswell as in local Christ groupsmight by their
association with higher status people have ways of taking advantage of low–
status people. Leaders of groupings are to hear themselves being addressed for
their (potential) aitude that disregards low–status people, just like the scribes
in the story about the widow. Read in this way, this episode is not about Jewish
leaders versus ‘the Christian church;’ rather, this episode is material for covertly
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addressing the sensitive maer of aitude and practice towards actual low–stat-
us people in Christ groups.
I suggest that the rest of the episodes in which low–status people are in fo-
cus and in which the disciples are actually addressed or observing Jesus are
similarly figured and to be interpreted as such by the reader–speaker (1:21–
28; 40–45; 2:1–12; 5:1–20; 6:33–44 and 8:1–9; 6:53–56; 7:24–30; 31–37; 8:22–26;
10:46–52).
A further aspect of these episodes is that Jesus does not only aid the low–stat-
us person but typically draws a point from the encounter and makes that into a
pithy saying or explicit argument, as in the paradigmatic episodes of the widow,
the parents and children and the anointing woman already discussed. e dis-
ciples are present at these encounters and several times Jesus speaking is aimed
explicitly at them. In other episodes they are to be challenged by implication
from hearing and observing Jesus.
For a reader–speaker this could be a cue that actual leaders in audience group-
ings are to be challenged through their recognition that the real low–status
people in their groupings are in fact pointing them to genuine devotion. Even
though low–status people in Mark are categorically forbidden to follow Jesus
- that is, they are not special, elite followers of Jesus like the twelve - they are
held up by the text-script as exemplary for the disciples. From the perspective
of the reader–speaker, this is logos eschēmatismos for challenging leaders. As
Henderson (2009) puts it,

the single–episode, sub–apostolic characters in Mark …are privileged ex-
amples of valid faith affirmation; …the elite, expert leadership candidates
[in audience groupings] derive their authority, their anointing, not from
the status of official ‘disciple’ but from the untutored adherence of the
rest of Mark’s audience to the character Jesus (24).

3.3.8 Low-status people in audience groupings

ough I have focused on leaders in audience groupings and the primary ar-
gument for sacrificial leadership, low–status people are also in view in the per-
suasive purposes of the text-script as I have already noted in the previous dis-
cussion. is segment of the audience will be more interested in hearing the
affirmation of their devotion or a challenge to see their devotion as worthy de-
spite being hampered by elite groupmembers. Mark has a “secondary argument
in favour of personal devotion to Jesus” (Henderson, 2009, 9) which is aimed at
low–status people in real audience groupings.
At the same time, both strata as well as the reader–speaker are aware that these
arguments are potentially sensitive. e formulation of persuasive intent in lo-
gos eschēmatismenos is thus crucial; the text-script is a figured narrative, not
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direct argumentation. e reader–speaker could be expected to negotiate the
group and improvise or adjust speaking according to the sensitivities of the
group.
It should be remembered that strata in any local grouping would not necessar-
ily match strata in the wider society. More specifically, for example, a person
aached to a Christ group might have lile status there, though in the guild
with which he associates he might have considerable status. Conversely, an
aspiring leader in a Christ group may in that environment be insecure due to
his low(er) status in society at large. Such tensions would, in general, make the
reader–speaker’s task more tricky in any local grouping and speaking persua-
sively yet safely would call for careful interpretation both of the group and of
the text-script.

3.4 Conclusion

In this chapter I have presented and discussedmy reading ofMark as source text.
One aspect of my argument at a general level is that the narrative form of Mark
is not indicative of an informative intent. ough this is not an original point
of mine by any means, I hope I have been able to show that analyses within the
realm of mission–motivated Bible translation and influential Markan scholar-
ship tend to work with such an assumption. A second aspect of my argument,
again not original, is that a Markan audience conceived of as a monolithic, ho-
mogeneous ‘community’ or as a single, information–processing mind does not
do justice to the expectations in the Græco–Roman milieu regarding text and
speech practices. Given this argument at a general level, I have found it helpful
to follow in some more detail a particular version of that wider point; namely,
the convincing argument put forward by Henderson that Mark is not only de-
signed for persuasion, but that the text predicts a stratified audience and that
there are particular maers of import that the text-script predicts. At the same
time I have pointed to the work of performance studies of Mark, criticizing them
not for a neglect of the wider argument that Mark is a rhetorical text, but for
their neglect of the maers of import apparent in the text and the way the text
differentiates between two strata of audience group members.
I have in this chapter on Mark as source text, investigated the larger narra-
tive but especially the episodes and argued that a plausible understanding of
the persuasive purpose of the text was that it be used for deliberative speak-
ing activity within audience groupings in the emerging Jesus movement of the
Græco–Roman region. e maers of import that reader–speakers were to ad-
dress are predicted in the text and have to do with whether (would–be) leaders
in groupings lead in a self–sacrificial way vis à vis lower–status people in their
groupings. In a survey of episodes I showed how there is a strong focus on the
disciples as a group of specially–called followers who are being shown and told
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by Jesus how (not to) behave. ey are consistently shown against low–status
people who are affirmed by Jesus and the narrator.

In order to make the link between a text-script that ostensibly depicts a his-
torical movement on the one hand and the maers in question in a given local
grouping of the early Jesus movement on the other hand, I explained how the
episodic narrative ofMark lends itself to be used by reader–speakers to persuade
people about troubling issues. e episodes provide an indirect way of doing so.
e specific maers that a reader–speaker was to interpret and apply to local
groupings have to do with whether leaders are servant–like rather than seeking
prestige, whether they receive low–status people among them, whether they are
competent in interpreting scripture and refuting detractors, and whether they
are prepared for martyrdom. While these maers are primary in the text-script,
there is also a significant thread of argument in favour of the devotion that low-
status people intuitively show to Jesus.

Because of the nature of groupings in general and (most likely therefore) in
the early Jesus movement, maers such as these call up status difference in
groupings. at is, if a text-script is interpreted as pointing to problems with
leadership style a proper enactment of the text will at least implicitly show up
faulty leadership in the hearing of other group members. Seen from the other
perspective, that of low–status people, if their devotion is consistently being
upheld and honoured in the face of big people this means that the laer stratum
of a grouping is being shown implicitly that their proper devotion to Jesus does
not come from their status as leader but that they should take their example
from the low-status people among them. ey are being shown that they ought
to make themselves least of all.

e commonway in Græco–Roman oratory to deal with such sensitive audience
issues was to enact speech in such a way that maers would not be blatantly
and directly exposed but that the hearers could have the safety of geing the
point of the argument in an oblique way (logos eschēmatismenos). A major task
in this chapter has been to explain and exemplify this style of oratory, though
due to the limits of this study not by any means comprehensively. I provided an
example from a Græco–Roman literary work and compared this with examples
from Melanesian oratory. ese have similarities in that audience groupings
are stratified and in that good speakers (ought to) know how to address higher–
status people or how to speak in their presence in such a way as not to directly
affront them. ere is a great difference, to be sure, between a social group-
ing in a Melanesian home place and the court of a Roman emperor, but the
phenomenon of stratified audience and the practice of logos eschēmatismenos is
present in both environments.

I also applied the idea of schematised speaking to Philemon and noted that some
scholars have recognized that this text implies enactment in a tricky social sit-
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uation. I urged that the Gospel of Mark can be seen as similar to Philemon in
that both require careful interpretation and ways of addressing sensitive maers
safely. Mark and Philemon differ in the degree of particularity that is explicated
in the text-script but are similar in that a reader–speaker is called to enact per-
suasive speaking about maers of import in a stratified, local grouping.

In order to relate these notions of stratified audience and schematised speaking
to assumptions held and analyses made in translation and Markan studies, I set
them off against two very common ways of understanding Mark. Firstly, Mark
is interpreted as a story. In Bible translation theory Mark has typically been
understood as a narrative historical account. e target text, then, is aimed at
readers who are far removed from the ‘world of the Bible’ and the communica-
tive aim is to make it possible for them to comprehend what happened, when,
where and to whom. us translation efforts see the task as faithfully making
a representation of an original telling of a story. Narrative criticism downplays
historical research and focuses on literary features and narrative rhetoric. Mark
then is thought to work persuasively for any and all individual readers or inter-
preters of the work as they gain something through identification with charac-
ters in the story, and are moved by the way in which the narrator has arranged
the units of text and designed the plot.

Second, some scholars interpret Mark as a script for dramatic performance. I
surveyed briefly how they privilege story and drama over deliberative argumen-
tation about maers of import. Much of this scholarship focuses on the effect of
sound (voicing or dramatizing the text) and live performance in contrast to silent
reading. I paid some aention to one recent study (Maxey, 2009c) and suggested
that the paradigm put forward there of dramatizing Mark for liberation from the
hegemony of literacy might obscure internal and important maers in church
groupings as well as the maers that Mark’s text itself predicts. Story form in
itself does not necessarily prescribe a lively dramatic performance; reception of
a Mark that is delivered as serious persuasive speaking addressing the maers
predicted in the text may be troublesome and touch on sensitive maers within
groupings.

I began this chapter by drawing aention to the local and time–specific nature
of language activity. If Mark was designed for projection into the early Jesus
movement it could only reach its goal via local enactments in actual groupings.
Studies in mission–motivated Bible translation literature - but also Markan (and
Gospel) studies - tend to assume an audience that is socially and - especially -
cognitively homogeneous, consisting of people who enthusiastically process in-
formation from a particular communicator for comprehending a particular mes-
sage that is edifying, inviting, perhaps challenging, but not controversial or sen-
sitive. is chapter has, in part, been an aempt to put these assumptions about
the ‘original audience’ of Mark into question.
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I conclude from the discussion and arguments of this chapter that the Græco–
Roman text of Mark can reasonably be understood as a text-script for use as a
tool by reader–speakers in persuasively speaking to actual audience groupings
in order to persuade them regarding real maers of import. I take this forward
now to the following parts of this study.

e aim of this present chapter has been to posit the projected function of the
source text for its enactments in earliest environments: a text-script to use as
tool for persuasive speaking. In this study of Bible translation the main ques-
tion to ask now is how this source text is to be translated. I do not use the
phrase “how to be translated” to refer to rendering in terms of the formulation
of words, phrases, sentences and paragraphs. At the level of function and so-
cial phenomenon I ask, rather, whether it is reasonable to expect that a Markan
text-script in Lovangai can be conceived of and used as a tool in similar ways
to the source text’s function. In that sense the following chapters will address
the question of whether Mark can be ‘translated’ as a text-script for persuasive
speaking in local social groupings. If it is reasonable, then we can think of the
target in its enactment-in-environment as being coherent with the source. In
Chapters 4 and 5, therefore, my purpose will be to link the source and target
function as social speech practice. In comparing the source function of Mark
as text-script - as put forward in this chapter - to Lovangai speaking activity,
I hope to show evidence of Lovangai speaking in social groupings and of Lo-
vangai reader–speakers interpretively enacting Markan episodes in such social
groupings in church congregations.
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4.1 Introduction

e question that this chapter engages is how an invited group of Lovangai
church members speak persuasively to effect practice in others. e goal is to
learn about how such local speech practice could be related to speaking in local
environments from a text–script of Markan episodes. In order to learn about
speaking to effect practice I turned to a particular group of Lovangai church
members and listened to them talk about how they aempt to persuade others
and listened to them demonstrate aempts at persuasion. By listening to these
practitioners of speaking in the context of their social groupings we learn about
how it is done from the people who know how to do it, who do it themselves
regularly. By describing what they do we are saying what needs to be said.
Accordingly, this chapter is more about describing speech practice than about
fiing natural language data into a framework of a language system or a system
of persuasive discourse; that is, I am not here aempting to represent or predict a
general ‘Lovangai language’ or a ‘Lovangai way of persuasion.’ e goal, rather,
is to gainmore of an understanding of the Lovangai churchmemberswithwhom
I worked – a particular, local group of people – in terms of what the maers are
which they care about, how they speak about these maers and what responses
they seek from their audience groupings.

Speaking for effect has as its starting point a maer of import; when a person
cares, the speaking he or she does in relation to that maer is in one sense a
request for response, an aempt at affecting other actors. e response amounts
to effected practice. e speaking helps to effect practice by pointing aention.
We can think here of speech practice along a range with the following examples
as illustration: an almost non–linguistic cry for help; scolding for wrong action;
seriousmoral instruction; strong urging to leave an engrained habit; explanation
showing how something is done, for example, a skill like tanga vul (carving a
canoe); deliberate, extended and reasoned argumentation. All these – and many
more, of course –wemay call speaking to effect practice. All of them involve not
only cerebral activity, but the total human being and the environment. Speaking
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is a kind of showing, pointing aention. Ingold (2001) uses the term “education
of aention” (borrowed from Gibson, 1979, see Ingold, 2001, 139–143).

e large selection of speech practice illustrated in this chapter amounts to ev-
idence, via the voices of Lovangai church–member speakers, of local speech
practice aimed at actual people and maers of import. It is meant to illuminate
the question of how Markan episodes as hypothesized in Chapter 3 might be
treated as text–script by Lovangai reader–speakers. Can we expect coherence
between the function proposed for early environments (Græco–Roman) and the
speaking in social groupings as practised by Lovangai reader–speakers? With a
Markan text as script, can we expect Lovangai reader–speakers to interpret mat-
ters of import in the script and, further, to interpret a particular social grouping
and speak to address the maer? I intend to put forward the claim, on the ba-
sis of the evidence of this chapter, that it is reasonable to expect that Markan
episodes interpreted by competent Lovangai reader–speakers could be under-
stood as aimed at maers in their own social groupings and thus serve as script
for speaking to these maers. In Chapter 5 that question will be examined from
the angle of reader–speakers engaged with Mark; here I am providing evidence
of speaking – without reference to Mark – that is integrated with local maers
and social groupings.

4.1.1 Examples of writing about maers of import

Several Lovangai thinkers and theologians have wrien about maers of im-
port to which they believe they have something influential to say. In this they
are joining other Melanesians1 and certain social scientists who have taken an
interest in local issues in Melanesian societies and have published material on
their findings. is study is not the place to go into detail about these writ-
ings nor even to aempt anything like an overview; my purpose, rather, is to
bring just a few examples to light in this study to show that speaking/writing
to effect practice has been noticed by scholarship and, more important to this
study, is being aempted at various levels, in smaller or larger social groupings,
by Melanesians of which some are Lovangai. e speaking for effect in small
groupings in Lovangai home places that I examine in this study is part of a larger
social phenomenon that takes place on multiple levels and scales.

DebraMcDougall (2005) learned from the islanders of Ranongga2 about the mat-
ter of property rights and the tensions that arise between people who openly
demand land rights and those who “would [rather] not aggressively assert so-
cial hierarchy” (83). John Barker (1990) learned about the important maer for

1One well–known book is that of Bernard Narokobi (1983), e Melanesian Way.
2Ranongga lies 750 km south–east of Lovangai in Solomon Islands.
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Maisin people of whether and to what extent the mission station, with its per-
sonnel and activities is integrated into life in the home place and region.3

John Momis (1987) seeks to create an audience of concerned Papua New Guinea
citizens in an emerging independent nation that will agree with him that ten-
sions in society can be resolved by practically working out a Christian com-
mitment. Anne Dickson-Waiko (2003) discusses women’s groups in Papua New
Guinea and the stratification at a national scale of “grass–roots” women engaged
in practical social work on the one hand and the discourse she sees developing
among others who appeal to an ideal of egalitarianism on the other hand.

ese few examples of outside and Melanesian voices speaking about and to
maers of import can be placed alongside the following three examples of sim-
ilar wrien work by Lovangai scholars, and be kept in mind as a background
to the local– and area–level maers addressed by Lovangai church members
which I present further below.

Kaiku and Kaiku (2008) present their findings about ‘traditional’ knowledge or
lore to which they appeal as valid ways of knowing and living in the world,
arguing that this knowledge should not be seen as holding people back from
development. Gordon Tobul (2003), in his study of church leadership in Lo-
vangai churches, examines the effectiveness of mission–run training programs
and other ad–hoc training that Lovangai church workers receive. Rev. William
K. Longgar recently undertook an extended study of actual cases of social ten-
sions regarding land used by colonial missions. He writes from a vantage point
of long, personal experience in the environments of the United Church in Papua
New Guinea:

e church is now facing difficulties in land use, oen in contexts of mu-
tual misunderstanding. e land purchased from or given by the people
to the missionaries a hundred years ago is now under dispute by the de-
scendants of those who sold or gave the land. e church faces the danger
of its redemptive presence in the societies and communities in the islands
being hampered by its involvement in land conflicts (Longgar, 2008, 7).

4.1.2 Explanation of terms

I briefly introduce here several terms that are important for understanding the
presentation and discussion of examples in this chapter and in Chapter 5.

My use of the expression  ( ) should be understood not as
strict categorization; groupings are indeed named and defined by Lovangai, but
3See also Barker’s earlier (1985) study of this maer of import for church and society in theMaisin
area. e Maisin people live 600 km south of Lovangai in south–eastern Papua New Guinea in
Oro Province.
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oenmore or less precisely, with boundaries being porous and loyalties of mem-
bers to certain groupings being in fluctuation.

I refer to persuasive speaking more precisely as    
in order to focus on the practice or act of speaking as part of the whole field
of activities involved when a hearing group responds to speaking. I think of
speaking in this way as   (Ingold, 2001) to desired practice
with the recognition that responding practice is not necessarily (and frequently
not) achieved.

I use the terms   ,  and  to distinguish more or
less specifically what it is that people in groupings talk about. A  is
talk that has been going on among people about practices that are related and
by which people are aempting to influence others in a general way. A 
is an indigenous naming of a field of practices as being something that can be
talked about. I reserve the term    to talk about what it is that
is being brought into focus in any given speech enactment. Other terms for this
might be “maer at hand” or “issue.”4

is chapter is in part addressing the assumptions held and analyses made in
Bible translation literature regarding  (oen called rhetorical or emo-
tional impact) in that it shows – through the presentation of a variety of speech
enactments – the relationship between speech (or text) and meaning not essen-
tially being one of cognition or entailing comprehension but an interrelation-
ship of activities or practices, the speech enactment being one important part of
these.

4.1.3 Literature, text analysis and characteristics of speaking

I do not engage in any extended way with the questions of literacy and orality.
e common labels ‘oral culture’ and ‘western print culture’ as contrastive and
mutually exclusive are problematic. e emphasis on “doing things with words”
of Speech Act eory (Austin, 1962) should have helped us to realize how heav-
ily ‘oral’ the ‘western culture’ actually is. A few mundane examples of extended
language practice in the ‘western world’ will help to illustrate this: court pro-
ceedings; graduation ceremony speeches; sporting events commentary; political
rallies at all levels of government; friendship conversations; church services. All
of these, of course, are well–known in PNG society which is usually not thought
of in Bible translation parlance as being part of the ‘western world.’ A salient
4For example, a maer of import might be that a certain person’s taro garden is in need of tending,
of which the more general topic is mengen i matang (talk/topic of horticulture). ese are not
unaffected by the discourse(s) in which people over time and in various places speak to aempt
to influence peers or novices regarding what is believed to be right or wrong matang practice.
See the discussion on page 138.
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example of Lovangai aempting to persuade in oral and wrien ‘modes’ is that
of the research participant Umvorai who, through time, has oen spoken - and
undoubtedly will continue to speak – in many seings to try to persuade Lo-
vangai (and other Melanesian) church leaders towards beer ways of leading.
His wrien, academic, work (Tobul, 2003) is surely part of this same ongoing
aempt at persuading people towards change of practice. See the discussion in
4.5.2.

It will be instructive here to consider briefly the practices of writing and out–
loud speaking by Lovangai and the practice of geing at the meaning of a text
through academic, ‘scientific,’ critical analyses of texts. Many Lovangai oen
and by choice speak out loud within groupings of people with the intent of in-
fluencing others. ey appear to understand speaking as an activity that affects
their environments. I have also observed Lovangai writing various kinds of
texts that are intended to effect practice. A few of these are: texts of songs and
hymns; minutes of business meetings; sermon notes; friendship leers bearing
news or instructions; leers that make requests or lodge complaints, academic
writings based on research (see p. 112). Some of these will be illustrated further
below.

Some Lovangai read English books for entertainment and to gain knowledge
about the world or ideas (personal reading, technical or academic texts). In
speaking enactments in stratified groupings the possession of such knowledge
may be a sensitive maer. Lovangai I have met refer sparingly and carefully to
such texts in their speaking, perhaps from a sensitivity to the status of being less
or more highly educated than others. ough education is viewed by many as
good, causing division within groupings is widely – if not universally – dispar-
aged. One speaker with a tertiary education preferred to couch even elementary
knowledge learned in secondary school in participatory, inclusive language. In
a speech to school children in the presence of a church congregation, urging
them not to cut down trees unnecessarily, he said: “We Incl know from our Incl

schooling, that trees give off a kind of air that helps us Incl humans to breath and
live.”

An important body of ‘literature’ for Lovangai is the lore or know–how about
various fields of knowledge (topics) to which people refer as law (sausaupai),
advice for right living (pinipini) or the ways of the ancestors (laulauan si ri vap
aino). Such knowledge is passed on to novices continually. ere is not one bank
of knowledge but people have their own experience and practical skills to which
they can appeal. Some people are recognized as being specialists; for example,
certain members of a clan are known for keeping track of kin relationships and
genealogies. is ‘literature’ is continually interpreted and (re-) enacted with
intent of shaping people’s practice. In group living, speaking is continually
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practised within an array of discourses, wider or narrower, and addressed to
people who are more or less acquainted with these discourses.

I emphasise theseways of practising and interpreting speaking to show that they
are significantly different than the way texts have typically been analysed and
interpreted by academic literary criticism, including biblical exegesis and com-
munication analysis. Wrien texts in this academic stream are usually viewed
as carrying a meaning in themselves. rough scrutiny and study, without per-
sonal knowledge of the writer, a ‘meaning’ is derived from the analysis of the
text. ‘Meaning’ for the groupings of church members with whom I worked, on
the other hand, – though they are readily able to engage in abstract analysis
of texts – is more a maer of being influenced by other people within those
groupings.

ere may be a significant difference between the expectations of Bible transla-
tion agencies and ordinary Lovangai church members. at is, Lovangai church
members might be expected to be affected by the voice of an actual person as
speaking–for–effect rather than by a ‘meaning’ goen from a wrien, imper-
sonal text. ere is a crucial difference in human relationship; for Lovangai
church members – as for most ordinary church members anywhere who are
not adept at studying wrien texts – there is lile sense to be goen from texts
in the literary–critical way, since speaking makes sense primarily as a human
practice within groupings of people where someone’s speaking affects other
people.

I suggest that, since the missionary Bible translation movement has worked to
a great extent in the trail of these interpretive discourses that privilege ‘mean-
ing’ gained by text analysis, there is a tension between such academia on the
one hand and readers/hearers like the Lovangai church members with whom I
investigated speech practice on the other hand. Bible translation agencies have
more power in the post–colonial sphere of the churches on Lovangai than do
Lovangai translators.

I think there is at least the possibility of communicating an implicit directive
to emerging translators and church members inasmuch as a preference is be-
ing signalled for text analysis, and cognitive processing of information. Such
an implicit directive means that a ‘receptor community’ is expected to (eventu-
ally) come up to a more ‘correct’ or ‘beer’ way of receiving target texts. e
evidence in this study of reader–speakers practising speech in interaction with
maers of import, local groupings and Markan episodes will show an approach
to interpretation, translation and group reception that seeks to be integrated
by taking seriously the text–script as an entity that can have ‘meaning’ only as
embodied practice in local environments.
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4.1.4 Outline of the chapter

Besides this introductory section and a short conclusion, this chapter has four
parts. In 4.2 I first introduce Lovangai groupings of people and maers of im-
port. Second, I illustrate and discuss speaking for effect as seen in a selection of
unsolicited speech enactments (4.3). is is followed by a number of sketches
of speaking for effect taken from interviews and group discussion (4.4). ese
examples show a variety of Lovangai church members speaking to a range of
groupings, addressing a variety of maers. Finally, in the main section of this
chapter (4.5) I present the speeches enacted in seminar Session B (see 2.3.2). is
is speaking that was recalled or envisioned and composed for enactment before
other research participants.

4.2 Matters of import and groupings of people

e purpose of this section is to identify the maers of import and the group-
ings that I have observed in working with Lovangai research participants in
their home places. is will form a backdrop against which to understand the
selections of speaking enactment that I present and discuss.

I listened to people talking in a variety of seings, in many instances of group-
ings of people. ese include but are not restricted to the following: in casual
interviews or conversations in family and extended family seings; in public
governing meetings like school and home place decision making gatherings;
at planning meetings for work projects; at significant times of enacting ritu-
als (marriages, funerals, mortuary feasts, land exchange ceremonies); during
church decision–making meetings; during church worship, bible study sessions
and sermons. From this observation and participation I can posit several major
topics which concern Lovangai. ese topics have accumulated discourses and,
in the course of living, issues arise from them in local environments and people
decide to address them.

Topics and discourses can and do merge and overlap with regards to groupings.
An example is the issue of whether to follow the advice and directives of a local,
elected civil leader on a given maer. In a typical case, there could be a directive
given for all young men to appear at the health centre grounds to cut the grass.
e topic of governance of public life is very much present in this issue. At the
same time, at a smaller group level, the primary family, kin-relation loyalty and
education and learning are also in view, since fathers, mothers and uncles and
aunts exert influence on their relatives as to whether and how the injunction
from elected leaders needs to be heeded.

For the purposes of this study, these topics are the spheres within which Lo-
vangai practise speaking–for–effect. When maers of import arise within the
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realm of these topics, people who view themselves as speakers, who know how
to speak well, will typically speak with intent of affecting others in the group.
Speaking, in this wide context, might be understood as action which seeks to
effect and maintain right living.

As I have already mentioned, the term “grouping” in this study is not meant
to imply that Lovangai live and work in neatly separated, distinct groups of
people. Groupings are of various sizes, the boundaries are porous, with peo-
ple participating in several groupings and showing more or less loyalty to given
groupings, as seen in the grass cuing example. I give here a very short descrip-
tion of groupings to clarify the labels I use for practical reasons in the analyses
of speaking further below.

e smallest group is the angtama (nuclear family) living in one mete takaman
(household), oen situated within a larger vainagoan (residence with one or a
few closely–related homes) or in a densely seled area of a home place. e
widest kinship group is the patmani (matrilineal bird–totem clan) since there
are people from all over the island who are connected by patmani identity (thus
many people in one’s patmani may be unknown). However, in each small area
of several home places the patmani functions as a group with recognized lead-
ers who are vap lava and vap mengen (‘big men’ and people who speak well).
ese clan leaders plan and initiate meetings where clan members and people
from other clans enact speaking in several important spheres of life: marriage;
naming children; land ownership, use and exchange; mortuary rites.

ere are also groups which are set up, organised and maintained. ese are the
church congregation or group of congregations, the rina (home place) and sub–
ward (if the home place is divided into smaller population units for provincial
and local governance purposes). e commitment to these groups is of lower in-
tensity and varies greatly within the grouping, from the intense involvement of
appointed or elected leaders to people who rarely participate actively in church
activities or make contributions to local government directives.

ere are groupings which form by age and/or gender. Ri nat lik and ri kavu-
lik lik (young boys and girls) usually play and speak as separate groupings at
school and in the home place. Ri nat (young men) form groupings that do
things together, like economic or agriculture projects and sports. Smaller friend-
ship groups and working or business partnerships develop in this grouping. Ri
aina (women) form another grouping and they perform certain kinds of work
(e.g., large group meal preparation, maintenance of public space) and friend-
ship groups form in this grouping. e large group of ri aina coincides more
or less with the formal, organised women’s fellowship, a body within the local
congregation and region of congregations. Home–places oen have a respected
small body of vap lava (big men) which is not formally defined. ese men
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are influential in most decisions made in home–place and church congregation
governance.

With this rough description of groups and group formation, a summary of group-
ings and topics can bemade for convenience. I delineate them as follows: family;
extended family; clan; home place; church congregation; group of home places
or congregations. is summary list matches roughly the way people spoke
about groupings in themore focused participatory research for this study.

e topics within which issues of import come to the fore in my observation and
recording of unsolicited texts are the following, though this is not intended to
be an exhaustive list: kin-relations, unity and respect (mamaila); gardening and
food production; land ownership and care; main stages of life (birth and naming,
marriage, death); economic enterprises; home place governance andwell–being;
education and maintaining the school; church governance and well–being.5 In
the course of the presentation and discussion below these topics and groupings
will be in view.

4.3 Speaking for effect in everyday life – unsolicited enactments

During various extended times of living on Lovangai, observing and participat-
ing in speaking for effect, I recorded instances of everyday speaking enacted
by a variety of people as they addressed a diversity of maers. In this section
I illustrate this unsolicited, persuasive speaking /writing by way of six selected
enactments: 1) a friend sends a note to cancel a previous arrangement; 2) a
leader of a youth group posts a public notice regarding group activities; 3) a
church member speaks in the congregation to interpret rulings put forth by an
organizing commiee; 4) the chair of an organizing commiee writes and dis-
tributes a leer requesting financial assistance; 5) a poet sets up a poster-sign for
the opening of a new school building; 6) an elder speaks to tell younger people
to stop slandering their home place.

4.3.1 Note to cancel arrangement

I had agreed with a friend that my brother and I would come to his residence on
a certain day andworkwith him on reparations on his house. On themorning of
the day, he had his young son deliver a hand–wrien note tome. e text:

5e social institution of the matrilineal clan with bird head (patmani) and the ways of the an-
cestors (laulauan si ri vap aino) are especially pertinent in the first four topics.
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I am informing you that you and your brother should not come here today,
because I and my wife will be at Metetui to aend the wake there.
ank you very much.6

e maer at hand for my friend might appear to be simply one of informing
me about changes; he wishes to spare me an unnecessary walk over to his place.
ough that is the case, he is further speaking for effect in that he is concerned
that our good relationship be kept intact. is note fits into an ongoing set of
actions that are maintaining the relationship between us. He expects his speak-
ing via this note to affect me towards agreeing that a death and his obligation
to be present at such a time takes priority over the agreement about working on
the house. Further, he expects the speaking to affect me towards accepting this
properly delivered offer of continued good relations.

e delivery of hand–wrien notes is a well–accepted way of speaking in just
this way. Formy friend it provided away to signal a higher degree of earnestness
than having his young son function as reader–speaker. e laer method is also
used frequently but typically by sending older people to speak on behalf of the
one enacting the speaking. In this case, as I scan and voice the wrien note to
myself I imagine my friend present, speaking to me.

4.3.2 Public notice regarding group work projects

Amiddle–aged man who was appointed to lead youth of his home place in work
projects posted a notice in a prominent spot in the home place:

Young people, we Incl are ready to start some work projects to develop our
Youth. I wish you Plur to be aware of this and to prepare yourself physically
and mentally before we begin working. I allot two weeks for us Dual to com-
plete our various other work obligations in advance. During these two weeks
you Sg must work diligently. ank you.

e leader has been appointed by the home place government to lead young
men and women to engage in community development projects of agricultural
or other economic nature. Notices like this in a public place are not uncommon
and are intended to be read by any and all who pass by, with the expectation that,
besides the target audience themselves ‘hearing’ the speaking being enacted via
the notice if they pass by, the speaking will be re–enacted in seings like family
or friendship groups or in speaking to another individual.

e maer of import is that this youth group has to prepare themselves for
working on projects by completing any other duties or tasks to which they
currently have obligations. e speaker is urging them to aend to the time
6e expression “thank-you” renders Lovangai ka la ro (it is (now) good), which does not explicate
person marking.
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available and to their own obligations. e speaker uses pronominal forms that
include himself in the group (Incl) and that have the sound of serious, personal-
ized exhortation (dual and singular marking). He is concerned that people might
shirk when the time comes because of not having completed other responsibil-
ities. Shirking would break the desired unity and thus spoil the well–being of
the group.

4.3.3 Interpreting rulings of organizing commiee

A middle–aged man spoke in the church congregation to address the maer at
hand concerning a ruling that had recently beenmade by an organizing commit-
tee that was responsible to get churchmembers to contribute to themeat needed
for an upcoming feast for the opening of a new church building. Such an event
entails raising chickens and pigs for donation. e speaker is concerned that
the ruling about raising and donating poultry is not being interpreted correctly
by people in the congregation.

I am broaching the maer of poultry. We have already heard Levi speaking
regarding the ruling about meat donations. A small point regarding the
ruling on poultry, namely that every couple provide one chicken. But one
small point as follows: the commiee for meat donations announced that
if a couple has designated their one hen, and if that hen hatches chicks –
remember, you have already designated very clearly that the hen was to be
donated according to the ruling – and if the hen hatches chicks you should
be aware that this hen is not yours. It is evident that you are now raising
a hen that has those chicks. at is the point which I just wanted to state
out in the open, lest you think that the hen you designated to be donated
according to the ruling now has chicks and these are your chicks. Not so! If
that hen has hatched chicks and the chicks are now there, it is all poultry
for donation according to the ruling. You had already designated it. at is
how it is.

is speaking was enacted during the alloed time for announcements at the
beginning of the Sunday church service to a group of about fiy people. Sev-
eral commiees had been set up to help organise different aspects of a large
planned event at which many visitors were expected to aend. e commit-
tees are members of the congregation and are thus siing within the audience
group.

e maer at hand regards the ruling stated by the commiee about donations
of poultry and pork. e speaker expects his speaking to affect the households
towards understanding what is required in terms of donations to the main feast.
In particular, the speaker is calling their aention to a temptation to deviate
from the ruling and take advantage of it by claiming the chicks hatched by the
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hen they have designated. us he is trying to effect action in his hearers in
that they let go of such ideas and turn their hearts to raising donations for the
feast in the right way. e speaker is at the same time calling the commiee
members’ aention to the maer and expects them to confirm his interpretation
and exhortation. In this environment the speaker is thus also negotiating how
to speak to two strata of group members in the same space.

4.3.4 Leer to home place leaders requesting financial support

is enactment of speaking for effect is realized in part by a wrien leer, dis-
tributed to several home place leaders. Each home place that has a commu-
nity school seeks to plan and execute an annual Independence Day celebration.7
Money is needed for purchasing food and drink items, small prizes for children’s
activities, and for travel to town to get these items. Under the guidance of local–
level government leaders a commiee of several people is given responsibility
to make the plans and preparations. e head of this commiee one particu-
lar year composed this leer. It was wrien and delivered a month before the
celebration day.

e Organising Commiee needs your financial assistance
e Independence Day Commiee has begun planning for this year. On the
16th of September there is going to be a wonderful celebration. Our Excl plans
are now progressing along. ank you. And the commiee recognizes you,Sg

that you are one who is known to help very much in preparations such as
this one. ank you very much.
And the commiee is herewith sending its kind request to you in light of
your good will and your own recognition of your home place that, if you
are willing, you give a hand here to this preparation in the area of money.
ank you very much. We are not pushing you, but we are simply making
you aware of our plans. ank you very much. And your assistance will
give us very great joy. ank you. And may the blessing of the Lord be upon
you.
Peace and sincerity

e immediate maer at hand is geing home place leaders to raise money and
forward it to the commiee. It is expected that these home place leaders, to
whom the speaking is formally addressed, will speak the leer within a group
of decision–makers and that through its influence they will make a decision
about contributing. Puing out this request in the form of a leer, in addition to
talking out loud to other people, is in keeping with the way school and church
maers are oen administered; a wrien or printed text for notices, minutes of

7Papua New Guinea became an independent state in 1975.
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meetings, and records is a well–established practice, and relates community–
level activities with the rest of the region and country.

e composer of the leer (with his group) draws aention to the fact that a
donation is requested and this leer in part serves as a reminder of what the
leaders already know. e text–script stresses in several ways the good charac-
ter and intentions of both parties. us, a strong appeal to unity in working at
a project is held up to the recipients as practice to be followed. e text–script
is expected to be embodied in a variety of places and times by the local reader–
speakers in the various home places. e persuasive aempt is projected to a
network of groupings, and the text–script will be interpreted uniquely in those
respective environments.

4.3.5 Enjoining people to support new school movement

At the opening of a new elementary school8 in a particular home place, one of
the items prepared to be on display for the day of speeches and festivities was a
poem decorated graphically. is was posted in a prominent position near the
front of the new school building. e poster remained in place for some time
aer the opening.

Plant, and keep tending
When you plant a young child,

you must be sure to tend it like a tree you have planted.
Continually you keep clearing away the weeds at the base of the tree.
e tree is a symbol of your child whom you have planted.
It is of great importance, for you father and mother of the child,

that you care well for your child.
Let us not plant a young child

and then abandon it to stand among the weeds.
Make every effort to tend this tree well,

to clear the weeds and to trim away branches that are not good.
So that it will become a good tree,

and a good child for the future,
who will help you later on.

is text is open; anyone who aends the school opening or walks by the school
during the weeks aer the opening event is able to see the poem and then re-
8Each elementary school serves one home place. e pupils aend two years and the curriculum
and teaching is in the home variety of Lovangai. ese schools are successful to the extent that
local parents and citizens support the movement, the teachers and their children. From these
schools pupils move to the official English education given in area schools, each of which serve
a handful of home places.
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call orally for and with others the poetic speaking for effect of this poster sign.
Composed for the occasion by one of the school teachers, this enactment urges
parents and community members to support their children in their education at
school.

e poet draws upon a basic activity, horticulture, as the source for hismetaphor.
is school is new in that it is part of the recent movement to provide educa-
tion for earliest pupils in the Lovangai language. e schools are grounded in
home place life; the poet is drawing readers’ and hearers’ aention to that close
relationship with Lovangai life in comparison with the English education which
is viewed as enabling people towards professions and life in a regional or na-
tional context.

At the level of the nuclear family, this poem draws parents’ and other elders’
aention to the need that young children have for close supervision and encour-
agement in order to do well. It holds up the picture of caring well for a planted
tree as a practice to be followed in the domain of faithfully supporting the young
child to succeed in school.

4.3.6 Telling people to stop disparaging the home place

is speaking was enacted by a senior man during a conversation in a small
group gathered informally at a residence. e group consisted of about ten
adults, men and women from young to senior in age. It was clear at the gather-
ing that the speaker would be in favour of any and all people of the home place
to hear him on this maer.

e immediate seing that triggered the man to speak to this audience was the
conversation among them in which they were disparaging the decline of certain
practices and ideals within groupings. In light of this, the speaker assesses the
acute maer at hand to be that people of this home place are to recognize their
place as a highly desirable one in which to live and of which to be proud and
thankful to God for protection.

If you are impatient for an Umbukul home place that is miminaungan9, I
will tell you in response about the miminaungan of this home place Um-
bukul. Some people are disparaging Umbukul and they are saying various
things to put down Umbukul, but I want to tell you this aernoon that Um-
bukul possesses a very great miminaungan and it exists within a very great
blessing and it exists under a very great protection, a powerful protection.

So then, as you consider Umbukul at this time, what kind of home place do
you consider it to be? And the leading people of an earlier time, how did they

9e word miminaungan might be glossed as beautiful, wholesome, or admirable
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establish this home place Umbukul of this time today? And I who am from
Soson, from the lile island, I came and got married to a woman from here,
and how do I perceive this home place Umbukul to be at this time?

e speaker’s response to the disparaging takes the form of recalling at some
length a frightening ordeal experienced by the home place some years earlier.
A group of armed men arrived with the intent of killing a certain school teacher
who, it was said, was a threat to them because he knew the details of another
killing they had commied. e speaker narrates thewell–known events of how
they arrived and how everyone was very fearful. e gang remained hidden,
people were afraid to venture out of their residences, women did not go to the
gardens. is lasted for a few days.

e speaker falters in the details of the events, but draws a crucial conclu-
sion:

ey went …they were determined …I am not telling it well, some of you
know this story. I just want to tell you about the power and the protection
which these very people felt. And they became afraid and they started losing
their nerve. ey had started out to come and kill, and now they were just
afraid, they were hiding in fear.

He continues by narrating more details of the events of those days. He stresses
how the young men stood guard and looked for the criminals around the inhab-
ited area. en he tells of the last night, building up to the supernatural power
shown in storm, rain and wind:

at night there was a mighty power, there was rain, there was lightning,
there was thunder, and a certain coconut palmwas uprooted over there at our
place at that time – power! When people felt this power, they were terrified.
Many people came and said they were terribly afraid. We didn’t know that
they had gone and boarded their speed boat again and taken off. All night,
all the young men were on the look-out, nothing happened. I myself went
down and I saw the coconut palm, that it was lying there. From long ago this
coconut palm – there had oen been big winds, all kinds of things – it had
never fallen. But on that night it happened, the coconut palm was uprooted.

e speaker concludes for his hearers what meaning this whole ordeal and the
events around it have for their estimation of their home place:

And so I wish to make clear to us Incl so that we will recognize that our
home place Umbukul is a very good home place, one which God has given
us, and it is a home place which has a very strong protection over it.

en he recalls another time some years before this ordeal, when another crimi-
nal was affected by the power and protection that is over the home place:
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A certainman, amurderer, from somewhere, he apparently spent the night at
brother Vulau’s residence. at man did not sleep well, his body was restless
because he was feeling that there was something special – something special.
And he declared, ‘I am not able to feel all right here in this home place, it is
a special home place.’

e speaker concludes by again drawing his hearers’ aention to the special
protection that surrounds their home place:

And so I wanted to talk about it (this topic). We, Incl the people of Umbukul,
we need to know that our home place is under a powerful protection. We, we
who live here, we should rejoice that we are within a great protection.

ank you, that is the end of my speech.

emaer of import concerns a perceived decline of various practises and ideals
as they were believed to be in the past generations. Indeed, some of the older
members of the group can recall these. For example, in the conversation several
people hadmade reference to the practice of household groupings holding semi–
formal sessions in the early evening where senior members would instruct the
younger generation in lore and moral expectations of how to live right.

e speaker draws the hearers’ aention emotively to an ordeal in the past to
which they can all relate well. His point is that in this ordeal, God’s power and
protection were clear in the events that happened and which he interprets as
the supernatural character of a storm and the testimony of another person who
felt convicted of his wrongs simply from being in the home place. e speaker
strongly, personally endorses his interpretation and thus holds himself up as
one to be followed; if I recognized this place as a very good place, so should you
all. His introduction of himself as a non–native to the home place adds strength
to his personal effectiveness: if even ‘outsiders’ recognize this, how much more
you native residents. e change in practice which the speaker desires is that
people stop disparaging and start thanking.

4.3.7 Summary of enactments not solicited

In the above examples of speaking enactments we see Lovangai speaking and
writing to intervene in groupings of people. In each case there is a maer of
import which the speaker /writer has ascertained to be in need of his speak-
ing. Some degree of planning and composition marks all of them, even the most
extemporaneous of them (4.3.6). All of the enactments are time–bound and lo-
cally oriented, whether a very open audience grouping is in view (as explained
for 4.3.4) or a particular individual is in focus (4.3.1). None of the enactments
involve only the speaker and hearer, but other actors and the environment in a
broader sense are significant.
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e selections show speaking integrated with environments and various actors
and their activities. I only note a few aspects of this here. e note to cancel
an arrangement (4.3.1) involves the writing of the note, the son carrying it over
home place terrain and walking back home to report his mission accomplished.
e leer to home place leaders is integrated with activities in each home place
environment and though the authors of the leer have lile control over these
activities they know from experience approximately how the meetings and dis-
cussions will go, some no doubt more effective than others. Again, the delivery
of the copies of the leer and how these are handled is all activity integrated
with the words of the persuasive aempt. e call for an end to disparaging the
home place (4.3.6) is integrated with the physical memories of fear, the storm
and the activities during those days of the ordeal.

e enactments demonstrate that speakers are aware that they are addressing
heterogeneous groupings and at times they negotiate how they will speak to
potentially sensitive maers. e poem–as–poster, for example, is not heard in
the same way by all aendees at the event, nor is it heard/read in the same way
by all later passers–by. Some elders and parents are not very supportive of this
education movement in the first place, others are staunchly supportive. Some
parents know that they are lax in their support of young children aending
school and may even prefer their children to stay at home and learn how to help
practically in household and garden tasks. Others pride themselves in having
their young children excel in education (see the discussion in 4.5.3).

e last enactment (4.3.6) illustrates particularly well an example of narrative
genre being spoken but not for the purpose of informing an audience grouping.
ough the speaker exerts some effort in retelling what happened, he is expect-
ing the audience grouping to know the events (even beer than he does) and to
interpret the telling as fully integrated in the exhortation that motivated him to
speak.

ere is not space here to discuss in detail other aspects of these speech en-
actments. Further aention will be given to certain, chosen speech enactments
in 4.5.

4.4 Sketes of speaking for effect (interviews)

In this section I present a set of selected sketches in which Lovangai men and
women can be heard speaking for effect and providing some analysis of their
speaking. I wish to understand how speaking for effect is enacted in a variety
of social groupings, how people regularly speak to issues of import on a range
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of levels and how their speaking is aimed at effecting practice in a given social
grouping 10 (see the description of interviews in 2.3.2).

In the following selection of sketches, besides relating how people speak for
effect, I give brief information about the seings in which the speaking was
enacted, the social groupings and the maers of import. ey are ordered ac-
cording to size of grouping: 1) nuclear family; 2) extended family; 3) home place
or congregation; 4) group of home places or congregations.

4.4.1 Nuclear family

1. Vat recalled an event in his childhood which is typical of speaking for effect
in nuclear families. Will the young boy do the chores in obedience to what his
elders tell him to do or will he – like Vat did on this occasion – run off and play
with other boys? In their playing up in a tree, Vat fell and got hurt.

Mama heard and she said, “Send him along, and let him come and listen to
me over here.” But I knew as I was going that she was ready to punish me.
Anyway, when I arrived, she gave me a spanking and she spoke–correcting
me.11 She was saying to me, “Listen here, we sent you to do this job, but you
are a disobedient one, and you go and follow your own wisdom, and so then
you run into this difficulty.”

Vat’s mother expects her speaking – aided by the pain of the fall and the pun-
ishment – to point his aention to practice he needs to adopt more consistently,
obeying instructions and orders from elders.

2. Nuvat told me about speaking for effect regarding ngal12 in his early child-
hood in his immediate family. e brothers and the parents would regularly
go together to their garden plots and this is where Nuvat was shown how to
ngal.

Papa was always showing all of us. Many times he would go with us to the
garden plot and he would stand with the asu 13 and he showed us: “e way

10It may be recalled here that my purpose is not to measure whether or to what degree people
succeed in persuading. People I interviewed reported that their speaking is effective while at
the same time they report that other people sometimes refuse to take good advice. I am not
wishing to measure a correlation between style of speaking for effect and actual effectiveness,
though effectiveness is, of course, important in real–life speaking. If one way of speaking does
not work, a variant, creative aempt can be made. Alternatively, speaking repeatedly in the
same fashion may eventually produce effect.

11e Lovangai term rendered as “spoke–correcting” is tatapokai. is has the sense of scolding
as well as turning someone back from the wrong way.

12Ngal is the term used to refer to the practice of planting, tending and harvesting taro.
13e asu is a planting implement fashioned from a hardwood sapling about two arms in length
and sharpened at one end.
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to ngal is like this. Like this the taro will grow happily and later on, when
you have practised ngal well, taro will appear and grow well, it will be food
for you to eat, or to take and do other things with it.”

3. Gertruth recalls how, from her infancy to adulthood, her mother’s mother
was her main caregiver, with whom she lived in a hamlet. is woman showed
her how to live in relation to most of the important things she now knows. She
spoke to her regularly about these maers of import and Gertruth says that this
has affected her towards taking on a role of mother and home place member
who strives to live right in gardening well and providing well for her children.
She recalls that gardening was a prime concern and that her grandmother con-
tinually spoke and demonstrated what was important:

When she spoke with me concerning gardening, she would tell me, “Do not
be lazy; be strong, be very diligent in gardening. Because in future you will
have children, and your children must not be hungry and as a result you go
and steal food from others’ gardens. Plant all kinds of crop in the garden,
because your children must have enough of all foods, and you will not need
to scrounge around.” And she would tell me, “Do not go into gardens of other
people, lest perhaps you will see the things they have planted there and you
will want them.”

4. Lak related to me the ordeal that he and his siblings faced when their mother
died at a young age. eir father was regularly away and so they were oen le
to take care of the household on their own. During this time of great hardship
and discouragement, a certain woman from the home place took it upon herself
to encourage them. She kept on speaking to them about how they could be of
great help by taking care of the garden plots, household care and even help with
the home place well–being.

is elderly woman would speak to us that we should really help papa well
by working in the garden and keeping the household in order and keeping
the home place in order, to work to help the household be good. We were
pitiable, but, because mama had died, this woman was taking the place of
mama in that she was speaking with us in a way that was able to help us.

iswoman aempted to continually draw the aention of the children to forms
of practice that would integrate them in the life of the home place and give them
reason to be proud of their home and gardens and so manage without the strong
presence of their mother.

4.4.2 Extended family and clan groupings

1. Lak described a grand–relation of his, TeVongo, who lived in the same home place
as he. What is most memorable for Lak about TeVongo is that he was exception-
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ally skilled in many technical maers that were needed for procuring food. As a
young boy, Lak and his age–mates would watch, listen and practise along with
this senior person.

My grand–relation knew very well indeed the way of fishing … he showed
us the way of making a net, repairing tears as well as making a complete
net. He showed us the way of cuing the float for it and to tie the stone for it
to sit fast on the reef. And he showed us the way to make the spear, the one
with many prongs, and he showed us how to fashion the sapal.14 ere were
very many things indeed in which he helped us. is elder was practising
these skills.

TeVongo expects his speaking and showing to effect practice in Lak and other
young kin-relations that emulates his own skilful practices, which will enable
them in the crucial work of supplying food for living well.

2. Mailei recalls fromher early childhood and youth howolder kinwomenwould
speak to her about her namesake who had died before she was born. is kin-
woman is memorable for Mailei because she bears her name.

She was the younger sister of my mom. And they named her my name. ey
kept speaking to me about her because I got her name, you know, and that
I must be like she was. I must not just have the name to no effect and then
not be like her in reality. at woman desired very much to have people in
her home. And she was a woman that planted very much in the garden, she
was wealthy in food. Yes, they told me at Noipuas that this woman was like
that. And this woman was very much against anyone ruining things, that
people would just wreck things up willy–nilly. And she detested any speck
of dirt in her place of residence.

e speaking that Mailei heard regularly was guiding her aention to ways of
being that were desirable, held up for her to aain to in her adult life. e
qualities that the older women listed are typically praiseworthy characteristics
of good people. e women also appeal to the very fact of the name connection;
this in itself is meant to motivate the young girl as she develops these desired
qualities.

3. Gertruth related to me her concern about the irresponsibility of certain rela-
tives of hers in their disrespect for their clan uncle, her papa. is uncle of theirs
is her father’s brother, whence she calls him papa. She recalled how she would
at times speak to these relatives of hers, even though the taboo to speak in an
outright way to maga relatives would tend to stop her from doing so.15 She told
of how she would at times call them together to listen to her speaking.

14e sapal is a tool fashioned from wood and used for harvesting the pulp from the sago palm.
15Her addressees are children of her father’s sister, hence the taboo relationship of maga.
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I have an important maer to speak about to you. Look, you can see the
table of papa. He is providing all the time for this table. And I do not know
what will become of you in the future, if now you do not start helping papa.
And then when dad will die, what will happen to this household? You should
know that his household is always filled with people. Look, I do not live here
with you, I am a woman of Umbukul, but there in my home place many
people come visit my residence. But you, I want you to begin helping papa,
and to live like papa.

e speaker points both to the senior family member and to herself; both are
known for hospitality and providing for younger family members and serve as
examples for the irresponsible relatives. She seeks thus to effect practice in the
relatives that will support their uncle and not take advantage of him.

4. Neian related a difficult family situation which had been troubling her for a
long time. It was difficult for her to intervene in this problem because it had to do
with her husband’s sister, living very near her in the hamlet, and as such there is
a taboo that keeps her from speaking forthrightly to a sensitivemaer. e sister
has expectations that her older brother will spend time and money assisting her
with the care of her young children. Neian wishes to effect practice in this
sister–in–law in that she marry the children’s father, establish a proper home
and take on that responsibility of child care. e immediate maer concerns a
run by boat to a medical centre when her small child was ill. Neian reported the
speech enactment as follows, including words addressed to the sister and her
husband as well as explanatory words:

“It would be very good that you stop causing my husband to be occupied.
You should get married yourself to your man so that he can be occupied
with caring for yourSg children.” My husband was not aware that I talked
to his sister that night. It came to his awareness and we argued heatedly,
but I told him these words: “at boy is not your boy for the purpose of your
existing here to be occupied with him. It would be very good that when that
lile child is ill that they run directly to his father and they tell him that the
lile child is ill.” And my earnest desire, the reason I did what I did is that
his sister should take responsibility [and the dads of her children] must be
occupied with caring for those lile children. “It is not good that you care for
these lile children of your sister with whatever things they need or when
they are ill. She must decide to sele down, get married. She must change
her way of living.”

Neian draws her husband’s aention to practice she wishes him to appropriate.
He is not helping the problem at its root. He needs to follow her example of
insisting on reform.
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4.4.3 Home place or congregation

1. Lak told of a memorable time when a senior church member of another
home place congregation approached him with an important maer. e man
was concerned that Lak and his brothers did not appear to be following in the
steps of their father, who was exemplary in his role as church worker. He spoke
with Lak in this way:

“My tasi,16 I am observing you, Trial there is no one of you young men who
is following the way that your father practises.’ And then he spoke helping
me in ways of knowing the Lord, which came out of his speaking that there
is no one of us young men who is like our papa, that our papa was a man of
faith and he believed in Jesus, he was pastor and he worked for lotu. And so
he shared this speaking, as well as other good speaking to help in the good
practices of following the Lord.

e senior kin relation and church member expects his speaking to effect prac-
tice in the young men, in that they would volunteer and dedicate themselves to
take on roles as church workers. In this speaking he appeals to the character, the
deeds and the faith of the father, holding him up as an example to follow.

2. Bos-Ravis related that her husband, a home place leader, has regularly spoken
to the home place as a whole regarding the rituals and activities surrounding
burial. ough these activities have been clan maers in the past, he and others
have been holding up for the home place the practice of all joining in to help,
regardless of particular clan membership.

[My husband] is a community leader, and it is he who at all times enacts
speaking to the people about right ways of doing things, like helping each
other when there is a death, regardless of which clan. He keeps insisting
in his speaking to us all that we should do it in a good way. So that when
someone dies, whatever clan, we must join together in it, we must help one
another in going to be with the deceased or to do whatever work is needed.

Bos-Ravis toldme that this repeated speaking hasmade a difference; people have
taken on this new practice and things are now beer than they were, with more
efficiency and with less pressure for small clans to accomplish large tasks. She
said that it is not only her husband who speaks, but others join him and support
his speaking for effect. She summarizes:

And these days his speaking is being followed. Now if there is a death, from
whatever clan, you will see that this whole home place is busy. [We do all the
many tasks required, and when] the body arrives, we are completely ready

16e kinship term tasi refers to a sibling of the same sex. If extended beyond immediate parents,
the parents of the two are also of the same sex.
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to take it into our care, all the work is already completed. is way of doing
it is now going very well in this home place.

3. Kamsal, a middle–aged, local–level government leader, recalled vividly how
an uncle of his, Tovoivoi -deceased some years earlier – has inspired him in his
own role as leader. He recounted how Tovoivoi would regularly speak to the
people of the home place.

He believed passionately that education is a very valuable thing for the peo-
ple. It provides a preparation so that there will be a good future for these
children, so that this home place will be preserved for the time ahead. He
spoke strongly to the parents, “Do not be slack in caring well for the maer
of education. It will result in you yourself and your place of residence being
admirable for a long time. Because education came to us to improve all peo-
ple so that they have good knowledge, and later on when I am gone, youSg

will be happy, you will see the good resulting from this maer, education,
the things I am telling you to do for it.” His vision for the future was that
someone coming here from a distant place to live with us in this home place
as a school teacher will be comfortable and will have a real desire to faith-
fully do the work of improving the lile children of the school and there will
be no troublesome maers to disturb him or her. And so he exhorted the
people, “Whatever work is needed for the improvement and upkeep of the
school, you must go and support fully these work projects, and you must do
them well, for the benefit of our well–being in future.”

Tovoivoi continually draws people’s aention to forms of practice that will be
for their own well–being. He aempts with his speaking to effect the practice in
people that they recognize and take responsibility for creating and maintaining
good conditions and facilities for school to run well.17

4. Vat recalls a time when he perceived that the work projects of the home place
were not properly laid out in sequence, and thus there was a competitive aitude
among people. Various instructions for work projects were conflicting in the
sense that a person would want to start working on one project but some other
instruction would receive priority and thus they would come into conflict over
it. Vat recalled how he spoke at a meeting of the home place.

It would probably be good if we, the leaders, would get together on a certain
day and then let us lay down in proper order the various things that need to
be accomplished. Because sometimes we try to rearrange one project and it
then comes and pushes against another project, and that pulls people apart.
So it would be good to lay it out in a proper way. Let us work at and complete
this one here, and then let us go on to the next one, and proceed in that way
with the projects until they are all completed by the end of the season.

17See Fast (2013) for a discussion of this enactment.
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Vat draws the people’s aention to what is to be practiced over the period of a
whole season. is will surely require many more speaking enactments where
this is recalled and reinforced. He appeals to the significant theme of unity;
the way it is going now is pulling them apart. us he draws aention both
to negative results as well to the desired way of doing projects consciously in
proper sequence.

4.4.4 Group of congregations or home places

1. Tauan-som spoke to me about Neksal Kula, a man of his home congregation.
Neksal was already senior when Tauan-som was a young boy. is senior man
spoke regularly to the congregation and to larger groupings of congregations
in area church meetings. He continually points church members’ aention to
lotu as received from the previous generation. He draws aention to this fact
by calling it a treasure to be guarded well. Tauan-som, now a middle-aged man,
recalls this memorable person and his way of regularly enacting speaking for
effect.

He was an elderly man who practised lotu faithfully. I used to always sit as
a lile boy in the lotu house and I would hear his enactments of varvaragat,
that is, speaking to strengthen the young men and the older men in the ways
of practising lotu. He was very good at speaking in large groups. And part
of his speaking – which I still recall – was this, “I am concerned about you
young men, that in future you will not be able to maintain the good life,
namely, the beauty of this lotu. I fear you will not be adequate to keep
holding it tightly and to care for it well. Perhaps it will slip out of our grasp
on account of the young men not being able to keep it securely.”

From Neksal Kula’s speaking he is remembered as holding up for his audience
groups a negative vision – losing the treasure through negligence – in order to
strongly express his desire that people would uphold and strengthen lotu as it
had been received and maintained up until now.

2. Umvorai recalls the deeds and the speaking of an elder and strong–willed
leader of a previous generation, Igua–rangai. is man is well–known in a wide
area for his prowess in planting and for his influence in decisionsmade. Umvorai
is the grandchild of Igua–rangai’s daughter. He recalled the man for me in these
words:

is man planted very much indeed during the planting season. You have
been to Baungung and you have seen all the large plantations of coconut
palm. e place I live, that whole area and going up further along the coast,
that is the result of the work he did. And the things he accomplished together
with the plans he laid down at that time, like a big man, this influenced
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many towards entering in the way of taking responsibility and of working
like leaders.

According to memory, this man worked exceptionally hard to plant extensively,
with an eye to future good living for the people of the area. He strongly demon-
strated practice and pointed aention to himself as a leader whose practice was
to be followed.

3. Lureng, a middle–aged woman, recalled a memorable event in which people
from her home place and surrounding area were gathered to hear a representa-
tive from the national government. e speaker was drawing the people’s at-
tention to reform policies that were being propagated at the time. e maer at
hand to which this man spoke was whether the people of this region would be-
gin implementing the new policies. Lureng recalls his speech enactment.

“Listen, you people of this province, there are very many natural resources
here. But in your province there is no implementation of the policy. As for
us from the mainland, the reform is working well with us. Let me tell you
what your weakness is. You have the way of being lazy, and other similar
ways. You trick and deceive other people with your smooth talk, and you
falsely praise others in order to deceive them. But, in fact, you would be
able to do good things with the reform because you have natural resources
in abundance. And you are just leing them go to waste. We, in contrast,
the only single thing with which we can make money is coffee.”

He was speaking very well, he was telling the New Ireland people what sort
of people we are, describing us accurately. I was very happy for this outsider
to come and speak to us, because if I would speak, people would not want
to believe in me. ey would say, “You woman, what are you complaining
about⁈”

Lureng’s assessment is that this man’s speaking is ‘true’ both because he is able
to describe the traits of the people and because of his example of industry with
few resources. In her opinion his speaking should indeed effect change of prac-
tice among the people of the home places of her area and all of New Ireland. She
believes that his maleness and his government and work experience will help to
make him a provocative example for people to follow.18

4. Masikel, a middle-aged man, related to me an ordeal of some forty years ago
that is well known in the area. e maer of concern to all was that forest pigs
were ruining gardens in an unprecedented and highly unusual way. People were
mystified by it and kept working harder and harder at building fences to pro-
18e speaker, a non–Lovangai, was speaking Tok–Pisin. If a ‘language’ is a system that has
unique styles or techniques (textual forms) for aempting to persuade, Lureng does not seem to
notice these as distinct for Tok–Pisin. She interprets the man’s speaking as well formulated and
that it was ‘true.’ If it was not persuasive the fault lay entirely with the hearers’ unwillingness.
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tect their gardens. e home place and church leader, Joseph Nisani, through
prayer and direction from God, was able to identify two men who were causing
this by their rituals of evil intent. He was directed to their main piece of para-
phernalia, took it and confronted the two malefactors with it. Makisel reported
the speaking of Joseph:

So, he comes to them, he says, “So my two uncles, I would like to have a
short meeting with you.” – “Well, what is it?” – “ank you, I give my best
greetings, and I have come to let you know that the Lord has shown me the
work that you two are doing to ruin these people here. And here is your
stone, I went and got it [he named the exact place]. And herewith I forbid
this behaviour. As of now this stone has no more power whatsoever, and
be warned that God will not leave hidden this thing that I have just now
told you.” And he le, and they were defeated, and they paddled off to their
island. And the pigs stopped for good.19

Joseph enacts speaking and does other actions which he intends will affect the
malefactors towards leaving their practice and thus the good gardens that had
been ruined could be restored.

4.4.5 Discussion and summary

In this section I have shown people speaking for effect on diverse maers of
import, and into a variety of social groupings of various sizes and locations.
is account serves as an authentication that speaking for effect in this way is
widely practised and is integrated in every sphere of life. More crucially, these
sketches can be related to the question of how church members engage with
and think about interpreting such speaking, and how this might bear upon the
ways in which they could be expected to recognize and interpret speaking for
effect in Markan episodes.

ese examples show that speakers expect their enactments to be taken not es-
sentially as transfer of information, nor to call for the comprehension of a par-
ticular message. e motivation for speaking, I suggest, seems to significantly
be that other people need to be shown a way of practice; they need to have
demonstrated what is crucial for right living. e showing involves the ques-
tion of how speaker and group relate and the enactment of showing by speech.
Speaking in itself is practice in social groupings.

Rather than providing plentiful and detailed commentary of my own, I have let
the speaking of the church members stand on its own as much as possible. In
the interview seings they explained their environments and various actors in-
19ere have been multiple tellings of this well–known event. Masikel is, of course, composing a
unique, local enactment of it for me in the interview.
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volved and they talked about their motivations. By leing them speak in this
way, we get a fairly wide impression of speaking as integrated with local envi-
ronments. We hear the speaking as an important aspect of showing novices and
peers desired practice.

4.5 Reflective enactments of speaking for effect

In the previous sections of this chapter I have illustrated how Lovangai regu-
larly and typically enact speaking with the intent of affecting other people in a
variety of ways towards desired practice. I have done this, firstly, with exam-
ples of unsolicited speaking and writing that illustrates Lovangai in daily life in
a variety of environments. Secondly, I illustrated speaking which was recalled
and re–enacted in the course of interviews and group conversations, showing a
range of speakers and social groupings and a variety of maers of import being
targeted. We are not here reading them as representations of the real world,
but more like snapshots taken from the course of individual and group histo-
ries.

I now turn to enactments of speaking that have an even more focused and de-
liberately composed character. ese speeches were generated from intensive
group discussion and reflection in Session B of the seminars in which topics of
import and speaking for effect were in sharp focus (see 2.3.2). ese seminar
speeches exemplify - even more clearly than the speaking just presented – how
church members analyse and assess groups and issues and then compose speech
to decisively address them. My purpose is to allow these enactments to help us
understand how Lovangai church members might be expected to hear and in-
terpret Markan episodes. I wish to show that Lovangai reader–speakers can
be expected to engage with that text–script and speak from it in similar ways
as they interpret and speak to maers of import in their own social groupings.
In Chapter 5 I shall demonstrate this with examples of how these same church
members, in their role as respected reader–speakers, enact speaking that is based
upon maers of import perceived to be addressed in selected Markan episodes.

Topics, synopses and relational dimensions

Seven selected speeches will be illustrated, with clarification about the social
grouping involved, the topic within which the speaking is enacted and the mat-
ter that is in focus. e topics in view are the following: i) responsibility as
mother and woman of the household; ii) church leadership and speaking compe-
tence; iii) personal appropriation of clan land; iv) school education for marginal-
ized children; v) controlling the behaviour of children as deterrent to vandalism;
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vi) preparation for mortuary feasts; vii) responsibility as young men to establish
new households.

e seven corresponding speaking enactments can be summarized as follows:

1. Tap–lava aims her speaking at her older sister. She urges her to wrench
herself out of her lethargy and irresponsibility and to take on her respon-
sibility of mother and woman of a household, which includes the proper
care of her own children. She sounds a note of warning if no change is
made.

2. Umvorai aims his speaking at his younger brotherwho, like him, has taken
pastor training at a college. Umvorai scolds his brother for not having
appropriated the things he heard in the training and urges him strongly
to stand and act in his position as new church leader and to speak from
God’s word to other church members who need his leadership.

3. Ngurle aims her speaking at an older male relative. She challenges him in
his irresponsibility towards his children in that he does not have them get
primary education. She urges him to support them and send them to the
area school so they will benefit from the good things to be goen through
an education.

4. Vat calls together his three older brothers and aims his speaking at them
as a group. He urges them to regard the importance of proper preparation
for the future mortuary feasts for their father, telling them to think less
highly of their own professional careers so that they can help him get
ready. He asks them to commit money to the preparations since they
have sources of income from their professions.

5. Tauan–som calls a clan brother to task for his infraction regarding the
handling of a piece of land. He reminds him of the good relationship
between the two of them in the past and urges him to make right what he
has done wrong and so restore the well–being of the group.

6. Gertruth addresses a large group of parents of the church congregation.
In the light of recent acts of vandalism which she analyses for them, she
makes an urgent plea for training and disciplining younger children lest
they grow up to follow similar ways.

7. Varangot aims his speaking at all the young men of the home place who
are recently married or will soon be geing married. He denounces the
prevailing trend of sponging off the hard work of the older generation by
continuing to live in parents’ households and urges them to fully take on
their responsibility of establishing new households that are self-sufficient.

e enactments treated here show people speaking for effect within networks of
practices and relationships with the environment (people and landscape). Such
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speaking can helpfully be understood as acts continually being practised along
a path or current of life, by which people aim to draw others’ aention toward
action which they desire others to follow along with them. If speaking for effect
is understood in this way, it becomes critical to ask whether such speaking as
practised by Lovangai in social groupings has significant aspects that are not
accounted for by the categories of information–processing and comprehension
to which mission–motivated, communicative Bible translation theory typically
appeals (2.1.2).

In the following analyses, therefore, recorded speech data is not treated as a cor-
pus of fixed texts that have linguistic clues for hearers to comprehend a message
in a particular time and place. Rather, these speaking enactments are here un-
derstood as relating to and resonating with the experience of people living in a
current of life within social groupings. I therefore discuss the enactments under
three rubrics: 1) discourse, topic and issue; 2) actors and affect; and, 3) tempo-
rality.

1. Discourse, topic and maer of import: speaking is enacted because there is
a maer at hand that is of direct, current import (issue), which is under-
stood in relation to a more general field of knowledge that coheres due
to people and environment interacting around and with it (topic), and is
typically supportive of or detracting from speaking that is widely known
and intended to shape behaviour and influence people in certain direc-
tions (discourse). I use the term “discourse” not to refer to analysis of the
structure of texts;20 rather, in line with critical discourse analysis (Fair-
clough, 1995; Meyer and Wodak, 2001), I define it as acts of speaking over
time, motivated by a desire to shape and influence other society members’
views and behaviour with regards to a social institution or topic.21

2. Actors and affect: speaking is enacted with the awareness that influence
is exerted by multiple actors: the speaker; the addressees; other people
enmeshed in the maer at hand though not necessarily present. Speaking
in this sense I understand as activity of guiding or steering actors towards
right living in harmony with or in contrast to other actors’ influence.

3. Temporality: speaking is enacted in the current of life lived, which in-
cludes language and non–language acts through time, both in the past
and in relation to present acts and envisioned acts in future. It has already

20is has been done extensively for analysing target and source language structures (e.g., Grimes,
1978; Levinsohn, 2000).

21ere is a discourse in Lovangai society, for example, that intends to shape views and behaviour
in regards to ngal, the complex practice of planting, tending and harvesting taro. rough acts
done in society over time – speaking and other acts – regarding ngal, people generally know
that, in order to be an honourable person, they are supposed to produce taro abundantly and
serve it liberally as hospitality food.
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been shown how people oen repeatedly address a maer over (long) pe-
riods of time, speaking to instil, remind and ultimately influence other
group members.

e seven selected enactments will be presented with explanation to help the
reader make sense of them. Each enactment is followed by a discussion in which
the three relational dimensions explained above are examined in the speech.

4.5.1 Responsibility as mother and woman of the household

e speaker, Tap–lava, lives in Angat and is active in the home place and in
the church congregation. On one memorable occasion Tap–lava spoke to her
older sister regarding what she considers her apathy towards her responsibility
to act like a “mother of the household” and to take care of her children properly.
Tap–lava begins with an explanation of her forthright approach, conscious that
she is a younger sibling, and says she must speak for the sake of her sister’s
well–being.

1. Hearty greeting, my sister. I express my thanks for our meeting, and this
now is the first time for me to approach you as your younger sister, you being
older than I.

Tap–lava reminds her sister that various forms of gossiping and complaining
are going around regarding her. She states directly that her sister’s behaviour
is deplorable, but qualifies this with expressions of apology for being brash and
with a declaration of her good motives.

2. What I wish to speak to you about, my sister, is that I want to help you
with something about which for a long time I was not able to speak to you
because I was respectful towards you since you were older than I, but now I
have the courage and the strength to come approach you.

3. I wish to say to you that perhaps it would be good, my sister – in that now
you are going along and there are some lile bits of talk going around about
you that you are not developing to becoming a mother of the household.

4. Your kind of no–good life, sister, – and now I am speaking disrespectfully
to your face but I am speaking in order to draw you back, because I desire for
you to become a mother of the household, that you act like you are married
now and show that you are now capable of caring for children in a household.

5. Tati,22 I wish to tell you that youmust wrench yourself out of your apathy
and start acting like you are now a mother for the household, and to take
care of your children.

22A form of tasi- (sibling of same sex) used as a term of endearment.
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Tap–lava then reminds her that she is obliged to her for child–care. She ex-
presses doubt about her sister’s integrity in that she appears to expect others to
take care of her while she does lile for herself or her children.

6. I have already helped you in one area. I have taken your first child and he
came and lived with me and I cared for him. Now you realize that when you
began your marriage you had been growing up under the care of mother and
father. But now that they have le you, you are finding that the benefits you
received from mom and dad, you are now geing them on behalf of your Dl

son,23 whom I brought up on your Sg behalf and he is now like a member of
my household.

7. What it is that I wish to say to you is that I want you to look at this boy
who is now a big boy and in no time he will leave you and – I don’t know –
the benefits you received, how will you bear these out in practice in your
household? Because really you are just existing from others. You must leave
off the kind of life which they call sponging off someone else. But you must
now be able to stand on your own, and you yourself work for the good of
your own household.

Tap-lava restates hermain concern and finisheswith a dire prediction of howher
sister will end up in a sad state if in later life her own children desert her.

8. And so I speak to you, tati, and ask you to change your way of living, and
live like a true mother of the household, bringing up your children.

9. Because in future, if you are hanging on the support of this son and he
drops you, I don’t know whom you will be able to get to support you.

10.at is all, my short talk to you, it is finished.

Discourse, topic and issue

e topic of family and kinship well–being is basic in Lovangai life. is enact-
ment and its intended effect should be understood in relation to that topic. Other
speaking and acts of influence aimed towards this family and the particular issue
of the older sister’s behaviour are related to each other and to Tap-lava’s part in
the network of acts of influence related to this topic. e pressingmaer at hand
is the particular person in Tap–lava’s household and family social group who is
damaging the well–being of all concerned. e issue has been festering as can
be seen by the way Tap–lava has struggled with the taboo against correcting an
older sibling.

ere are two main discourses in relation to which this enactment guides the
sister in making meaning of it for her own course of action. One discourse says
23e dual reference is to her sister and the father of the child.
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that giving and receiving go together, that it is good to exchange, and that an
inter–dependence between relatives is essential for good living and, indeed, for
survival. When a relative is in need, a good person helps out. e discourse
says that a reciprocating act of helping is to be expected. By being a mother
for the child, Tap–lava is acting in support of maintaining that discourse. She
is helping both the child and her sister, even though the sister does not deserve
the help because of her irresponsibility. ere is another discourse that says
that group success and group unity is the responsibility of all in the group. No
one can shirk; shirking spoils the group. Tap–lava is strongly contributing to
the maintenance of that discourse with this enactment. Her sister is spoiling the
family group by her aitude of thinking others will somehow meet her needs
for her, without any effort on her part.

Actors and affect

Tap–lava’s speaking relates to a number of actors. Most clearly in focus here are
Tap–lava and the sister. A son is also mentioned prominently. e parents of
the two women are mentioned and it is recalled that their main training for liv-
ing came through them. e boy’s father is mentioned only obliquely (“your Dl

son”). Actors not mentioned but known by both women include other relatives
living in the same home place or other home places who have significantly spo-
ken in ways similar to the speaking Tap–lava is now enacting. Tap–lava is one
of several (or many) actors and her expectations of influence are dependent in
part upon what other actors do.

Tap–lava appeals emotively to herself as the main example for her sister to fol-
low; she has shown her how to take care properly of the son. In regards to the
son, Tap–lava also makes an emotive appeal with the implication that the son
might not even regard the sister as his real mother in future, due to her irrespon-
sibility. Tap–lava hesitatingly speaks out, since speaking to an older sibling like
this is a strong taboo. However, she backs up her brash speaking by the appeals
that she makes, realities that the older sister surely cannot deny. e lack of
direct reference to the boy’s father might be because this man is not married
to her sister and/or because, in the seminar seing, Tap–lava does not see fit
to imply anything negative about him due to their in–law relationship. In any
case, it seems obvious that he does not intend to take any responsibility for his
son.

Temporality

ough Tap–lava tells her sister that this was the first time she directly ap-
proached her regarding this issue, she has been participating all her life in speak-
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ing and hearing that takes place in the household and home place. us her
present speaking – memorable partly in that she dared to breach a kinship
taboo – is a continuation of earlier times at which acts of speaking have been
aimed at a sister on the same issue. is enactment is also explicitly linked to
a projection in future time when the sister could be in dire straits due to lack
of support for living. e two sisters, growing up in the same household and
home place, with a similar set of relatives, are speaking and hearing in the path
of many acts of speaking along the way related to what Tap–lava now is again
addressing. is enactment is in a temporal relationship with those acts and, in
the effect she desires, she counts upon acts of speaking at other times, not only
her own current enactment.

4.5.2 Church leadership and speaking competence

e speaker, Umvorai, is a middle-aged, experienced pastor with tertiary theo-
logical education (Tobul, 2003). He has encouraged and mentored his younger
brother to aend Bible college and aer that to apply his training to leading and
speaking in church meetings. In this context, Umvorai had given his brother
the assignment to choose a biblical passage and prepare a short talk at a church
meeting. During the days leading up to the meeting, his brother, not yet having
chosen what he should speak on, came to Umvorai and asked him if he might
suggest to him what passage he should choose and what he might speak about
from the passage. Umvorai re–enacted for the seminar group how he spoke to
his brother at their meeting.

Umvorai begins by expressing his frustration and disappointment, and the wor-
risome thought that his training has been of no use at all, since he seems to be
no beer at this task than any ordinary man with no training at all.

1. My brother, I ammost extremely disappointed in hearing you asking me a
question like this. Because from my own knowledge of you I am very aware
that it is not acceptable that you should ask me a question like this. I am
very astonished that you would speak to me as though you were like many
of these young men here at home, who do not have strength enabling them
to accomplish a task like this task of which I have spoken, that is, to do a
good piece of work.

2. You asked me, “Where would be a passage from which you could begin
your speaking?” Really now, I am quite puzzled, because I know very well
how for four years you have been siing under teaching of the word of the
Lord. But I am most extremely puzzled that you ask me, and I am disap-
pointed because you are as good as telling me that in your four years you did
not learn anything helpful to enable you to independently search and find
what to do to be of help to others.
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He then reminds his brother of the real reason for the training: there is a dire
shortage of people in the congregation who have the understanding it takes to
speak competently, even though they may be enthusiastic.

3. Secondly, what good is it that many of our young men here at home are
enthusiastic to quickly take on the task of standing up front and they speak
to the people about this word of God? Because many of them do not have a
good understanding of it and they are liable to put forth various ideas which
do not match with the good word of God.

4. And so I am asking you: You, this person who has gone and received this
good education concerning God’s word, why is it that you are not able to do
this good piece of work?

Umvorai now soens his tone and speaks encouragingly by including his brother
with himself as a leader.

5. Let us Dual recognize that these people here at home are in need of the
kind of good knowledge that you have and that I have, because the status of
our position as leader will be higher than the average person here at home.
So your question really is making me disappointed.

Umvorai is concerned to remind his brother of their calling from God. It is not
simply that they are following in the footsteps of a parent. A calling from God
must not be hidden, but put to use.

6. e third maer about which I wish to speak to you is the following. It is
surely not good that you keep covering up your position as leader. You must
recognize that you yourself already are a leader.

7. And you must recognize that it is certainly not the case that you were
chosen to become a leader by virtue of our Dual father having been a leader,
not so at all. It is God’s choosing. God chose you like he chose me, so that
we would be leaders and become men who are very well endowed to speak
clearly to the people the word of God.

8. And so I am speaking rather sternly to you now, because it is not accept-
able that you come back and live here just like all the people here who do
not know God’s word very well at all, because that way we would all remain
unenlightened.

9. It is very important that you stand as one who has studied God’s word
and that you act on the knowledge that you already possess.

Discourse, topic and issue

e particular maer at hand that motivated this enactment was the brother’s
failure to prepare and speak to a church gathering. e urgency was due to
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the exhibition of incompetence and the disappointment this caused, as well as
the need Umvorai sees for geing people in the church to do things well. If his
trained brother is not able, how can he expect anyone to do anything good in
the church?

is speaking is enacted in close relationship to the general maer of church
leaders’ competency to preach and teach (topic). e way Umvorai speaks to his
younger brother resonates with how he speaks and what he says to gatherings
of church leaders when speaking about leader training and competency.

ere was a dominant discourse in the decades of church growth on Lovangai
(1930s - 70s) that said that church leaders who are responsible to preach and
teach in congregations should be well-prepared and should have formal train-
ing through the Methodist mission’s program. In previous generations this dis-
course was maintained vigorously by key local community and church leaders
and led from a distance by expatriate and Melanesian mission leaders. In the
last two decades, however, this discourse has come into tension as training of
young persons has greatly declined. Disparaging comments can be fairly regu-
larly heard questioning the competency of the few leaders emerging from this
training. Umvorai has lamented the trend that potential young persons are not
recruited and trained vigorously within the denominational structure as they
used to be in the generation of his parents and uncles, some of whom have been
very influential preachers, pastors and teachers in various congregations on Lo-
vangai (Tobul, 2003).

ere is also a more recent discourse which is influenced by connection with the
wider Papua New Guinea church which says that young people who are moti-
vated can and should go to training programs in the country (or, even outside
the country) to receive training from whatever institution or church affiliation
that aracts them. Umvorai feels that some of these options are spurious or
of low quality and that those returning aer short periods are at times prone
to work divisively. Part of his motivation for guiding his brother to aend the
particular institution he did is because he believes the training there is more
effective.

Actors and affect

Umvorai has been trained as pastor both through the mission denominational
program and later in an inter–church program of theoretical and practical train-
ing. It was through determination, hard work and support from people outside
the channels of church infrastructure that enabled him to complete the further
training. In this enactment Umvorai is exuding this sense of responsibility that
his brother should also sense, considering the effort exerted for his good. It is the
guidance and support that Umvorai had been giving to his brother, geing him
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to follow in the steps of how he got the training, that causes the disappointment
and exasperation.

e fact that it is his younger male sibling whom he is addressing allows Umvo-
rai to be very forthright and to freely scold him. He expects the force of his
character to affect his brother towards doing beer in future.

Umvorai also points his brother firmly to the belief they share that it is God’s
appointment that is crucial, and that they share a concern that sound teaching
be carried out in church congregations.

Umvorai cautions his brother regarding other, untrained young men in the con-
gregation spontaneously speaking and teaching. Such men are actors that affect
both Umvorai and his brother; their own speaking ought to bemore accurate and
more edifying due to their training. His brother is supposed to sense Umvorai’s
feelings about how these other peers view him as more highly trained.

Temporality

During the period of time between receiving the assignment from his older
brother until the time he admits incompetence, previous speaking on this topic
and the potential speaking he can expect is affecting the younger brother. It
is not uncommon for relationships to go stale in just these kinds of tensions,
where the burden of expectation becomes too great and the person under ten-
sion decides to leave home for a while to escape, thereby communicating he is
not able or willing to do as expected. us the present enactment is part of the
temporal line of talking (giving the assignment) and worrying about it that has
been taking place.

At another level, Umvorai has been speaking regularly for several years with
this younger brother about the need for people who can competently speak to
the congregation. e younger brother has heard Umvorai speak in various
group seings about this topic over a long period of time. is particular act of
speaking, triggered by the brother’s ineptness at this point in time, is one in a
line of acts done in the desire to shape him into a competent speaker and leader.
In Lovangai social groupings speakers repeatedly and continually emphasize
and point to a desired way of acting. is is accompanied with the continual
physical presence of the speaker through time, acting as example for the novice,
the one under guidance who is to follow along in the path of that acting.

4.5.3 School education for marginalized children

e speaker, Ngurle, is a middle-aged woman, who has secondary education
and some further training at tertiary level. She has spent several years living in
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a few towns in other regions of Papua New Guinea working at administrative
jobs and was a home-maker and primary child caregiver. She has returned to
Lovangai and is living with her one school-aged child in the household where
she was raised. Ngurle has been involved in the local schools as member and
chair of the board. She is keenly aware of her own children’s education needs
and supports them diligently – in the area primary school for the younger child
and in secondary school (off Lovangai) for the older child.
Ngurle explained to the seminar group how she came to speak to a particular
maer of import. She interweaves narrative reporting to the seminar group,
reported conversational responses and her speaking to effect change in her kin–
relation.

1. e maer I address is education. ere is a certain tivu24 of mine who
has many children. And none of his children, from the oldest to the youngest,
aend school. And when I had come back to live at home, one day he came
by with his young children, their school age is like my daughter and my son.
And one time I asked:

2. Vubu,25 these children of yours, do they aend school or not? And he told
me, ‘ey don’t aend school because when they started aending they did
not continue. Another thing, there is no money for paying their school fees.’
And I spoke to him like this:

3. Pua26 vubu! e future of these young children is your responsibility.

She points his aention to two inter–related reasons why he should consider
the education of his children as important: education will give the children im-
portant skills for living right; if they know how to live well they will be fine
even aer their father is gone. e implication for the man is that he is ruining
their future well–being by keeping them out of school.

4. Education is a very good thing. Because when they get education they
will know how to take care of themselves in very many areas. ey will
know how to read, they will know how to speak well too, and they will also
know how to read the word of God and it will help their life. at is the first
important thing about education.

5. Secondly, you yourself will not be here forever, you will not be able to live
long enough for them to become adults and you still be caring for them.

6. No. One fine day you will go and be gone. And these children for whom
you have the responsibility, in future they won’t come and dig you back up

24Tivu is a kin–relation term for grand–relation. In this case, the man is two generations older
than the speaker.

25e term vubu is used to address a tivu.
26e interjection pua is used to express commiseration. e speaker certainly feels for the chil-
dren, but here feigns pity to indicate her estimation of his foolishness.
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[from the grave] so you can help them in their life. You must consider this
maer very seriously. It is an important maer.

Speaking to her kin–relation took place over an extended period. She sees the
aempt to persuade connected over time with a variety of meetings with him
and speaking to him.

7. All that set him to thinking. Until one day – I kept trying very hard to
think how might I help these children so that they would aend school –
until this year I was very delighted that his children are aending school.
Because I had helped the lile boy – when I would talk with the two lile
girls and the lile boy I would tell them, Education is a very good thing
indeed!

8. When they came to visit my place, I would give my son some paper and
I would give the children some paper and they would write. And the lile
boy and the lile girl are now writing and they are aending school in the
elementary school. And it makes me very glad. I tell them, I keep speaking to
them: is is building for your future. You now know how to write, you now
know many things. e area in which you had not walked before, now you
are walking in it, because education truly is a very good thing. It draws you
to many things, you get to know very many things. Aend school diligently!

9. And when I go to the school, there they are aending school, and I see
them and I say: School is a very very good thing. Desire education!

10.And as for my tivu now, I am very pleased about him because he comes to
give them their lunch. And I tell him, this is the very thing that I so earnestly
desired.

Discourse, topic and issue

e immediate maer at hand for Ngurle is that a relative who lives relatively
near a school makes lile or no effort to support his children in school aen-
dance. In her speaking she presses her relative by strongly implying his lack of
responsibility towards his own children and their future well–being.

Education, at all levels including tertiary education, is viewed bymany Lovangai
as desirable. People who do not hold to this view are not able to voice this
convincingly. e very strong discourse is that children should be sent to school.
Yet there is a significant segment of society which does not support or enforce
school aendance of their children. is is generally lamented by leaders, but it
is also recognized that children from home places some distance from the area
schools (located at Baungung and Umbukul for the south–west of the island)
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oen do not aend due to the strain that the distance from home brings on the
children.

Actors and affect

Ngurle holds up for her relative a desired way of being and expects her speaking
to affect him towards acting along with it. e way of being that the speaker
exemplifies is only covertly addressed in this recalled speech. However, it is
clear that the speaker is also holding herself up as one whose actions should
be emulated. She is known by her tivu as one who has completed secondary
school successfully and has held a good job for some years in a town as a result
of her education and further training in her professional area. e way she
supports her own two children in their schooling is also known and she refers
to it obliquely in this recalled speech.

e children themselves are actors that have effect in this speaking. eir plight
is an emotive element to which Ngurle strongly draws her relative’s aention.
Her own children’s exemplary success in school is also meant to enhance the
speaking in an emotive way.

Temporality

Ngurle shows by narration interspersed with recalled speaking how the maer
of geing these children to aend school involved various acts of speaking and
other actions over a considerable period of time. Her older relative needs to
be brought around to changing his actions and aitude; this does not happen
through one speech, but rather it requires continually drawing his aention to
the maer and the desired action through repeated speaking and acting.

4.5.4 Preparation for mortuary feasts

e speaker, Vat, is a young man, married without any children, living in Angat.
He has secondary education and has worked as a teacher of Lovangai elemen-
tary education in his home place, Angat. He is the youngest of a family of a
number of siblings. eir parents are from two home places quite distant from
one another; the father is from Angat and the mother from Metemana (see map
in Appendix A). His older brothers and sister live and work in places away from
home, two of them in a large urban centre of the country. As the sibling per-
manently living in Angat, the burden of taking the lead in preparing mortuary
feasts when the time comes that their father passes away will rest with him.
is speaking enactment is one that Vat envisions; what he enacts in the semi-
nar group is the sort of thing he is planning to say at some time to his brothers.
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He sees the time approaching and has been for some time feeling the burden
of this responsibility. As youngest sibling he is quite sensitive to the social re-
sponsibility he has of treating older male siblings with proper deference. Yet, he
knows that a meeting something like he is here envisioning does need to take
place.27

Vat opens with a greeting and a simple statement of the important maer at
hand.

1. Hearty greetings, and good aernoon to you Trial my group of brothers.

2. I am calling this meeting to speak with you about the maer of geing
ready for mortuary feasts. And geing ready for mortuary feasts is an im-
portant maer which we do aer someone has died. But I wish to speak to
us Trial in order to make clear to us that in the future we will surely have to
face this difficulty at the time when our father dies.

Vat lists the four feasts (which can stretch over a period of six months to two
years) not, of course, to inform his brothers but to draw their aention to them
so they have the immediate image to which they can relate the multiple prepa-
rations needed.

3. And there are several mortuary feasts. One for the death, aer we bury.
And there is the kakasup and there is the popot and the vag, the big feast.
And in order to meet the challenge of all those many feasts, it directly falls
upon us that we decide about preparations. We need to be diligent in making
garden plots and we need to have pigs and we must begin planting sago for
it to bear in order to be able to make the sago food for the time of the feast.

Vat then speaks by name or title directly to each of the three brothers in turn
and challenges themwith the tension that exists; namely, that they tend to forget
about the responsibilities of upcoming feasts due to their pre–occupations with
their own ex–Lovangai or ex–home place life and jobs.

4. It is possible that you are hearing this speaking and that you object, but
you three are holding your important working careers and you are away
from the home place. You, doctor, you live in Moresby, and you, Reverend,
you are in charge of this circuit and you are concerned about this circuit, and

27is enactment was somewhat entertaining for the seminar group and Vat appeared to be aware
of that (see discussion of kusil (mimic), p. 245.) I think it likely that thesocial forms of address to
his brothers, should such a meeting occur, might well be more muted and respectful. Notwith-
standing a degree of light–heartedness in the seminar enactment, this maer is of very real
import for Vat. It was interesting to note that when the audio–recording of this enactment was
heard by a group of Lovangai in Port Moresby, they commented on the aptness of Vat’s enact-
ment, how it struck a note of authenticity. One man said, “at is really the way things are;
he is speaking well!” e tension between siblings or other relatives living on Lovangai and
elsewhere in PNG is recognized from both sides.
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you, my brother Maro, you are also fully occupied with the work of the gov-
ernment concerning prison warders. But I want you to consider this business
of preparing for mortuary feasts because some time in the future we will be
dealing with it. Recognize the truth of my speech, because sometimes you
can be so occupied with the concerns of your own important work and you do
not consider maers over here that have to do with the responsibilities of the
household. And we will be dealing with the responsibility of this mortuary
feast.

Not only is the basic maer of food production important, but inter–clan re-
lations must be kept in the forefront of their thinking. It is difficult to predict
what the members of their father’s clan might do to challeng their own clan (the
clan of their mother). e best way to be prepared, Vat implies, is to be more
than ready. is is a major reason for urging them to pay aention to him and
to practically participate in preparations.

5. You must recognize that we siblings came here through our mother and so
we are living here as people who are not from here. Because our father went
to get married to our mother over there, and we have our own clan people
and we have our lavas.28

6. And concerning the preparations of this feast, surely we ourselves must
initiate discussion with our own clan, and we must also make it known to
the clan of our father. Because we cannot be sure; perhaps at the time of
the big feast, they will have heard that we have spoken some unacceptable
things towards our father, that they might put down a challenge for us to
match.29 Are we ready to meet such an eventual challenge? If we have no
garden plots or pigs and we have no sago, you call this ready, eh?

Vat calls his brothers to consider the well–known phenomenon of the decline of
the practice of the mortuary feasts. He ridicules the general society for laziness
and dependence upon cash for purchasing food and pigs rather than growing
it locally. Not only is Vat calling his own brothers’ aention to the particular
maer of their own feasts; he is challenging the trend as a whole and urging his
brothers that they set an example of diligence, hard work and advanced prepa-
rations.

7. I want you to clearly recognize the importance of this maer of the mor-
tuary feast. Look. Consider something from this angle, as follows: In times
past people prepared well for feasts. ey were prepared to hold the feast,

28e term lava refers to a mother’s brother, whether immediate siblings of the mother or more
distant from her.

29To “put down” is literally intended; that is, piles of produce and food are set out in view of all
and these constitute the challenge to the other clan as to whether they are able to put down an
equal or greater amount of food.
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they gardened well and they had a good supply of pigs and they planted
sago, all for making the feast.

8. Now in these days, you are seeing that speedboats are travelling back
and forth. People are going to look for pig and for taro and sweet potato and
sago in order to come home with it and make a feast with strangers’ food
that was purchased. What is it with us? PlurIncl Are we not able to produce
these things ourselves?

9. But I desire that you make plans with me and we Trial ourselves prepare
those things for holding the feast. You recognize this, right? I desire that you
assist me in this planning of mine, because holding a feast is a very weighty
maer.

Vat returns to the maer of the other clan and the possibility of challenges being
laid down. He mentions a specific maer about which he has heard that causes
him to be apprehensive that this might indeed take place.

10.I myself have heard from the mouths of our magas 30 wondering if we are
prepared to meet the requirements of holding the feast for our father, because
they are saying that they were the ones who purchased roofing metal for his
house, now while he is living. Now he is sleeping in a house for which we
did not purchase the roofing metal. So tell me, are we prepared to meet those
problems that will come if they set down a challenge for us? I want you to
listen to what I am saying about the mortuary feast, that it is a weighty
maer.

Vat speaks optimistically about the success; they are to look ahead and see the
maer accomplished. At the same time he speaks bluntly about the need for
finances and tells his brothers directly that they should expect to help gener-
ously.

11.And we will be prepared. You work at paying jobs, so it is fiing that you
generate the funds needed, and then we will be able to organize the necessary
things that will help us do this feast, namely, we will get garden plots ready
and we will get pigs and we will prepare sago, in order to hold this feast.

12.ank you very much, and I am happy with you for listening to my
speaking about the mortuary feasts.

Discourse, topic and issue

e maer at hand for Vat is his lone position in the home place and the knowl-
edge that without strong support and help from his older siblings, he is bound
30e term maga refers to father’s sister’s child or mother’s brother’s child, whether immediate
or more distant.
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to fail in the preparation. e maer is thus at one level a personal concern.
But lack of preparedness would also mean a shameful situation for the clan
as a whole, but especially for the clan members in the nearby area. e gen-
eral maer of preparing for feasts is one with which all family units and clan
groups are continually concerned. As seen from this enactment, speaking and
planning amongst the groups is needed regularly so that support is built up
and actual work can be organized and sustained. Vat speaks primarily to his
brothers but tells them, as they know, that clan uncles must be engaged in the
planning.

e maer of mortuary feasts is for Lovangai one that is viewed as very closely
related to the lore and wisdom of the wise people of past generations. All the
technicalities of this complex ritual have been honed through the generations,
and leaders of all levels have typically contributed massively to the establish-
ment and maintenance of the discourse that says this is a practice that is abso-
lutely critical for the well–being of Lovangai life and identity. At the same time,
as I have already hinted, there is a discourse – some would argue that it is gain-
ing momentum – that downplays ‘traditional’ aspects of Lovangai life (laulauan
i rina) and speaks in favour of modernisation in general and convenience of
relationship with the wider Papua New Guinea and world. is enactment is
situated in the cross-current of these discourses, and displays the tension be-
tween urbanized, ‘non-traditional’ family and clan members on the one hand
and ordinary home place dwellers on the other.

Actors and affect

e people of past generations, some in the memory of Vat and his brothers, ex-
ert influence on this topic and are contributors to the discourse described above.
e two clans, particularly Vat’s immediate family and nearby, older clan mem-
bers on the one hand, and the clan members of Vat’s father on the other, are
very influential upon each other. As for the acute, immediate maer at hand,
Vat and his three brothers are mainly in focus in this enactment. Vat uses emo-
tive means to exert influence on his brothers, namely they are to feel for his
plight as the only one at home, they are to feel the embarrassment of failure in
light of the other clan, and they are to feel the advantage they have in the area
of economic resources. He draws aention to these envisioned scenarios and
desires his brothers to act in accordance with the implications of these, and do
what he urges them to do.
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Temporality

is enactment is situated in the current of life lived from previous generations
until today and into the future in preparation for death. e previous genera-
tions have carried forward in time the lore and the technicalities of the ritual by
repeatedly showing how it is done and have demonstrated aitudes towards the
practising of the feasts. is enactment is also in the flow of the individual life of
the ageing father and the sons following in his path. In a similar way, the tempo-
rality of older and younger siblings in succession is part of this speech. Finally,
Vat is directing the aention of his brothers in particular to a time in future; he
is holding up for their aention that time and he wishes them to consider it and
to act in a certain way as time leads up to the eventual feasts.

4.5.5 Misappropriation of clan land

e speaker, Tauan–som, is a middle–aged man, with secondary school educa-
tion and with experience in secretarial work for church congregations and or-
ganizations. He is also a recognized clan leader in that he embodies and teaches
lore about clan maers such as kinship knowledge, land exchange andmarriage.
In the seminar he chose to speak about an ongoing land–exchange maer in
which a co–clan member has commied an act on his own without consulting
and against the wishes and good practise of the clan. He sold a piece of land
to one individual and used up the money of the sale for himself. He ought to
have discussed this with the clan and, if a sale was made, the money ought to
have been distributed to all. Tauan–som has discussed this particular maer of
import with another clan member and the two are considering how best to ap-
proach and speak to the offender. In the seminar Tauan–som decided to enact
his envisioned speech.

1. My dear brother, I am nostalgic for that good time in the past that you
and I had together; we met socially, we lived together, talked about things
with each other and among our whole clan.

Aer praising the man for how he used to be a good clan brother, Tauan–som
declares directly to him that he is the cause of spliing up the unity of the clan
life.

2. But at thismoment of time I ammissing that, because you in fact have had
an idea and you have split us up and you are now on the edge of us, PlurIncl

that is, our PlurIncl clan of which we DlIncl are a part. And at this time I am
nostalgic for that time because I see that our PlurIncl life is not good any more,
our meeting socially, and whatever we DlIncl had together is now ruined.

He then requests the brother to consider what he has done.
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3. But my brother! I think that if it is good, brother, that you consider care-
fully how you must relinquish whatever it is you are grasping.

Tauan–som points very openly to himself as example for the offender to fol-
low.

4. You should be like me. I do not consider this bad action that you have
done to be major, but instead I still consider you as a true brother of mine.
And also within this clan I recognize you as being a brother of mine. And
within that good relationship I acknowledge you well.

Tauan–som draws the aention of the offender to reparation of the wrong done
and holds it up as restoration of unity and well–being. He declares his wish for
what he wants the brother to do. Unity as it was before is the goal.

5. And so I request of you that the thing you have ruined you consider care-
fully that you restore it properly so that it will help you and it will help all
of us, the whole clan, so that we become completely united like before when
we were one.

6. And so my great desire now is that you yourself be a help to yourself
and help us all so that we reach that one good situation, our relatedness, our
social contact and our recognition of each other, that it may be good again
like it was before, the way we had it.

Tauan–som closes on an optimistic note, holding up for the brother’s aention
what he believes the brother can and will do.

7. I set this maer within the sphere of your responsibility, and I believe that
you will consider carefully and at an opportune time that will show itself to
you, you will be able to restore this maer so that it will help us in that our
relatedness and our social contact and our life together, our joy together will
be good.

8. From all that, my brother, that is what I have to say to you. ank you.

Discourse, topic and issue

e clan is a social grouping that is vast in Lovangai terms, as the members live
over the whole island. Smaller groups meet and function in the different ar-
eas of the island, and these groupings have their recognized leaders and elders.
As mentioned earlier, the main maers with which clans work are land own-
ership and exchange, marriage, mortuary rites and name bearing. With each
of these areas there are tensions currently existing which, in general terms, are
concerned with whether these ‘traditional’ practices should be maintained or
not, in the face of influences from the wider region, like modern politics, the
churches and education. In the maer of land, for instance, in the clan–based
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system, cash for payment has been quite easily integrated with pig, taro and
inangun (shell ‘money’) as items for exchange in rituals. More significantly,
however, a dual system is actually in effect with clan–based rituals and agree-
ments on the one hand, and the government–based system based on the laws
of former colonial powers on the other. e discourse of old which says that
the clan is the only body that has power to effect land exchange and other clan
maers is thus in tension with a ‘post–traditional’ discourse that says we should
be adapting to and benefiting from development and progress towards ‘modern’
ways of managing affairs.

e maer at hand has two inter–related aspects: the actual infraction of claim-
ing payment unjustly needs to be rectified; and, the unity of the clan group
needs to (thereby) be restored. e expectation is that the man will give the
money back to clan leaders who will justly decide how to divide it. If this is
accomplished it would lead to a ritual of restoration in which a meal (with other
rituals) would cement relations back together.

Actors and affect

As a clan leader, Tauan–som takes on responsibility to address a maer of con-
cern. He takes other like–minded clanmembers into account and plans speaking
in discussion with them. e offender and the one who purchased the land are
actors who will be significantly affected by clan intervention. e speaking of
Tauan–som is drawing the aention of the offender to the norm and desirability
of clan unity and just behaviour. At the same time the speaking is conciliatory,
drawing aention to advantages for the offender: “restore it properly so that it
will help you and it will help all of us, the whole clan” (line 5). e speaker also
implicitly appeals to the dignity of the offender; he is given the trust (which he
does not really deserve) to fix up the problem himself (“I set this maer within
the sphere of your responsibility”, line 7).

Temporality

e enactment is yet to happen; it is planned. e infraction has taken place
some time ago. Since the infraction, over a period of time, the news has reached
clan members and others and discussions are taking place. is planned enact-
ment thus would be taking place as part of other speaking and acting already
having taken place.

In the enactment itself, the speaker appeals to a before and an aer; things used
to be good, now they are not. Do what you need to do and in future we will
again be as before.
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Due to this being a clan maer, it is connected to previous generations and their
wisdom and rulings on maers such as this. is enactment, like any speaking
regarding clan maers is done within a temporal flow of speaking, deliberating
and teaching as lore gets shown to novices along the way.

4.5.6 Controlling the behaviour of children as deterrent to vandalism

e speaker, Gertruth, is a middle–aged woman who is a respected member and
leader in the Umbukul congregation. She has teen–aged and young children.
In one of the seminars she recalled how she spoke in a large group of parents
of young children at her home congregation. is took place aer a regular
week–day evening fellowship in the church building. She related, “On that very
Tuesday aernoon an act of vandalism had been commied at Tengelik31 e
plants in the garden of ri Gom had been pulled out.” Aer the service Gertruth
sent all the children home, telling them, “I want the dads to sit for a while, as
well as the moms. I will speak with them for a while.” en she recalled her
enactment.

1. Well, you know that there is something that happened here in our hamlet.
ere is a vandalism act that was commied. And the plants in the garden
of ri Gom were pulled up and you Sg know that it is a sad affair because this
couple has just now arrived back home to live.

2. And a vandalism act like this one, if it happens it disturbs us, it disturbs
all of us in our subward.

ough her audience knows the details of the vandalism, she reiterates the basic
details of it in order to focus everyone’s aention on the act and get them to re–
live the shame of it. She continues by analysing the reason why such acts are
done in their midst by young people.

3. And these various wrecking acts happen because we dads and moms our-
selves do not control well the behaviour of our children right in the home.
It could be that we are perhaps opening ourselves up for evil behaviour to
come.

4. And when they are riled – because there are various fights among our
children on account of our girls or our boys –well, then they go and vandalize
a garden.

Vandalism or destruction is typically done by people when they vent frustra-
tion and anger that is directed at another person. It is likely that the person
who in this case was being targeted was a close relative of the woman whose
31Tengelik is one of the group of residences comprising Umbukul, also the name of a government
“sub-ward” and the church fellowship group.
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garden was vandalized. is is a way of making revenge felt in a wider circle of
relatives.

Gertruth continues to lay out what she considers essential in regards to raising
children in such a way that this kind of revenge vandalism would not be done
by them in future.

5. And I want us, we the dads and moms here, to be well aware of the life of
our children right at home. How are they living? Let us ourselves be adept
at recognizing things and let us instruct our children to live well because a
thing like this - if I do not perceive well that this behaviour is taking place
in these days – these days we are living in is a time that is becoming a very
difficult time indeed. If some time we commit acts that are not good, later
on wreckage will happen right in your Sg own home.

6. And I am talking to us moms and dads, we who are living here at Tengelik,
you Sg must be perceptive in regards to your son and you must be perceptive
in regards to your daughter. When something happens, you must immedi-
ately correct that behaviour, so that there will be good behaviour, and let us
try to help each other to watch out, and our life will be good in our subward.

7. ere is pestering each other, then fighting happens, and then they goad
each other, then they devastate your garden or they commit some other acts.

Gertruth now reports to her actual listeners – the seminar group – the effect of
her speaking on the social grouping of adult church members of her subward:
“When I had spoken everything to them, many of them spoke further on the
topic of what I was saying because they recognize how it is true that there are
these vandalism acts being done in these times.” She then continues, including
her seminar group addressees with the listeners of that first enactment in her
home hamlet. e seminar group was larger than just the chosen participants as
this was the first session and the church congregation of Angat had been invited
to aend. ese people are all very familiar to Gertruth, as she lives in a hamlet
between Angat and Umbukul and interacts socially with both home places. e
actual listeners are very aware of the particular vandalism event that instigated
her speaking in the first place and they know well this topic. In the closing
sentences of her enactment, then, Gertruth is actually speaking to her listeners.
e expression “you all here” (line 9) is directed at them as much as being a
re–enactment of an earlier speech.

8. Very quickly you, papa or mama, recognize precisely what is happening
in the home and you must straighten it out. If we do not perceive it, later on
our children go astray, fighting starts, wrecking gardens happens.

9. And so I am saying, as far as I am concerned, in regards to my young
children, if they are doing wrong, I say that you all here may spank my
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young children because I want us all together to help each other with our
children so that they grow up having good behaviour.

10.ank you.

Discourse, topic and issue

e topic here is the phenomenon of young people reacting with vandalism to
intra–group tensions. e pressing maer at hand on one level is this one par-
ticular act of vandalism. However, the speaker draws from this the opportunity
to point her co–church members to a way of raising children and disciplining
them for character formation for future good living in the group. Vandalism
by young people will mar the group’s well–being. Besides group well–being,
this maer is about honour; misbehaving children bring shame to wider social
groupings. ere is a discourse that says that in the previous age the elders
knew how to control and discipline young people and that in current times the
unity and good living of that era are being eroded and disappearing. is dis-
course is typically stoked by tirades and complaining about the quality of life
deteriorating. Gertruth, though she knows this discourse and hints at it with her
comment that “these days [are] becoming a very difficult time” (line 4), decides
to draw aention to disciplining and controlling children and working towards
a beer group life in future.

Actors and affect

Gertruth does not explicitly name the perpetrators. ese will undoubtedly be
young people very closely related to some in the audience group (both in the
church, as well as in the seminar). She thus carefully formulates her speaking,
by beginning quite generally about who was involved and what the actual cause
of the tension was. e maer in her view surely needs direct aention, but
should be handled by mature adults who are closest to the perpetrators. Due to
themixed composition of her audience, Gertruth does not mention these aspects
of the maer. Her appeal, rather, is directed to parents generally and is drawing
their aention primarily to wise practice in disciplining their children.

e shame of newly arrived residents having to bear this affront is a maer that
has strong feeling aached to it. Naming the person and describing the act is
perhaps a technique for geing her audience’s aention and inviting their em-
pathy for the distressed couple and disapproval at the perpetrators. She expects
the shame to be felt by all; it hardly needs emphasis. Gertruth’s main display
in the realm of affect is that she sets herself as the example (“you all here may
spank my young children,” line 8) and taking the lead in her determination to
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discipline preventively. She is thus pointing their aention to herself as a re-
spected person to follow.

Temporality

e theme of generation in this enactment is thoroughly temporal in nature.
ere is a temporal connection betweenwhat is going on in this current, difficult
time and how things were (imagined to be) in past generations. More recently,
in the current generation, Gertruth points her audience’s aention both into
the past and future. Her speaking on this pressing maer of a certain act of
vandalism is connected temporallywith other instances of young people venting
anger in typical ways. e audience have all experienced situations similar to
this one of revenge and vandalism in the past and have most likely heard – and
perhaps also enacted – speaking similar to this. e future that Gertruth depicts
for the audience is one in which the young children who are now still able to be
taught will act differently in the event of tensions among themselves.

4.5.7 Responsibility as young men to establish new household

e speaker, Varangot, is a middle–aged man who has primary school education
and one year of practical Bible school training. He is a pastor and respected
community member, known for his calm, gentle character and for his skills in
gardening, fishing, canoe carving and house building. e maer that Varangot
has assessed over time as he has reached mature adulthood is the difficulty that
young men have in seing up their own household with their wife and children.
Instead they remain in their parents’ household and tend to assume that the
new young family will be taken care of there. In the seminar seing, Varangot
stylizes his speaking so as to address any and all young men generally in the
area, some married, some not yet married.

He begins by introducing in very general terms the maer at hand as “difficult
time experienced by young men” (line 1). en he specifically names “garden
crops” and “looking at fathers” as the particular concern (line 1). What he is
saying is that young men are not taking initiative to diligently plant new garden
plots, independently of parental plots.

1. At this time I would like to speak concerning this difficult time expe-
rienced by young men. Young men, sit and listen! Now you are actually
recognizing that many people do not have garden crops and they are look-
ing at our fathers, because we ourselves who are young people we have not
prepared for our future. So it is good for you to sit and listen. Are you lis-
tening?
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2. Okay, look. It is very important that if now when we are still young,
that we look at our future, to consider how we will be in future. Okay then,
because you are still strong now, you should plant, you should know how to
build houses, and you should know how to garden, and you should know how
to fish, you should carve canoes, and these things will be fully satisfactory.
If you know that, then it is impossible that in future you will be in need of
anything. You are listening? Good.

He paints a picture for the young men of two situations; one in which the se-
nior man is strong and has enough for his adult sons and their eventual small
families:

3. At this time I would like to speak about a certain maer for you to con-
sider. Look. At this time, if you young man, you are married and you have
several children, you will see that, in future, if you have planted, or if your
father planted, and tomorrow you, however many children altogether of that
man, that is, your father - let us suppose you are three – and when you join
together to get ripe coconut to shred or fresh coconut to drink and things like
that,32 there will be no one among you who will be angry about (any short-
age o) the things of your father because your father indeed planted enough
for all of you.

If the senior man is very strong and his sons help well in the one family enter-
prise, things might work well because everyone is depending on the strength of
the senior father to lead and work hard. However, the second scenario is much
beer:

4. But it is essential that you, young man, you also plant because in that
way in future there will be no one of your brothers who will complain about
(a shortage of the) things of your father, because you indeed were also strong,
and you also planted for your children and your spouse in future. You are
listening? Good.

5. At this time, you are able to recognize that however many you are, chil-
dren of your joint father with your lile children, (the way it is) you are
expecting to benefit from the fruit of your fathers’ labour and which you
yourselves did not plant. Are you listening?

Varangot assesses explicitly that things are not the way they should be and that
this is harming unity among brothers.

6. At this time things are not good. It oen causes heaviness among brothers.

He briefly broaches another maer, drawing aention to a future that is based
on having learned well the skills needed to provide for a family.
32e conventional way of referring to necessities of life, i.e., all needed food, is not to name
weighty things like taro and sweet potato, but to name less significant items, here coconut.
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7. e second maer. In future you must not forget that you will be married,
and your married life in future will be very good because you learned how
to do many things.

Varangot closes by stressing the importance of heeding what he has said, thus
drawing aention to the crucial things for right livingwhich he has talked about.
He finishes with a conventional speech closure.

8. And you must aend diligently to this talk. You will reap the payment of
your aending well, and you will also reap the payment of your not aend-
ing if you do not aend diligently to this talk.

9. Yes, I will not speak at length. Here this speaking of mine stops at this
point. ank you.

Discourse, topic and issue

emaer at hand that Varangot has assessed as critical is not a particular event
that needs aention; rather, he has over time become troubled by a trend in prac-
tice. e trend is that young men get married and remain entirely in the social
grouping of their birth household. eir wife moves in to that household and
their young children are part of that main household too. All of these people –
and sometimes this becomes quite a numerous group – are under the care of the
one senior household head. If several brothers follow this trend, the household
becomes truly large and at the same time the main household head is ageing
and his work capacity is reduced. Varangot sees this as a burden on unity and
well–being because of the tensions that inevitably develop within such a social
grouping.

e formation of home places as they are known today in Lovangai history hap-
pened in large part due to colonial pressure to centralize people’s living places
so as to be able to more easily administer people. Earlier, people lived in smaller
groupings, more scaered inland and under leadership of a vosap (strong, fight-
ingman). emen’s andwomen’s areaswere clearly defined; much of living and
working for livelihood was done in groupings that were not nuclear family. e
models that developed aer the church and government administration central-
ized people’s living places (i.e., the modern home place), were that of households
based on nuclear biological family. e church’s teaching on monogamous mar-
riage played a big role in this. Gardening and livelihood enterprises became
centred around this new nuclear family social grouping.

Varangot is not by any means advocating a return to a former, ‘beer’ way of
living. He is fully in favour of the current model of dwelling, established well
before his time. However, within that general model, what he sees as a desirable
paern is the kind he himself models. When a man reaches marriageable age,
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he should move to a separate location, build a house and set up his main living
place there. is requires diligence, determination and much hard work as well
as skill. e general trend he speaks of is not universal; there are other young
men who do like he advocates. However, he believes that the majority of young
men are indifferent to or simply ignorant of the dangers of the present status
quo.

Actors and affect

Since the maer to which Varangot is speaking is keenly experienced by those
present at his speech, i.e., his actual hearers, he is aware that some will be hear-
ing him from the position of the elder who has young men still living in the
senior household and others from the position of one of the young men in di-
rect focus in the speech. A challenge for the speaker is to allow for both kinds
of actors in his audience group and still speak convincingly. Being in the middle
position – not yet an elder, but experienced in maintaining his own household –
he identifies downwards in age by using inclusive forms of address to younger
men. is is deference for seniority; he counts himself to be one of the younger
generation who are at fault. At the same time, this is a way of drawing aention
to his own practice as example, since he is well–established in his own house-
hold and is known for his way of managing his gardens and other affairs. By
using inclusive language in addressing the young men – i.e., calling himself a
young man with them – he is pointing them to his exemplary way of living and
wishes for them to hear this as an invitation to rally around that example.

By repeating the call to aention, Varangot is taking the tone of an elder speak-
ing to novices. He can do this effectively and respectably only if his example
is actually known to be valid and if the “young men” are really considerably
younger than he is. For the elders present, his stern speaking to younger men is
by implication also directed obliquely at them; if they have not been diligent in
teaching and enabling their sons to garden and live independently, Varangot’s
words may also be taken as a critique of their laxity (see discussion, p. 83).

Temporality

is speaking is enacted fromwithin the flow of generational phenomena. In the
discussion of the topic above, I mentioned the history of selement paerns. e
former, originally Lovangai, way of selement is only known as a phenomenon
from the very distant past, not even fully experienced by the oldest currently
living people.
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A further temporal facet of this maer is the slow encroachment of age in the
senior household head. e passing of time and ageing goes almost unnoticed by
the unthinking young men. Varangot’s contention is that they do not recognize
that their fathers are less capable; they appear to want life to continue for them
as it was when they were lile boys.

4.6 Summary and conclusions

In this chapter I have given voice to research participants’ analyses of actual
topics and issues by illustrating a variety of their considered compositions of
speaking and writing with intent to effect practice in other group members re-
garding these maers of import. From earlier observations I had gained some
degree of understanding about communication very oen taking place in group-
ings of people, and that social groupings and their well–being in general are of
concern to most people. e social groupings in Lovangai home places are not
always neatly distinct from one another. For example, though people know,
of course, who their siblings are (nuclear family), the border between such a
relatively narrow grouping and that of an extended family is oen not sharply
defined in practice. Oen the borders between groupings are porous and com-
mitment to - ‘membership’ in – groupings varies between people and over time.

Examples of aempting to persuade: unsolicited

I began by illustrating several speech enactments in which I did not have a hand
in initiating or inviting their performance; they were spontaneously spoken or
wrien by a variety of people and in different environments (4.3). ese ex-
amples of aempts to persuade illustrate actual maers of concern and ways
that people deem to be appropriate for addressing them, and they tell us some-
thing about the groupings that were being addressed. Within the purposes of
this chapter, these examples show what it was that I had noticed in my observa-
tions while living for extended periods in a Lovangai home place; namely, that
to a very great extent Lovangai church members, the potential hearers of Mark
as text–script, expect maers of import to be addressed and they expect that
through influential speaking and other actions people in social groupings ought
to and will change (their practices).

Continuity between Græco–Roman and Lovangai speech practice

It was through gaining an understanding of such aempts at influencing and
persuading others that I was guided to link the Græco–Roman text of Mark
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and its (hoped–for) reception in early Græco-Roman environments to the phe-
nomenon of Lovangai speech practice and the groupings within which such
speaking is done. at is, there appeared to me to be a continuity in the speech
practice of earliest enactments of the text–script and the speech practice among
Lovangai church members and social groupings that I was seeing.

I saw, however, the need to illustrate in a more focused way how Lovangai
church members consider and analyse their own groupings and the maers that
concern them and how they consequently compose speaking/writing that they
expect will effect change. I see this as speech practice similar to interpretively
enacting a text–script and thus related to early Græco–Roman reader-speakers
using Mark as text–script. e way to find out how the Lovangai research par-
ticipants view their own speaking was to have them tell me about social group-
ings and important maers and to give me examples of when they heard such
speaking from others or when they themselves spoke aempting to persuade.

Sketches taken from interviews

In formal interviews this was possible to an extent (4.4). I gained many specific
examples from a variety of church members, illustrated with recalled, memo-
rable speech. I recall here a few of the social groupings and maers of import
about which the interviewees told me.

One man recalled from his youth how an elder influenced his social grouping
of young boys and young men in his home place by repeatedly and over a long
period of time showing and telling these novices how to carry out skills required
for procuring food. One woman told an interview group how she had spoken
to her husband and his sister, insisting that the sister shoulder her responsibly
for her own children. Another woman told me of her concern that a particular
papa of hers was not being treated respectfully and how she aempted to talk
her relatives who lived near him into supporting him properly. One man told
me about an influential man who was concerned for the well–being of the edu-
cation of children. is man continually spoke at a variety of venues and over
a long period of time, drawing people’s aention to how they were to support
practically the upkeep of the school facilities and the morale of the non–local
teaching staff.

ese multi–various sketches show us many actual pressing maers, a wide
range of topics and groupings of differing sizes. roughout we hear people
who believe they can and should speak to important maers in order to effect
change.
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Seminars and composed speeches with topics and groupings in focus

Besides these interview sketches, I also chose a more focused approach in which
my aim was that church members would show me something about how they
analyse groupings and particular maers, and whether they can prepare or com-
pose focused speeches that they believe will affect the actors concerned in the
maer of import. Seminar Session B was, thus, a planned pre–cursor to engage-
ment with text–script; interpreting a Markan episode as text–script would be
similar to these speeches in that both are concerned about a group and a maer
to be addressed. In Session B the participants as a group discussed a range of
groupings and topics they found to be significant for right living generally. ey
then focused on particular maers to which they believed they could and should
speak. Some of the composed speeches that came out of this discussion and re-
flectionwere recalled, others were envisioned. In both cases, the reader–speaker
participants carefully thought both of how they enacted or were planning to en-
act the speech before the actual group in question as well as of how to enact the
speech before the rest of the seminar group.

I chose seven of the more than twenty–five speeches collected in Session B (see
Appendix C) to present in this chapter. e following local, unique enactments
addressing groupings and maers of import will be recalled from Section 4.5 :
1) an extended family in a home place has one member that is living irrespon-
sibly, leaving the care of her child to others and her younger sister pleads with
her to change her ways; 2) a pair of brothers see themselves called to be leaders
in the home place congregation, the older one urging the younger one to take
more seriously that calling; 3) children of a certain family are being deprived
of growth and development in their life because their father does not support
and encourage them to aend school; 4) a young man calls for recognition from
his older brothers, urging them to support him in preparing for and carrying
out a major family and clan obligation; 5) a clan has been dishonoured by the
wilful misconduct of one member and his clan brother wants him to recognize
his wrong act for what it is and act decisively to rectify his wrongs; 6) the par-
ents of young children in one home place are urged to recognize that current
acts of vandalism perpetrated by young adults is not unrelated to how they treat
and train their young children here and now; 7) the general trend of living off
parents’ hard work is identified and young men in particular are urged to set up
independent residences, make their own garden plots and establish functional
family units.

I have presented these speeches to illustrate unique, local enactments of at-
tempts to persuade; that is, the venue and environment of Session B is the only
time and place where the particular church member speaks in this way. e
enactment is thus a snapshot only. It does not represent a fixed text that can be
used to predict effectiveness or to predict what this speaker – or other speakers –
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might do elsewhere at other times. e enactment is a local embodiment of a
wish or hope for effected change in others. is hope or concernmay be enacted
in a variety of times and places and not only by the one speaker here in focus. In
each enactment, other actors, topics and discourses play a significant role. e
speaker does not see one enactment as being definitive; persuasion takes place
over time and repeated speaking and showing is oen required.

In this chapter I have provided a minimum of explanation and analysis, with the
intent that the analysis and speaking done by the research participants them-
selves will reveal what is important to them. For each enactment I commented
on what I labelled as three significant dimensions of these aempts to persuade:
discourse; actors; and, temporality.

i) Discourses, as I defined them, are made up of speaking related to a topic,
occurring over time and more or less known by most people in society,
intended to influence others’ views and behaviour with regards to social
institutions and practices.

ii) People speak with an awareness that influence is exerted by multiple
actors, with the current, local speaking pointing aention most directly
to desired change. Speakers appeal to their own and other actors’ repu-
tations in their aempts to steer others towards right living.

iii) People oen speak repeatedly with the same desire for change or to
instil practice in others. eir speaking is enacted in the current of life
lived, taking account of events and relationships in the past as well as
present acts and envisioned acts in future.

I showed in my analytical discussion how these three relational dimensions are
evident in the selected enactments.

From the results of the participatory research carried out with the church mem-
bers, I can list the following tentative conclusions about speech practice as re-
lated to aempting to effect (change o) practice in social groupings.

• Socially engaged people like these seminar participants are concerned
about things that they believe hinder or help group life and people’s well–
being. ey believe they can and should speak to try to influence people
towards change.

• rough the exercise of the seminar sessions, church members have seen
and heard one another in a group environment identifying and speaking
to maers they consider important. Reader–speakers, grouping and mat-
ters of import were, of course, already known prior to these activities.
is was a first concentrated exposure for them, however, to the idea of
connecting persuasive speaking of this ‘everyday’ and familiar kind to
potentially speaking in this same way from biblical text–script.
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• e speech practice illustrated in this chapter is inseparable from actual
groupings of people, from the locality of each, unique speaking event and
from topics and issues that genuinely concern people. It is also continually
conversant with diversity in groupings, with the sensitivities of topics.
Stratification of audience groupings is taken into account in speaking.

• Effect in persuasive speaking is not predictable nor easily measurable;
people tend to try a variety of ways of speaking, to depend on other actors
and they expect that it can take time and will require more speaking and
other acting and personal influence.

Investigation of audience to inform target text production

Having provided a brief summary of the speech practice illustrated in this chap-
ter, I would like to now recall the question of how this speech practice informs
translating Mark as text–script. In other words, what is the connection between
this chapter and the one to follow?

Typically and traditionally, Bible translation scholars have studied the ‘texts’ of a
receptor ‘language’ in order to determine the characteristics of well–formulated
text and to posit how a natural text in the target language communicates mean-
ing. Target texts can then be formulated to emulate the paerns discovered. I
am not here arguing against the validity of this approach. However, this study is
not focused on linguistic formulations in source and target or direct correlations
between them. e focus here is on social phenomena, social relationships and
speaking as an ongoing practice integrated with other (non–linguistic) practice.
Viewing the source text as a script is to understand it as entailing social func-
tion, to speak to maers in local environments, rather than as a representation
of a one–time, historical communication event. e goal of translation then
changes from reproducing the communicative effect of ‘an original’ by formu-
lating a text that will accomplish that to creating a script that will in new and
unique local environments give speakers a tool that points them to certain mat-
ters of import and which they are challenged to interpret and address in real
social groupings. us I am here aempting to trace a line between social func-
tion and speech practice in early environments with Lovangai environments
in which church member reader–speakers will be challenged to do something
similar socially as was anticipated within early, Græco-Roman groupings. is
chapter has provided a picture of social groupings, a number of maers they are
concerned about, and a group of real, concerned reader–speakers who believe
they can influence others by speaking to them. It is within this framework - al-
ways remaining a partial, snap–shot view – that I now turn to an examination
of interpretive enactments of Markan episodes.



5 I   M 

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter I present seven interpretive enactments, selected from a total
of twenty–five collected during the participatory activity of the four seminar
groups of Lovangai church members.1

In this introductory section I discuss Session C, providing an explanation of how
the activities of the session can be understood as supporting the main argument
of the study; namely, that there is coherence between Græco–Roman and Lo-
vangai reception of Mark. e coherence lies in the similar function of the text
as script; in both seings reader–speakers address local groupings from a text–
script that predicts important maers to be addressed. is chapter is to be read
in close connection with the argument for reading Mark as a text–script (Chap-
ter 3) and with the Lovangai speech practice in social groupings illustrated in
Chapter 4.

5.1.1 e choice of Markan episodes

e twenty-five interpretive enactments that we collected engaged eight epi-
sodes: 2:23-28; 3:31-35; 9:38-50; 10:13-16; 10:28-31; 12:1-11; 12:41-44; 14:3-9.2 A
comprehensive study of the Gospel of Mark would require a strategy by which
Lovangai speakers could grow towards enacting ever more of the whole of the
text–script of Mark. at is beyond the scope of this study. For example, a very
significant episode, 13:1-37, which includes the longest and final speech of Jesus
in Mark, has not been tackled in this study. is is due both to lack of space and
to the formidable hurdles it would throw up for Lovangai reader–speakers at an
early stage of a new venture of engagement with Mark.
e purpose of Session C, rather, was to have reader–speakers engage in a se-
lection of episodes in which they could get a sense of persuasive aims predicted
1See the definition of interpretive enactment, page 8, and the discussion in 5.1.5. See also the
discussion of the seminar in 2.3.2, page 49.

2See Appendix D for the names of the reader–speakers, the reference of the Markan episode and
a short statement of the persuasive goal of each enactment.
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and to have them relate their interpretive enactments to ways of speaking as we
explored them in Session B. In this chapter seven of the interpretive enactments
of the seminars will be presented. ese are selected with an eye for including
bothmen andwomen speakers of varying ages and from different congregations
and for a variety of topics addressed and length of enactments.

5.1.2 Seminar Session C in context

I purposely and explicitly related Session C to the previous two sessions, es-
pecially to Session B. e purpose of Session B was to engage people with the
practice of speaking to maers of import in social groupings. It also had the
explicitly stated purpose of preparing participants to consider the topics, mat-
ters of import and ways of speaking in the current session (B) in preparation
for linking these to persuasive speaking one might encounter in Mark, to be
considered the following day.

In Session C, then, inasmuch as an episode was understood to have persuasive
force, participants were invited to link the episode and its persuasive purpose to
a real maer of import in (a) social grouping(s). Having spent all of the previous
day focused on local topics and maers of import and having recalled and en-
visioned persuasive speaking in relation to those maers, the participants were
invited in Session C to engage in a similar activity but with the difference that
theywould be assigned a particularMarkan episode to discern in it a maer they
deemed to be of import. At the same time, the participants’ own involvement
was to be the same as in the activities of Session B; namely, to discern needs
of actual social groupings and to speak into these groupings in order to effect
(change o) practice.

e participant reader–speakers were invited to draw a tight line of relation-
ship between the persuasive speaking as illustrated in Chapter 4 – speaking not
related to Biblical text – and the speeches they composed and enacted from the
text–script of Markan episodes. e episodes as heard by the reader–speakers –
the text–script – can thus for them be examples of speaking that cohere with
other speaking they encounter and integrate in their own speaking. We have
seen this already in how research participants speak in relation to others’ speak-
ing and to more general discourses. Such integration is not restricted to directly
quoting others. One example of many I collected is from an interview with
a young man who referred to a speech of a senior kin-relation addressing an
extended family gathering. Using his recollection and interpretation of that re-
called speaking event he told me something about himself and his own under-
standing of life.

Session C, in part, was conceived frommy observations of that way of speaking.
From the premise of such integrated speaking I ask the question whether the
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voice of Markan episodes could be presented to reader–speakers in a similar
way. us the participants were guided to use Markan episodes as a basis from
which to engage in speaking, in a similar way as they use the recalled voices
of people whom they respect in their own social groupings. In Session B the
participants worked with topics, groupings and maers of import; in Session C
they did more of the same with the difference that this time the episode was the
focus of their speech composition. My rationale in seing up the seminar in this
way was not only that I would thus be able to gain a beer understanding of the
reception of Mark as text–script but also that Lovangai church members would
beer be able to make a link between persuasive speaking they have learned
and regularly practice, and persuasive speaking they encounter in Mark. If the
text–script is seen as persuasive, I expect seminar participants to recognize this
based on their own experiences of speech practice. If given a venue and audience
grouping, I expect them to be able to compose and enact persuasive speaking of
their own that integrates the episode in that speaking.

I invited one participant to talk to his home congregation about the seminars
and to illustrate how he had interpretively enacted a Markan episode. He began
his speech to the congregation by describing the seminar. at report illustrates
his understanding of the method of the seminar and of what it means to speak
persuasively to a social grouping. He began by describing Session B:

e work [we did] was searching aer and preparing some good [speeches].
We talked about some examples, and did some activities in order to achieve
[this]. We talked about some important topics like these: working in the
garden, housebuilding and fishing, … helping marriages and helping young
women, young men, and various other things like that were treated. ere
were some weighty maers and ideas in our work in the course of those days
and in what we prepared. [Each of us were to] think of a topic, some weighty
maers which we were to speak on, and we should consider these so that we
would be able to … clearly identify that heart maer of a particular situation
in the life of a particular person or a group, like in the life of a family or in
a marriage or community or any other groups like that. … [Our aim] was
to arrive directly at the thought that would cause that person in the position
she or he is in, to look back and be able to recognize clearly how she or he
had been walking, or working, and they would be able to come back properly
to that way of being.3

He then related Session B to how we worked with Markan episodes in Ses-
sion C.

We were given speeches from the scripture. Each one our own topic, each
one of us our own speech. … Lesley and his small group of helpers were in

3English words are non-italicized.
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one place over there, while we were here at our seminar meeting place. First
one person went … and one of [the helpers] read an episode of scripture to
that person. [en it was the] next person’s turn … and so on in that way
and all of us got our particular episode of scripture. We were then given a
good stretch of time to come and sit, to consider it, and then we composed the
speech. We were to consider the episode. And we were to speak about it; that
is, we were to prepare it, considering how it would be possible to persuade,
to identify the maer in people’s life, and we were to do it in consideration
of the situation, the group or the position. So then all my co-participants
got their episodes of scripture and they also constructed their speech upon it.
Some people spoke helping the life of young men, some people spoke helping
the life of the women’s fellowship and so on and so on. Each one of us
individually. … We got just the episode as spoken word … on its own. So I
also went and got my portion of speech and I came with it and sat thinking
about it, how I would speak about it, and when I spoke about it, to what
group would I address my speech and how might I precisely identify their
issue with my speaking.

5.1.3 Authentic speaking versus puing on a performance

e question may be asked whether the interpretive enactments of the seminar
sessions can be deemed examples of genuine persuasive speaking. An objec-
tion might be that the speakers were not able to address the actual audience
groupings they envisioned. e speeches were inevitably staged to a degree
due to the constraints of a seminar seing. It would, of course, be valuable to
hear these same (or other) speakers address these maers of import in ‘live’
seings. However, speeches made in Session C were unique, local aempts
at enacting a text–script in an environment with real people in existing social
groupings.

Recall that the aim of Chapter 4 was, in part, to answer the possible charge
against this study of having insufficient data to support claims about the prac-
tice of speaking persuasively in social groupings. I hope to have shown suffi-
ciently there that the enactments I present in this chapter are coherent in many
significant ways with speaking that might intuitively be called more ‘authen-
tic’ aempts at persuasion. In addition, my own and the participants’ sense
of the enactments was that they were spoken in all seriousness.4 Had these
church members actually engaged their audience groupings ‘live,’ they would
have wanted to make the same aempt at effecting practice.

4Notwithstanding certain aspects of Vat’s enactment (see p. 149).
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5.1.4 Aural reception and spoken enactment

We may also ask what purpose was served by providing the participants with
the text–script in oral form rather than have them read it (see 2.3.2). ough not
ruling out textual methods as invalid nor wishing to imply that Lovangai do not
actively use wrien texts, I chose to invite seminar members to have aural and
oral experiences in their encounter with the text–script and in the activity of
pointing social group members’ aention to maers of import. e participants
could have been given a wrien version to work from, but the aural approach
was chosen as the easiest way to put all participants on the same footing. e
literacy proficiency in the groups varied and the aural experience of a text–
script helps to level out this difference; only some church members speak and
read (well), but all speak and hear.

In addition, the aural experience was intended to bring speakers immediately
closer to the speech they themselves would be interpreting, preparing and en-
acting.5 I can also mention here that most persuasive activity in Lovangai social
groupings is done not with the use of wrien texts but rather by speaking out
loud to one another. Finally, it is likely that in early Græco–Roman environ-
ments writing, reading, speaking and hearing were integrated practices with
the majority of people not proficient – or only slightly proficient – in handling
wrien media. e seminar activity was designed to be coherent with such
plausible, early environments.

As the seminar participant reported (see above, page 170), each participant was
assigned to work on her or his own aurally-experienced text–script. e con-
tent of the episode was kept from the knowledge of the other participants until
the enactment was performed to the group. However, each participant chose
whether or how much to be explicit about the assigned episode. Some explicitly
referred to or cited (part o) the text–script, while others – as in the enactment
by Passingan-Tapak (5.2.5) – made no explicit reference to the text–script at all.

5.1.5 What is meant by “interpretive enactment” ?

I am using the expression “interpretive enactment” to refer both to what the
seminar participants do when they deliver their composed speech out loud to
the seminar group, as well as to the reflection and planning that leads up to the
speaking. is speaker is saying something in a way that is integrated with the
5is is not to say that an individual silent-reading approachwould not haveworked, or would not
work in future engagements with Mark in this way. e restriction of time in the seminar seing
made this difficult to carry out. In such an approach I think there would have been considerable
time needed to introduce people to a way of moving from silent reading and preparation to
speaking to a group.
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voice of the text–script. is speaking event is interpretive in the sense that
what is said is something the speaker would stand behind as his or her own
aempt at persuasion.

With the term “enactment” I want to convey that this speaking is not merely
a cognitive transfer, information processed in the mind. Rather, the speaking
takes place; it is bodily practice in a real environment of actors (people, other
bodies). I wish to convey that the speaker is not the only actor; audience mem-
bers and environment are included. Further, the term “enactment” is meant to
convey that the speaking is profoundly local and time–bound. Another (even
very) similar enactment will be a unique event, another enactment within its
own environment of other actors with the speaker.

5.1.6 Preparation of the text–script

I have already said that this study does not focus on a textual comparison of
source and target. In translation parlance the “target text” is usually understood
to be a fixed entity by which an ideal reader gains access to a message through
mental processes. To this end, the questions that revolve around making target
texts have been about how to render structural features of the source text in the
target–language text. While not wishing to imply that such questions are not
pertinent to formulations of a text–script, I am taking the discussion towards
understanding both original and target text as tool which is an integral part of
the social phenomenon of speech practice.

e metaphor of “package” can be used to think about how the text–script was
delivered to the reader–speakers that participated in the seminars. A package
has a label that gives instructions for use of the contents inside the package. If a
cook makes a steak sauce and boles (packages) it as a steak sauce, consumers
are more likely to put it on their steaks than to use it as a soup ingredient.
e metaphor is about expected social function. I am saying that to package
Mark as a text able to communicate information on its own, to advertise it as a
representation of an earlier communication event, is to bole steak sauce as a
soup ingredient. I am trying here to package Mark as a text–script. e semi-
nar participants were given instructions to approach the episodes primarily as
something to help them speak persuasively in actual, local groupings.

An examination of the text–scripts below for each enactment will reveal that
a ‘tight’ approach was taken in their formulation. e existing text of Akus
Ro (Bible Society of Papua New Guinea, 1998) was reconsidered and tightened
in a few places. With ‘tighten’ I mean aempting to adhere to the formulation of
the chosen Greek edition of Mark; for example, pro-forms and names in Greek
were rendered as such in the text–script, the Aramaic expressions in the ‘Greek’
text were rendered as Aramaic words in the text–script rather than the Lovangai
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expressions as used in Akus Ro. e guideline for formulating the text–script
was to make a reasonably pronounceable Lovangai text. e research assistants
who orally presented the episodes to the other seminar participants prepared
with me a graphic display of the text with clauses separated in breath groups
to aid the rehearsal and the presentation of the oral rendition. ey exerted
considerable effort in practising to speak the script fluently and with convincing
intonation.

5.1.7 Exegesis and interpretation of episodes

It is worth comparing here briefly the approach of the seminars – of Session C
especially – with typical understandings of interpretation which take Mark as a
text that communicates information in the form of a narrative about Jesus (2.1.1).
Stress has usually been laid upon a so–called ‘gul’ between an original seing
in which this story was wrien and read / heard on the one hand, and the so–
called ‘culture’ of the receptor audience on the other, held more or less to be
a homogeneous entity. e gulf is thought to exist due to unknown informa-
tion.

It will also be recalled that in making a target text, a crucial maer has typi-
cally been that of providing that unknown information to new readers so that
they are able to make the same cognitive maneuvers which an original reader-
ship was held to have made with ease. What I have argued in preceding chap-
ters, however, is that Mark recognized as text–script functions not so much as
an information-bearing communiqué as a tool with the help of which speak-
ers would speak to maers of import that were current for people in diverse
environments and groupings.

Session C, therefore, was planned as an opportunity for reader–speakers to ap-
proach Markan episodes in that manner, namely to seek in the text not an in-
formative intent but to read / hear the text seeking clues and pointers to maers
of import and to ways of speaking with sensitivity to stratified groupings, that
is, as figured text (see 2.2.3 and 3.2.5). In that light, the session was not intended
to include exegetical discussion about information gaps or differences between
‘the world’ of Mark and Lovangai ‘culture.’

roughout the session the participants were expected to understand the text–
script of any episodes in Mark sufficiently to be able to confidently perceive its
persuasive purpose and to get help from it as to how to formulate their speak-
ing. No concern was voiced by the participants regarding this approach; on
the contrary, there was considerable enthusiasm in their aempts to follow this
method.
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5.2 Interpretive enactments: presentation and discussion

e seven enactments occupy a central place in this study. My intent is to focus
aention extensively on Lovangai people giving voice to their reflections and
interpretations based on their considered engagement with episodes in Mark.
Five episodes are interpreted by six church members; one reader–speaker inter-
prets the same episode on two different days and one episode is handled twice
but by different reader–speakers.

Mk 2:23-28 Bos–Ravis and Ngurle
Mk 9:38-50 Umvorai (twice)
Mk 10:13-16 Wilma
Mk 10:28-31 Passingan-Tapak
Mk 12:1-11 Tauan–Som

Organization of the presentation

My discussion of each of the enactments has the following constituents:

• a title of the enactment (using formulations from the enactment);

• the text–script in full in Lovangai, with a parallel English retro-version;

• an introduction of the reader–speaker, the social grouping and the maer
of import;

• the enactment text (in English via my transcription and translation of the
audio recording); and

• an analysis of the enactment.

e whole of this presentation is an invitation to imagine how the enactment
was performed and to reflect on how it might potentially be (re–) enacted in
other environments. e discussions of the enactments should function, firstly,
as clarification and explanation of the enactments and their persuasive intent so
that they can be understood as much as possible from the point of view of the
reader–speaker and the milieu within which that person is speaking.

Secondly, I address the questions of how speaking is accomplished persuasively
but appropriately and safely, and how the speaking, integrated with bodily life
and the environment of the social grouping, might work to effect (change o)
practice.
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5.2.1 “All rulings are under the authority of our master on high” (Mk 2:23–28):
Interpretive enactment by Bos–Ravis

Lovangai text–script Strict English retro-version

23 Si mang sikei a taun i ausai ka ta po
pasal aliu nei keve matang kon.

23 On one resting day he was walk-
ing along in the corn garden plots.

Na kana keve nat i akalit ki la po pasal
aliu, na ki po rok a mang matan kon.

And his group of disciples were
walking along, and they were pick-
ing some corn.

24 Na ri Parisaio ki la sui ia, “Arai,
marai sa kana ki po abis a lau ke ka
po tav angkoai si abis ania si taun i
ausai?”

24 And the Pharisees asked him,
“Look, why are they doing this ac-
tion that is not acceptable to do on
the resting day?”

25 Na ka la antok iria, “Au si parik lak
kanami ta pa tataot a akuskus i David,
na sa ka ta abis ia si taun ka ta atogon
a inongos using ka ta po buk angan –
nia ve keve tungana?

25 And he told them “Well then,
have you not yet ever read the story
of David and what he did when he
had a need because he was hun-
gry – he and his mates?

26 Ka ta palak nei lu si Tapait si taun
ang a Abiatar ka ta po ainoai i katakai
i sula singina,

26 He entered the house of Eter-
nal One at the time when Abiatar
was leading roasting expert,

na pok i asinong akipai ang, ka an la
angan singina, ri katakai i sula pa-
palik ki po atogon a roron asi angan
singina, na ka la alis kapa si keve tun-
gana.”

and the food that had been set
apart, he went and ate from it,
the roasting experts alone have the
right to eat from it and he also gave
some to his mates.”

27 Na ka la po mengen iria, “Taun i au-
sai, Tapait ka ta asinong ia asi pakan-
gai ani ri vap, na parik ta ri vap asi
pakangai ani taun i ausai.

27 And he went on speaking to
them, “e resting day, Eternal One
created it in order to help people,
and not people to help the resting
day

Continued on next page …
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…Continued from previous page

28 Sukana vang igenen i pukun ka po
Volava i taun i ausai kapa.”

28 ere then the bodily one is Lord
of the resting day too.”6

Reader–speaker, social grouping and maer of import

Bos–Ravis is a senior woman. She lives in one residence with her husband and
some adult children. Her schooling was on Lovangai island only, in mission–
run schools of the 1940s and 50s. She reads Tok Pisin and Lovangai texts with
some fluency.
Like her husband, Bos–Ravis has been in leadership roles in the church con-
gregation, leading women fellowship groups. In an interview she told of her
experience over many years of speaking to these groups and to extended fam-
ily or other small groupings. She is devoted to the well–being of the church
and strives for unity and good living among those over whom she has influ-
ence.
e maer of import which occasioned this enactment is whether Bos–Ravis’
husband will change his ways, giving due aention and respect to her opin-
ions and ideas in the household and in the running of the home residence. She
envisions her speech being enacted face to face with her husband. He has a
prominent, elected role in the home place as a leader. She takes this role into
account but ostensibly addresses him as husband and leader of the household.

Interpretive enactment

1. Now then, thank you. ank you to this whole gathering. My first duty
is to express thanks to this meeting. And I express thanks for this message
and the word I have heard here just now. I express thanks for what I have
listened to, and what I have received in that the word is a good word for
encouraging me, and I have also taken it into my life.

2. is word is a word that tells about picking corn. And so concerning this
speech, I wish to build my speech upon the topic of tabu day, for tabu day
is a day which all of us know, it is impossible for us to deny it.

6is enactment is the first of two selected enactments interpretively engaging the same Markan
episode, Mk 2:23-28, each from different seminar sessions held in different places. See the other
enactment in 5.2.2.
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3. And this speech that I am going to give is for me to talk about it, and
I will speak directly with the person who is my husband, right in my own
home. And I take this word to speak with him because I know ourDual life
in our residence and living together in the home, what I oen speak about
with him. And so I must speak right back into my home.

4. is speech is about ruling, it is ruling in the sense of being the topic of
tabu. It is the topic of tabu as follows – let me explain. Jesus was walking
with his disciples in the garden plot, and his disciples began to pick corn.
ey were taking the corn but the day was the sacred day. When the Phar-
isees saw it they were beginning to ask, “Why are these men doing this deed
on the day which is the tabu day?” And so I then take it for myself like this
in order for me to speak directly back to my husband as follows, “Rulings ex-
ist, and what you put down as rulings are not your own rulings. e ruling
which we are to obey are those rulings which belong to the one who is our
master. And it is he that has things to say.” So when they ask that question
he then asks them, “Have you not read this account in the Good News?” And
so I do wish to speak directly to my husband as follows:

5. Concerning my speaking, whenever I speak words to you, you regularly
take my words to be unhelpful. And you keep on refusing to listen to my
words and you want to be the only one to speak because you are the head of
the affairs in the household.

6. And so I am telling you that this which I am now speaking to you is a
word that belongs to the Lord, because all the rulings which exist on earth
have a person who is the head of all words. And the Lord has spoken that
whatever talking there may be, consider me as the head of all words. And so
regarding the words that we Incl hear, it is the Lord alone who is the source
of his words.

7. And all the rulings on earth, whatever word anyone might declare, the
rulings of the world, they are not just there by chance. It comes from the one
who is the basis of all rulings, namely our master on high. He it is that is the
father of all rulings. And whatever word we receive, it is only he that is the
basis of all words. And he gives us the way to go, and he gives us the words
so that we can speak them.

8. And if anyone is not obeying the ruling, that person should [change and]
receive the word and follow the word.

9. is is the speech I am giving to him who is the leader for us Excl in the
home.

10.at is it. ank you.
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Discussion

Bos–Ravis opens with an address to the seminar group, followed by her own
rationale for how she interprets the episode to be relevant to her and her hus-
band (1). She continues (2–3) by defining the breach of ruling in the episode and
explains how this is related to tabu day. She then summarizes the main events of
the episode (4), focusing on the criticism that the Pharisees voice. She makes a
quick link from the idea of rulings in the episode to her husband’s preoccupation
with rulings. She makes a statement of her main conclusion, spoken as though
addressed to him, though she is still summarizing the episode and explaining
to the seminar group her motivation to speak to her husband. Following that,
Bos–Ravis does speak for several sentences in the voice of a direct address to
her husband (5–8). She then tells the seminar group again (9) that those are the
words shewill speak to him. She finishes the enactment (10) with a conventional
closing, addressed still to the seminar group.
Bos–Ravis interprets the episode in terms of sausaupai (ruling / decision). Sau-
saupai has to do with decision making in groupings and subsequently making
known to all involved that a decision has been made by elders and leaders and
that the ruling is to be adhered to and practised. Sausaupai are made in all sizes
of groupings; a mother and father can sausaupai as to how their children are
to act in general or what to do in a particular situation. A group of several
church congregations typically make sausaupai as does a commiee authorized
to organize an event (see 4.3.3 and 4.3.4).
For Bos–Ravis, the connectionwith tabu day in the episode is an assumption that
certain rulings must have been in place in the world of the episode for there to
be an offence such as the disciples were accused of. e main maer of import
that she aempts to make clear to her husband is the maer of considering
rulings to be more important than they really are. She speaks from a tension in
the household where she feels that her husband is more concerned about others
following his pronouncements of rulings than of listening to what others have to
say. With her enactment she aempts to persuade him that he should consider
his own authority to be relative to that of the most important giver of rulings.
Her husband needs to recognize that all words of authority, including his in
the household and in the home place, are under the authority of “our Master on
high.” At the same time, she is pointing his aention to her own desire to be
heard justly.
Bos–Ravis makes her most direct (blunt!) statement to her husband in line 5.
ese sentences do not contain overt markings of emotion like resentment,
anger or ridicule; they sound simply maer-of-fact. She does agree that he is
“the head … in the household” but she is wishing to imply strongly that nonethe-
less her opinions and insights must be respected. Of course, the implication on
its own is enough to trigger a negative reaction from her husband. We do not
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know how she and her husband typically deal with this tension. In the semi-
nar – her husband is not in aendance – she is speaking to a group of people
who know the couple intimately, of course. None of us doubt that she would
speak as directly to him if he were there; we have seen and heard speaking like
this oen where the addressee is present.

e rebuke is relatively short, both in comparison to the preliminary introduc-
tion and rationale statements she made to the seminar and in relation to the
lengthy statements that follow in which she appeals to the “word that belongs
to the Lord.” Is Bos–Ravis equating her own words to that of God’s word? With
her repetitions and emphases on the relationship between God and worldly rul-
ings, it seems that she is rather making the point that her husband should un-
derstand his own importance in relation to others; since “our master on high
… is the father of all rulings” (7) all of us, leaders or followers, must yield to his
rulings.

In 6b–8 Bos–Ravis appears to be leaving off from the direct address to her hus-
band and her style is that of someone speaking more generally, perhaps the
sound of a sermon or edifying talk to a large group. is style is less confronta-
tional; the husband can hear himself being addressed in the company of other
leaders as though in home place and / or church governance groupings.

In 9–10 Bos–Ravis formally closes her enactment for the seminar group. e
fact that she explicitly refers again to her addressee makes it sound to us in the
seminar like she does wish her husband to hear clearly all of 6b–8.

ough formally her speech is composed as though to be enacted face to face
with her husband, it seems as likely that it was designed for the seminar group.
In that case, shemay be registering her ‘complaint’ in a safe environment, giving
her views an airing and obliquely asking for moral support to be offered.

5.2.2 “Have respect for our master, the owner of the tabu day” (Mk 2:23-28):
Interpretive enactment by Ngurle7

Reader–speaker, social grouping and maer of import

Ngurle is a middle–aged woman with school–aged children. She is a single
mother, integrated in the residence in which she was raised. From an early age
she was familiarized with people of other ethnic groups in the region; her father
was a school teacher in a number of home places in New Ireland and during her
primary school years she moved with the family. During secondary school she
encountered pupils from many parts of New Ireland and teachers from PNG
and other countries. Aer school Ngurle lived for many years on mainland
7e text–script for this enactment is displayed in 5.2.1.
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PNG in two different regions. She took training courses that led to employment
in administrative roles in several institutions and companies. She participated
in church life in denominations different from her home background and made
friends from other regions of PNG and from other countries.
During the last few years, she has reseled back in her Lovangai home place and
begun participating in local church and community life and governance. She has
also worked with the provincial government in the field of literacy and educa-
tion. Given her upbringing, education and job experience, Ngurle is multilin-
gual with competence in handling texts well in Lovangai, Tok Pisin and English.
Ngurle regularly reads books, magazines, Christian literature and the Bible. She
has experience in speaking in a variety of social groupings, in extended family,
church and home place gatherings. In her home place Ngurle shares the resi-
dence with her young child, her widowed mother and four unmarried brothers.
Her older child is off Lovangai aending secondary school.
Her composed speech is enacted in the social group that consists of herself and
four male siblings, and her persuasive purposes are aimed most directly at them.
She would not, however, rule out that other extended family members hear her
enact it. eir mother’s presence would certainly be expected should Ngurle
enact a speech like this at some occasion.
e maer of import which occasioned this enactment is whether her several
brothers will return to a practice of regular aendance and participation in
church. As boys and young adults they did. eir father was a respected el-
der in the church and home place as well as in the area. Partly in respect for
him they continued to aend intermiently even when older. is speech, sev-
eral years aer their father’s death, addresses a situation in which they have
completely abandoned aendance for some time.

Interpretive enactment

Ngurle introduces the maer of import to the seminar group and explains that
she will read our the assigned text–script, then speak to her chosen audience
grouping:

1. Now then, this speech that I wish to enact is for my brothers who do not
aend church at all, but they greatly respect the tabu day, that is, the day of
resting. I want to take us to our reading in the Gospel, in the book of Mark,
2:23-28. So then, I am now going over to Jesus’ speech.

[She then reads aloud the passage from Akus Ro] 8

Aer reading she begins directly with addressing the brothers. is suggests
that she imagines the brothers also listening to the reading with her.
8Bible Society of Papua New Guinea (1998).
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2. Now then, my brothers, this reading to which we Incl are siing listen-
ing has speech which I have been considering, and I was thinking that the
following speech is what I wish to speak to you. Trial

3. Yes, it has now been many times that I sit on Sundays, and I repeatedly
observe this habit, when the slit–gong drum is beginning to soundwe Incl turn
away from the slit–gong drum. e slit–gong drum calls to go and hear the
word of God, and we TrialIncl go, for our part, and we remain in the house.
And many times I meet you Trial and I always am sad.

4. It is true that it is the day on which you rest well. You do not do any jobs
that are very hard work, not at all, you remain patiently in our house and
you remain waiting for the day to be finished.

5. It has been many times now that I have had this pressing thought, and
now then the time has arrived that I wish to have a talk with you about it.

6. It is true, this day, as the first people who came to tell the word of God
here on our island had specified that Sunday is a day of rest. And we have
been doing it that way that it is a day of rest, we do not engage in heavy
work on that day. We very devoutly respect that day and we remain quietly
in our houses. You are observing this way of doing it which long ago our
grand relations talked about and it was the day on which they remained
still.

7. Yes, what I wish to talk to you about is this. As our reading says it is
a day of tabu, that is, a day of rest. is day of rest causes us – perhaps
because it is the day of rest, and in this story that we are hearing, the story
of the day of rest, it tells about Jesus talking with certain people, these people
know very well how to read – as I have already said, we have heard that it
is the day for resting.

8. What I desire for us to get from it this morning is the following. It is true
that it is a day of rest, but it is very desirable that if we rest we should know
very well this word of God on this day, in that we should have a respect, we
should have a reverence, not for the day but for the one who owns the day,
so that the one who owns the day knows that we reverence him, we respect
him, that is the maer that is important about the day.

9. And so just to remain in the house doing nothing or to hide in order to
turn away from the slit–gong drum when the slit–gong drum is signalling
to go and hear the word of God and then to remain away from hearing the
word of God does not help our TrialIncl life at all. No, not at all!

10.We should have that respect, that reverence for the person who is owner of
the day, for the reason that he is the master of that day, indeed God. And so
we PlurlIncl should have this desire in our heart that if we refrain from going,
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if we have made a decision that we will remain in the house, then let us
stay and let us have the knowledge that there is someone present, indeed our
master who is owner of this day.

11. And him alone I will respect and in my way of respecting him I will
remain still and I will also bow down right in my residence, not walking
about, but I will remain there and I will have time with him, I will have this
friendship where weDualExcl sit talking together, because it is of no help if I
turn away from the slit–gong drum, not at all.

12.And so what I wish to say, let us have that true respect for the one who is
the owner of our life, he is the owner of the day of rest and he is the owner
of the entire creation, indeed he is God our master.

13. Let us have this true respect which God desires for himself, as it says
in Mark 12:30, it says that you should be completely related to God your
master, with your whole insides, and your whole spirit and your whole belief
and your whole strength. at indeed is worship which is completely true,
because you Sg know to whom it is you are bowing, that is God, your master.

14. I appreciate very much your Trial listening, and I request of you that you
think seriously about my words, and you make a decision that there will also
be times that you do not turn away from the slit–gong drum when it calls.

15. I appreciate your listening.

Discussion

Ngurle points the aention of her brothers to how they are respectful of the
tabu day and then seeks to convince them that, although that in itself is good,
they should examine themselves to see if they are using the day in order to
truly worship God. She grants to them that they may not wish to aend church,
though she does not explicitly talk about what their reasons might be, or that
they used to aend regularly. e most crucial point to which she points their
aention is that they must act in reverence to the owner of the day, and that
such reverence is more important than anything else about the day (8).
Ngurle is older than three of the brothers she is addressing and younger than
one of them. ey live in one residence area, 300 metres from the church build-
ing. e slit–gong drum, situated at the church building functions to call the
congregation to all services and sometimes to home place governing meetings.
It is very audible at their residence. All these men have aended church regu-
larly as boys and young adults. Two of them have also held minor offices in the
church for some periods of time.
Ngurle provides some historical details of how the day of rest has come about
on Lovangai, though she does not go into detail about what she might think was
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the motivation of the first people who introduced and accepted the Methodist
mission nor does she appeal to the historical institution as such. e day of rest
on Sunday in the Methodist tradition on Lovangai was strongly adhered to up
to the point of being ‘policed.’ e appointed person in the congregation had
the mandate to see that people aended, which included walking among the
residences and enjoining people to get ready and start moving to the church
building. is technique has not been practised since the late 1980s, but the
memory of it is alive.

Regarding the characters depicted in the episode and the legal maer of breaking
the Sabbath, she merely comments that the people with whom Jesus speaks (the
experts in legal maers and rulings) are well versed in how this action of Jesus
and the disciples is breaking a ruling (“these people know very well how to
read,” 7) she does not draw a connection between the depicted interchange and
her audience grouping. She may well be implying that in a similar way all the
congregation members know well that the brothers are breaking the norm by
not aending church.

e fact that Ngurle speaks in a directive manner to her male siblings – even to
the ones younger than she – is daring. e sparsity of direct address (you-Trl) is
indicative of this. In society widely, she could be seen as not showing mamaila
(respect) for her tau (sibling of opposite sex). Mamaila is a practice and aitude
widely talked about and strongly taught as important and necessary for good
relations to be maintained. In one seminar, for example, a senior woman spoke
to her son about his drug abuse. One of the things she used in her appeal to him
was that when he was ‘crazy’ with the drug, he was acting shamefully; that is,
in the presence of his tau and (especially female) maga (see Appendix C, “Young
adult son should leave habit of smoking ‘grass’ ”).

In lines 3 and 5 Ngurle expresses the ongoing nature of this maer of import.
She has been observing a trend and practice with which she is not happy and
there has been an increasing tension within her about the maer. e main
thrust of Ngurle’s speech is a call to her brothers to consider whether their wor-
ship is genuine. She concedes that aendance is not crucial for that to happen,
but she doubts her brothers’ sincerity. Her somewhat veiled personal story of
how she experiences God (11) is meant to challenge and aract them to genuine
worship.

From Jesus’ speech she mainly takes the last pithy statement as basis for her
strong appeal for how one should view and relate to God. ough she concedes
that aendance per se is not the most crucial, she is still concerned about their
non-aendance, as expressed by her parting shot (14b).
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5.2.3 “Disagreement among our leaders causes us not to listen to any of them”
(Mk 9:38–50): Interpretive enactment by Umvorai9

Lovangai text–script Strict English retro-version

38Na Ioanes ka la antok ia ta “Katakai
i akalit namem ta arai ani mang ige-
nen ka ta po kirikai suai ani ingua si
asan im, sikei namem ta atakun ia us-
ing parik ka pa mangsikei ira.”

38 And John said to him, “Teacher
we saw a certain man chasing out
devils by your name, but we for-
bade him because he is not one of
us.” Incl

39Sikei Iesu ka la antok ta “Mi ago
ta atakun an ania. Arai, ka po tav
angkoai ta mangsikei ka vil a bil i
vilvil ataping si asan ig na suma-
suma palau ka la mengen arikek anig,
40using man a si ka po tav tubat anira,
e iang ka po tung ve tara nang.

39But Jesus said, “You Plur must not
forbid him. Look, it is impossi-
ble for anyone to do an amazing
deed by my name and immediately
speak badly of me, 40because if
someone is not blocking us, in so
doing he is indeed standingwith us.

41Using man a si ka alis imi ta men
laman asi inum using mi po sunguk a
asan i igenen i akanangai, amen na po
mengen imi ta parik ka pa angkoai si
ngau kap ani kana seupok.

41Because if someone gives you Plur

some water to drink because you
carry the name of the designated
person amen I say to you that such
a person will certainly not miss out
on reward.

42Na man a si ka ta la asavang a
mangsikei i keve vap lik ke ki po lom-
lomon tatag ka ro ania man ki pala a
iat lava luai e ngona, na ki asuai ania
nei laman.

42And if anyone has caused to
stumble one of these lile ones who
trust me it would be good for him if
a very heavy stone were tied at the
neck and he were thrown into the
sea.

Continued on next page …

9is interpretive enactment and the following one (Section 5.2.4) are based on the same Markan
episode (Mk 9:38–50), delivered during two separate seminars. e text–script is only presented
once here.
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…Continued from previous page

43Na man a mang palpal kungam ka
ta la vil ua si savang ku lam putuk suai
ania. Ka po ro ta ku palak si to ta sikei
a pal kunga palau vei la pasiang tatam
ve ngono kungam aongos ane nei ge-
ena, nei kut ang ka po ni asikei.

43And if one of your Sg arms has
made you to stumble cut it off com-
pletely. It is best for you to enter
life with one arm only lest you go
down with both of your arms into
ge-ena, in the fire that burns for-
ever.

45Na man a mang palpal kakim ka ta
la vil ua si savang, ku lam putuk suai
ania. Ka po ro ta ku palak si to ta sikei
a pal kak palau, vei la asuai anim ve
ngono kakim aongos ane nei ge-ena.

45And if one of your legs has made
you to stumble, cut it off com-
pletely. It is best for you to enter
life with one leg only, lest you be
thrown with both of your legs into
ge-ena.

47Na man a mang palpal matam ka ta
la vil ua si savang, ku ruvel suai ania.
Ka po ro ta ku palak nei vainagoan si
Tapait ta sikei a palpal mata palau, vei
la asuai anim ve ngono matam aon-
gos ane nei ge-ena, 49si ring ang ri ka-
nipa ki se asikei a pukun iria singina,
na kut ang parik ka pa angkoai si mat
singina.

47And if one of your eyes has made
you to stumble, dig it out com-
pletely. It is best for you to en-
ter Tapait’s residence with one eye
only, lest you be thrown with both
of your eyes into ge-ena, 49the place
where worms dig forever in the
bodies, and where the fire does not
ever die down.

49Arai, ri vap aongos, kut ni ka vil
amakasim iria.

49Look, all people will be made
salty with fire.

50Makasim ka po bil ro. Sikei, man a
makasim ka ta la tamus a namin ina,
mi saka vil anaminan an pok ania?

50Salt is a good thing. But, if
the taste of salt has been wiped
away, how will you Plur make it
tasty again?

Ka po ro ta makasim ka uli ago nei li-
uan imi na mi angtunganan aro ku-
vul.”

Salt must always be among you and
you be together in good sibling re-
lationship.”
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Reader–speaker, social grouping and maer of import

Umvorai is a middle-aged man, married and has young children. Aer sec-
ondary school Umvorai began training and working in the church. is training
included a program of study with the United Church in New Britain, including
internship in congregations. In his home area of Lovangai he served as pastor
and head-pastor. He completed a first degree in practical theology at a college in
PNG, aer which he worked as pastor-teacher and promoter of local Christian
education in his home area. With his considerable experience in several places,
Umvorai has developed a strong, confident speaking ability and is competent in
speaking to all sizes of groupings, though most of his experience is in the milieu
of church congregations and gatherings. His fluency in English, Tok Pisin and
Lovangai is high. He recognizes also that the older generation is more compe-
tent than he in speaking to topics relating to clan, horticulture and home place
governance.10

e social grouping to which this enactment is addressed is one of the widest
groupings in society, the entire home place population, including women and
men of all ages above school age. e scene that Umvorai envisions is that of
a weekly meeting in which all home place residents are expected to be present
where the formal, chosen leaders, elders and various other people have oppor-
tunity to voice ideas for work projects and how to accomplish them. ere is
opportunity for extended discussion about these proposals (see also page 132).
is social grouping is considerably stratified in composition. e grouping in-
cludes male elders, elected leaders, senior women, younger men and women as
well as teenagers.11 Even more starkly stratified groupings would be ones in
which visiting church or government officials were present and speaking. Such
guests would certainly (have been invited to) speak to the group and deference
would be given by all others to their presence. ough people might disagree
with them, it would be highly unusual for public dissent to be voiced.12 As
church leader, Umvorai has experienced many meetings where such area and
regional dignitaries are present.

It is common for Lovangai who have worked away from the home area for some
time to return and try to influence life for the beer. ey may have observed
development projects in other parts of the region or country, may have gained
some technical training or the like andwish to implement their ideas in small de-
velopment projects in the home place. As will be seen in the enactment, it is the

10Some further introductory comments about Umvorai are given in 5.2.4, page 193.
11ese are school leavers who have not continued on to secondary school and are part of the
work force in everyday activities and projects.

12I aended onemeeting of this kind atwhich a political leader at the national level was addressing
several home places at a joint meeting and one man audibly voiced discontent. is man was
immediately shushed by the rest of the people in aendance.
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tension between these self-styled leaders and ‘traditional’ home place, elected
leaders that potentially brings about confusion and discontent.

e maer of import which occasioned this enactment is whether people who
vie for formal and informal leadership roles will desist from competitive be-
haviour and embrace the truth that when leaders are united, the people of the
home place will work together in unity and life will be good as a result.

Interpretive enactment

Umvorai gives his enactment a title, announcing it to the seminar and naming
explicitly the addressees as follows:

1. At this time I am preparing this enactment for me to speak to my people
and I am planning to speak to them on Monday morning at the time of
hearing and I will speak to the leaders of Baungung and to all the people.
And the heading of my enactment is “Good life in the home place.”

Umvorai then formally begins his planned speech, stylized to be coherent with
the seing of a regular home place work meeting.

2. People of this home place at Baungung, leaders and we Incl the people of
this community, I pronounce it as good that we are gathered together this
morning.

3. My very great desire this morning is that I wish to speak to us upon
the fact that I see that there is a great discrepancy among us in our living
together as one people group, one home place, in this good living together
which we are practising.

4. You Trial there, one group of leaders, you are saying that you have been
living all the years at home and that it is you who are doing all the work of
this home place.

5. And you Trial there, another group, you have returned just in recent times
from your being in various other places, and you have now come to sele
back in this home place, and you are puing yourself up and pushing ideas
because you also wish to become like leaders.

6. And I observe that there is a wrestling, an arguing among you.

7. And you Sg are saying that you do not have knowledge about how to
work in the home place and you have not yet done any good work in the
home place.

8. And you Sg who have just arrived and are puing down this person here
and telling him, You have not yet done any good work in the home place.
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9. But I would like to tell us: you Sg there who have just arrived, and you
there who have been living here from before, listen now (both of you), for
what purpose do you actually want to make changes happen in our Dl-Incl

home place? And what sort of plan do you wish to implement?

10.Because if you Sg have the idea that this home place should do well, listen,
that then is the idea which we must work at.

11. And likewise you Sg who have arrived, if you have the idea that this
home place should do well, listen, that then is just the same purpose.

12.And so why should we be in tension about our (work) plans?

13. I am speaking to us, people, because this wrestling of these leaders is
causing us to be so that you Sg are thinking, I will not listen to that one over
there and I will not either listen to that other one over there.

14. I am speaking this to us this morning that we must not fall down because
of temptation by following willy–nilly the ignorance of people who do not
know how they are to lead us, the people.

15. But in as much as you Sg very truly know that you are a person of this
home place, I beseech us that in whatever ruling is being pushed by any one
of these leaders let us make very sure to pitch in and let us do it conscien-
tiously, because if you Sg put out your hand to pitch in for the work of this
home place it will make our home place a good place for us to live in.

16. And I am saying that for you Sg also it will be possible that you benefit
very much in future from this home place which people will admire when
they observe that our Dl-Incl home place is a very good place.

17. Because it is very important that our good deeds will raise us up so that
others observe that our home place is a very good place for us to live.

18. If we now are doing these wrong things to each other, the pleasing taste
of our position as leaders and the pleasing taste of our home place will have
been wiped from us, and our home place will not be able to become a good
home place.

19. I trust that you are understanding my words well this morning, because
I have now said that which I was desiring to speak for our benefit.

20. It is sufficient for now.

Discussion

ere is a Lovangai discourse universally accepted which places emphasis on
and directly links unity and well–being. Appeal to this discourse is commonly
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made in much talk about home place governance, but also in smaller social
groupings like extended family or even household. People who shirk are contin-
ually being reminded that they are spoiling the good life of unity. e Markan
episode does not explicitly exhort low–status people to work in unity with lead-
ers. For Umvorai, however, that is a significant part of the solution to leadership
problems.
is speech makes sense within another discourse, that of post-colonial admin-
istration of home place governance. e influences of colonial rule have lasted
into the present, though with variations. It was this administration that set
up work days in which a home place as a whole was to apply itself to projects
that would maintain and improve not residences or gardens but those physical
parts of society that were shared, like the school or the health care facility.13
ese working obligations were enforced by local, appointed leaders and at in-
tervals a colonial administrator (kiap) would come to inspect and issue orders.14
e Monday meeting at which Umvorai intends to speak is a re-interpretation
and appropriation of this practice. In recent times these meetings are much
more lenient and leeway is given for input from the home place elders and res-
idents.
A phenomenon related to the colonial and post-colonial education system is that
of young people leaving Lovangai for education and training and subsequently
taking work in government or business positions in other regions of the coun-
try. ough the percentage of people doing this is a relatively small minority,
their contribution to life in the home place is significant, both by sharing their
earnings for purchases of house-building materials, boats, and gardening and
household tools as well as for their expertise in technology and methods they
have learned elsewhere. Umvorai is speaking within this discourse and, in part,
addressing returnees who have plans for improved life in the home place.
One interpretive link that Umvorai makes to the Markan episode is that the
disciples’ harming of lile ones is in someway parallel to the leadership tensions
in his own home place. e stern warning that Jesus gives to anyone causing
a lile one to stumble is taken to be parallel with leaders harming ordinary
home place folk who are to be under their care. Another link, then, is to the
call for being at peace with one another and taking that not as directed at any
believer, but particularly to leaders. From there Umvorai makes a link to actual
leaders in his home place whom he knows to be bickering competitively and
vying for control. It is this maer of import that he addresses primarily in his
speech.
13Recall here the enactment in 4.4.3 that addresses the topic of maintaining local education facil-
ities for the benefit of everyone.

14Middle-aged and senior interviewees, appealing to their own memories and to what the pre-
vious generation described to them, reminded me oen that the colonial administration was
notoriously strict.
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Umvorai formally and explicitly greets the audience, naming both “leaders” and
the common home place residents (“we people,” 2). e strata within the social
grouping aremeant to hear all of his speech in each others’ presence, any tension
among them notwithstanding. e point of tension, “angpetpetekai laba” (great
discrepancy, 3), is the fault of the leaders (4-5). ough ordinary residents are
urged later in the speech to be willing to work together, the tension is not due
to them.

e phrases “one group” and “another group” (4, 5) render the Lovangai word
volo. is word is used to designate a small group or bunch of items that are
similar; for example, volo ati (a bunch of coconut frond leaves). In reference to
people, the term volo is used in conjunction with the trial pronoun form -tol to
designate a small group whose members are seen – or they see themselves – as
united for a purpose or position or are in a tight reciprocal relationship.15

With the stylized exchange between the two groups (4-11) Umvorai is seing
up a scene meant to point the leaders’ aention to their actual bickering, but
by way of a schematic exchange. In the schematic exchange, however, he does
not mention actual names of leaders, nor does he cite real examples of plans
that have been discussed. is is an aempt at safe criticism; as leader himself
he is not hesitant to speak directly to other leaders, but he leaves the identity
of individual (would-be) leaders open, allowing for safe acceptance of the chal-
lenge.

e phrase “I would like to tell us” (9) serves to draw aention to his identifica-
tion with both leaders and ordinary residents. ough he is formally addressing
an individual – albeit a constructed one – Umvorai wishes all to be learning
from what he says. With the inclusive form -ira he is also placing himself in a
hearer-learner position with everyone else.

Umvorai develops his argument further by bringing the two factions together (9-
11); he tells them that they really have the same good intention of seeing life
improve in the home place. is implies that the real reason for their differences
is a competitive spirit, not the actual projects they wish to see accomplished.
ere is really no valid reason for the tension (“so why should we be in tension
about our (work) plans?” 12).

Umvorai then addresses the home place residents, explaining and warning them
about the results of the leaders being in tension (13-14). Again he stylizes a re-
sponse in the form of direct speech (13). ough this kind of response is not
either helpful, Umvorai does not denounce it; rather, he warns that it is a temp-
tation to do so, and that such a response will make things even worse (“we must
not fall down because of temptation” 14).

15I have discussed this in more detail and applied it to a translation question in Fast (2010).
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Umvorai’s strongest appeal is to a sense of belonging to the home place social
grouping (15-17). e appeal “in as much as you Sg very truly know that you
are a person of this home place, I beseech us … ” (15) is the climax of the speech.
is is an appropriate and forceful statement for a leader like Umvorai to make,
appealing to each person listening individually as well as to the group as an
entity.

Umvorai concludes his speech with a metaphor he ‘borrows’ from the Markan
episode (“the pleasing taste of our home place will have beenwiped from us,” 18).
e reference to “doing these wrong things to each other” (18) is ambiguous as
to whether he is addressing only the leaders or all of the home place residents. It
seems that both strata are to take this as reference to themselves in that everyone
has been exhorted earlier to put the well–being of the home place on a very high
plane.

e conventional closing of the speech (20) signals the end of a contribution in
a meeting and leaves the topic and issue open for further consideration.

In this enactment Umvorai does not make explicit reference to the text–script,
composing his speech in the style of a home place meeting, not a church gath-
ering. He has, however, incorporated a few allusions to the Markan episode. I
have already mentioned the reference to “good taste being wiped out” (Mk 9:50).
Bratcher (1981) thinks that the salt saying is unrelated towhat has preceded (127),
following the common view that the salt sayings are probably unrelated and
only loosely connected – if at all – with the preceding episode.16 Umvorai,
however, contrasts “good taste” with the ways in which leaders damage lower–
status people and damage the general well-being of a home place. e refer-
ence to “doing wrong things” (18) harks back to the competitive spirit that con-
fuses home place residents, with the result that leaders will be spurned and the
home place itself will be the brunt of ridicule by others.

Umvorai’s use of the metaphor “falling down because of temptation” is in allu-
sion to Mk 9:42–47 and the references there to stumbling/sinning. By placing
the blame of the tension and resulting confusion on the leaders, this falling is not
so much a result of home place residents being weak or sinful as leaders having
caused them to fall. Umvorai believes that the lower–status people can actu-
ally help redeem the situation by overcoming the damage caused by the leaders
through their willingness to work together.

16See, for examples, Cole (1991), pp. 224-225, and Evans (2001), pp. 72-75.
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5.2.4 “Let us be very careful in the way we care for these lile ones, not dam-
aging another person who is standing with us in the work” (Mk 9:38-50):
Intpretive enactment by Umvorai17

Reader–speaker, social grouping and maer of import18

During the last fieen years Umvorai has taken a number of courses through the
United Church and gained experience in leading church congregations, preach-
ing and teaching Christian living courses to congregation members of all ages.
He has also gained a degree in practical theology in which he spent a year in
his home area, practically involved in the church and investigating a research
question toward a Bachelor’s thesis (Tobul, 2003).

Currently, he and his wife have been mentoring several young men and women
and guiding them in Christian practice. ey also train and encourage some of
them to take on leadership roles in teaching events19 It is in this context that
Umvorai interprets the Markan episode as relevant to a teaching or training
seing. He envisions speaking to just such a group of novices as this (his “chil-
dren,” 1) about their future role as leaders.

e maer of import which gave rise to this enactment is whether such novice
church workers (teacher-preachers) will refrain from damaging lower–status
people or people who are not from the same church group but who in their own
significant way are serving to spread the Gospel. Umvorai makes this inter-
pretation based on his knowledge that young men who have gained access to
positions where they speak in an authoritative style to church groupings have
a tendency to take on an aitude of superiority and even to denounce others.

Interpretive enactment

1. Well let me begin, good aernoon. I am now talking to you Trial my chil-
dren. Our PlurIncl seminar20 for teaching each other about the way of speaking
the word of God is now taking place. I have already spoken to you Trial about
your Sg work as tena varavai.21 and you have received all the instructions

17For the text–script see above, 5.2.3.
18See also the introduction of Umvorai above, page 187.
19See 4.5.2 for Umvorai’s enactment directed at one of these novices.
20“Seminar” renders sinong (a siing). is seminar is not to be confused with the seminars of
this research project. Umvorai envisions a training or teaching seminar with his own novices.

21e church has appropriated this Kuanua expression which is approximately equivalent to Lo-
vangai katakai i akus (speaker), using it to refer to people who have the authority to deliver the
sermon in a church service.
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and you are now ready to go and do the work according to the call which
you affirmed for your life.

2. However, there is a word which I myself heard and it gives me the desire
to speak with you Trial about it. And it is in the writings taken from the words
that Jesus speaks with his disciples.

3. And I would like you Sg to sit aentively because within the several thoughts
I have several conclusive pieces of instruction about which I wish to speak to
you. Trial

4. And the speaking of Jesus says as follows:

[Umvorai reads the text–script out loud]

5. It is a speech that is a very strong word; I also sat and heard it and I feel
it in this life and work in which I am engaged, and it gives me some helpful
thoughts which I would also like to use to help you. Trial

6. is life and work that we PlurIncl are doing is not work that belongs to one
person. If you Sg look around us many people of all kinds, and in whatever
various places to which you go, are doing this work, they are speaking God’s
word.

7. Long ago, our people did not know Jesus and people from other places
came to us with the good message, and they arrived and related to us the
message of Jesus. And now at this time we also are ardently going about
relating to each other the message about Jesus.

8. And the disciples too, when they met with Jesus, he showed them the way
to speak in his name and they did works with Jesus, but they were surprised
that there were also other people around who were also doing the same work
and they were speaking the same word as they were speaking.

9. And they forbade them. ey said, ‘Do not do this work any more,’ be-
cause they were not part of Jesus’ group who were living to do this work.

10. It is true that in our way of being, like here we are seeing it, there are
some people whom we do not recognize where they come from as they are
coming and doing these works.

11. And we are exceedingly wary and ask, ‘Is it really true that they are
believing people, people who know Jesus and in good relationship with Jesus?
Are they speaking about Jesus because …? ey can’t be doing their work
from a knowledge of or from a good relationship with Jesus!’ Many people
are worried that a strange spirit is working in their life.

12. And so it is the same wariness that the disciples had when they said,
‘Stop!’ ey were probably afraid that an evil spirit was moving in their life.
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13. But I would have a piece of instruction for us PlurIncl and I wish to speak
as follows to us:

14.Now at times like this it is a good time for us to recognize that it is time
for us to help one another to bear the name of Jesus and to be spurring each
other on in proclaiming it to people.

15.We are not one lotu.22 We here are a group which is called United Church.
And this world has very many kinds of lotu.
16.And so if a person arrives and he begins to speak to us, but he comes under
the name of another person or another lotu and he comes and is speaking
Jesus’ word, I am likely to be wary and I might spread the word, ‘Don’t listen
to that person because he might not be speaking words that are true!’

17.Because there is a wariness that is there in our life. We, however, who are
abiding firmly in this teaching, this knowledge which the word of Jesus tells
us about, already possess the strength to discern that word which is true and
that word which is not true.

18. Let us be properly careful, there will be people who come clothed in the
name of Jesus but they are people like I have already been saying. And it is
important that we have a spirit of discernment and recognize maers clearly.
And let us be properly careful lest it happen that you Sg end up damaging
a brother of yours who has the same spirit that you have in speaking in the
name of this Jesus to whom we are related.

19. My first word which I speak to us, Trial to watch ourselves Plur carefully
in future because we are in need of each other’s helping hand, helping one
another in going about proclaiming the name of Jesus, and secondly, there
will be many people who will extend a helping hand to help us in this work
we are doing, like if someone serves you a meal or a cup of water, that will
be something we need to recognize, that they are standing with us in doing
this work.

20.My second word is a very strong word indeed, and I wish to instruct us Trial

very strongly to be very careful.

21. Because if we do commit that wrong, namely that we damage another
person who is standing with us in doing this work, Jesus’ word said that a
very large rock should be tied around his neck and he should be thrown into
the sea, be drowned.

22.And furthermore this word we are hearing is certainly not, in fact, spoken
to some on-the-fringe person. He is here in discussion with his disciples!

23.e way I personally am hearing and recognizing the voice of Jesus here
is that it sounds like there is here an exceedingly strong rebuke taking place.

22e speaker here is referring to denominational differentiation.
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24. It sounds like an exceedingly strong rebuke about something that hap-
pened in the past. Nevertheless there is here a word for us from which can
learn today.

25. So I see several things. ‘If you Sg have made him stumble a large rock
should be tied around your neck and you should be thrown into the sea.’
at is the word of Jesus. He is using that illustration, that word.

26. Secondly, if your hand or your foot or your eye – three important parts
of the body – caused you to do bad things, cut it off completely.

27.And there is a very heavymaer that Jesus talks about when he is talking
with his disciples, namely he is continually strongly emphasizing this word
ge-ena, the place where the fire burns forever.

28. And Jesus is here not speaking with an evildoer, intending to speak a
message to him, not at all. He is talking with a person who is living right
near to him. It is John with whom he is speaking here. And John knows
Jesus very well. And he is speaking to show to him that yes, this place is
actually a place for those who are careless about the way they treat lile
brothers of theirs who are in fact at the point of beginning to grow in their
faith.

29. And I infer that in his discussion even with staunch people like John he
is quite capable of speaking to them about what goes on in the place that is
full of fire that burns forever.

30.And some other passages – if we know our Bible well – we will find that
it tells us that he goes and speaks with criminals and tells them about the
good place, heaven.

31. Two things about which I wish to instruct us concerning the way we
varavai that I discern we are oen doing wrong.

32. We are too quick to scare evildoers with fire, and we give the believers
heaven. We give them something they do not need, whereas what they need
is this warning to help them in their way of living, and that they should
watch their own life carefully as to how they are caring for these lower–
status people.

33. His word goes further; in the end he says that fire always desires to en-
gender salt, or rather, it desires that salt be tested to see if it is genuine.

34. And he says that if there is no salt then we have no way of geing the
salty taste back again.

35. And that is surely a very important thing in our life. If we are not very
careful about our way of living and our way of speaking and our acting
with these lile ones, these people who also are at the point of growing, and
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to recognize their position as well, namely that they are doing the same work
as we are doing, then in future we will not have the strength in our life to do
good work and for people to see that we are in a sibling relationship in the
work.

36.Because he said that it is always important that we have salt in our life so
that there will be a sibling relationship among us together with these people
who are standing with us in this work.

37. So then, I am speaking to us like this because there must not be division
among us.

38. And as I am telling you Sg this I draw your aention to an illustration.
It actually happened and I experienced it personally, because at a certain
point when I was growing up and I was beginning to do this work, and I was
standing up to varavai in a certain place, and a person told me that I had no
strength, that I had no power in my speaking.

39.And it is true that you Plur are aware that many of you heard about it and
it was a disheartening maer, and many people were angry with what had
been said.

40. But I myself remained patient and I considered how what had been said
might be of help to me.

41. But it was a long time until I again saw the man who had said those
words to me. He did not any more occupy the position in which he had been.
People all over were seeing him doing things that were not good. And his
speaking the word of the Lord was not happening any more.

42. It is the illustration which Jesus uses, that the salt had le him completely
and he had no more flavour. And it is a warning, a solid piece of instruction
to us; we must tightly hold on to that point.

43.At this point you Sg are beginning to put it into practice so that in future
for the whole length of your life in this work you will have flavour, and
the practice of being together with those brothers of ours with whom we are
together doing the same work will always remain.

44.With my few thoughts I will end here like this, and thank you for siing
and hearing me.

Discussion

A major discourse within Lovangai church congregations and their governance
is that of qualification of leaders, especially pastors. is discourse has voices
from much larger circles than local congregations as it involves governance of
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the United Church up to the highest levels and the training programs operat-
ing for the training of pastors within the region and country. e discourse is
grounded in a long history, beginning with the first establishment of churches
and assigning of pastors in the Lovangai area by the Methodist mission based
in East New Britain.
In his Bachelor thesis (Tobul, 2003) Umvorai writes about division in Lovangai
congregations and puts the cause at the feet of leaders who are not willing to
accept one another and actively oppose those of other denominational persua-
sions. He labels the problem

division among leaders and spliing of congregation. … Leaders trained
under the Methodist system find it difficult to associate with those in the
revival and other charismatic groups. ey choose to isolate themselves
and teach biblical topics in opposition to each other, diminishing church
membership, and forming new denominations (35).

He strongly recommends that
[the] existing churches on [Lovangai be reconciled] with each other. e
reconciliation rally in 2000 among churches in Meteran23 should be our
example. Churches need to see the importance of working together to
save more [Lovangai] lives (37).
When leaders are divided the congregationwill also be divided. … Leaders
should be concerned for the welfare of Christians more than position in
the church. Leaders are servants” (46).

One of Umvorai’s conclusions from interpreting the episode is that “there must
not be division among us” (37). He recognizes that some people who come
and say things are not trustworthy and need to be refuted. He is distrusting
of those who come “clothed in the name of Jesus” (18), but he seeks to convince
his novices not to be influenced by such people (“we already possess the strength
to discern … ,” 17). However, even though this is a highly contentious maer in
church life generally, Umvorai, guided by this episode and Jesus’ speech, does
not address that maer here. He points aention, rather, to the lower–status
people for whom there is the danger that leaders, caught in the midst of the
contentious maers, overlook and misjudge them. us he calls his novices to
be cautious, lest they oppose people who are indeed truly serving Christ: “let
us be properly careful lest it happen that you Sg end up damaging a brother of
yours who has the same spirit that you have in speaking in the name of this
Jesus to whom we are related” (18).
Umvorai makes a significant connection (21) between the potential wrong done
by Lovangai leaders – that of misjudging or denouncing people who are in fact
23Meteran is a home-place on the south coast of central Lovangai, situated at the divide between
Methodist and Roman Catholic colonial mission jurisdiction areas (see map in Appendix A).
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serving Jesus faithfully just like they are – and Jesus’ harsh pronouncement
concerning anyone who has caused a lile one to stumble, that it would be best
that such a person be drowned. He is here not taking this statement as a warning
to any church member, but focussed on (would-be) leaders like his novices. He
then spends a good amount of time reinforcing this connection by stressing
how it was people like John to whom Jesus was talking (22-29). Even “staunch”
people like John – and the rest of the disciples – who were close to Jesus were
not above a warning like that. It seems that Umvorai recognizes with Jesus
that it is especially leaders who are liable to treat lower–status people wrongly.
e warning is for (would-be) leaders – even his novices – who might well be
tempted to “be careless about how they treat lile brothers of theirs who are in
fact at the point of beginning to grow in their faith” (28).

Umvorai has aword for his novices that points them to self-criticism in their own
preaching-teaching. It is too easy for leaders, he argues, to position themselves
with the righteous, those who are good, and to speak harshly to lower–status
people. Umvorai warns them that Jesus is more concerned here to warn leaders:
“what they need is this warning [about] … how they are caring for these lower–
status people” (32).

Umvorai closes his argument with a figured story, an anecdote from his personal
experience that he likens to Jesus’ use of the salt figure (42). e story is figured
at least in the sense that he does not explicitly state that the man mistreated
him when he was a relatively insignificant person, one of those “brothers at the
point of beginning to grow in their faith” (28), and only implies that the man’s
demise into his present condition – a powerless life, engaging in wrongdoing
and most likely despised or pitied – was a result of his abuse of the power and
position he had as a leader by denouncing a low–status person.

5.2.5 “ere will be an usbat (final payment) that is already being prepared”
(Mk 10:28-31): Interpretive enactment by Passingan–Tapak

Lovangai text–script Strict English retro-version

28Na Petero ka la mengen ia ta “Arai
namem ta la papelek a keve bil aongos
asi kamem using anim.”

28 And Peter began speaking to
him, “Look, weExcl have le all
things in order to follow you.”

Continued on next page …
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…Continued from previous page

29Na Iesu ka la antok ta, “Amen na
po mengen imi ta, man a si ka ta pa-
pelek kana rina, na keve tasina tauna
rinana tamana, kana inatus vo kana
keve matang si asanig, o si asan i akus
ro,

29 And Jesus said, “Amen, I tell
you, Plur if someone has le his or
her home place, and brothers, sis-
ters, mothers, fathers, children or
garden plots for my name, or for
the name of good news,

30ka luk pok lak a tauia tavirimok luai
i keve rina tasina tauna rinana, kana
inatus na kana keve matang si to ke,
na ka luk kapa na vilvil a kui, na si to
e mung ka teng a to asikei.

30he or shewill get back later a very
huge wealth of home places, broth-
ers, sisters, mothers, children and
garden plots in this life, and will
also get pain inflicted, and in the
life aerwards will possess unend-
ing life.

31Sikei vap miang ki ta la po aino ki
me aimung, na riria ki ta la po aimung
ki an aino.”

31But many people who had been
ahead will be behind, and those
who had been behind they will go
on and be ahead.”

Reader–speaker, social grouping and maer of import

Passingan–Tapak is a senior man, one of the oldest persons of his home place.
He is a knowledgeable, confident and competent speaker. He is known well on
Lovangai and beyond due to his many years as church worker in a variety of
places. As a young man he was selected to receive training in the Methodist
mission near Rabaul, East New Britain, to become a pastor–teacher. As was
customary, hewas posted to serve both as teacher inmission–run schools aswell
as pastor in congregations formany years during the prime of his working years.
At times the distance from home proved to be a hardship for the nuclear family
as well as for relationships in the extended family. Passingan–Tapak related to
me the anguish they experienced when he was posted at a great distance and a
close family member died at the home place.

Part of the living arrangement for most pastor–teachers like Passingan-Tapak is
that a house and garden are kept up in the home place for the purpose of taking
reprieve and for retirement. If a kin relation can be found to live in and take care
of the residence the church worker has some measure of peace about its con-
dition while he is away. Garden plots, too, need to be maintained. Passingan–
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Tapak kept a house and garden plots in his home place all the years that he was
posted in a variety of congregations.

e maer of import which occasioned this enactment is whether a church
worker posted at a distance from the home placewill entrust his or her home place
residence, gardens and other assets to God’s care, trusting that a final reward
will outweigh the hardships.

Interpretive enactment

1. Well okay, good aernoon again, eh?

2. e speech we Incl are going to hear now is a speech directed to the prepa-
ration of people for their work, because when they leave for the purpose of
working in a distant place they have certain worrisome thoughts and they
say that if later on they go and live over there then the things back there will
spoil.

3. Okay, I wish to talk to this group at Umbukul because sometimes they
resist the thought of leaving to go work because they are worrying about the
things here, that they will spoil aer they leave – okay, I wish to talk to them
now.

4. Well then, okay, men and women of Umbukul, there is work that is there
for us to do, and that work that is there for us to do makes it clear to us that
we are needed to go and carry out that work.

5. And so when we begin making the move we know perfectly well that
houses, grand-relations, gardens andwhatever other things, all of those things
will surely remain here.

6. And it is not as though you Sg will go and take them with you.

7. And later on there will be some worrisome thoughts that will be pressing,
“is thing is spoiled aer I have le and who might there be that will take
care of it for me?”

8. But the person who gave the call to go do the work, the one desiring for
the work to be done, is an important leader, mark my word.

9. And his knowledge is such that he knows that later when you go and
devote yourself to his work, he will take care of those things for you.

10. And when he is taking care of them for you and you are engaged in
devoting yourself to it, it will be clear that if you have le the things and
you have gone and are living over there, many will be the things later on
that will happen for you, and they will be far more than the things about
which your heart is troubled.
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11. And later he will see to it – you know that there will be an usbat (final
payment) that he is already preparing.

12.Because if you did well and if you willingly put whatever it might be out
of your thoughts, and you devote yourself only to his work and you have
abundantly of the things about which you are worried, then he will have an
usbat later on with which he will pay you.

13.And the usbat is not a gi of payment that will end; no, not at all. It will
go on forever and there is no ending to the gi of usbat.
14. Yes, I think that it is finished there.

Discussion

In his consideration of this episode Passingan-Tapak draws a line connecting
the interchange between Jesus and the disciples in the episode to the life of a
pastor–teacher in the (post–) colonial career of church worker. Both his own
experience as well as that of many other church workers he knows informs his
interpretive enactment.
Passingan–Tapak’s enactment gives no explicit trace of the content of the episode.
He enjoyed enacting this speech in part because he was purposely being indirect
about the text–script he had heard. Besides the serious maer of his speech, he
incorporated a ‘puzzle’ playfully, challenging the audience grouping whether
they knew this particular story about Jesus.
A significant discourse in the colonial era of the Methodist mission and its
churches was about the maer of posting pastors and pastor–teachers. e
policy seemed to be that all young men who were trained centrally would be
posted to where there was a need. is meant that church workers in congre-
gations anywhere in the region would likely not be men from that home area.
e church workers and their families, thus, were regularly being transferred to
live and work in places where they had to learn how to talk, act, practice hor-
ticulture and administer central institutions with local elders in environments
they needed to learn.
e powerful Methodist organization was a unifying element which helped this
inter–cultural life and governance to work to an extent. At the same time, with
the movement of many families in this way, the boundaries of all these groups
were made porous even more than they already were. One can meet islands
church workers’ family members all through the region who speak knowledge-
ably about other places and peoples they have goen to know as a result of their
parents having been posted as church workers.
Notwithstanding the enriching interchange that might oen have been the case,
the challenges and hardships were certainly not trivial. My interviews with
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adults who were children of such church workers show that life for them was
difficult and may also have led to personal insecurity of identity. In later post–
colonial times, during the 1970s and later, the policy of posting wasmodified and
church workers got posted in their own socio–linguistic areas. Of all the many
church workers in the Lovangai area that I met, the vast majority were Lova-
ngai. e knowledge I have gained about this older policy comes mainly from
interviews with the older generation – people who are of Passingan–Tapak’s
age – and the children of that generation (recall the general reference to this in
the introduction to 5.2.2).

Passingan–Tapak does not interact to any great extent with this discourse about
posting of church workers. His brief descriptions, however, with the help of
vivid first–person speech, bring the discourse to the audience’s aention (3, 5-7).
He restricts his descriptions to material possessions, though other worrisome
maers are implied in the general statement “the things about which your heart
is troubled” (10).

It might be asked whether this enactment is about a maer still pressing in to-
day’s congregations. Is Passingan–Tapak wanting to inform or remind younger
seminar participants about a past era more than wanting to draw their aention
to a current maer of import? He is certainly wanting to use a technical term
(usbat) which he knows will be unfamiliar to a younger strata of the seminar.
He may be trying to achieve more than one purpose. e text–script explicitly
says “tauia tavirimok luai” (very huge wealth). I doubt if Passingan–Tapak’s
choice of the term usbat is because of any qualms about the rendering of the
script as it is; rather, he wishes to explore ways of talking about this reward in
a figured way. In speaking from a text–script such creativity seems appropriate
to him.

e term usbat as used here draws aention to the ceremonies around death.
e reason this term is becoming unfamiliar to many is because the meticulous
practice of these feasts is no more current in many home place, family and clan
groups. e ceremonies and rituals at a clan member’s death and then at three
succeeding feasts in a period of up to two years require people to assist with
various and considerable preparations and to help in carrying out ceremonies.
ese people receive gis and payment from clan members of the deceased as
recognition for their special participation. For each feast there are small pay-
ments and the usbat takes place at the very end.

e ‘bat’ in usbat means block, but also end, finish or close off.24 is final
payment seals the entire transaction – a reciprocal affair in that the clan roles

24e term us may be a proto-Oceanic word used in horticultural practice of plot borders and
might have been used in Lovangai for a garden border. Alternatively it may have been a term
used in proclaiming a blessing (Kaiku, 2008).
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might be switched in future death ceremonies. Passingan–Tapak is known for
his skill at remembering, explaining and using special terms like usbat.25

e use of usbat is figured speaking. Passingan–Tapak makes no mention of the
domain of mortuary feasts. Rather, he creatively links the term with a differ-
ent domain, that of the discourse of reward for enduring hardships while being
faithful to an “important leader” (8). ough he knows that some of his hearers
will not be familiar with the term, he chooses to employ it in this metaphoric
way. He may have chosen this style in order to sound like he is imparting wis-
dom from the ancestors. It may also be in part because he believes that good
terminology like this should not be lost to our everyday speaking practice.

e maer at hand – being faithful and expecting an eternal reward – is not
unimportant currently. Even the maer of church workers posted away from
the home place is relevant today. One pastor told me that though he is posted
in a place only six kilometres from his home place, much energy and time is re-
quired for him and his wife to return periodically for a few days to keep up their
garden and maintain their residence. ere are concerns and worries aached
to this. Passingan–Tapak’s short but memorable talk is able to provide such a
church worker with substance for meditation and be an encouragement in times
of uncertainty.

e enactment, memorable and figured as it is, can also be a source of help for
people worried about othermaers than distance from home in church postings.
Such hearers may be stimulated by this enactment to link the metaphor to their
own area of life where it can be relevant. e generalized conclusion, “[Many]
will be the things later on that will happen for you, and they will be far more
than the things about which your heart is troubled” (10), is conducive to just
such further consideration in other environments.

25Passingan–Tapak has oen told me that he learned many of the things he knows from his
mother’s explanations, recollections and wisdom.
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5.2.6 “Your child has the right to hear the words about Jesus” (Mk 10:13–16):
Interpretive enactment by Wilma

Lovangai text–script Strict English retro-version

13 Na ki me la serei ve ri nat kavulik
lik taun ia, ani ka me amatung kunga
singiria, na kana keve nat i akalit ki
me la marala suak iria.

13 And they were beginning to ap-
proach with young boys and girls
towards him, so that he would put
his hands on them, and his dis-
ciples came and acted angrily to-
wards them as they approached.

14 Na Iesu ka la arai ani oring ke, ka
la marala na ka la antok iria ta, “Mi
lomon suai ani ri nat lik ane singig.

14 And Jesus saw this taking place,
he became angry and he said to
them, “Let lile ones come to me.

Ago ta atakun an aniria, using a
matan vap val ria, kakaria vang
na sinsinongan si kana vainagoan a
Tapait.

Do not prohibit them, because it is
people like them who have a posi-
tion in Eternal One’s residence.

15 Amen na po mengen imi ta, man a
sikei parik ka pa ainak val nat lik ani
kana vainagoan a Tapait, parik luai ka
pa palak.”

15 Amen I say to you, if one is not
accepting like a lile one of Eternal
One’s residence, one will certainly
not enter.”

16 Na ka la vongok iria na ka amatung
lakat a kungana si siksikei iria, na ka
la poso atauia iria.

16 And he embraced them and he
put his hands on each one of
them, and he pronounced blessing
to them.

Reader–speaker, social grouping and maer of import

Wilma is a young adult woman and is married with young children. She grew
up with her mother and younger siblings in the family residence of her maternal
grandparents. She says that she has been much helped in her life through the
influence of a particular male tivu (her mother’s mother’s brother). Her school
education is above average and her reading skills are good in English, Tok Pisin
and Lovangai.

Of the church members I have selected, she is least confident as a speaker in
social groupings. Her authority extends over children and she is able to speak
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to influence female peers, but she does not judge herself to be competent to
speak in large groupings like congregation and home place groups. Like women
of her age generally, she would consider it controversial to speak explicitly to
persuade men and older women. Her enactment is one of the shorter ones of all
the enactments of the seminars.

Wilma lives in the small hamlet of her husband’s family. e hamlet has its
ownmeetings as a sub-group of the congregation, including children’s Christian
education (Sunday School).

e maer of import which occasioned this enactment is whether mothers of
young children give the support to their small children needed for them to at-
tend Christian education classes on Sundays. In the congregation, and especially
in her hamlet, Wilma sees that young children’s aendance at these classes
depends very much on older relatives, especially mothers, geing youngsters
ready and speaking well to them in order to prepare them to go happily. She
sees that certain children aend infrequently and she sees this as a maer of
concern and assesses that the mothers need her persuasive influence towards a
practice of encouraging and helping their children.

Interpretive enactment

1. Now then, good. I wish to direct my speaking to a certain mother and
child.26

2. Now then, good aernoon, mother and child.

3. Now then, I wish to speak out this speech and it is the story when Jesus is
walking along doing his teaching and he was going to bless the lile children.
And at the time themothers and fathers of the lile childrenwere taking their
children to go and be blessed by Jesus, his disciples became angry and they
began saying things that were detrimental for the children to go to Jesus for
him to bless them.

4. I want to talk to you like this, mother of this small child. is lile child
has the right to go and get the words about Jesus in Sunday school. And
concerning the life of this lile child, as for you, you will be gone and the
future belongs to this lile child. So this lile child has the full right to go
and get all the stories about Jesus.

5. e miracles and all the work that Jesus did in the world, this lile child
has the right to go and get the teaching about that in the Sunday school. is

26e phrase “mother and child” is awkward in English as a form of address. It renders the Lo-
vangai ngono angnanan (two people.related.as.mother.and.child). e phrase is used both as a
form of address as well as a referring phrase.
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lile child, in future when he grows up, his way of knowing the Lord and
his way of working with his brothers will be good as you allow this small
child to go and listen to the word of the teachings which Jesus taught in his
speaking in his book. at is very good.

6. Mother of this child, you must have generous insides towards your small
child when he goes and receives teaching, make yourself small because you
must be like this lile child. When Jesus practised his teaching he spoke as
follows: if you make yourself small like this child, the Lord’s residence is
yours.

7. I appreciate very much your listening, mother and child.

8. And that there is my speech.

Discussion

Wilma heard the text–script and identified a maer of concern in this episode
as that of children being kept from something to which they have a right. at
led her to identify the maer in her own social grouping. e maer of concern
in the text–script is the question of whether children are given the right they
deserve to be blessed by Jesus. She uses this maer of import in the text–script
to envision a potential situation that is grounded in the actual practices of people
she knows in the congregation. us it is a mother who is lax in aiding her child
to aend Sunday school that she takes into her sights and addresses.

Wilma has identified a maer of import in the text–script to which she can re-
late well because she herself is a mother of young children and she has relatively
recent experiences of her own aendance at such classes. Wilma thus under-
stood and applied the ‘assignment’ well; she has identified a maer of import in
the text–script to which she can imagine herself speaking to a social grouping
in her own environment to which she can appropriately and safely speak with
confidence. is grouping is the young mothers of her own age.

Wilma first addresses the seminar group to very briefly explain how the group
is to understand her enactment (1). In line 8 she again speaks to the semi-
nar to mark the end of her assigned enactment. I understand what she says
in 3 as a parenthesis, summarizing the episode for the benefit of the seminar.
More planning and preparation might have led her to keep the formal address
to the mother and child as separated from her introductory comments. She en-
visions her speaking to the mother as having no explicit reference to the text–
script.

In the speech proper directed to the mother (4-7) the seminar members can hear
that Wilma’s focus is to draw a parallel between the disciples and the mother
in her congregation who is acting in a similar way against her own child. e
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parents of the episode are only implicit in her speech, in that they exemplify
mothers who dowant their children to hear about Jesus. Another way of puing
this would be that for Wilma certain parents in her congregation are acting like
the disciples and they therefore deserve strong corrective words, just like the
disciples.

Only implicitly is she arguing that the mother should be acting like the parents
in the episode. Wilma neither appeals explicitly to Jesus’ response nor to the
exemplary action of the parents in the episode. She draws the most clear paral-
lel to a particular child in her congregation. I think that the child in her speech
is based upon real children and mothers in her peer group where the child does
not aend regularly. e person at fault is the mother of the child in her con-
gregation, and it is to this person that Wilma speaks most direct: “I want to talk
to you like this, mother” (4).

Wilma draws her audience’s aention to two main things. First, she appeals to
the child’s well-being in future, pointing to a time when the child is an adult and
acting according to influences in his early life. She is challenging the mother to
regard her own practice as influential far into the future, including the child’s
relationships with others. Secondly, Wilma appeals to a tradition of Jesus speak-
ing which she knows from her own aendance in classes, from church services
and sermons and most likely from personal Bible reading of Jesus referring to
children and the Eternal One’s residence. She purports to directly quote Jesus:
“if you make yourself small like this child, the Lord’s residence is yours” (6). Be-
sides the Markan episode, she appears to have the wording of Mahew in mind
as well: “Whoever becomes humble like this child is the greatest in the kingdom
of heaven” (Mt 18:4). She is citing what she finds important here for this mother:
“Make yourself small.”

5.2.7 “God has entrusted these people to us in order that we care well for them”
(Mk 12:1-11): Interpretive enactment by Tauan–Som

Lovangai text–script Strict English retro-version

1Na kala tutapongai mengen singiria
si kankanuai i mengen asukang ke,

1 And he began speaking to them in
an illustrative speech thus:

Continued on next page …
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“Mangsikei a igenen ka ta sukal kana
matang vaen, na ka la omo aulitai
ania, na ka la atu ring asi kokomeng
ani uai, na ka la atung a lu lakat i
po ararai bat, na ka la alis tapai ani
matang ke si mang keve vap aiveven
matang, na ka la pasal akipai ane si
mang rina.

“A certain man planted a wine gar-
den plot for himself, and he fenced
it all around, and he put up a
place for crushing the fruit, and he
erected a high house for watching-
blocking, and he gave this garden
temporarily to some people who
take care of gardens, and he went
away to another place.

2Na si taun i kopkopos ka la asok a
mang asosokai taun a vap po aiveven
matang ang, ani ka an luk ta palpal
uai i kana matang.

2And at the time of harvesting he
sent a servant toward the people
taking care of the garden, to go and
get a part of the fruit of his garden.

3Na ki an la teng akit ia, ki vis arikek
ia, na ki la asok suai palau pok ania.

3And they went and took hold of
him, they beat him badly, and sent
him back with nothing.

4Na ka la anguan asok pok an ani
kana mang asosokai, na ki la tangai
ia e vangang ina na ki vil amese ia.

4And he sent another servant of his
and they cut him in the head and
they shamed him.

5Na ka la asok a mangsikei, na ki la
ngapunuk ia.

5And he sent another one, and they
beat him to death.

Na ninia palau a lau ang ki ta vil ia
si mang keve asosokai duk asukang
palau. Ki ta vis a mang matan, na ki
raung a mang matan.

And in that same manner they
treated many other servants just
like that. ey beat some, and they
killed others.

6Au, ka po atogon kana sikei a nat
akorong ka po buk alava ia, na e mung
luai ka la asok ia taun a vap ang, us-
ing ka po lomon ia ta ‘Ki mamaila ani
kag nat.’

6en, he had his own son whom
he loved very much, and at the very
end he sent him to those people,
because he thought, ‘ey will re-
spect my son.’

Continued on next page …
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7Sikei, vap aiveven matang ang ki la
angtokai ta, ‘Arai ta votauk i togto-
gon iles. Taratol me vil punuk ia ani
kakara na togtogon ang.’

7But, the people caring for the gar-
den said to one another, ‘See there
the one who will eventually be
owner. Let us TrialIncl put him to
death so that the possession will be
ours.’

8Na ki la teng akit ia, ki ngapunuk
ia, na ki asuai akipai ania, pelek a
matang ang.

8And they took hold of him, they
beat him to death, and they threw
him out, away from the garden.

9Au vo tauk i matang ang ka abis sa?
Ka serei na ka vil punuk suai luai ani
keve vap po aivevenmatang ang, na ka
alis a matang ang si mang vap petekai.

9So what will the owner of the gar-
den do? He will come and he will
completely put to death those peo-
ple caring for the garden, and will
give the garden to other people.

10Sa, parik kana mi ta pa tataot a
vuk mengen ke nei salsalik? ‘Iat ke ri
katakai i abis lu ki ta kilis ia, kana ka
la serei a iat talupus luai.

10Indeed, have you not read this
word in the writing? ‘is stone
which the house builders despised,
now has become a very beautiful
stone.

11Bil ke Volava ka ta asereiai ania, vo
la miminaungan luai e matara.’ ”

11is thing is what the Lord has
made to happen, how wonderfully
beautiful in our sight.’ ”

Reader–speaker, social grouping and maer of import

Tauan–Som is a middle-aged man, married, with young and teen-aged children.
He completed primary and secondary school, aer which he worked for a while
as clerk for a church pastor. He is a recognized reader–speaker in his home place
and among his clan members of the area. In his clan he is recognized as one of
those with whom rest the lore of land, marriage and other transactions and prac-
tices. He is a confident speaker in a diversity of social groupings, both in clan
and home place governance gatherings as well as in church gatherings.
Tauan–Som interpreted the assigned episode to be enacted for an audience group-
ing of the leaders of his home place. is social grouping consists of all leaders,
so he is not differentiating church from home place life and governance. In his
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enactment he draws aention more to ‘spiritual’ things (e.g., “fix up our re-
latedness again with our father (God),” 25) than to maers of home place life
generally but he does not explicate such a difference and it is le open to his
hearers whether they see their leadership as being over both the ‘secular’ and
the ‘spiritual’ domains of life. Lovangai do differentiate (post–) colonial govern-
ment from church maers,27 but in practice these two are merged in much of
day–to–day practice.
e maer of import which occasioned this enactment is whether the leaders of
his home place will discern and take seriously the charge they have from God
to take good care of the people entrusted to their leadership.
Tauan–Som is addressing a sensitive, contentious maer within the churches of
the area, namely, the influx of new philosophies and church practices via people
who have received training or inspiration from sources outside the (post-) colon-
ial mission training programs. ese returnees oen invite their new mentors
to come and present their teaching in seminars in the home places. Tauan–Som
speaks in a figured manner, perhaps taking his cue from the figured nature of
the episode itself which consists of a story and a scripture quotation, choosing
not to be explicit about actors involved in this maer.28

Interpretive enactment

Tauan–Som begins his enactment by reading-speaking the text–script to the
audience grouping, directly aer which he begins his speech.

1. Okay thank you, good aernoon to all of us Incl leaders of Angat.

2. is speech that I wish to speak to us is from the reading we have heard,
the voice of Jesus speaking to us this aernoon.

3. e basis for what I wish to speak to us about is that there are people
who come to us with the word of the Lord and a great number of them speak
with truth and we don’t want it, and another small number of them, perhaps
only a very few, come with speech that is not true, and already the harvest
in this garden, that is, among the people of Angat is in progress and they
have harvested and moved some of the produce off to the side, to where we
consider or we think that in the end it will be unhelpful for us.

4. So now then, the speech that I wish to speak to us is like this.

5. Concerning these people here in this home place, good leaders, my good
brothers, concerning these people here in this home place, God has created

27e terms matanitu (Kuanua) or gavman (Tok Pisin) are oen used for the former and lotu for
the laer.

28For an analysis of this episode which is focused on early Græco–Roman audience groupings
and which takes a markedly different tack than Tauan–Som does here see Fast (2005).
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them and shaped them and he has entrusted them to us in order that we care
for them.

6. And I plead that it be remembered well, this point, that these people here,
God prepared them and he put them in this home place and he entrusted the
maer to us of caring for them.

7. And so as we care for them we prepare them well, we take good care of
them.

8. Now is the time for harvesting, and let us be very careful because the
owner of this garden indeed is in a faraway place, we do not know where it
is, and now is the time for harvesting, and let us be careful and let us listen
well and let us discern who really now is the person that has been sent by
this lord, the owner of this garden to come and harvest in this place.

9. Perhaps we might be found to be wrestling with his voice and to be in
discord with him, with the sent-one who has been sent to come and harvest
in this garden for the owner of the garden.

10. My thought, my speech which I want to speak to us, is that we be very
obedient lest we find ourselves in discord with him.

11.And if we do find ourselves in discord with him we must truly understand
that this garden indeed belongs to the person who is in a faraway place, that
is, the one to yet be owner of this garden who will surely not forget about
this garden but will indeed send someone to come to this garden.

12.And so it is time now. Let us be thinking clearly and let us equip ourselves
to obey and let us discern what it is that is now approaching.

13.ese days are very bad times and the time now is a very difficult time,
and let us equip ourselves and let us make sure that we discern who these
people are who have been sent here and know who it is that is coming to
speak to us and to call or to harvest, that is, to gather the harvest of this
garden to take to the owner who is at a faraway place, the lord who has
made this garden.

14.And so let us prepare ourselves well lest we find ourselves in discord also
with the person who is owner of this garden and we cause him shame and
we make him thoroughly ruined.

15.And so in this writing here it talks like this, those people long ago treated
badly the ones that were sent and when they were being sent to come get
this garden produce for the owner of the garden there were things like the
following which they did to them:

16. When they arrived they treated them shamefully, they beat them and
they sent them away with nothing.
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17.Wemust not be like that. My good people, good leaders of this home place,
let us not do like those people did.

18.ey beat some and they put some to death and some they treated badly,
they treated them shamefully and they sent them away with nothing and
they put some of them to death. And so let us not do like that.

19. Let us be aware clearly who it is that is coming to us with the voice of
God, that is, of the one sent whom God sent to work for him among us.

20. So then, let us truly discern what it is, this thing that God has accom-
plished.

21.is garden right here, we who are here, we are taking care of this garden
and these people here God gave to us for us to be here and take care of them
and let us discern very clearly who it is that is coming to harvest, that is,
coming to us to request of us to give a part of the produce that is to go him.

22. At that time, the things that those people of long ago did to those who
were sent, the ones whom God sent to them, they went on and on, until they
had treated all of them shamefully, they kept killing them off, including
finally this person about whom God himself had decided that yes, the only
son he had he would give him down towards us.

23. And this only son, the very one, Jesus Christ, has died on the cross. We
treated him shamefully with our evil deeds, and we put him to death and
we ruined him completely and he was completely forsaken and he was a
completely ruined person, despised by all people because of our wicked deeds.

24. So at this time God has caused this to happen for our benefit.

25. And the rock, the very one, Jesus Christ, whom he gave to come and be
the foundation for this good life in our lives, the house builders despised it
and they put it aside to the sideline as though it was a completely useless
thing.

26. And this thing that the Lord caused to happen is something very won-
derful and let us not despise this thing.

27.My plea, leaders, is that we be very careful and we speak well and we do
right and let us accept that this very person who came to make our existence
good and to fix up our relatedness again with our father, that this person is
Jesus Christ.

28.And let us accept that the Lord did this thing, it is a very wonderful thing
and it is very good that we have Jesus. It is he who is the immoveable rock in
our life and it is he who is a wonderful thing, we ourselves have already seen
himwith our own eyes and he, it is completely true that he is the immoveable
rock in our life, none other than Jesus himself.
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29. And my plea to us, leaders, is that as we are leading let us acknowledge
completely truthfully that Jesus himself is our immoveable rock and he is
the rock that is the base of this good lotu which we are leading and let us
acknowledge very firmly and obey well and let us discern what Jesus wants
in our life.

30.ank you, that is all, my leaders, thank you for listening.

Discussion

Tauan–Som has drawn a connection between elements of the figured episode
and certain developments in the church life of his area. Here he zeros in on his
own home place congregation, though the seminar participants easily recognize
the phenomenon (see 3) from their own congregations.

Tauan–Som weaves together a retelling and interpretation of the episode on the
one hand with a plea directed at leaders in regards to their charge, the ordinary
people of the home place on the other hand. e retelling serves two purposes:
it provides figurative language to refer in veiled terms to people who come to
the home place with teachings and practices that are contested; it also provides
conventional language for stressing that lotu should be based upon Jesus, who
is “the rock that is the base of this good lotu … let us discern what Jesus wants
in our life” (29). is implies that though there will be contested teachings and
practices, leaders should appeal to the most fundamental basis to help them
discern whether something is helpful or harmful.

It should be noted that this is my reading of the persuasive purpose of his en-
actment, based upon my own participation and observations within church life
and governance over an extended period. In any case, he does not make explicit
statements of this kind or give exhortations and warnings that are directed at
particular individuals or events. Rather, he speaks in a veiled, indirect way,
namely, in figured speech.

In the opening rationale statement (3) Tauan–Som is reminding his audience of
things they know from developments of the last few decades within the main
mission church in the area. ese developments fall under the general topic of
the loosening of colonial mission church governance and the piecemeal appro-
priation of diverse forms of Christian practice and philosophy.

According to Tobul (2003), and corroborated by my own extended observations
and discussions with Lovangai church members and leaders, the training of pas-
tors and teachers used to be firmly within the circles of this Methodist denom-
ination. When this system was working well young men were being trained
in mission-run programs to work in home place congregations. With this sys-
tem there was a large measure of uniformity in teaching, preaching and church
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organization. In the last several decades, however, this training program has
changed greatly in that quite oen young people choose on their own or with
the help of peers and kin-relations to aend training programs and Bible schools
from a variety of backgrounds and philosophies. As these newly trained people
returned home and began to speak and teach in the congregations, the mea-
sure of uniformity and security was in jeopardy and resulted in fragmentation
of congregations and the formation of new church groupings. ite commonly
this led to conflict of loyalties as people tended to take sides in these differing
theological and ecclesiological views and practices. What Tauan–Som is saying
in a figuredwaywith horticulture language borrowed from the episode points to
a sensitive maer in any home place, including his own home place with which
he is most familiar.

Any given new teaching or approach advocated by a newly trained returnee will
typically be accepted by some and rejected by others. ese people thus either
‘comewith speech that is true’ which some people will not want, or with ‘speech
that is not true’ (3) which some, however, will accept and advocate. Whether
the speech is regarded as true or not true will oen depend on whether one is
supportive of the person or group that is advocating it. Leaders are thus chal-
lenged to keep the large home place and congregation social groupings intact.
What Tauan–Som seems to want to avoid is to make a strong value judgement
either way with any of these people or movements. He is aiming for a safe for-
mulation of the problem for leaders in figured, horticultural terms, saying only
that “they have harvested and moved some of the produce off to the side” (3)
and what they are doing is somewhat questionable.

Leaders who hear this cannot fault Tauan–Som for strongly taking sides and at
the same time they all have to agree that tensions do exist regarding fragmen-
tation. Tauan–Som is challenging his addressees whether they can encourage
and enable unity in the midst of these tensions.

At first hearing itmay seem that this speech does not closely connect the retelling
and the plea. I think Tauan–Som sees them as connected. e retelling of the
episode lends itself to speaking in quite conventional, evangelistic terms. It is a
common practice of preachers to speak at length and oen about how we with
our sinful living have contributed to Jesus’ execution. is is safe language for
Tauan–Som. It leads to his main point that Jesus is the rock, the solid foundation
of lotu.

In the retelling, Tauan–Som does not make any decisive interpretation about
the ones who are sent to get the produce. He does not make a clear distinction
between the beloved son in the episode and the others who preceded him, nor
is he decisively saying how these relate to people who come with a variety of
spiritual teachings and practices. Are the leaders to take his references (in 13,
for example) as referring only to various fragment leaders or are they to take it
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more generally to any and all spiritual work done in the home place that bears
fruit for God? How are they to understand his assessment of the times as being
bad and very difficult (13)? Is this stylized speech simply designed to paint the
situation as serious? Leaders in Tauan–Som’s audience are le to work out
these questions; they have to be wise in caring for their people but they are
not given clear instructions by Tauan–Som. Neither does Tauan–Som make
mention of actual cases, again leaving leaders to work this out and apply what
they hear.

Tauan–Som speaks about Jesus’ crucifixion and how this effects reconciliation
with God (22-28). By doing so he is trying to focus the aention of the leaders
on a central maer in the life of lotu. Lotu for Tauan–Som is wider than the
mission-style lotu of the previous generation; he is here advocating a consid-
eration of Biblical understanding of Christian faith as more primary than the
received church order.

He is pointing aention towhat leaders should know: fragment groups can form
around theology and practice that does not acknowledge the most fundamen-
tal things and thus should be viewed with great caution. e implication for
leaders is that they should not be hasty in taking sides, condemning or applaud-
ing (see especially 16-18, “we must not be like that”); rather, they will have to
discern whether the truths upon which lotu was established, the “immoveable
rock” (28, 29), are being upheld and practised by any grouping.

In my own interpretation of this highly figured enactment by Tauan–Som I am
purposely not stating a determinate ‘meaning’ that he intends. is enactment
shows us how one adept reader–speaker uses the script to engage with an ex-
isting discourse, to address a maer of real concern. is enactment is part of
a line that intersects with, goes alongside of or veers off from other lines of
speaking and influence regarding this same topic. In this enactment figuration
is employed in order to speak safely to and within a social grouping that is strat-
ified in regards to support for or disagreement with a variety of groupings and
individuals in the home place.

e enactment also shows in this case that parable inspires more figured speak-
ing. It may be a happy coincidence that this episode is about horticulture, a field
of practice thoroughly integrated with life for Lovangai church members, and
thus inspire figuration more than another episode might. What Tauan–Som is
doing here advances the discourse, points the aention of leaders to an issue
that is known to be contentious and gives them food for further talking and
listening on the maer. Tauan–Som has intuitively interpreted Mk 12:1-11 as
script about leaders and ordinary church members that predicts sensitive topics
and a stratified audience.
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5.3 Conclusions

If we are to understand reception in Lovangai social groupings, we need to at-
tend to the experts – those who do something with the text–script – as they
tell about and show it in practice. In this chapter I have tried to give voice to
this reader–speaker experience and expertise. I maintain that what was learned
through the seminars – and by extension what I have illustrated in this chap-
ter for the sake of my own readership – has a bearing on our understanding
of the relationship among the source text, the target text and the actors in-
volved.29 I have tried to present the enactments as interpretive interventions
in their own right, made by Lovangai reader–speakers in local, social group-
ings. My own explanatory and reflective commentary is in conversation with
the reader–speakers and their interpretations and persuasive goals.

ough only seven enactments are shown for reasons of space, they reasonably
reflect the rest of the enactments collected in the seminars (see the descriptions
in Appendix D). ough the seminars are a new venture for the invited church
members – interpreting Mark in this guided way is a first-time event for them –
the kind of persuasive speaking we see in these enactments is not a new phe-
nomenon. Persuasive speaking that draws upon other voices while seeking to
effect change of practice in diverse and variously stratified groupings is famil-
iar. e enactments, though unique in the seminars, are coherent with the way
persuasive speaking is oen enacted and encountered. As a general conclusion
of the presentation and discussion of this chapter, we can say that the practice
of speaking for effect from a Markan text–script is recognized as familiar by
Lovangai reader–speakers. ey appropriate such speaking as being coherent
with other speaking they regularly do. In what follows I discuss three aspects
of this conclusion.

Reader–speaker competence and influence

• Reader–speakers employ a variety of styles in accordance with compe-
tence gained from life experience of speech practice within social group-
ings. ey are conscious of their status and potential (lack o) influence
within a given grouping.

It will have become clear from a reading of these enactments that some speakers
are quite confident in addressing maers that affect a wide potential auidence
while others are confident in more confined groupings. Some of the seminar
29My primary intended audience is Bible translation theorists and pedagogues but the examples
in this chapter should be of interest to Lovangai and Melanesian persons as well as people in
other parts of the world, including Bible translators and other churchworkers. Other scholars in
fields like missiology, anthropology, language and rhetoric will also hopefully find this material
relevant.
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participants are known within the larger Lovangai church and can speak from
that position and experience. e research assistants recruited co-church mem-
bers who were confident speakers but did not choose only well-known ‘public
speakers.’ My own previous observations were confirmed in the seminar work
that people usually do not find it daunting to speak to others within what they
would consider appropriate seings. In whichever social position people per-
ceive themselves to be, they are aware of actors (whether present or absent while
speaking) and know whether they can speak and, if so, what negotiation is re-
quired as to how they are to speak, how directly or indirectly it is appropriate
to speak.

One example of a speaker confident in wide social circles is Umvorai, an accom-
plished pastor, preacher and teacher with experience both in the Lovangai area
aswell as in thewider region. Umvorai addresseswith equal ease ameeting of all
home place elders and people (5.2.3) and a closed group of novices upon whom
he has considerably more influence (5.2.4). Another reader–speaker, Wilma,
speaks to a relatively small social grouping and is able to address a maer of
import that is in the realm of her own peers (5.2.6). Wilma would admit that
she is not willing to address a larger grouping like a church congregation or
home place meeting to speak to a sensitive maer.

e extent of influence a speaker may have, however, does not necessarily in-
dicate how important a maer is. One of Wilma’s maternal tivus, for example,
a person very close to her and influential in her upbringing (now deceased) was
a man of stature in a wide range of Lovangai and New Ireland environments.
A maer of great import for him was children’s Christian education. He ex-
erted his influence and charisma in wide circles, urging people to advance their
knowledge and skills in teaching children in the congregation seing. One can,
therefore, easily connect Wilma’s interest in this maer to her tivu’s influence
on her, as well as to her direct and daily contact with mothers and lile ones in
her hamlet and congregation.

ese observations lead me to conclude at least that maers deemed to be im-
portant can vary from person to person or from one social grouping to another.
Speaking to certain maers may thus be seen as a task more for one person
than for another. Different reader–speakers will be able to have influence at
widely differing levels and scales, though the maer of concern might be the
same. We may conclude from this that Markan episodes would more likely ef-
fect change of practice in environments where reader–speakers interpret them
for social groupings within which they are appropriately situated.

At the same time, though a Wilma may be effective in her speaking to peers
about a maer of import, she may also be supported by an Umvorai, a Bos–
Ravis or a man like her tivu, depending on who in her social grouping is to be
challenged with the episode and the maer to which it points aention. Speak-
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ing to effect practice is typically interconnected with several and varying actors,
and the speaking usually happens over time, with several to many aempts at
pointing aention to the desired (change o) practice.

Strata in the seminar grouping and indirect speaking

• Lovangai audience groupings are diverse, heterogeneous and stratified.
Reader–speakers are aware of this and aempt to effect change while ne-
gotiating appropriate speaking within social groupings. ese strata and
maers of import are discerned by the church members both in the text–
script as well as in their own social groupings.

e seminar participants enacted their speaking seriously. ey were very con-
scious of actual people and relationships in the seminar seing. ey were not
making up a speech for the sake of a ‘performance’ or the demands of a re-
search agenda. I am not saying they were not also aware of such an agenda,
but they knew that their speaking in that seing was liable to be recalled as
‘genuine’ speaking, as their actual aempts at bringing about change via their
speaking.

I would like to take my discussions above of a few of the episodes and their
interpretive enactments a step further here in order to examine the social phe-
nomenon of speaking indirectly in stratified social groupings. In her seminar
group Wilma is only able to speak to a limited extent regarding the maer of
import she discerned in her assigned episode. It is very likely, especially given
her relationship with and knowledge of her late tivu, that she recognizes that as
a young woman she is not able to speak to all the actors who do or could have
influence in themaer she addresses. Because of her relatively low status within
the seminar group – she and one other womanwere the only young people – she
has no direct audience available to her should she wish to influence other actors.
In other words, she cannot make a direct, open connection from the disciples to
the older women and men in the seminar group. Jesus’s action towards them
is too confronting. If she is expecting her real seminar group audience to take
note of the maer of import, then she might be hoping that some of them, in
character with how her tivuwould have supported her, will speak appropriately
in the group, or to come privately to her later and offer assistance in speaking
with influence to parents in her hamlet or in the congregation.

I have noted a similar case in that of Bos–Ravis’ address to her husband by
which she aims to influence him towards giving her a fair hearing. Helen Yitah
(2012) has recently described safe criticism of injustice with figured language
as practised by Kasena women of northern Ghana. e women use tried and
true proverbs but do so in new, creative (even daring) ways to point aention
to unjust treatment they receive because they are women. e proverbial use
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is further figured and safety-valved by incorporating the speech within humor-
ous, public bantering. Bos–Ravis criticizes her husband/leader in a public set-
ting through use of Biblical example which carries weight in a home place where
church and Bible reading are valued by many, and by speaking in a figured way,
being indirect by stylizing her speaking as a general audience address rather
than making a private verbal aack or critique. Because Bos–Ravis is enacting
this in a seminar seing, she is in effect calling all present to witness her dis-
satisfaction with her husband’s treatment of her. is is a safety measure to the
extent that she senses these seminar members would support her cause before
her husband. It is not unlikely that other men in her social groupings – some of
them perhaps present in the seminar group – are able to assist her in influencing
her husband. It may be that she does not appeal to them in that way lest it be
seen as calling her husband into a confrontation with peers. If seminar members
are understanding her indirectness, they could be influenced to initiate tactfully
their own speaking with him.

I take another example from an interpretive enactment not presented in this
chapter (but see Fast, 2013). Gertruth was given the episodeMk 12:41-44 and she
composed speech to a younger kin-relation of hers who is poor and lives at the
fringe of the congregation (see Appendix D, ‘Kin relationmust givewhat she can
and be confirmed in her devotion to Jesus’). Pointing aention to the Markan
poor widow as an example of pure devotion – like Jesus did to the disciples –
Gertruth urges the younger woman to give in the same way, even though it
would mean giving only garden produce and not the more prestigious cash. I
maintain that though Gertruth enacted this before a seminar grouping, she is
aware that her audience is potentially wider. If she has in the past or were in
future to tackle this maer of import in a broader social grouping, say awomen’s
fellowship meeting, and thus call to aention the disparity there is within the
congregation between those who have very lile cash and others who can quite
easily give large gis in the offering plates, she couldwell be touching a sensitive
maer. As in the case of Wilma and Bos–Ravis, Gertruth is indirectly raising a
maer for the hearing of powerful people in the congregation.

It is common among well-to-do people in this community to disparage
people who are, in their estimation, not diligent in gardening. Stealthy
garden thieving is a common topic of general public aention, but it is less
common for those who denounce thievery to acknowledge how tempting
the is for people like Gertruth’s tasi. ere is a sad irony in this, since
the shame of a poor, low–status person is made worse by the fact that her
or his lack of real money to give at public giving times is also despised
by those who give much. In this light, it appears that Gertruth may be
probing deeper than the overt urging of her tasi to be encouraged by Jesus’
support of her devotion to him; she may also tacitly be criticizing the
wealthy, the “big ones,” in the congregation who, by their aitude and
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treatment, make it doubly hard for people like this poor woman (Fast,
2013, 77).

In the seminar seings, the church members were not only recalling or envi-
sioning the environments of projected speaking events, they were quite aware
of the local environment of the seminar grouping itself. ey knew that their
speaking in that seing was liable to be recalled as ‘genuine’ speech, as their
actual aempts at bringing about change via their speaking.

Do seminar participants interpret the Markan episodes ‘correctly’?

• Lovangai reader–speakers recognizemaers of import inMarkan episodes
that roughly match the maers pointed out in Chapter 3 of this study;
namely, that the episodes are potentially aimed at leaders and lower–
status people.

In Session C self-confidence in speaking ability became more crucial than in the
previous day’s Session B due to the added dimension of the focus on Markan
text. is was not for all a sphere of practice considered to be in their area of
expertise. e seminar was innovative in that generally in Lovangai congrega-
tions speaking about Biblical texts is done by church-appointed peoplewho have
been groomed to do so.30 It is reasonable to think that some of the participants
felt uneasy with the assignment.

e question may be asked whether these reader–speakers interpreted the epi-
sodes ‘correctly,’ whether they got the ‘right meaning.’ Several reader–speak-
ers argued clearly about leaders and / or about low–status people. Others were
more oblique. It is instructive, however, to consider enactments where read-
er–speakers do not appear to be interested in what most Bible translation spe-
cialist-interpreters would see as the meaning or the point of the episode. Most
academic interpreters of Mk 2:23-28, for example, would not agree that the ‘mes-
sage’ of this episode is that people should be more diligent in following local
Sunday taboos, as one reader–speaker seemed to be arguing (not presented in
this study but see Appendix D : ‘Group of younger church members, you must
reverence Sunday’).

e usual way of ‘solving’ such ‘misunderstanding’ of a passage has been to
find out if something in the target text gave a cue to the reader to draw such an
‘incorrect’ inference, or if she possessed the right information in the first place
that she needed for correct interpretation (recall discussion of Gu, 2006 and
Hill, 2006 in 2.1.2). Fixing those cognition ‘problems’ should then result in a

30is is following the Methodist mission’s progression for church membership and preaching
qualifications: trial church member, full church member, trial preaching at weekday evening
meeting, then eventually to Sunday morning preaching.
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beer, more acceptable interpretation with the original meaning transferred. In
effect, the reader–speaker (above) would be told that she is focusing too much
on her local situation and her frustration with people who are not aending
church in these times because they are more interested in earning money with
their cash crops and fishing and do these activities on Sundays.

Another interpreter, Ngurle (5.2.2), seems only partially to ‘get the message’
of Jesus’ pithy saying about himself being Lord of the Sabbath. She uses the
episode to urge her brothers to return to the good practice of regular church
aendance. She does base her appeal upon Jesus’ position as ruler of all, in-
cluding the activities done on the taboo day. She is also appealing implicitly
to the father of the family (now deceased) who would not either be pleased to
see his sons abandoning church aendance and participation. e interpretive
enactment points the brothers to her own practice of devotion to Jesus and im-
plies that this should be their practice as well, not overtly denying, however,
that it is. Perhaps this would be deemed a beer interpretation by Bible trans-
lation consultants. However, Ngurle is urging both proper recognition of Jesus
with devotion as well as church aendance, and the laer, similar to the other
reader–speaker’s bugbear, may be her main persuasive goal. ough she has
stressed devotion, she appears not to want the men to forget her call to repair
their lax church participation, for she ends with: “I request of you that you think
seriously about my words, and you make a decision that there will also be times
that you do not turn away from the slit–gong drum when it calls.”

estions such as these about interpretation and meaning may be posed from
the perspective of measuring information transfer in order to yield an accurate
target text. In this study, however, I am looking at Mark and at translation from
the perspective of text–script used as tool to do something in social groupings.
If it is valid to seriously treat Mark as a text–script designed to be used as such,
then we need to take speakers, audience groupings in local environments seri-
ously. Real speakers and audiences always interpret, enact and hear Mark in
local environments and mostly they take seriously the maers that make a dif-
ference to them. e enactments of Mk 2:23–28 I have just mentioned do not,
in such a view, show us one determinate meaning or ‘message.’ It is impor-
tant to note, furthermore, that neither do those enactments predict what these
or other reader–speakers will do with the episode in other local environments.
We may recall the rather different approach and persuasive purpose of Bos–
Ravis. e reader–speakers who focus on ethical behaviour on Sundays may
see other persuasive goals in the episode in other environments and at other
times. Other reader–speakers in their interpretive community may challenge
them on what is the ‘right’ interpretation of the episode. In the argument of this
study, Mark comes to Lovangai church members as text–script and has meaning
as reader–speaker–interpreters enact the script in actual, local-group environ-
ments.
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e main points put forward in this study can be stated briefly.
• e early Græco–Roman projected Markan audience was made up of net-
worked yet locally oriented groupings of people, with a geographical and
temporal spread. ese groupings were typically heterogeneous in con-
stitution and socially stratified as to status, position and power.

• A plausible function ofMark is that it be interpreted by reader–speakers as
a text–script, a tool from which to speak to groupings of people. e form
of episodic narrative can be used as figuration to point people in a covert
fashion to maers of import. e text as figuration predicts two strata in
projected audience groupings, leaders and low–status people, and predicts
for the reader–speaker the possibility of arguing for sacrificial leadership
and devotion to Jesus.

• Missionary translation interpretations of Mark have tended to see it as
an informative narrative text that represents events in historic Palestine.
Translation is viewed as the communication of this information to a sec-
ondary, very remote reader via cognitive processing. Recent performance
studies interpret Mark as a story designed to be performed dramatically
for groupings assumed to be homogeneous. ese studies have typically
not investigated the maers of import predicted in the text and have not
seen the significance of the speech practice of local, receptor audience
groupings.

• Lovangai church members have among their ranks reader–speakers akin
to the Græco-Roman anaginōskōn or orator. ese people have learned
through observing and practising how to speak to andwithin social group-
ings. ey recognize strata in groupings and realize the need for negoti-
ating how to speak to sensitive maers. e snapshots of speech practice
presented in Chapter 4 illustrate a range of competencies.

• Invited to take Markan episodes as text–script, Lovangai reader–speakers
are – to a greater or lesser extent – willing and competent to interpret
these as tool to be used for speaking persuasively to real maers of import
in their own local groupings. ey also recognize the potential for its use
as a figured text for speaking persuasively but also safely.
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• e speaking to effect (change o) practice which the Lovangai church
members enacted in Session C constitutes translational activity that is co-
herent with both the plausible, early function of Mark (inter-textual) as
well as with the speech practice in which they engage in their own social
groupings from day to day (intra-textual).

In this study I hope to have shown that the Græco–Roman source text of Mark
can function in Lovangai environments as a tool, a text–script, and used by
reader–speakers in an integrated way with speaking to issues in groupings of
people with the aim of effecting change of practice. e evidence presented
in this study of Lovangai people speaking to persuade other group members
illustrates a range of actual topics and issues and a variety of real, local groupings
in which change of practice is desired. is speech practice – in terms of its
topics and issues and in terms of the speakers’ desire to achieve change – is
comparable to the interpretive speaking based on Markan episodes illustrated
in the work of the seminars (Chapter 5). is study has argued for a model
of the Græco-Roman function of Mark as a text–script for speaking to early
Christian groupings and has provided an analysis of the episodes in the text
that fits such a function. I hope to have shown that the interpretive enactments
which Lovangai church members delivered are coherent with that model of an
early Markan function.

In what follows (6.3, 6.5) I offer some concluding reflections on several issues
that come out of the points listed above. I offer these in part as a review of the
preceding chapters and in part as an invitation for further consideration.1

6.1 Bible translation and interpreting Mark in a post–colonial setting

During the periods of observation and focused research that contributed to this
study I tried to create my own position as researcher working with other re-
searchers, Lovangai church members. I want to reflect here briefly upon my
position in a more general way within a post–colonial world and in relation to
the missionary Bible translation movement. As Christian missionaries, we have
typically seen ourselves as – and, indeed, called ourselves – ‘experts.’ Notwith-
standing my aempts to be like an insider in the Lovangai home place envi-
ronment where I worked on a translation project – and Lovangai friends and
acquaintances praise those aempts – I have no doubt been seen by Lovangai
as someone with connections to knowledge about the Bible and about how to

1If my arguments regarding Græco-Roman Mark, the function of a text–script, social groupings
and maers of import are convincing, then theorists, trainers and practitioners may (legiti-
mately) wish to ask what practical differences these arguments could make. In Appendix E I
discuss four areas in which there could be consequences that this study could potentially have
for Bible translation pedagogy and practice. ose notes are offered as a contribution to an
existing discussion and not as a conclusion or result of the study.
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translate the Bible. My training in the missionary movement led me to accept
such a label of ‘expert’ for myself.

In this study church members / leaders were invited to interpret the text–script.
e prerequisite for interpreting Markan episodes was that a person be identi-
fied by other church members as being a reader–speaker that cares about the
church, about other people and is serious about the Bible. I have proposed
that the interpretive activity and speaking that Lovangai reader–speakers do
is the crux of translating Mark, not an ‘application’ activity done aer a fin-
ished product (the target text) has been comprehended. As I have stated earlier,
for Lovangai church members Mark is received only as real people embody the
text–script, enacting it in actual local–group environments.

Historically in the missionary Bible translation movement a discourse has be-
come established which calls us to lead expertly. Our knowledge of the ‘world
of the Bible’ and our expertise in the intricacies of how communication works
have oen been understood as our special and vital contribution to ‘geing the
word of God to Bible–less peoples.’ Given the interpretation of Markan episodes
that I have presented in this study we might ask ourselves provocatively if our
leadership stance and the ‘competence’ and ‘expertise’ that we believe we em-
body is valid. If we are persuaded by the argument that interpretive enactment
of a script is in coherent continuity with early Markan design, then we need to
consider whether the competence of speakers and interpreters, like the ones we
met in this study, is more crucial than the expertise of meaning and language
analysis and of Bible–world knowledge.

Perhaps we need (still) to understand ourselves – the outsider experts in Bible
and communication – as ‘silencing natives.’ ough in this study I have at-
tempted to give Lovangai church members room to speak and room to critique
their environments, it needs to be asked to whom I imagine them to be speak-
ing. ough they do oen, of course, speak to each other – and to any outsider
willing to listen, like me – in this study I am geing them to speak to my own
audience and to speak on behalf of others like them. We might say that this
study is my own interpretive enactment of their speaking. For the main part, I
have let them speak, thus allowing me to argue that they are the ones who can
let my audience know what maers and what needs to be said to persuade oth-
ers towards right living, and to show my audience how Markan episodes are to
be interpreted in local groupings. But in part, they need to speak in the forum of
this study to show ‘us’ that they have mostly been silent in the Bible translation
enterprise. Traditionally, native informants tell language analyst–experts those
things which the experts then use to figure out how communication works and
how target texts are to be made.

I wish to adapt here the words of Douglas Robinson – perhaps dated but I think
still provocative – that could be read as pointing aention to us as outside
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Bible translation ‘experts’: Translating is something that Lovangai could / can
only do as subalterns in a postcolonial world; a world where they are still re-
garded,

in a deep–seated hegemonic sense, [to be] the silent ‘native’ in need of
the [specialist’s] voice to speak, in need of the analyst’s probing to reach
self–understanding, and able to in the end only nod approval at what the
‘Bible translator’ writes.2

6.2 Language as practice

e snapshots that I have presented of Lovangai speaking–(and writing)–for–
effect in this study need to be understood as part of a process where people are
relating to their environments. ey speak in a similar way as they engage in
non–language practices in relation to their environments.

Bible translation has been largely understood as a transfer of meaning from one
fixed system (source language) to another fixed system (target language), almost
entirely disconnected from processes of people hearing, speaking, seeing and
acting in real–world environments. e study of these ‘systems’ is what has
constituted most of the practical linguistic work within this movement, both for
the source and the target. us a target ‘language system’ is analysed with the
assumption that speakers/hearers adhere to a definable system to produce their
linguistic output (the data collected for analysis). Once these systems are known
to the translation practitioner or translation advisor/consultant, the transfer of
meaning can be done in an almost laboratory fashion by juggling and fiing the
two systems.

As an alternative to such assumptions about language systems and meaning
transfer I have in this study advocated that we not distinguish too strictly be-
tween linguistic and other practices. Rather, to ‘language’ is to relate to our
local environment. As Hans Fast (2012) has recently wrien,

we need to think of [people using language to engage] with their spatial
surroundings … [and to think o] language as activity. According to Hop-
per (1998), grammatical structure is ‘emergent’, meaning that distinct lin-

2Robinson’s words are as follows: the “ ‘native’ or postcolonial subject” has typically been viewed
as “silent and in need of the ethnographer’s or other European ‘translator’s’ voice in order to
speak, and … unable to do more than recognize the truth or falsity of the ethnographic ‘transla-
tion’ even when assimilated into European customs and speech. [at] image corresponds … to
the depictions of the ‘educated’ or ‘assimilated’ subaltern’s plight offered by postcolonial theo-
rists and novelists and activists. … In this ideological construct the Indian or African who earns
a Ph.D. and lands a professorship in a major European or American university and publishes
books and articles in any subject is still, in a deep–seated hegemonic sense, the silent ‘native’ in
need of the Western observer’s voice to speak, in need of the Western analyst’s probing to reach
self–understanding, and able in the end only to nod approval at what the Western ‘translator’
writes” (Robinson, 1997, 45).
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guistic structures are not prior to practice, as conventionally understood,
but are the ‘sedimented’ result of practice. As Pennycook (2010) puts it,
language is a ‘local practice’, and meanings and forms of language are al-
ways being remade in local interaction. … [Such a] ‘practice/process’ view
shis the focus from languages as entities to people using languages. It
situates language–users within the process of speech/language by the fact
that their practices constitute this process (Fast, 2012, 1-2, also drawing
upon Carter and Sealey, 2007, italics added).

We might imagine early events of enactment of text–scripts of Mark in a sim-
ilar way, as instances in an ongoing path of practice which reader–speakers
navigate, along the way relating to actual, local environments. Rather than
conceptualizing the ‘original text’ – as has typically been done – as a single,
fixed and final instance, we can think of it as a tool which is to be continually
and repeatedly in use. Itself part of the surroundings, the text–script ‘occurs’
repeatedly over time and in different places as part of inter– and intra–group
activity, speakers talking to, with and among audience groupings.

6.3 Communication and translating Mark

I am arguing for a conceptual change regarding the nature of communication
as it pertains to the Gospel of Mark. I have grounded this upon argumentation
for a plausible function and seing for the text and audience of Mark and upon
extensive examples of speech practice of several groupings of Lovangai church
members. Whereas typically a high priority has been placed on cognitive effect
by the transfer of information, I have argued that we can think of persuasive
communication as drawing the aention of groupmembers to what is important
and to ways of right living. Communication analysis in Bible translation theory
has usually been understood as a one–to–one, time–specific event; the mental
representations in one person’s mind are transferred as information to the mind
of a reader/hearer. Information has been defined and categorized so as to be able
to measure the success of its transfer, and the target text is assessed as ‘good’
to the extent that information transfer can be shown to have taken place with
individual readers/hearers.

With this underlying assumption about communication, source text interpreta-
tion has been grounded in the understanding that it represents one side of an
original communication event, the uerance. e event is usually assumed to
have consisted in an author communicating a message to one particular and ho-
mogeneous Markan audience. e text le to us is then seen as a record of what
the author communicated to that group of readers / hearers at a particular time
and place. It is then assumed (and argued) that a target text is to function in
the same way, except that it is now functioning in a ‘secondary communication
event.’ Adjustments are made to the level of explicitness of information in order
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to give the text the most chance of being mentally processed like it was in the
original event. As new readers process the target text, they are understood to
be listening in on the first event and processing it in a similar way as did the
‘original reader’.

With such a framework of information transfer in a secondary communication
event, translating the Gospels has given rise to confusion as it is not clear which
‘original’ communication event to privilege, that of an author giving a message
to a set of original readers, that of the narrator and the characters speaking in
a constructed narrative, or that of people historically addressing one another.3
Equally problematic for a text like Mark – devoid of explicit reference to author,
audience or time – is the assumption that the ‘original reader’ would have un-
derstood the author’s communication in the same way as one person speaking
to another in a conversation, and that these two were in the same cultural and
cognitive ‘world.’ e diversity of audience groupings for which I have argued
would seem to make this view untenable.

As an alternative to these assumptions, I have argued in this study that it is plau-
sible for the source text of Mark to have been conceived as a tool with which
people were to do something rather than as an information–bearing device. My
investigation of the Markan source text has shown not only the plausibility of
a text–script used as tool to enact persuasive speaking within groupings of the
early Jesus movement, but also that the text predicted for reader–speakers what
maers of import were to be addressed. e ways in which the narrator’s and
Jesus’ voices point aention to maers pertaining to stance, competence and
aitudes of an élite group of disciples in relation to low–status people makes it
plausible that reader–speakers were to speak to those kinds of issues in group-
ings of people.

I have also demonstrated that the receptor audience of Lovangai church mem-
bers have reader–speakers among themwho typically enact speaking as practice
that is local and integrated within the practice of social groupings. eir speak-
ing points the aention of other group members towards desired action. More-
over, they readily understand and put into practice the notion that the episodes
are scripts for speaking to maers of import. We may conclude that speaking
and writing for these research participants is not an isolated language activity
working via the minds of people essentially to transfer messages / knowledge /
information.

6.4 Græco-Roman texts and figuration

I have suggested that the Markan episodes themselves are figuration. On this
view they were not designed in the first place to be taken as narrative for infor-
3is is my own assessment. I have not seen such confusion seriously addressed or admied in
Bible translation literature. See my discussion in Chapter 2, pp. 20 ff.
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mative purposes; rather, they formed grist for the mill of carefully, appropriately
speaking within groupings that were stratified and experiencing tensions. By
their nature, these figurations have to be interpreted in order to yield persuasive
speaking. Reader-speakers have to ask interpretive questions such as what point
should a pithy saying make for this grouping or who in the audience grouping
should be made to hear challenges to leadership style. A reader–speaker with
the calling to prepare a speech has to decide whether to make the episodes,
parables, sayings, etc. explicitly point to members of a given local audience
grouping, or to mimic the narrator’s and Jesus’ voices and leave the interpre-
tation more in the court of the audience grouping. We can imagine that this
choice would depend in significant part on things like rapport and perception
of authority.

Tim Whitmarsh (2005) points out that the Græco-Roman texts of the Second
Sophistic must not be seen as separate from the interplay of speaker and audi-
ence, of performance and response. ey are not simply conveying a message to
be decoded and comprehended. Whitmarsh’s words about texts, performance
and audience can be related in some measure to enactments of a text–script of
Mark:

[Performance] was an essential component of sophistry; if we consider
only the disembodied words of the declamation on the page, we shall not
understand the power of sophistry’s grip on the Greco–Roman elites of
the early empire. … It is important … not to lose sight of the context [for
the] highly specific reason [that these] texts do not envisage themselves
as containing some inner core of truth, like a sacred book; they are de-
signed, rather, to have their meanings debated in public space. Sophistry
is a profoundly relativizing medium: every assertion is always made in
full awareness of the possibility of counterassertion in this competitive
forum. As a result, it is impossible to approach the surviving texts simply
as documents of their authors’ views. What we need instead is a sense
of how they would have been received in society, of the rich range of
possibilities for interpreting them (57, my italics).

To be sure, Græco-Roman sophists moved in rather different social circles than
did earliest Christians (though there is nothing to preclude a sophist convert-
ing and joining a Christ group). e high degree of competition in the fora of
sophistry which Whitmarsh examines was not paralleled in groupings where
Mark could have been enacted. However, it is reasonable to assume that, like
any grouping, they lived with tendencies towards competition, division and
leadership tensions. Suchmaers of import are, of course, famous in some of the
groupings among which Paul wished to exert his influence towards change of
practice. Whitmarsh helpfully points out that the performance of a text implied
risk of counterassertion as it took place in a competitive sphere; a performer–
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speaker was constantly on guard and continually negotiating his audience and
its possible or likely response. I have aempted to show that this rings true for
groupings of Christians in both Græco–Roman as well as Lovangai local envi-
ronments.

In the interpretive enactments experimentation of Lovangai research partici-
pants we have seen differences in the degree of directness of their speeches
and we have seen that they take seriously the social relationships with their
addressees and even group members not present. Tauan-Som’s figured enact-
ment (5.2.7) is perhaps the most veiled speech of all of the seminar speeches. It
may appear at first hearing that he is waffling. is is not so; as an experienced
speaker he is stylizing his speech to be ambiguous because he astutely knows
that speaking in veiled ways is sometimes essential for safety in the groupings to
which he speaks and with whom he lives. For Tauan–Som the Markan episode
he interpreted does not have ‘meaning’ apart from its being embedded in the
environment of his congregation and the wider Lovangai church. e maers
he has in view are contested and in the interests of guarding unity and relation-
ships he leaves much interpretation work in the court of his audience.

6.5 Interpretive enactments of Markan episodes: towards an understanding
of translation as spee practice in local environments

It will be recalled (see page 12) that the central research question of this study
asks how the characteristics of Græco–Roman persuasive speaking and the im-
plied Markan early audience on the one hand and the phenomenon of speaking
to effect practice in Lovangai groupings of people on the other hand can be un-
derstood as being coherent and how this might inform a Lovangai translation
that is to be realized as an enactment of the Markan text.

I have tried to show two things in the previous chapters:

1. it is plausible thatMark’s composer designed the text as a script for reader–
speakers who would use it as a tool to speak persuasively, having to dis-
cern both the maers of import suggested by the text–script as well as
the local maers in audience groupings which they would accordingly
address;

2. Lovangai church members in everyday life discern maers of import and
address them bywriting and/or speaking out loudwith the aim of pointing
aention to desired (change o) practice, and they do this in similar ways
when speaking from a Markan text–script.

On the first point, it is instructive to imagine what might have been an envi-
sioned trajectory for the use of the earliest instances of text–script along lines
extending geographically to places, areas and regions in which ‘translation’ was
to be part of the enactment of the text–script. We can imagine as plausible
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heterogeneous groupings in which strata formed along lines of social status or
religious tradition but also along lines of Greek, Roman and other varieties of
speaking. How might the composer of the text–script have envisioned such en-
vironments? I suggest that he might have considered this to be a natural result
of Christianmovement in a continuousworld, a world inwhich boundaries were
porous, not made up of isolated ‘language systems’ and ethnic categories. Such
‘translation,’ I suggest, would likely have been achieved by reader–speakers
adept at speaking in more than one variety of language, not by professional
translators who produced texts as we now tend to think of ‘translation.’ I find it
an interesting possibility that the first translations of Mark were envisioned as
text–scripts to be used in continuity with earlier ways of enacting it.

On the second point, we can say that Lovangai social groupings as shown in the
examples of speech practice in this study have the expectation that people speak-
ing to important maers will have to be trustworthy and competent in speaking
appropriately if they are to get a hearing. Not everyone speaks to every kind of
grouping, and not everyone is equally worthy of geing a hearing. It is there-
fore unrealistic to expect that a text by itself can get a hearing or a reading that
is meaningful to these church members we have goen to know in the previous
chapters. Rather, it is through the embodiment of the text–script in interpretive
enactments by genuine, respected Lovangai reader–speakers that Mark’s voices
can speak in social groupings and address their maers of import.

I think we can move from there to the premise that as enactment of speaking, a
translation is not best viewed as a target text in and of itself. We can rather view
translation as something that has to be achieved through enactment, through
speaking locally to groupings in real environments. A text–script supports and
enables enactments of speaking in real groupings of people; it does not have
communicative properties in and of itself. It is here that the phenomenon of
working with tools is crucially relevant. It is in real-life environments of work
to be done that a tool is a tool. I suggest that the speaking illustrated in this
study was ‘understood’ by the church members as being simply a practice, not a
practice aer a product as has typically been taught. Making a script, studying a
script, memorizing a script, and speaking in social groupings from a script are all
facets of an integrated field of practice. e translation is realized in enactment
and, realistically, only in enactment.

e notion of function to which I have appealed in this study is that of coherence
of practice. I have asked whether there is continuity between speech practice in
earliest Christian environments in the Græco-Roman region and speech practice
in social groupings currently living in home places on Lovangai. I have sought
to show that the persuasive purpose of Mark in its Græco-Roman seing was
to be worked out in speech practice in local groupings. A coherent approach
to translating Mark in Lovangai begins by asking whether speech practice in
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local, social groupings is a viable mode for translational activity. Receptions of
Mark in both early Græco-Roman as well as later Lovangai environments have
in common the making and use of a text–script and interpretive speaking for
effect in social groupings. I have shown in this study that translating Mark is
something that Lovangai church members do within their social groupings, that
speaking and hearing and practice are integral aspects of the phenomenon of
translating. Reception of Mark taking place in connection with speech practice
that is familiar to the receptor audience is in a coherence relationship with what
I have suggested as a plausible earliest intended function of the text.

We can see, therefore, that in a real sense Lovangai church members are con-
tinuous with the plausible Græco-Roman reader–speakers and their projected
receptor audience groupings. Lovangai reader–speakers and their hearers are
acting coherently in continuity with those early instances of speech practice to
the extent that both were / are willing to be influenced by the persuasive argu-
ments of the text–script as embodied by a reader–speaker. is understanding
of coherence and continuity runs counter both to the common assumption that
receptor audiences like the Lovangai are (especially) far removed from the ‘orig-
inal audience’ as well as to the idea that reception happens best through individ-
uals reading the text as informative and comprehending a particular ‘message’
cognitively.
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Figure A.1: Lovangai in north-eastern Papua New Guinea
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Figure A.2: Location of the three congregations: Baungung,
Umbukul and Angat
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Baungung Umbukul Angat
Young adult Toni (Male) Sigilen (Female)

Wilma (F)
Tap–Lava (F)
Vat (M)

Middle age Neian (F)
Nguma (M)
Umvorai (M)

Darusila (F)
Makago (M)
Varangot (M)
Gertruth (F)
Ngurle (F)

Tauan–Neirikek (M)
Iabai (F)
Tauan–Som (M)

Senior Bos–Ravis (F)
Nebien (F)

Passingan–Tapak (M)
Tenaen (M)
Vulau–Mat (M)

Esther (F)
Mailei (F)

Table B.1: Seminar participants, by name, age group and home place
(names of research assistants italicized)
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Table C.1: Addressing maers of import in home place social groupings

Name Persuasive purpose

Bos–Ravis Young adult son should leave habit of smoking ‘grass’
Darusila Today’s generation, learn and practice wisdom of elders

now before they pass away
Gertruth Cousins are to take ownership of their deceased father’s

piece of clan land
Gertruth * 1 Parents must train and discipline young children as pre-

vention for vandalism later (see 4.5.6)
Iabai Sister should leave bad practices and come back to good

life and participate well in home place and church life
Makago We must guard against indiscriminately telling visitors

about home maers
Mailei Daughter should know the practice of making and main-

taining taro garden properly
Nebien Adult son should leave habit of drinking and carousing
Neian Husband should get his sister to live responsibly and take

care of her own children
Nguma Wife should stop complaining that husband does not ade-

quately provide food from garden
Ngurle * Marginalized children should be supported in school at-

tendance (see 4.5.3)

Continued on next page …

1Enactments treated in Chapter 4 are marked with an asterisk.
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Table C.1 – Continued from previous page

Name Persuasive purpose

Ngurle Married couple should recognize their disrespect for each
other and steer back to good, restored relationship

Rongovan Adolescent children should participate in and submit to
family practices and discipline and so be guided for later
adult life

Sigilen Young women must not live in disobedience and defiance
of their husbands’ leadership

Tap–Lava * Older sister should properly fulfil responsibility of being
mother (see 4.5.1)

Tapak We people should preserve the knowledge of how mar-
riages were established and practised in the time of our
forebears

Tauan–Neirikek Sons must prepare and be skilled in building houses and
maintaining their own residences

Tauan–Som * Clan member should recognize his wrong practice in land
sale and make reparations (see 4.5.5)

Tauan–Som Two young men should not abandon church activities and
aendance aer all their effort in the building project

Tenaen Son should not be disturbed by older brother’s success
but rather begin his own business and work hard to earn
money

Toni Two groups that have formed because of differences
should be re-united back to one group

Umvorai * Younger brother should practice leadership as he has been
shown (see 4.5.2)

Umvorai School boys must stop practice of desecrating home place
by cuing down trees for fun

Varangot * Young married men should set up their own resi-
dences (see 4.5.7)

Vat * Older brothers should assist with preparations for cere-
monies around death (see 4.5.4)

Continued on next page …
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Table C.1 – Continued from previous page

Name Persuasive purpose

Vulau–Mat Churchmembers and leadersmust diligently care forwell-
being of the church like the example of my father

Wilma Young child must learn to respect mother and accept her
instruction and discipline
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Table D.1: Reader-speakers and enactments

Name Episode Persuasive purpose

Mailei 2:23-28 Youwomenwho have taken God’s word into
your life (at a recent seminar), do not let the
fussy criticisms of certain big people back
home here deter you from living out what
you have received.

Bos–Ravis * 1 2:23-28 Husband, you should give due aention and
respect to my opinions and ideas in the
household and in the running of the home
residence (see 5.2.1).

Ngurle * 2:23-28 Younger brothers, you need to return to a
practice of regular aendance at church and
be genuinely devoted to the Lord (see 5.2.2).

Darusila 2:23-28 Group of younger church members, you
must reverence Sunday

Vulau–Mat 3:31-35 Church congregation must follow and obey
Jesus’ words and stop doing wrong deeds
and so live in harmony

Tenaen 9:38-50 We mature ones in the faith must recognize
and stop our error of despising and denigrat-
ing those in our congregationwho are on the
fringes.

Vat 9:38-50 We, the fraternity of pastors around Lova-
ngai Island, should forget our differences
and unite and so be a good example.

Continued on next page …
1Enactments treated in Chapter 5 are marked with an asterisk.
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Table D.1 – Continued from previous page

Name Episode Persuasive purpose

Toni 9:38-50 e church prayer-ministry group must
leave their divisive behaviour, stop causing
others to stumble and be united for Jesus

Umvorai * 9:38-50 Leaders of the home place should desist from
competitive behaviour and rather be united
to foster harmony among all (see 5.2.3)

Umvorai * 9:38-50 Novice church workers (teacher/preachers)
should refrain from damaging lower-status
people or outsiders (see 5.2.4)

Wilma * 10:13-16 emothers of young childrenmust give the
support to their small children needed for
them to aend Christian education classes
(see 5.2.6).

Esther 10:28-31 Two adult daughters must participate fully
in Christian life and so know Jesus and in
the end God will reward them.

Tap–Lava 10:28-31 Church members, we must recognize that
Jesus’ call to follow and serve him is very
serious and not let our quotidian responsi-
bilities keep us from heeding the call.

Passingan–Tapak * 10:28-31 Church workers posted far from home
should entrust their home place residence,
gardens and other assets to God’s care and
know that a final reward will outweigh the
hardships (see 5.2.5).

Tauan–Neirikek 12:1-11 You leaders of the seven ministry groups in
the congregation, in regards to the tensions
I hear about, you must take Jesus into your
life as a true foundation and only then you
will be able to lead your small group well.

Makago 12:1-11 My clan brother, you must stop making
claims to the [certain] piece of land, because
we will ruin each other, and our sons aer
us, if we fight over land

Continued on next page …
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Table D.1 – Continued from previous page

Name Episode Persuasive purpose

Nguma 12:1-11 We church members must stop disregarding
and going against those who have been ap-
pointed to watch over us

Tauan–Som 12:1-11 Family members should recognize Jesus as
source of salvation

Tauan–Som * 12:1-11 Leaders of the home place should take seri-
ously the charge they have from God to take
good care of the people entrusted to their
leadership (see 5.2.7).

Gertruth 12:41-44 Kin relation should give what she can and be
confirmed in her devotion to Jesus

Gertruth 12:41-44 Congregation members, we must not give
because we desire acknowledgement but
give with pure motives to genuinely help
those in need and please God that way.

Nebien 12:41-44 We congregation members should give our
whole heart and life to Jesus like the widow
gave everything she had and not like the rich
people who were double-minded.

Rongovan 12:41-44 You young unmarried girls, determine to
live a life of generosity with all your heart
and God’s blessing will be abundant in your
parental home now and in future in your
marriage and family

Iabai 12:41-44 We, the congregation, must give our offer-
ings in a pure, genuine way so that God
is pleased as Jesus was pleased with the
widow’s way of giving.

Sigilen 14:3-9 We women must not speak and act resent-
fully when someone gives or receives a per-
sonal gi.
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I offer here my thoughts on some of the consequences that this studymight have
for Bible translation pedagogy and practice.

Rendering and checking the text–script

In this study I have purposely le questions of rendering aside. e purpose
has not been to answer the question of how the text of Mark is to be rendered
in terms of the formulation of words, phrases, sentences and paragraphs so
much as whether it is reasonable to advocate or even to expect that a Markan
text-script in Lovangai can be conceived of and used as a tool in similar ways to
the source text’s function. atmakes clear that I have not intended tomake any
major application to the formulation of the text–script. By leaving this maer
aside I am not saying that it is not pertinent to ask, How then are we to ren-
der the text–script? Practitioners have to make choices, aer all, as to what
words to use, etc. I hope that one consequence of this study would be that more
thought can be given to specific cases where choices of rendering could help
to challenge reader–speakers to speak effectively to maers predicted by the
text–script. What I hope I have shown is that we should not expect to make a
direct correlation between how the script is rendered / formulated and the effec-
tiveness of local reader–speakers. Such effectiveness depends far too much on
competence in speaking, authority, willingness of hearers and the like.

It will have been clear from the text–scripts provided in Chapter 5 that the re-
search participants and I agreed upon a ‘literal’ rendering, as literal as reasonable
for pronouncing the episodes intelligently. Surely we were influenced by the
belief that we were in continuity with the earliest reader–speakers. Notwith-
standing, exegesis that takes my arguments as convincing will still encounter
the need to make decisions for formulating. I can give here the example I have
discussed in some detail in Fast (2010). If the Markan differentiation between
disciples and others in the narrative is significant, then for the episode in Mk 13
it is interesting that many Melanesians (Lovangai included and unlike Greeks)
can make use of explicit trial person forms that can make Jesus differentiate be-
tween the group of disciples with him and others. With multiple person forms
available a choice has to be made, and I have not found a Melanesian language
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translation that uses the trial form to make a distinction (though the person
forms exist), easily leaving the impression that the plural ‘you’ in the warnings,
“blepete ! (vv. 5, 9, 23, 33) and grēgoreite !’ (vv. 34, 35, 37), for example, are meant
indiscriminately for any and all Markan audience members, rather than to an
elite group of leaders as a trial form would strongly imply.

One consequence that my approach could have is that less aention need be
given to spanning a so-called ‘great gul’ between two ‘cultures.’ In making a
text–script for speaking to maers of import trainers and practitioners might
begin with much less confidence that we can know what any given early audi-
ence grouping did or did not know. ey might approach the work of exegesis
and formulating dras without the need to figure out all the ‘cultural’ informa-
tion because they would begin with the assumption that Mark’s text expects
audience groupings not to know many things. e continuity between early
groupings and later ones that I have suggested is relevant here. An awareness
could be built in pedagogy that Mark’s text expects reader–speakers to persuade
their audiences about things, not to explain to them the differences in ‘culture’
between the world of the story and the particular (Græco-Roman, urban) envi-
ronment where they find themselves. We can, of course, ask if the performances
of the research participants do justice to the information in the text. If we do
so, however, we must remember that text–scripts are not for one-time perfor-
mances and one-time interpretations; we do not knowhow subsequent Lovangai
interpreters might enact the script.

Checking of text–scripts of Mark, like exegesis and draing, could be less fo-
cused on comprehension of a constructed ‘meaning.’ Some of the focus in check-
ing could be turned towards finding how reader–speakers respond to invitations
of interpreting episodes as figured script, and whether they can make connec-
tions to maers in their own social groupings. A further consequence could be
that dras be checked with groups and over time, giving room for intra–group
discussion and interpretation rather than expecting individuals to verify ‘mean-
ing’ or comprehension.

“Scripture engagement”

I broach two aspects of “scripture engagement,” though I realize the field of
work is multi-faceted. One consequence I see for engaging readers with Mark
in particular is that more careful thought could be given to the persuasive goal
of Mark. If Mark was not intended primarily to inform early Greek–speaking
sceptics about Jesus’ life and work to convince them to believe in him as the
Christ, then it could be asked how people might engage with the Markan chal-
lenge to leaders and their stance towards low–status people in groupings who
are already devoted to Jesus. estions could be asked like, What does it mean
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as specially–called followers of Jesus to lead others? Is an aitude and posture
of servant being embodied by local leaders? Are leaders competent in help-
ing people in distress, do they give their very lives for others? Recent work
in scripture engagement work has rightly sought to make a link between what
readers feel is their need and how engagement with scripture can address those
needs (Forum of Bible Agencies International, 2013; Hill et al., 2009). If it is
important for readers, however, to interpret Mark’s persuasive goals, then this
particular text can not necessarily meet any or all felt needs. Readers may have
to be challenged to grapple with ‘needs’ that are not admied, like arrogance
and authoritarian leadership practices. To engage with such sensitive and no-
toriously difficult but ubiquitous problems in churches will require careful con-
sideration.

A second potential consequence for “scripture engagement,” closely related to
what I said about draing and checking (and see my comments below on per-
formance), would be to explore ways of developing reader–speakers’ skills in
interpreting episodes for persuasive speaking. I think that opportunities for
learning something like happened in the seminars of this study might stimu-
late this in group seings. is could also challenge ordinary church members
(or home place residents) to do their own interpretation and employ their own
modes of speech practice rather than be trained in ‘foreign’ or outsider tech-
niques to ‘use’ the text.

Biblical texts other than Mark

e question might be asked whether the arguments I have made about Mark in
particular are generalizable to other Biblical texts or text units. I do not expect
so in any straightforward way. However, though this thesis is really restricted
to Mark, exploration of this question is very welcome.

I expect that a likely choice for comparison by Bible translation pedagogues and
practitioners will be the other synoptic Gospels. Here I would urge a careful
comparison between the Gospels before assuming this to be possible. It is far
from obvious that Mahew and Luke do the same thing with the disciples and
low–status people as Mark does.

One text that receives extended treatment in this study is Philemon. ough I
say that it was to function as a text–script in the historical seing of Paul and
Philemon and the other actors involved, the very fact that it is so strongly and
very explicitly connected to a particular local grouping and its particular maer
of import seems to make it all the harder to image how it could serve reader–
speakers in Lovangai church groupings to speak to maers of import there. It
seems to me that reader–speakers would usually prefer open texts as scripts to
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speak to local maers of import. An area for investigation would be how this
could work out with texts that are more clearly particular, like Philemon.

Performance

e ways of presenting scripture text orally could be more critically defined.
How, for example, are simply reading aloud on the one hand and making a dra-
matic presentation on the other hand different from each other? Do audiences
think of these as distinct? Are audiences affected differently by them?

e Lovangai term “kusil” refers to mimicking for the sake of entertainment
and / or poking fun at someone’s speech or actions. An interesting example of
this is a certain ‘traditional’ dance form that incorporates elements of colonial
administration; for example, uniforms and marching in line. is may be an
example of the empire striking back in a not-so-subtle way. Dramatic perfor-
mances of Biblical stories in public in recent years in Lovangai congregations
are being labelled “kusil.” e interpretive enactments in the seminars were not
labelled in this way; they were “mengen” (speech).

It may be asked whether preaching and speaking about Biblical texts in church
seings constitute ‘performance’ of scripture? I invited one research participant
to re-enact his seminar speech on Mk 9:38-50 in the Sunday morning service
aer the sermon. It turned out sounding (to me) like a typical second sermon
and his speaking was stylized much like his usual preaching.

A more careful distinction could be made between acting out a narrative text
on the one hand and using a narrative text for making a pointed persuasive
argument. e laer can be quite rough and ready, sometimes embarrassing,
even obnoxious. I think there is a preference in pedagogy and practice for the
former and a desire that the performance be polished, well-rehearsed, even pro-
fessional.

A related consequence could be an investigation of the difference between local,
genuine and serious speaking on the one hand and oral presentation that has a
‘made-up,’ special and one-time sound or look to it. e laer can have the effect
that all audience members feel equally and individually impressed while the
former can cause audience members to look – metaphorically – across at each
other, at times uneasily. e laer may leave a clearer impression on audience
members that Biblical text (surprisingly?) “is about us!”

Some more thought could be given to what recent discussions are saying about
“translating for performance” (Nässelqvist, 2012) and studies that seek to deter-
mine how texts sound. If my argument about locality of performance is con-
vincing, it seems to me that the source text will not in itself be able to give
us an original ‘sound’ of a performance because each reader–speaker makes a
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fresh interpretation of how the speaking is to sound (see, for example, the con-
fidence of Shiell’s (2004) analysis of how Acts sounded in ancient readings). It
seems more helpful to me to experiment with the practice of reader–speakers
themselves making the script, where the making of the script is integrated with
preparing to speak and actually speaking.
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S

Persuasive speaking and Bible translation: A study of the Gospel of Mark
and its reception in Græco-Roman and Lovangai environments

is is a study of receptor audience engagement with the Gospel of Mark that
investigates how the text could function as a script for speaking persuasively
to maers of import in local groupings of people. e study examines the en-
vironments of early groupings of Jesus devotees in the Græco–Roman region
and argues for the plausibility that Mark could have been designed to function
as such a text-script. Parallel to this, actual local Lovangai environments are
studied to see how such a function might be similar in groupings of church
members. Selected people from three church congregations participated in this
study.1

e dissertation draws a connection between the speech practice in Græco-
Roman social groupings and Lovangai social groupings that is aimed at recep-
tion of Mark. It is argued that there is a coherence between these two in the po-
tential function of the text-script, as a tool for persuasive speaking. e study is
concerned more with what people do with a text than with formulating a target
text. e study does not make general claims or predictions about the Lovangai
people as audience but seeks to gain understanding about reception in a few ac-
tual, local environments. Claims regarding the source text are likewise modest,
restricted to the Gospel of Mark and the presentation of a plausible reading of
its projected function in Græco-Roman, local groupings. A major emphasis is
placed on persuasive speaking practised by Lovangai research participants and
on their estimation of the maers of import in their own groupings. Extensive
and varied examples of speech practice are provided and discussed. e culmi-
nation of the study is a presentation of selected persuasive speeches by research

1e Lovangai area lies in north-east Papua New Guinea, comprising Lovangai Island with its
outlying islands and the Tingwon group. e church members in focus live in three home places
in the west-Lovangai area (see the maps in Appendix A).
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participants as they interpret a Markan episode in order to address a maer of
concern in a social grouping.

C 1 introduces the dissertation as a Bible translation study focused on
the Gospel of Mark and a group of Lovangai research participants. Aer a brief
sketch of the historical beginnings of the church in the west-Lovangai area -
with a focus on expectations of text use and persuasive speaking - the chapter
explains the two main areas of investigation that form the framework of the
study: Mark as text-script for speaking in local Græco-Roman environments;
and, Lovangai persuasive speech practice that addresses important maers via
interpretively enacting Markan episodes.

C 2 provides an explanation of the theory and methods underlying the
main body of the study, making room for the research question: How can the
characteristics of Græco-Roman persuasive speaking and the implied Markan
audience on the one hand and the phenomenon of speaking to effect practice in
Lovangai groupings of people on the other hand be understood as coherent and
as informing a translation that is to be realized as an enactment of the Markan
text?

e chapter first examines certain assumptions held in mission-motivated com-
municative Bible translation theory and pedagogy and in Gospel and Markan
scholarship and explains how these are problematic for a reading of Mark as
text script. From missiological and theological perspectives, it has usually been
assumed that Mark is to function as informative text, a short description of what
Jesus said and did. It is also assumed that a great gulf of ‘cultural’ knowledge
lies between a pariticular, original audience and readers of translations and that
this means that the original audience understood everything clearly whereas
interpretation and translation is needed to bridge that gulf for new readers.
Redaction-critical theories of particular Gospel audiences coincide with and in-
fluence the assumptions about ease of communication in an original seing.
Further, assumptions are examined that hold reception to consist primarily in
comprehension by individual information-processing minds and that both orig-
inal and receptor audience are assumed to be monolithic in their possession of
cultural knowledge. e chapter pays special aention to certain recent com-
municative translation studies to illustrate how these theories tend to assume
the characters portrayed in the narrative as the original audience and neglect
the phenomenon of practice integrated with speaking in groupings of people as
well as the likelihood of early audience groupings being removed in time from
the depicted narrative, diversely situated geographically and heterogeneous in
their internal, social constitution.

e second part of the chapter explains a model of translational activity that is
oriented to speech practice in actual local groupings. Speaking for effect is done
in a local, unique environment that is constituted by the group members, their
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physical seing and their relationships to one another. Competent text inter-
preters and orators - in this study called reader-speakers - interpret the script
of Mark and enact its persuasive purposes as speech directed at local group-
ings. Knowing that important maers will likely be sensitive, especially in dis-
tinctly stratified groupings, reader-speakers can use the text as figuration and
thus make their speaking covert so as to let more powerful group members re-
tain their respect while still making their point. A reader-speaker interpreting
a Markan episode can speak in ways similar to how home place affairs are de-
bated, while at the same time seeking to be faithful to maers predicted by the
text-script and remaining alert to how it can model ways to speak.

irdly, the chapter introduces and explains the methods used in the study. e
environments of the source text are studied with the help of certain Gospel
scholarship that suggests the plausibility of Mark having been designed as script
and, more particularly, that the text’s persuasive purposes differentiate leaders
and low-status people in the early Christian movement. An independent analy-
sis is made of the Markan episodes as figured text for use by reader-speakers
to address leadership issues in audience groupings. Lovangai environments
and speech practice are investigated through observing and participating in
events where persuasive speaking takes place, collecting unsoliceted examples
of speaking and writing; interviewing church members; and, working with re-
search participants in a focused way in a seminar which was run over a period
of one evening (session A) and the following two full days (sessions B and C).
Session A was introductory. Session B focused on local social groupings and
maers of import; Session C focused on episodes of Mark and how to interpret
them for speaking to maers of import in social groupings. Sessions B and C
generated examples of composed speeches which were recorded, a selection of
which are presented in Chapters 4 and 5 of the dissertation.

C 3 explains the source Mark as a text in its Græco-Roman seing. e
chapter argues that it is reasonable to understand the source as a script for Chris-
tian orators/emissaries - in this study called “reader-speakers” - who were to
point aention to and persuade people regarding maers of import in local au-
dience groupings that were stratified along lines of power and prestige. By using
this tool reader-speakers could identify what the maers were that they were to
address and they could interpretively find ways to speak effectively yet safely
to such audience groupings. is reading of Mark is contrasted with two com-
mon readings of Mark: as a story whose plot and characters work together to
invite any and all readers equally to be affected towards following Jesus (narra-
tive criticism); or, as a script for performing that story dramatically for emotive
and aesthetic effect (recent performance studies).

Relying heavily upon certain existing scholarly work on the Gospels and Mark,
it is argued that Mark, as any Græco-Roman text, would have been conceived of
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as rhetorical in that it was to function as a tool by which trained and competent
reader-speakers were to convince audiences about maers of import. e early
Jesusmovement consisted of geographically diverse groupings that were hetero-
geneous in ethno-religious background among whom Mark was to be uniquely
enacted in any and every local environment. Further, and more particularly,
reader-speakers could assume that early Christian groupings - like other group-
ings - were divided along lines of elite leader-types and low-status people. A
selection of episodes is analysed to show how the text predicts such a differenti-
ated audience. It is heavily loaded with speaking and demonstrative action that
points the aention of the disciples to desired practice and, on the other hand,
affirms the true devotion of suppliants.

It is further argued, relying on certain rhetorical studies, that Græco-Roman or-
ators considered carefully the challenges of addressing sensitive maers aimed
at higher-status audience members in the presence of the rest of the audience. A
known oratorical practice was to speak to sensitive maers in covert ways with
schematised speech (Greek: logos eschēmatismenos) and thus making a point
indirectly and safely. is schematised speaking - a social phenomenon - is
contrasted in the chapter with usual ways in which Bible translation theory un-
derstands ‘rhetorical’ to be about isolatable textual features, oen called figures
of speech, like rhetorical question, parallelism or chiasm.

e chapter moves on to claim that the narrative episodes of Mark can be read
as such schematised speaking or figuration. Whereas ostensibly the narrative
seings and events form a story, as figuration the episodes can be made by com-
petent reader-speakers to point to issues which are bound to exist in groupings
of the Jesus movement. e main persuasive purpose is thus predicted by the
text which addresses actual or would-be leaders towards a certain leadership
stance. Secondarily, the episodes argue in affirmation of the personal devotion
to Jesus of ordinary, lower-status group members (Henderson, 2009). Taking
this reading of the text, the chapter presents a survey of the episodes and dis-
cerns four inter-related aspects of leadership style. e figured text-script chal-
lenges leaders as to whether 1) they are exemplifying servant leadership by not
competing for prestige, 2) they are prepared to face sacrificial death, 3) they un-
derstand and can handle legal maers and scripture interpretation in favour of
low-status people, and 4) they have an aitude of reception towards low-status
people and are competent to aid them. us, it is argued, the reader-speaker in
- or sent to - the local audience grouping has the rhetorical task of interpreting
the text of Mark - though narrative in its broad literary form - as addressing
these actual, local maers.

Taking that plausible picture of the function of Mark in early environments-
using the text as tool for persuasive speaking to local maers of import -, this
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chapter undergirds the proposal that a similar function is reasonable for receptor
environments in Lovangai social groupings.

C 4 engages the question of how an invited group of Lovangai research
participants - all competent reader-speakers in their own right - speak persua-
sively to effect (change o) practice in others. e chapter first introduces Lo-
vangai social groupings and actual maers of import. Secondly, a selection of
unsolicited speech enactments is presented which illustrate a variety of maers
of concern and various social groupings. One example is that of a middle-aged
man aempting to persuade a church congregation that a certain ruling about
raising and donating poultry for a celebratory meal is not being interpreted cor-
rectly. ese examples are snap-shots, showing actual people aempting to
effect change of practice within social groupings. e fact that they are un-
solicited provides further credibility for the examples of speaking generated in
interviews and seminar sessions. irdly, a selection of sketches taken from
extended interviews, show research participants recalling or envisioning per-
suasive speaking and providing some of their own analysis of the effect of their
speaking. e sketches show speaking in a range of social groupings, from nu-
clear family to clan and extended family groupings through to a large meeting
of several home places. Sixteen sketches are presented, illustrating serious en-
gagement with a variety of issues. Finally, the group discussion and reflections
in session B of the seminars yielded examples of speakers carefully addressing
maers of import, seven of which are selected and presented in some detail.2
ey show how reader-speakers analyse and assess groups and issues and then
compose speech to decisively address them. One of the speeches presented, for
example, is that of a middle-aged woman, addressing a large group of parents
of the church congregation. In light of recent acts of vandalism which she anal-
yses for them, she makes an urgent plea for training and disciplining younger
children lest they grow up to follow similar ways.

Within the argument of the dissertation, the variated persuasive speaking illus-
trated in this chapter illuminates the question of howMarkan episodes might be
treated as text-script by these Lovangai reader-speakers (taken up in Chapter 5).
It is reasonable to expect coherence between the function proposed for early en-
vironments (Græco-Roman) and the speaking in social groupings as practised by
these research participants. With a Markan text as script they should be compe-
tent to interpret maers of import in the script and, by interpreting a particular
social grouping, speak to address the maer. Such speech practice would be
similar to - coherent with - the speaking for effect common to Lovangai social
groupings as exemplified extensively in this chapter.

2A list of the speeches of all the research participants in session B is given in Appendix C. e
ones selected for presentation are marked with an asterisk.
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C 5makes the central point of this dissertation; with extensive examples,
it shows Lovangai reader-speakers interpretively enacting episodes of Mark to
address maers of import in their own social groupings. e term “interpretive
enactment” refers to the speaking out loud which the research participants did
in the seminar group and includes the reflection and planning leading up to it.
It is interpretive activity in that the reader-speaker says things in an integrated
way with the voice of the script. It is an enactment in that the reader-speaker
embodies - within an environment that includes other actors - the interpretation
of the script and his or her own persuasive purpose. An enactment is local, time-
bound and is not simply a cognitive transfer of information.

In amajor introductory section themethod of seminar C is explained inmore de-
tail, seing it in the context of the whole dissertation and especially the closely
related preparatory work done in seminar B.e twenty-five interpretive enact-
ments that were collected engaged eight episodes: Mk 2:23-28; 3:31-35; 9:38-50;
10:13-16; 10:28-31; 12:1-11; 12:41-44; 14:3-9. e section also discusses how
interpretive enactments are understood as different from performance as dra-
matic acting, why the study was conducted orally rather than with wrien texts
and the rationale for preparing the text-script with no special effort to make it
Lovangai-sounding except to make a minimally pronounceable text. e sem-
inar session did not include any exegetical discussion. Explication of informa-
tion gaps or differences between ‘the world’ of Mark and Lovangai ‘culture’
were not planned, nor did any questions of that nature arise. Rather, the ses-
sion was planned as an opportunity for reader-speakers to approach Markan
episodes seeking in the text not an informative intent but a pointing of aen-
tion to maers of import and to ways of speaking with sensitivity to stratified
groupings.

In the body of the chapter, seven selected interpretive enactments are presented.
ese comprise five episodes interpreted by six research participants: Mk 2:23 -
28 by two participants; Mk 9:38 - 50 twice by the same participant; Mk 10:13 -
16; Mk 10:28 - 31; and, Mk 12:1 - 11. ese enactments were selected with an
eye for geing a variety of ages, both men and women, and people from each
of the three congregations. e enactments illustrate a range of competence in
handling maers of import and how reader-speakers choose an audience group-
ing deemed appropriate for him or her to address. Each presentation has the
following constituents: a title of the enactment (using formulations from the
enactment); the text-script in full in Lovangai, with a parallel English retro-ver-
sion; an introduction of the reader-speaker, the social grouping and the maer
of import addressed; the enactment text (in English from a transcription and
translation of the audio recording made in the seminar session); a discussion of
the enactment that provides clarification, makes an analysis of the actual mat-
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ter of import, audience stratification and sensitivity of the issue and discusses
speaker motivation and style choices.3

A concluding section discusses further considerations on the findings of this
chapter. Research participants show that negotiation is required vis à vis their
social grouping as to how directly it is appropriate to speak. Confidence in ad-
dressing maers of import varies from person to person and is relative to what
group is being addressed. Reader-speakers depend on others to help them - over
time - to realize or strengthen their persuasive aempts. Some reader-speakers
engaged the seminar group itself in the real issue they were addressing, thus
illustrating that their enactments were not staged, ‘performed’ or otherwise in-
authentic. Interpretations of the same enactment vary between speakers and
chosen audience groupings. An approach to Markan episodes as script for ad-
dressing real maers of concern requires that the reader-speaker interpretations
be taken seriously, since it is only through embodiment by the reader-speaker
that persuasive purposes become reality for hearers.

C 6 provides a short summary and further reflection on the main points
that this study seeks to show. e following main points are listed: the plausible
make-up of the projected Græco-Roman audience of Mark is diverse, local and
stratified; the episodes as figured text point especially to leadership practice;
Lovangai reader-speakers are willing and competent in addressing maers in
their own social groupings; they are also willing and competent to interpret
and to speak from Markan episodes, thus aempting to persuade social group
members towards change of practice; and, there is a relationship of coherence
between early reception and Lovangai reception in regards to persuasive speech
practice and function of the text as script.

e chapter further provides a reflective review of the dissertation with aen-
tion given to post-colonial concerns, language as practice, communication and
translation and figuration in texts and speech. e chapter closes with a pro-
posal that translating Mark in Lovangai be carried out not only by making a
script but that translational activity itself be understood as including assessment
and interpretation of both the script as well as local social groupings and, sig-
nificantly, as culminating in speech aimed at persuading local audience group-
ings towards change of practice. e chapter invites further consideration by
Lovangai translators and church workers as well as by other theorists and ped-
agogues working in (missionary) Bible translation more generally.

Five  are aached to the study. Appendix A provides maps that lo-
cate the Lovangai area in Papua New Guinea and show the location of the three
congregations in focus. Appendix B lists the research participants by age bracket
3Appendix D gives an overview of all the enactments of session C with a short statement of the
persuasive goals of the reader-speakers. e seven enactments selected for presentation are
marked with an asterisk.
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and home place congregation. Appendix C gives an overview of the aempts at
speaking for effect performed in session B of the seminar. Appendix D gives an
overview of the interpretive enactments based on Markan episodes which were
composed and performed in Session C. Finally, Appendix E reflects upon four
potential consequences of this dissertation for Bible translation pedagogy and
practice.



S

Overtuigend spreken en bijbelvertalen: Een studie naar de ontvangst van
het Evangelie van Markus in Grieks-Romeinse en Lovangai context

Dit onderzoek naar de ontvangst van het Evangelie van Markus onderzoekt hoe
de tekst kan functioneren als een ‘script’ voor overtuigend spreken betreffende
zaken die voor lokale groepen hoorders van belang zijn. Het is een onderzoek
naar de situatie van de vroege groepen van volgelingen van Jezus in het Mid-
dellandse Zee-gebied en betoogt dat het aannemelijk is dat het Evangelie van
Markus ontworpen is om als een ‘tekst-script’ te functioneren. Parallel hieraan
wordt studie gemaakt van de Lovangai context om te ontdekken hoe de tekst
voor huidige kerkelijke gemeenten een soortgelijke functie kan hebben. Leden
van drie gemeenten deden mee aan deze studie.1

Dit proefschri onderzoekt de ontvangst van Markus door een verbinding te
leggen tussen de manier van spreken in Grieks-Romeinse sociale groepen en
Lovangai sociale groepen. Er is coherentie tussen deze groepen als het gaat om
het functioneren van de tekst als mogelijk tekst-script waarbij overtuigend spre-
ken het doel is. De studie richt zich daarbij meer op wat mensen met een tekst
doen, dan op het formuleren van een doeltekst. De studie doet geen algemene
uitspraken of voorspellingen over de Lovangai als doelgroep, maar is gericht op
het begrijpen van de ontvangst in een aantal specifieke locale situaties. Bewe-
ringen betreffende de brontekst zijn eveneens beperkt, het betre hier alleen de
presentatie van een plausibele lezing van het waarschijnlijke functioneren van
het Evangelie van Markus in lokale groepen in Grieks-Romeinse context. Be-
langrijke nadruk ligt op de manier waarop de Lovangai onderzoeksdeelnemers
overtuigend spreken en op wat naar hun opvaing van belang is in hun eigen
groepen. De studie loopt uit op de presentatie van geselecteerde voorbeelden
1Het Lovangai gebied ligt in noord-oost Papua Nieuw Guinea en bestaat uit het eiland Lovangai
met de bijbehorende eilanden en de Tingwon groep. De kerkleden die deelnamen aan het on-
derzoek wonen op drie plaatsen in het westelijke deel van het Lovangai gebied (zie de kaarten
in Appendix A).
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van overtuigend spreken door de onderzoeksdeelnemerswaarbij zij een gedeelte
uit Markus uitleggen dat betrekking hee op een aspect van hun context.

H 1 gee een introductie van dit proefschri als een bijbelvertaal-
studie over het Evangelie van Markus en een groep Lovangai onderzoeksdeel-
nemers. In een korte schets van de ontstaansgeschiedenis van de kerk in het
westen van Lovangai wordt speciale aandacht gegeven aan de verwachtingen
over het gebruik van een tekst en aan overtuigend spreken. Vervolgens gee
het hoofdstuk de twee hoofdthema’s van het hier gepresenteerde onderzoek:
Markus als een tekst-script voor ‘spreken’ in lokale Grieks-Romeinse context
en de praktijk van het overtuigend spreken in de Lovangai context waarbij be-
langrijke zaken via een interpreterende benadering van delen uit Markus ter
sprake gebracht worden.

H 2 legt uit welke theoretische en methodische benaderingen in deze
studie gebruikt worden, leidend tot de volgende onderzoeksvraag: hoe kunnen,
aan de ene kant de karakteristieken vanGrieks-Romeins overtuigend spreken en
de geïmpliceerde toehoorders van Markus, en aan de andere kant het op effect
gerichte spreken in Lovangai groepen, samen begrepen worden als coherent en
gezamenlijk bijdragen aan een vertaling die gerealiseerd wordt als een ‘uitvoe-
ring’ van de tekst van Markus?

In het eerste deel van dit hoofdstuk worden enkele vooronderstellingen bespro-
ken van missionair georiënteerde bijbelvertaaltheorie en vertaalonderwijs en in
het bijzonder vooronderstellingen betreffende de Evangeliën en Markus. Uitge-
legd zal worden waarom deze vooronderstellingen problematisch zijn voor het
lezen van Markus als tekst-script. Vanuit missiologisch en theologisch perspec-
tief wordt meestal aangenomen dat Markus dient te functioneren als een in-
formerende tekst die een korte beschrijving gee van wat Jezus zei en deed. Er
wordt ook aangenomen dat er een grote kloof is in de culturele achtergrondken-
nis tussen de originele hoorders en de lezers van vertalingen. Dit zou betekenen
dat de oorspronkelijke hoorders alles duidelijk begrepen, terwijl de nieuwe le-
zers interpretatie en vertaling nodig hebben. Redactie-kritische theorieën over
specifieke groepen hoorders van de Evangeliën beïnvloeden de aannames be-
treffende het gemak van de communicatie in de oorspronkelijke situatie. Ver-
der worden aannames besproken die het ontvangen van communicatie vooral
verstaan vanuit de mate van begrip van het individu, vaak vooral gezien als in-
formatieverwerkend brein. Ook wordt de vooronderstelling besproken dat de
culturele kennis van de originele en nieuwe hoorders monolithisch van aard is.
In dit hoofdstuk is er speciaal aandacht voor enkele recente studies waarin de
neiging bestaat om de personen die in de brontekst voorkomen gelijk te stel-
len aan de oorspronkelijke hoorders waarbij geen oog is voor de praktijk van
het uitspreken van een tekst voor een groep. Het is ook goed mogelijk dat de
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groepen eerste toehoorders qua tijd en locatie niet zo dicht bij de besproken
gebeurtenissen stonden en dat zij sociaal divers waren.

Het tweede deel van dit hoofdstuk beschrij een model van vertalen dat gericht
is op de spreekpraktijk in hedendaagse lokale groepen. Spreken met als doel te
overtuigen kenmerkt zich door een specifieke situatie waarin de leden van de
groep, hun fysieke omgeving en hun onderlinge relaties bepalend zijn. Com-
petente tekstuitleggers en sprekers – in deze studie heten ze lezer-sprekers –
interpreteren het script van Markus en brengen de doelstelling ervan (name-
lijk, te overtuigen) ten uitvoer door tot de lokale groepen te spreken. Omdat
lezer-sprekers weten dat belangrijk zaken waarschijnlijk gevoelig liggen, zeker
in sociaal nadrukkelijk onderscheiden groepen, kunnen ze de tekst geïnterpre-
teerd gebruiken. Door op bedekte wijze te spreken behouden de lezer-sprekers
het respect van de groepsleden met meer aanzien terwijl ze toch hun standpunt
innemen. Een lezer-spreker die een gedeelte van Markus uitlegt kan spreken op
een manier die lijkt op de wijze waarop zaken rondom het huiselijke leven be-
sproken worden. Tegelijk kan een lezer-spreker proberen om trouw te zijn aan
wat er in het tekst-script is voorgeschreven en alert blijven op hoe het script kan
dienen als model voor het spreken.

In het derde deel van dit hoofdstuk worden de in deze studie gebruikte metho-
den besproken. De bestudering van de omgeving van de brontekst vindt plaats
met behulp van studies die het aannemelijk maken dat het Markus evangelie
is ontworpen als een script. De doelstelling van de tekst is om in de vroege
christelijke beweging met overtuiging te spreken, waarbij onderscheid gemaakt
werd tussen leiders en leden met een lage status. Er volgt een analyse van ge-
deelten uit Markus die voor lezer-sprekers dienen als een script waarmee met
groepen hoorders gesproken kan worden over leiderschap. De Lovangai con-
text en spreekpraktijk werd onderzocht door observatie en participatie in bijeen-
komsten waarin overtuigend spreken plaats vond. Daarnaast werden spontaan
gesproken en geschreven voorbeelden verzameld, er vonden interviews plaats
met kerkleden en er werd met onderzoeksdeelnemers gewerkt in een seminar
gedurende een avond (sessie A) en twee hele dagen (sessies B en C.) Sessie A
was een introductie, sessie B betrof lokale sociale groepen en zaken die daar-
voor belangrijk zijn, terwijl sessie C gericht was op de uitleg van gedeelten van
Markus met het oog op het gebruik ervan in het spreken over sociaal belang-
rijke zaken. Sessies B en C leverde voorbeelden op van opgenomen toespraken,
waarvan een deel besproken zal worden in hoofdstuk 4 en 5.

In  3 wordt de brontekst Markus besproken als een tekst in een
Grieks-Romeinse context. Het wordt beargumenteerd dat het aannemelijk is
om de tekst te begrijpen als een script voor christelijke sprekers/boodschappers
- in deze studie: “lezer-sprekers” - wiens doel het was om de aandacht te ves-
tigen op en te overtuigen betreffende belangrijke zaken in plaatselijke groepen
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van hoorders die onderling verdeeld waren door macht en prestige. Door ge-
bruik te maken van deze methode konden lezer-sprekers de zaken die zij aan de
orde wilden stellen benoemen en door middel van het interpretatieproces ont-
dekken op welke manier ze effectief en veilig konden spreken. Deze benadering
van Markus staat in contrast met twee veel voorkomende lezingen van Markus,
namelijk de narratieve benadering waarin de plot en de personages samen alle
lezers zonder uitzondering uitnodigen om Jezus te gaan volgen, of de perfor-
mance studies benadering waarin de tekst een script is voor een op emotionele
en esthetische effecten gerichte uitvoering ervan.

In navolging van bepaalde wetenschappelijke literatuur over de Evangeliën en
Markus zal beargumenteerd worden dat Markus, zoals iedere Grieks-Romeinse
tekst, gezien zal zijn als een retorische tekst. Dat wil zeggen dat de tekst ge-
bruikt kon worden als een hulpmiddel waarmee een getrainde en bekwame
lezer-spreker een groep hoorders kon overtuigen van belangrijk zaken. De vroe-
ge Jezus beweging bestond uit geografisch verspreide groepenmet diverse ethno-
religieuze achtergronden bij wie de Markus tekst in iedere lokatie contextspeci-
fiek werd uitgevoerd. Verder konden lezer-sprekers er meer specifiek vanuit
gaan dat de vroege Christelijke groepen – evenals andere groepen – verdeeld
werden tussen elitaire leiders en mensen met lage status. Uit de analyse van een
aantal verhalen is te zien hoe de tekst dit onderscheid in de toehoorders veron-
derstelt. De geselecteerde verhalen zijn zwaar geladen met gesproken en zicht-
bare acties die aandacht van de volgelingen moet vestigen op het gewenste ge-
drag en die een bevestiging zijn van de toewijding van de ware navolgers.

Verder zal op basis van bepaalde studies van de retorica beargumenteerd wor-
den dat Grieks-Romeinse sprekers zorgvuldig nadachten over de uitdagingen
die gepaard gingen met het aan de orde stellen van gevoelige zaken bij toe-
hoorders met een hogere status te midden van de rest van het publiek. Een be-
kende retorische methode was om gevoelige onderwerpen bedekt, dus indirect
en daarmee veilig, ter sprake te brengen door middel van een ‘geschematiseerde
spreekwijze’ (Grieks: logos eschēmatismenos). Dit sociale fenomeen van het ge-
schematiseerde spreken staat in contrast met de gebruikelijke manieren waarop
bijbelvertaaltheorie omgaat met ‘retorica,’ namelijk als bestond het alleen uit
geïsoleerde tekstuele elementen of uitdrukkingen, zoals retorische vragen, pa-
rallellismen en chiasmen.

In het vervolg van het hoofdstuk wordt besproken hoe de narratieve gedeelten
van Markus gelezen kunnen worden als geschematiseerde spreekwijze. Terwijl
de narratieve opzet en de verhaalde gebeurtenissen zichtbaar een verhaal vor-
men, kunnen ze door bekwame lezer-sprekers gebruikt worden om te spreken
over zaken die in de groepen binnen de Jezus beweging aan de orde gesteld
moesten worden. Het belangrijkste doel van de tekst is in dit geval om be-
staande of toekomstige leiders te overtuigen van een bepaalde benadering van
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leiderschap. Ten tweede bevestigen de episoden de persoonlijke toewijding aan
Jezus van gewone leden met een lagere status (Henderson, 2009). Met behulp
van deze benadering van de tekst wordt een overzicht gegeven waarbij vier ge-
relateerde aspecten van leiderschapsstijl onderscheiden worden. Het geschema-
tiseerde tekst-script daagt de leiders uit na te gaan of ze (1) dienend leiderschap
laten zien door geen prestige na te jagen, (2) bereid zijn om zicht op te offeren
tot in de dood, (3) begrip hebben voor mensen met een lage status en of dat blijkt
uit hun uitleg van leefregels en de Schri en (4) of ze zich ontvankelijk opstellen
richting mensen met een lagere status en in staat zijn om hen bij te staan. Op
deze manier hee de lezer-spreker die gezonden is naar een lokale groep toe-
hoorders de retorische taak om de tekst van Markus, die literair gezien narratief
is, te interpreteren als concreet gericht op deze vier thema’s.

Door dit mogelijke gebruik van Markus in de vroege context in beeld te bren-
gen - namelijk als gereedschap voor het overtuigen door te spreken over lokaal
belangrijk zaken - onderbouwt dit hoofdstuk het voorstel dat een soortgelijk
functioneren redelijkerwijs ook te verwachten is in de ontvangende context van
groepen Lovangai.

In  4 komt aan de orde hoe een groep Lovangai onderzoeksdeelne-
mers - allen ervaren lezer-sprekers - het gedrag van anderen beïnvloeden door
met overtuiging te spreken. Eerst worden de Lovangai sociale groepen bespro-
ken en de concrete zaken die voor hen van belang zijn. Ten tweede worden een
aantal spontaan uitgesproken fragmenten getoond die verschillende concrete
zaken en verschillende sociale groepen illustreren. Een voorbeeld hiervan is het
spreken van een man op middelbare leeijd die een kerkelijke gemeente ervan
wil overtuigen dat een bepaald regel over het fokken van voor een feestmaal
bestemd pluimvee niet juist is uitgelegd. Deze voorbeelden zijn snap-shots van
mensen die in hun sociale context een gedragsverandering proberen te berei-
ken. Het feit dat deze fragmenten spontaan zijn uitgesproken toont de geloof-
waardigheid van de fragmenten die voortkomen uit de interviews en seminar
sessies. Ten derde is er een selectie genomen uit de uitgebreide interviews die
laten zien hoe de deelnemers hun eigen voorstelling weergeven vanwat overtui-
gend spreken is, waarbij ze hun eigen analyse geven van het effect ervan. Deze
voorbeelden tonen een verscheidenheid aan sociale groepen, van kerngezin tot
clan en familieverband en tot grote bijeenkomsten van verschillende dorpen te-
gelijk. De zestien voorbeelden die gegeven worden laten zien hoe verschillende
onderwerpen grondig besproken worden. Tensloe zijn er uit de groepsdis-
cussie en reflectie in seminar sessie B zeven voorbeelden gekozen waarin de
sprekers zorgvuldig op belangrijk zaken ingaan.2 Deze voorbeelden laten zien
hoe lezer-sprekers de groep en de voor die groep relevante zaken analyseren

2Een lijst van de sprekers tijdens sessie B staat in Appendix C, de voor bespreking geselecteerde
speeches zijn aangegeven met een asterisk.
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en dan op een duidelijke manier ter sprake brengen. Een van de voorbeelden
hiervan is dat van een vrouw van middelbare leeijd die een grote groep ou-
ders uit de kerk aanspreekt. Hierbij gee ze een analyse van een aantal recente
gevallen van vandalisme waarna ze een dringende oproep doet om door middel
van discipline te voorkomen dat de jongere kinderen het verkeerde voorbeeld
navolgen.

Binnen het raamwerk van dit proefschri laten de gevarieerde voorbeelden van
overtuigend spreken in dit hoofdstuk zien hoeMarkus door deze Lovangai lezer-
sprekers gelezen kan worden als een text-script. Het is te verwachten dat de
voorgestelde functie van Markus in de vroege (Grieks-Romeinse) context cohe-
rent is met het spreken in sociaal verband zoals de onderzoeksdeelnemers dat
doen. Met een gedeelte van Markus als script zouden ze in staat moeten zijn
om bepaalde belangrijke zaken uit te leggen, om er vervolgens in een specifieke
sociale context over te spreken. Zo’n vorm van spreken zal naar verwachting
gelijk zijn aan – coherent zijn met – het op effect-gerichte spreken dat blijkens
de voorbeelden in dit hoofdstuk in Lovangai groepen al gebruikelijk is.

H 5 laat de kerngedachte van dit proefschri zien: Lovangai lezer-
sprekers kunnen gedeelten van Markus interpreterend verwoorden om zaken
aan de orde te stellen die voor hun eigen sociale context van belang zijn. In-
terpretive enactment, of “interpreterend verwoorden” verwijst naar het hardop
spreken van de seminar deelnemers en omvat ook de voorafgaande reflectie en
voorbereiding. Deze activiteit is“interpretatie” omdat de lezer-spreker dingen
op een geïntegreerde manier aan de orde stelt en daarbij gebruikmaakt van de
stem van het script. Het is een belichaamde “verwoording” omdat de lezer-
spreker - met de andere actoren samen in een context - belichaming is van de
uitleg van het script en zijn of haar overtuigende doelstelling. De uitvoering
ervan is lokaal en tijdgebonden en niet gericht op een uitsluitend cognitieve
overdracht van informatie.

In het inleidende gedeelte wordt de tijdens seminar C gevolgde werkwijze in de-
tail beschreven en geplaatst in de context van het gehele onderzoek en specifiek
in relatie tot het in seminar B uitgevoerde voorbereidende werk. De vijfentwin-
tig ‘interpreterende verwoordingen’ die verzameld zijn betreffen acht gedeel-
ten van Markus: 2:23-28; 3:31-35; 9:38-50; 10:13-16; 10:28-31; 12:1-11; 12:41-44;
14:3-9. Verder wordt besproken waarom de ‘interpreterende verwoordingen’
niet begrepen moeten worden als acteren in de context van een toneeluitvoe-
ring en waarom er in deze studie gebruik gemaakt is van materiaal in gespro-
ken vorm en niet van geschreven tekst. Tensloe worden de redenen besproken
waarom het voorbereidde tekst-script niet speciaal is aangepast om Lovangai te
klinken. De seminar sessies bevaen geen exegetische discussies. Het was niet
gepland om informatie te geven over het cultuurverschil tussen de wereld van
Markus en de Lovangai cultuur en daar werd gedurende het seminar ook niet
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naar gevraagd. Het seminar was juist opgezet om lezer-sprekers de gelegenheid
te geven om Markus niet te benaderen als informatiebron maar als ‘wegwijzer’
richting belangrijke zaken en manieren van spreken met gevoel voor de gevoe-
ligheid die voorkomt bij statusverschillen in groepen.

In het hoofddeel van dit hoofdstuk worden zeven geselecteerde interpreterende
uitvoeringen beschreven. Het gaat om vijf gedeelten die door zes deelnemers
zijn besproken. Mk 2:23-28 door twee deelnemers; Mk 9:38-50 twee keer door
dezelfde deelnemer; en eenmaal Mk 10:13-16; Mk 10:28-31; en Mk 12:1-11. De
deelnemers werden uitgekozen om voldoende variatie te krijgen in leeijd, ge-
slacht en geografische herkomst. De deelnemers blijken verschillende compe-
tentieniveaus te hebben betreffende het spreken over belangrijke zaken en het
kiezen van een gepaste doelgroep. Elke presentatie hee de volgende onder-
delen: de titel (met eigen woorden), een introductie van de lezer-spreker, de
sociale groep en de besproken belangrijk zaak, het volledige tekst-script in Lo-
vangai met een parallelle Engelse terug-vertaling, de uitgesproken tekst van de
‘interpreterende verwoordingen’ (in een Engelse vertaling van een transcrip-
tie van de tijdens het seminar gemaakte geluidsopname), een bespreking van
de toespraak ter verduidelijking, inclusief een analyse van het besproken on-
derwerp, de doelgroep, de gevoeligheid van het onderwerp en de motivatie en
stilistische keuzes van de spreker.3

In een afsluitend gedeelte worden de resultaten van dit hoofdstuk verder be-
sproken. De onderzoeksdeelnemers laten zien dat ze de directheid waarmee ze
kunnen spreken afstemmen op de sociale groep waar ze voor staan. Het zelf-
vertrouwen dat blijkt uit hun spreken verschilde van persoon tot persoon en is
ook aankelijk van de toegesproken groep. Lezer-sprekers steunen op anderen
die hen - door de tijd heen - helpen hun pogingen tot overtuigen te realiseren
en versterken. Sommige lezer-sprekers richen zich met de zaak waarover ze
spraken tot de seminar-deelnemers zelf, waaruit blijkt dat hun spreken authen-
tiek was en geen voorstelling zoals een toneeluitvoering. Het bleek ook dat de
interpretaties van hetzelfde gedeelte verschillen tussen de sprekers en de geko-
zen luisteraars. Het benaderen van Markus’ gedeelten als een script voor het
bespreken van belangrijke zaken vereist dat de interpretaties van de lezer-spre-
kers serieus genomen worden, omdat het overtuigende doel voor de luisteraars
alleen realiteit kanworden door de belichaming van de boodschap door de lezer-
spreker.

H 6 gee een korte samenvaing en aanvullende reflectie op de hoofd-
punten van deze studie. De volgende zaken worden besproken: de vermoe-
delijke samenstelling van de Grieks-Romeinse hoorders van Markus is divers,

3Appendix D gee een overzicht van alle interpreterende verwoordingen uit sessie C, voorzien
van een korte omschrijving van de doelstelling van de lezer-sprekers. De zeven geselecteerde
speeches zijn voorzien van een asterisk.
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plaatsgebonden en onderling onderscheiden; de gedeelten die als tekst-script
dienen richten zich speciaal op leiderschapspraktijken; Lovangai lezer-sprekers
zijn bereid en in staat om deze zaken in hun eigen sociale groepen aan de orde
te stellen; ze zijn ook bereid en in staat om te spreken vanuit gedeelten van
Markus, om op die manier te proberen om hun toehoorders te overtuigen hun
gedrag te veranderen; en er is coherentie tussen de vroege ontvangst van Mar-
kus en de manier waarop de Lovangai de tekst ontvangen als het gaat om de
praktijk van het overtuigend spreken en het functioneren van de tekst als script
daarvoor.

Het hoofdstuk bevat verder een terugblik op het proefschri vanuit het per-
spectief van postkoloniale vragen, de benadering van taal als taalpraktijk, de
relatie tussen communicatie en vertalen en tussen figuurlijk spreken en tekst.
Het hoofdstuk besluit met het voorstel om het vertalen van Markus in Lovangai
niet alleen uit te voeren door het maken van een script, maar om de vertaalacti-
viteit zelf uit te breiden met een beoordeling en uitleg van zowel het tekst-script
als van de lokale sociale groepen. Dit kan dan uitlopen op een interpreterende
verwoording die gericht is op het overtuigen van lokale groepen hoorders. Het
hoofdstuk is een uitnodiging tot verdere doordenking, niet alleen aan Lovangai
vertalers en gemeenteleden maar ook aan anderen die nadenken over theorie-
vorming en trainingspraktijk van het (missionair) bijbelvertalen.

De studie bevat vijf bijlagen. Bijlage A betre kaartmateriaal van Lovangai in
Papua Nieuw Guinea en de locaties van de drie onderzochte gemeenten. Bij-
lage B gee een overzicht van de onderzoeksdeelnemers per leeijdsgroep en
thuisgemeente. Bijlage C gee een overzicht van de gevallen waarin gedurende
seminar sessie B een poging werd gedaan om overtuigend te spreken. Bijlage D
gee een overzicht van de op de Markus gebaseerde interpreterende verwoor-
dingen die gemaakt en uitgevoerd zijn tijdens sessie C. Bijlage E is een reflectie
op vier mogelijke gevolgen van dit onderzoek voor het onderwijs en de praktijk
van het bijbelvertalen.
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